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Introduction 
Nathaniel Parker Willis was born in Portland, Maine, on January 20, 
18o6--thirteen months before his famous fellow townsman, Henry Wadsworth 
Imlgfellow--and he died sixty-one years later to the day, January 20, 1867, 
near Newburgh, New York. He was buried in Mount Auburn Cemetery, his body 
being borne there by such well-known Americans as Oliver Wendell Holmes, 
James Russell Lowell, Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, James T. Fields (all of 
whom were later buried near him), Thcmas Bailey Aldrich, and Samuel Gridley 
Howe, whose wif'e, Julia Ward Howe, wrote in her diary the day of the funeral: 
"Thus ends a man of perhaps first-rate genius, ruined by the adoption of an 
utterly frivolous standard of labor and life, George IV and Bulwer have to 
answer for some of these failures. ,l The list of distinguished pall-
bearers indicates the eminent position Willis held in the literary world 
at the time of his death, even though he had reached the peak of his 
reputation some twenty years before. Mrs. Howe 1 s camnent reflects an 
adverse critical attitude toward Willis persistently expressed throughout 
his career, 
Willis was one of the most prolific and popular of American '~riters 
between 1830 and 1860. While still an undergraduate at Yale, he became 
nationally famous as a poet, especially for his scriptural sketches, ver-
sified paraphrases of B!.blical stories, In writing these he was influenced 
llaura E. Richards and Maude Howe Elliott, Julia Ward Howe, 1819-1910, 
2 vols. (Boston, 1916), p. 262, 
v 
by his stemly religious father, a strongly orthodox GalVinist, who presum-
ably intended his son for the ministry--he sent him to Andover and Yale--
but Willis preferred a literary career, and at the age of twenty-two was 
editing his own magazine, the American MORthly Magazine, But the puritan 
climate of Boston clashed with his temperament, so, after two years of 
editorial apprenticeship in that city, derided and lampooned by his fellow 
joumalists, he removed to New York to become, with George P, Morris and 
Theodore S, Fay, one of the editors of the New York Mirror. He thus 
became associated with the Knickerbocker school, rather than with the group 
of New England writers. 
Persuading his co-editors of his talent at writing travel sketches, 
Willis went abroad to become in effect the first foreign correspondent in 
American letters, Beginning in 1831, he spent the next five years abroad, 
writing to the Mirror, almost weekly, accounts of his adventures in France, 
Italy, Greece, the Levant, and, finally, the British Isles, From these 
experiences came many ideas for his stories, The publication or his travel 
letters, Pencillings ~ ~ ~ (1835), brought upon his head the execra-
tion of the Tory press for being, as they considered him, a puppy, a toady, 
and a wolf in sheep's clothing, indiscreetly betraying private confidences. 
But this publication brought him intemational popularity as well as 
notoriety, 
While in England (1834-1836 ), Willis tumed seriously to the writing 
of fiction, rewriting some of his earlier tales and turning his recent 
adventures into stories for the British periodicals and for publication in 
the Mirror. In 1836 he collected these stories in an edition called Inklings 
or Adventure. Within the next decade he published two other collections, 
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Ranance of Travel, also called Loiterlngs of Travel (1840), and Dashes at 
- -
~~!~Pencil (1845), the latter being an annibus edition con-
taining nearly sixty of Willis•s accumulated stories. 
Willis had returned to New York in 1836, and became successively an 
editor of the New Mirror and the ~Journal, as well as of other peri-
odicals and several annuals. By the time Longfellow published Voices ~ 
~Night (1839), four volumes of Willis's poetry had appeared, and three 
years later Willis was probably the most highly paid writer in lunerica. 
Because he had a facile pen and because he always found a ready market, 
Willis never underwent the disciplining apprenticeship which most writers 
suffer to their artistic advantage, and because he was willing to dash off 
stories for such popular magazines as Godey•s Ladies• ~and Graham's 
Magazine--in fact, because he was encouraged to by economic necessity--his 
fiction never attained the seriousness nor the artistry of that of his 
contemporaries, Irving, Poe, and Hawthorne. \'lillis•s novel, ~ ~ 
(1857 ), undertaken with a seriousness of purpose and an artistic objective, 
shows that in spite of his limitations Willis might have become a far 
better writer had he written less and had he taken more time for revision. 
Retiring to the country twice in his career, first to the Susquehanna 
and later to the Hudson near Newburgh, New York, Willis enlivened the 
pages of his periodicals with sparkling accounts of his experiences as a 
gentleman farmer. These letters were later collected in several volumes. 
One of the most versatile of American '<titers, Willis gained a reputa-
tion for his poetry, travel sketches, fiction, rural letters, journalistic 
ephemera, and drama--three of his plays were produced, two, successfully. 
But, despite his tremendous output and his remarkable contemporary reputa-
Viii 
tion, Willis is known today only to the few who delve into the fringes of 
American literature, Those who so delve find in Willis a treasure of 
Americana, the delineation of certain aspects of nineteenth-century Amer-
ican culture not recorded elsewhere, Willis was one of those rare 
individuals who can not only keep abreast of popular taste for a genera-
tion, but who can also fashion that taste. 
It seems, therefore, not inappropriate that a serious consideration 
be given to the writings of Nathaniel Parker Willis if only to see what 
light he throws on his own generation. There is the possibility, too, 
that he has contributed to American literature s001ething heretofore 
undetected. At the very least an analysis of his work will reveal the 
inner workings of a mind which was considered great in his day, and whose 
possessor was considered a most fascinating person, For these purposes the 
present work has been attempted, In order to limit the scope of this 
present writing, only Willis's fiction will be considered, a genre in which 
Willis produced some of his best work. 
Up to the present, four critical works only have considered Willis•s 
fiction in any detail, Henry A. Beers, in his fascinating critical biogra-
phy of Willis written for the "American Men of Letters" series in 1885, 
gives authoritative information concerning Willis•s sources and influences, 
identifies much of Willis's unsigned material, and offers valuable critical 
opinion, Fred Lewis Pattee presents an excellent summary of Willis's short 
fiction in The Development~~ American Short Story (1923). In his 
unpublished doctoral dissertation, "The ll.fe and Works of Nathaniel Parker 
Willis, 1806-1836," Kenneth 1. Daughrity discusses Hillis 1 s short fiction 
through the publication of Inklings ~ Adventure. Arthur Hobson Quinn 
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speaks briefly and favorably of' Willis's fiction in ~ Literature ~:!:!!!!. 
American People (1951). No detailed analysis of' Willis's fiction has been 
undertaken heretofore, however. 
Because of' the un!amiliari ty of' present-day readers with \•Iillis' s 
fiction, it has been thought necessary to include in this study a running 
synopsis of' the stories and the novel. The organization is, therefore, 
detennined by that consideration, and the discussion which follows will 
an~e the stories in the order in which they were published in book i'om 
with summaries at the end of' each section. 
THE FICTION OF NATHANIEL PARKER \'liLLIS 
INKLINGS OF ADVENTURE 
Volume I 
The first collection of short stories by Nathaniel Parker Willis, 
Inklings of Adventure,1 was published in 1836, simultaneously in London 
and New York. Willis's reputation abroad is attested to by the fact that, 
in a period when few American writers could obtain publication in England, 
three of his books were published there within a year, Melanie ~ Other 
Poems, 2 Pencillings £l the Way3 (a collection of travel sketches originally 
contributed to the New York Mirror), and Inklings .2£ Adventure. 
The sketches included in Inklings had been contributed to various 
British periodicals, especially the ~Monthly !1agazine, between 1834 and 
1836, and had also appeared in the Hirror. Several of these were revisions 
of stories written earlier for the American 14onthly Magazine, which Willis 
had edited. Since vlillis had signed many of these stories with the name of 
their canmon hero, Philip Slingsby, they came to be known as the "Slingsby 
Papers." 
A motto on the title page of Inklings establishes the mood of the 
work and the character of Slingsby. This quotation from Colley Gibber• s 
lNathaniel Parker Willis, Inklin~s of Adventure, 3 vols. (London, 
1836); ~·· 2 vols. (New York, 1836 • 
2Nathaniel Parker Willis, Helanie and Other Poems, Barry Cornwall, 
ed. (London, 1835). A New York edition "'"With additional poems rras published 
in 1837. 
3Nathaniel Parker Willis, Pencillings by the Way, 3 vo1s. (London, 
1835); ~., 2 vols. (Philadelphia, 1836). · 
1 
Love ~~~reveals Willis's familiarity with the lesser British 
dramatists. 
Don Duart. I presume, sir, you are not of' Portugal. 
2 
Clodio. No, sirl I am a kind of'--what-d•ye-call-•um--a sort 
of' here-and-thereian.4 
Don Duart. Have you travelled far, sir? 
Clodio. My tour of' Europe, or so, sir?--dangled about a 
little. 
lfuen Willis started contributing these sketches to the British periodi-
cals, he himself' had just completed a three-year tour of' Europe and the Near 
East. The somewhat flippant tone of' Clodio's replies above matches 
exactly the tone of' most of' these sketches, many of' which were based upon 
Willis's own adVentures. 
Inklings is "inscribed to the distinguished American orator and states-
man, Edward Everett,n5 who became Governor of' Massachusetts in 1836. 
The Introductory Chapter, headed "Philip Slingsby, Esq.," describes 
' the fictional character who figures so prominently as the narrator and 
frequently as the protagonist of' the sketches which follow. Beers states 
that Willis took the name 11Slingsby11 fran Irving's Sketch Book, 6 but 
Tam Slingsby, the penniless but traveled schoolmaster, appears rather in 
4rhe tem 11here-and-thereian11 appealed to Willis. He contributed 
several sketches to the London Court ~ine in 1834 "By a Here and 
Thereian, 11 and a later collection of' ~stories is entitled Tilfe, Here 
and There; ~ Sketches of' Society and Adventure at Far-Apart Times arur 
Places (New York, 1850).- - - -
5Inklings of' AdVenture (New York, 1836 ), I, [iii]. All future 
references to Iiikliigs Will be made to this edition. 
6Henry A. Beers, Nathaniel Parker Willis "American Men of' Letters" 
series (Boston and New York, 1685), p. 155, hereinafter designated as Beers, 
NPif. 
3 
Bracebridge ~.7 Willis had already referred to "poor Slingsby" in 
Pencillings, and had quoted one of Il'lfing's comments on him. 8 Tom Slingsby 
is totally unrelated to Ihilip Slingsby, however, but his Christian name 
appears as the first name of several of Philip's cronies. 
In his introduction to Inklings Willis insists that Philip Slingsby 
is an actual person, and that the incidents in the stories are taken from 
real life. This claim is true insofar as the stories are redactions of 
Willis•s own adventures and insofar as Slingsby is a persona for Willis 
himself. The material purports to be 11taken partly from a rambling note-
book or his (Slingsby1 s] own, and filled out by what additional details 
I [Willis] have gathered from his conversation. n9 The device of the dis-
covered manuscript was popular in America at this time. Il"'ing had per-
petrated an elaborate hoax for the publication of his History ~ New York, 
and had also used several pseudonyms from Jonathan Oldstyle through 
Diedrich Knickerbocker to Geoffrey Crayon, and Willis followed suit with 
his Philip Slingsby •10 
Since the character Slingsby is but a thin disguise for Willis him-
self, many of the canunents in the introduction to Inklings apply equally 
7washington Il"'ing, "The Schoolmaster" and "The School," Bracebri~e 
m~· The Works ~Washington Il"'ing, 10 vols. (London, 1859), III, 1 -
8Penci~s '1:1,[ ~Way (Ihiladelphia, 1836), II, 
references ~~s, unless otherwise specified, 
edition. 
9Inklings, I,[v]. 
81fn. Hereinafter 
will be made to this 
l.Ow.i.llis used another fashionable device on the title page of Inklin~s 
when he ascribed the work to "The Author of • Pencillings by the Way. • t1 e 
was obviously not trying to conceal his identity, for the title page of 
Pencillings reads, ''by N. P. Willis, Esq., author of •Melanie, 1 the 
•Slingsby• Papers, etc." 
4 
to Slingsby and Willis. One of the first points Willis makes about Slingsby 
is his dual nature, 
From my observation of Mr, Slingsby, and from the slender experi-
ence of the world which has fallen to my share, I am persuaded that 
he, and most other men, may be said to possess two characters. One 
is real, the other ideal, In the great proportion of men the ideal. 
character, {usually a heroic and romantic one,) is stifled by a 
youth of care, and lies quite dormant, or, pent till its impulses 
are ungovernable, it becomes paramount in some strild.ng action late 
in life, and is called eccentricity or insanity, In others there 
is a never-ceasing struggle between the real and the ideal, or the 
latter obtains supremacy; stamping the man, as he finds opportunity 
or not, a dreamer or a hero, The supposed difference between men 
consists, frequently , , , , more in the different qualities pre-
dominant by education or circumstance,ll 
One of the major theses of this present work is that liillis possessed 
a dual nature, one side resulting fran his family training and fonnal educa-
tion, the other being controlled by his awn inclinations, These two forces, 
residing in Willis, side by side, created in him tensions which were pro-
jected into his fiction. One was a restraining force, the other a liberating 
one, The former dominated his conscience; the latter lured him into an 
irresistible world of sensuous and aesthetic delight, 
Willis 1 s father was a deeply religious man, the founder of the Boston 
Recorder (alleged to be the first religious newspaper in the world) and of 
the Youth 1 s Ganpanion, 12 which for a century guided the moral and religious 
education of American youth, Of' \<Iillis 1 s father Barrett Wendell said that he 
was an ardent member of the old Congregational conmrunion to which 
the dialect of New England long gave the name of "orthodox." • , , the 
goodly old gentleman became a deacon of the Park street Church, , , , 
This office involved social isolation. In Boston, Unitarianism had 
swept away the pristine religious traditions, Among the older churches 
ll!nklings, I, v ~vi. 
12 Beers, NJ:W, p. 9. 
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only the Old South had stuck by its original Calvinistic colours, 
and its members generally remained orthodox at the expense of their 
visiting lists. The Park street Church ••• had been founded as a 
new citadel of Calvinism; and it had maintained its principles so 
bravely as to win for itself in local slang the • • • name of "Brim-
stone Comer." In the Boston of WilJ.isls youth, then, its members 
were socially in a position similar to that of contemporary English 
Dissenters.l3 
Willis had been reared in one of the most religiously conservative 
homes in New England. Ail Wendell implies, those in the orthodox sect 
relinquished all social pretensions. To a youth of Willis 1 s temperament, 
social isolation is the equivalent of suicide. As Wendell says, 
Bom and bred amid such surroundings as this, Willis, whose temper 
was among the most frivolously adventurous of his time, began life 
in a state of edifying religious conviction. He was sent to school 
at that stronghold of orthodoxy, Andover, which was still trying to 
defend the old Faith so completely routed by Unitarianism at Harvard 
College. Fran Andover, instead of going to Harvard--in orthodox 
opinion the gate of the broad road to perdition--he was sent to can-
plate the salvation of his soul at Yale •••• Dlt even Yale 
orthodoxy failed to keep Willis within the fold.l4 
Willis had experienced conversion while still at Andover, and had 
later joined the Park Street. Church, but his more worldly inclinations drew 
him into the realm of fashion and prompted him to transgress the rigid 
orthodox canon. His infractions precipitated his excommunication fran the 
Park street Church for "absence fran the communion • • • and attendance at 
the theatre as a spectator. nl5 Again \vendell gi vas a clue to Willis 1 s 
personality. 
He was handsane; women, particularly older than he, were apt to 
fall in love with him. He had an instinctive aptitude for gaiety, 
13Barrett Wendell, ! Literary History ~ America (New York, 1927 ), 
PP• 223-224. 
l4wendell, PP• 224-225. 
15aeers, NPW, p. 95. 
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and when he came back to Boston from college • • • [he J was the 
most elaborate fop who had ever been seen on the shores of !1assa-
chusetts Bay. In spite of considerable religious backsliding, how-
ever, he was unable in Boston to overcome the social traditions 
which kept his family apart fran fashion •••• he ended by quitting 
the town in disgust, hating it fo:r: life, and returning only for 
burial nearly forty years 1ater.16 
The present work will attempt to show that although Willis left Bos-
ton to escape its restrictions, he was never able to shake off the influence 
of his early religious training. Since Willis himself is the author-pro-
tagonist of many of his stories, his tensions are easily traced therein: 
in some stories he appears as the puritanical Bostonian; in others he 
becomes an almost bohemian citizen of the world; in still others he is 
torn between the two. 
In his introduction to Inklings, Willis also says of Slingsby, 
With a perversity, arising, perhaps from being unappreciated in 
his youth, he cautiously conceals his better qualities, and takes 
pleasure in referring their accidental sparkles to chance or 
calculation. He professes rather worldly sentiments in conversa-
tion, and confesses to have no ambition beyond luxurious leisure, 
and no confidence in mankind.17 
On the surface it might not seem that Willis was unappreciated in his 
youth. Had he not become nationally famous as a poet before being graduated 
from Yale in 1827? Two years later had he not become the editor of his own 
magazine, the American Monthly Magazine? Here was appreciation for a twenty-
two year old writer which Hawthorne, three years his senior, and Longfellow, 
one year his junior, were to wait several years for. But Boston, in the 
meantime, did not appreciate its young upstart editor. It was not long 
before the local newspapers and magazines were ridiculing his dandified 
16Nendell, P• 225. 
17Inklings, I, vi. 
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conduct in public and his literary co:xcombries in print, Daughrity 
explains that these jealous attacks of Willis's fellow journalists led to 
the magnification of Willis's pose as a dandy and voluptuary ,18 Boston 
neither appreciated nor understood Willis; hence, he presented to its 
inhabitants a mask which was an exaggerated impersonation of what his 
attackers accused him of being, Like Slingsby he professed "rather 
worldly sentiments" and confessed 11to have no ambition beyond luxurious 
leisure •11 George Tichnor curtis has left a word portrait of Willis as he 
appeared to his fellow Bostonians about 1830. 
We had dandies in those days, and Willis was a dandy of the 
first water, in manners, dress, and conversation. , • , 1dllis 
• , , drove a square-topped gig, , • , the leather sides of which 
were folded up in fine weather, disclosing short green silk cur-
tains on the inside, His horse, which was named Thalaba, was a 
tall high stepping bay, as showy as its master, His whip was the 
fashionable "bow whip" of the period , •• with a long lash, 
tapering down to a fine silk "snapper" on the end. 
The stock of the whip was mounted with bright, silver-plated 
ferules, and the harness had a good deal of such ornamentation 
also. Willis drove this establishment , • , and Thalaba was not 
only well known on the roads leading out of Boston but figured in 
the magazine as well, when the young editor drove over the hard 
flooring of the beach that stretched from Lynn to the rocky 
peninsula of Nahant,l9 · 
The first few issues of his magazine having been ridiculed, Willis 
exploited this pose in his editorial work, and his readers were treated to 
passages like the following, 
Imagine yourself, dainty Reader, vis-a-vis to us, at this our 
Table, Place around you, to your own taste , •• the Chinese Cupid, 
18Kenneth L. Daughrity, "The Life and Works of Nathaniel Parker Willis, 
1806-1836, 11 unpubl, diss. (University of Virginia, 1935), pp, 38 et passim. 
19Qeorge T. Curtis, "Reminiscences of N. P. \-Iillis and Lydia Maria 
Child," Harper's Magazine, LXXXI (October 1890), 718. 
who carries our ink in his quiver--the velvet butterfl,y, on which 
we wipe our pen, (sent to us incog. by some satirical rogue,) the 
vase of Hungary water, in which (that instrument being near a 
sensitive organ of ours) we ever and anon steep the feather of our 
quill-the lovel,y miniature (no Bmiling, Sir, if you please, she 
is dead--married, I would sa;y) of the brightest creature under 
heaven, taken by ourself in pencil during church, (Lord, forgive 
us our sinl )--and the ivory folder, on the handle of which you see 
the head of "Fighting Attic," the Duke of Wellington, presented to 
us by the pleasantest cwt. (his weight exactly) that ever looked 
through a vista of black bottles.20 
This excerpt reveals Willis, the poseur, impudent, irreverent, 
incorrigible. The frequent references made by Willis during his early 
period to Disraeli's Vivian~ and Blllwer-cytton•s Pelham give ample 
evidence of the sources of inspiration for this pose, but the immediate 
cause was Willis's feeling that his literary efforts were unappreciated. 
8 
Out of this pose, which revealed one side of his personality, came a host 
of characters, Slingsby being the most representative, Vivian Grey and 
Pelham being their precursors.. Curtis also noted that, while still editor 
of the American Monthly Magazine, Willis 
began that marvellously easy, graceful, half flippant, and wholl,y 
enjoyable style of prose writing that distinguished him through 
life. He passed his little jud{!Jnents upon books with a most 
amusing gravity; but, according to my recollection, in some parts 
of the magazine he made himself and his llOCial experiences, under 
a thin disguise, very prominent topics. 2l 
This quotation shows that at least one of his contemporaries recognized in 
Willis a combination of flippancy and graVity, and lmew the autobiographical 
nature of Willis's fiction. 
20nThe Editor's Table," American Monthly Magazine, II (July 1830), 
270-271. Hereinafter this periodical will be designated as AMM. In the 
present work, Willis•s spelling and punctuation have been preserved, even 
though in places they are unusual or downright incorrect. 
21Harper•s Magazine, LXXXI (October 1890), 717-718. 
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Another clue to Willis's duality is found in his poetry. Daughrity 
has pointed out that Willis•s early poems were of two kinds, scriptural 
sketches signed "Roy" and lighter verses signed "Cassius." Daughrity says, 
"The scriptural and serious •Roy• poems will reflect a pacifying gesture 
toward the piety of his father, while the •cassius• verses will foreshadow 
the polished elegance of the worldly~ which Willis was soon to become.n22 
Early in his career iti.llis•s duality found expression in his art. 
How thoroughly iti.llis realized that his characterization of Slingsby 
was a self portrait is a matter for conjecture, but he himself, as he says 
of Slingsby in the Introductory Chapter, hid "beneath the mask of a 
trifler, n23 and this impersonation was not foreign to one side of his 
nature. iti.llis claims that he himself appears in these stories as 
Forbearance Smith, which assertion is true only to the extent that--as 
will be shown hereafter--in the conflict between Slingsby and Smith, 
Smith represents the conservative aspect of iti.llis. 
In part because of his dual personality, in part because of the 
experiential nature of his stories, aud in part because of the embryonic 
stage of the short story when iti.llis was writing, his stories are loose 
in structure. Aware of this fo:nnlessness, he apologizes at the end of 
his Introductory Chapter, offering as an excuse that "they are drawn more 
from memory than fancy. n24 This apology is not unwarranted, for many of 
Willis • s early tales lack unity. They were composed hurriedly for magazine 
22nLife and Works of N!W, 11 P• 36. 
23Inklings, I, vii. 
24Inklings, I, viii. 
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consumption, and Willis found it easier to refurbish his own experiences 
modishly than to perfect their form, Working almost constantly under 
pressure, unfortunately he did not always follow the precepts which he 
had formulated for the writing of magazine articles while he was editing 
his American Monthly Magazine, At that time he advised his prospective 
contributors, 
Much time, words, ink, and paper, is wasted on introductions, 
Magazine writers should be brief and crisp--dashing in medias res 
at the first sentence, Sink rhetoricl Nobody careshow you -
came to think of your subject, or why you wrote upon it--of 
course, the exordi1llll is unnecessary, Commence with your lead-
ing thought and avoid irrelevant digressions, You may be less 
scholastic, but you will be more original and ten times more 
amusing,25 
In this passage 'tlillis is talking of the magazine article in general, 
but many of his statements apply to the short story as it developed in 
America, Little differentiation was made at this time between stories 
and light essays, both being referred to as "sketches." Irving's Sketch 
~ (1819-1820} contained both stories and essays, as did Hawthorne's 
Twice Told Tales (1837), although essays predominate in the former and 
stories in the latter. Out of the demands for economy made by the 
magazine editors of this period, there began to emerge in the 1830s, 
particularly in the tales of Hawthorne and Poe, a sense of fonn in the 
American short story, but Willis was apparently oblivious of it. 
In Willis's early stories, long introductions are camnon, reminiscent 
of Irving's lengthy exposition in "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow, 11 but, 
unlike Irving's, Willis's introductions are frequently irrelevant, 
Because Willis used so much space in his introductions, his endings are 
25nThe Editor's Table," AMM, I (March 1830), 866. 
ll 
often hurried and abrupt in order that the stories will not exceed the 
desired length of a magazine article, Appropriately enough, the first 
story in Inklings begins with a quotation on digressions from The Anatomy 
~ MelanchoJ.y. 
To conclude his Introductory Chapter, Willis distinguishes between 
what he calls "dramas of real life" and stories which are "the work of 
imagination," The fo:nner "are seldom well wound up, and the imperfectness 
of plot which might be objected to them as tales, will prove to the 
observant reader that they are drawn more from memory than fancy,n26 
Willis claims that his stories are taken from life, and the majority of 
his early sketches certainly were. The distinction between romance and 
realistic fiction which Willis makes here is similar to the one Hawthorne 
made later between what he called a romance and a novel. In his preface 
to The ~~~Seven Gables, Hawthorne says that the novel "is 
presumed to aim at a very minute fidelity, not merely to the possible, 
but to the probable and ordinary course of man's experience, 11 whereas 
romance "has fairly a right to present that truth under circumstances, to 
a great extent, of the writer's own choosing or creation.u27 Hawthorne 
preferred to write romances, although he also wrote realistic sketches; 
Willis preferred to write realistic sketches, although he sometimes blended 
the two, Willis lacked Hawthorne's power of creative imagination, Ql.ven 
a situation, Willis could elaborate fancifully upon it almost ad infinitum, 
but the farther he stra_yed from his own experiences, the more stereotyped 
his characters were and the more conventional his plots became, Fortunately, 
26Ink1ings, I, viii, 
27Nathaniel Hawthorne, The House of ~Seven Gables (Boston, 1851), 
p. iii. 
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in the greater number of his stories, he remained within the realms of his 
own experience, writing about incidents he had encountered and characters 
he had met. He was familiar with areas of experience untouched previously 
by American writers; part of his popularity resulted from the novelty of 
his subject matter, part from his original presentation. 
Because his tales were "imperfect in dramatic accomplishment, n28 he 
entitled his collection Inklings of Adventure. "They are rather intima-
tions of what seemed to lead to a romantic termination than complete 
romances--in short, they are inklings of adventure." "C. A. H.," who 
reviewed this work for the Westminster Review, either did not read this 
sentence or chose to ignore it, for he wrote, 
The title is a preposterous affectation, besides being glaringly 
incorrect. Inkling means a hint or whis~r, and is improperly 
applied in the present instance7 We rat~r suspect that it was 
intended as a titular accompaniment to 'Pencillings by the Way.' 
In that case, we can only say that, in reference to 'ink,' there 
is no such word in the English language. 29 
There can be little doubt that Willis intended a pun on the word inklings, 
one meaning to be taken seriously, the other, facetiously. This criticism 
of his usage is an example of the wholesale contempt with which the 
British reviewers of this period viewed American usage of the English 
language. 30 It is ironic that Willis should have been reprimanded here 
for what at worst was a minor linguistic solecism ;rhen dll.ring his career 
he occasionally went to absurd lengths in coining words. 
28Inklings, I, viii. 
29"Willis's Sketches," lvestminster Review, III and XXV (July 1836), 264n. 
30For other examples see H. L. Mencken, "The American Language," Yale 
ReView, XXV (March 1936), 538-552. Noah Webster erred more seriously than 
Willis when he claimed that inclination or desire was the "proper sense of 
the word (inkling); it being from ilicline, inclination." American 
Dictionary !?£ ~ :English Language (Springfield, Mass., 1848). 
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In his Introductory Chapter Willis has partially analyzed the major 
character in his sketches, and, in a sense, has given a clue to his own 
character. He has provided an excuse for the fonnlessness of many of his 
stories, and has explained the relation between the title and the work 
itself. 
"Pedlar Karl" 
"Pedlar Karl,"3l the first story in Inklings, had first appeared in 
the American Monthly Magazine in 1830 with the title "Baron von Rai'fleoff ."32 
It was considerably revised for its inclusion in the !!!!! Monthly !1agazine 
in 1834.33 Like most of the stories in Inklings, it was published in the 
New York Mirror34 almost immediately after its appearance in the British 
periodical. Willis had been associated with the Mirror since 1831 and 
had contributed to it his travel letters, Pencillings ~~Way. "Pedlar 
Karl" was also copied by the Museum two months after its appearance in the 
!!!!! Monthly Magazine.35 
The final version of the story is headed by two mottoes. The first 
is from Burton. 
Which manner of digression, however some dislike, as frivolous 
and impertinent, yet I am of Beroaldus his opinion, such digressions 
do mightily delight and refresh a weary reader; they are like 
31Inklings, I, (1]-22. 
32II (April 1830), 18-25. 
33npedlar Karl," !!f!:!, XLII (December 1834), 444-455. 
34npedler (sic] Karl,"~. XII (January 3, 1835), 209-211. 
35•Pedlar Karl at Lebanon Springs, 11 The !1useum of Foreign Literature 
and Science, XXVI (February 1835), 127-133. The Museum published material 
copied from European sources only. 
sawce to a bad stomach, ana I therefore do most willingly use 
them.36 
Apparently Willis realized his own wealmess for digressions and included 
this quotation at the head of the first story in his collection as an 
introduction to the whole work. The next quotation from L'Evangile ~ 
fermnes refers more specifically to "Pedlar Karl": 11Bienheureuse les 
i.mpari'aites; a elles appartient le royaume de l•amour,n37 The motto refers 
to the lameness of the heroine, which makes her so fascinating to Slingsby, 
The story begins with a rambling description of Lebanon Springs, the 
locale of the story, and of American watering-places in general and the 
social class which frequents them, Slingsby as narrator reveals his 
natural carelessness by pretending ignorance as to whether Lebanon is in 
Massaclmsetts or New York, although he seems perfectly at home there. He 
dismisses this ignorance as being unimportant •in a country where people 
take Vemont and Patagonia to be neighboring States." Willis is poking fun 
at the unfamiliarity of the British with the geography of the Western 
Hemisphere. 
Slingsby•s next comment establishes the tone of the story. 
Very oddl that I should not remember more of the spot where I took 
my first lessons in philandering; where I first saw you, brightest 
and most beautiful A.D. (not Almo Domini,) in your white morning-
frocks and black French aproni':Jli 
36Inklings, I [1]; Robart Burton, The Anatomy of Melancholy (New York, 
1955), pp, 219-220. (Part. I, Sect. 2, Memb. 3, Subs, 1, the last sentence.). 
37Inklings, I, [1]; research has failed to uncover the origin of this 
quotation, It is not fran the twelfth-century satire "Evangile aux fermnes," 
38Ink1ings, I, [1), 
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Most young girls in America did not wear white morning-frocks nor 
black French aprons; therefore the mention of these two objects identifies 
the narrator immediately as a member of the fashionable world of belles, 
beaux, and balls. The word philandering probably means little more than 
flirtation here, It does not appear in the 1848 edition of Webster's 
American Dictionary, nor in the l86o edition of Worcester•s Dictionary of 
~English Language,39 which would lead one to sunnise that the word was 
not common in America in this period. Willis could have seen the word in 
innumerable places, but especially in ViVian GreyhO where it is used as a 
verb meaning 11to flirt. 11 This word was not calculated to please the 
Bostonians, who had attacked Willis because he had frankly discussed his 
flirtations in the American Monthly Magazine. 4l 
Willis, speaking as Slingsby, continues his story of Pedlar Karl by 
informing the British readers that 11there are precisely four authenticated 
and undisputed aristocratic families 1142 in the United states, one each in 
Boston, New Yorit, Philadelphia and Baltimore. Willis is as anxious to 
explain the United States to foreign readers as he is to explain Europe 
to his compatriots. For this reason he takes time at this point to describe 
the scenery of Lebanon Springs in particular and of America in general, con-
trasting the scenery of America and England, and lamenting the lack of 
literary and historical associations in American scenery, He writes, 
39Joseph E. Worcester, A Dl.ctionary 2!, ~ English Language (Boston, 
l86o). 
40Benjamin Dl.sraeli, Vivian Grey (London, l9o6), P• 38 (Bk. II, 
Ch. ii): "The military M.P. fled""tothe drawing-room to philander with 
Mrs. Grey • 11 
41see Daughrity, "Life and Works of NPW," pp. 254-264. 
42Inklings, I, 2. 
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You that are accustomed to what is called nature in England, (to 
wit, a soft park, with a grey ruin in the midst,) have little idea 
how wearily upon the heart and mind presses a waste wilderness of 
mere forest and water, without stone or story. Trees in England 
have characters and tongues; if you see a fine one, you know whose 
father planted it, and for whose pleasure it was designed, and 
about what sum the man must possess to afford to let it stand •••• 
In America, on the contrary, trees grow and waters run, as the stars 
shine, quite umneaningly; ••• water is an element unclaimed and 
unrented, and a tree dabbles in the clouds as they go over, and is 
like a great idiot, without soul or responsibility.43 
Even while American writers were giving their country a storied past, 
they were disparaging native literary materials. To Willis, as to many 
American writers, the great expanse of wilderness in America was thought 
to be unsuited to literary uses because it had not yet acquired human 
associations. Irving, Cooper, and Hawthorne were, however, finding worthy 
material in native subjects, and so was Willis. He was to become so closely 
identified with his descriptions of scenic spots, especially those composed 
or trees and water, that he was later given the honor of composing the 
letterpress for three collections of engravings made from the drawings of 
the famous artist w. G. Bartlett, and Willis himself edited a book on 
Trenton Falls,44 a scenic spot he had helped make famous. Many places in 
America at this time had as yet little historic interest; could Willis 
have waited twenty years to write his description of Harper's Ferry for 
American Scenery, he would not have had to resort to filling the space 
with "same account or the varieties of sporting on the Potomac.n45 
43Inklings, I, 2-3. 
44Arnerican Scenery.; or Land, Lake and River, 2 vola. (London, 1840); 
Canadian Scenery, 2 vols. \London, '"l'B!i2};The SceneH and Antiquities of 
Ireland (wndon, 1842); Trenton Falls (NewYork, 18 ):--There were at-
least six complete or partial editions or American Scenery, each with a 
different title, as well as LtArnerique pittoresque; ou, Vues des terres, 
des lacs et des fleuves des ftats-Unis dtAmirique, 2;;ols:-TLO:ndon, 184o). 
---- -
45American Scenery, I, 65. 
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HaVing bewailed the lack or human interest in the area around Lebanon 
Springs, Willis concedes, "If Lebanon~ a history, however, it would 
have been a spot for a pilgrimage, for its natural beauty,n46 He then 
tries to provide human interest by describing the nearby Shaker colony. 
As might be expected of a man of Willis•s temperament, he, through Slingsby, 
marvels at the celibacy of the Shakers and is amazed that "two thousand 
men could be found in the New World, who would embrace a religion enjoining 
a frozen and uns;ympathetic intercourse with the diViner sex." 
In the midst of a classical simile Willis interrupts his train of 
thought to request permission to introduce a new word to the English 
language. He had a penchant for neologisms; his frivolous coinings often 
added spice and novelty to his writing. In this instance, however, the 
word adds little: "As Glaucus wondered at the inert tortoise of Pompeii, 
and loved it for its antipodal contrast to himself, so do I affection 
(a French verb that I beg leave to introduce to the English language) the 
Shaking Quakers, n47 
Resorting again to scenic description, Slingsby expresses a fascina-
tion for Stockbridge because it resembles rural England, and is unlike most 
towns in America: 11!1ost towns have traces or ~-ness about them. The 
stumps of a clearing, or freshly-boarded barns--something that_ is the anti-
podes of romance--meets the eye fran every aspect, n48 To a young author 
nourished on the poetry of Byron, SCott, and Moore, America would seem to 
46Ink1ings, I, 3. 
ment 
47Inklings, I, 3. The Oxford En~sh Dictionafl, 12 vols. and supple-
( OD:ol'd, 1933), shows this verb o have been J.n use in England in 1584. 
48Inklings, I, 4-5. 
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have little to recommend itself as an inspiration for the imagination: it 
had no history, no ruins, no signs of antiquity, no romantic associations, 
stockbridge is famous only as the home of the author of the popular Hope 
Leslie, 11the Miss M:i.tford of stockbridge, n49 
Willis is aware that he has carried the reader far afield, for he 
starts the next section of the story with the comment, "You will have for-
gotten that I had a story to tell, ,So thus referring the reader to the 
first sentence of "Pedlar Karl" where he ann01mced that this was to be a 
"romantic story." Still aware that he is writing for an English audience, 
Willis almost gets lost in another digression: "If I were writing merely 
for American eyes, I should digress once more to describe the distinctive 
character of the south, north and central representations of beauty; but 
it could scarcely interest the general reader." Apparently Willis felt 
that his own countrymen knew little of the differences between the various 
sections of their COlllltry, and paused, therefore, to classify the types 
of feminine beauty in the United states. 
I may say in passing that the Boston belles were a 1 I An~e' 
rosy and riantes; the New-Yorkers, like P.arisians; cool~ger­
ous, and dl'essy'; and the Baltimoreans, (and so south,) like 
Ionians or Ranans, indolent, passionate, lovely and languishing, 
Men, women and pine apples, I am inclined to think_. flourish 
with a more kindly growth in the fervid latitudes,:>l 
Indolent and passionate are inseparable and inevitable epithets used 
by Willis to describe Southam belles, J. s. Buckingham, a British visitor 
to the United states in 1840, corroborates Willis's impression of Southam 
49eatharine Maria Sedgwick, 1789-1867. 
5o!nklings, I, 6. 
51Inklings, I, 6-7. 
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beauty: "Those fran the South bore away the palm of superiority in beauty 
and 111llilllers, there being an ease, a grace, and an elegant polish about the 
Southerners, whether ladies or gentlemen, which those of the North, , , do not 
attain, n52 
In camnenting on the last statement of Willis's quoted above, the 
reviewer for the Westminster Review said: 
Prefatory to the narrative are a few remarks, and amongst them the 
following is not the least true: --Men, women, and pineapples, I 
am inclined to think, flourish with a more kindly growth in the 
fervid latitudes. By the word 'flourish,' it is meant to intimate 
that the physical properties attain a greater degree of perfection--
that the human plant luxuriates with greater freedom--yielding 
flowers of a more brilliant hue, and fruit of a more exquisite 
flavor than in the frigid regions of the north, The moral pruning-
hook is in vain applied to check the rapid development of the 
shoots which sprout forth with such marvellous vigor, for the 
sap driven back on one point bre~s out with redoubled energy at 
the next convenient opportunity. 
This reviewer did not criticize the digressive introduction to this story, 
but found its statements of observation and philosophy worthy of comment, 
Presumably many readers read Willis for the pleasure which they derived 
from such statements,54 
After his classification of American girls, Slingsb,y discusses water-
ing-places as marriage markets, declaring his preference for the American 
system whereby the eligible choose their own partners, as opposed to the 
European system of arranged marriages. On this occasion, as on many, Willis 
approves what he considers the natural to the more artificial. He criticizes 
52James S, Buckingham, .America, Historical, Statistical, and Descrip-
tive, 2 vols. (New York, 1841), II, 104. 
53westm:inster Review, III and XXXV (July 1836), 364. 
54The copy of Inklings in the library at the University of New Hampshire 
has had many such passages underlined by what appears to be a nineteenth-
century hand, 
the European usage. 
The trading in affection by reference--the applying to an old and 
selfish heart for the purchase of a young and ingenuous one--the 
swearing to your rents, and not to your faithi'ul passion--to your 
settlements and not to your constancy--the cold distance between 
yourself and the young creature who is to lie in your bosom, till 
the purchase money is secured, --and the hasty marriage and sudden 
abandonment of a nature thus chilled and put on guard, to a free-
dan with one almost a stranger, that cannot but seem licentious, 
and cannot but break down the sense of propriety in which modesty 
is more strongly entrenched--this seems to me the one evil of 
your old wonn-:eaten monarchies this side the water, 'l!ilich touches 
the essential happiness of the well-bred individual.55 
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Throughout his fiction Willis makes similar canparisons between the social 
mores of America and Europe. He does not always presume to be a social 
critic, but he is fond of contrasting the social systems. 
Early in his career Willis had taken unto himself as his own special 
preserve the world of fashion. He had been entertained in the homes of 
the socially elite in Boston, New Haven, and New York, and had visited 
the fashionable watering places before his graduation from college, While 
at Yale he preferred the social life of the town to that of the college.56 
One of the high lights during his college years was a New Year• s week-
end spent in New York City. 
Friday night at ten o'clock I was presented to the mayor of the 
city, at a splendid levee •••• I never saw such magnificence. The 
fashion and beauty and talent of the city were all there, ••• I 
found many old acquaintances there and made some new ones •••. I 
received an invitation to dine on New Yearts day, •.• On Saturday 
evening I went to a genuine soiree at the great Dr. Hosack•s. The 
man is the most luxurious liver in the city, and his house is a 
perfect palace. You could not lay your hand on the wall for costly 
paintings, and the furniture exceeds everything I have seen. • . , 
You know on New Year• s day in New York all the gentlemen call on 
all their acquaintances, I began at twelve o•clock at the Battery, 
55Inklings, I, 7. 
56Beers, NPW, p, 51. 
and went up to St. John•s Park, merely running in and right out 
again till four, the dinner hour.57 
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As honorary attach( to the American legation in Paris Willis had 
attended court. functions in Paris and Italy, and in England he had been a 
frequent guest at the salons of the Countess of Blessington, and was about 
to be welcCIIIed at the castle of the Duke of Gordon, and to be entertained 
by the Earl of I'alhousie. Willis's appetite for this life had been whetted 
by the early society novels of Bulwer and Disraeli. The early chapters of 
both Pelham and ViVian Grey depict this fashionable world in tei'Ills irresist-
ible to a young man of Willis's temperament, and as soon as Willis turned 
to fiction as a medium of expression, he began to write of this world and 
his experiences in it, through the adventures of his heroes, almost bragging 
of his social successes. The pose of dandy which he had assumed in Boston 
revealed his desire to be another Pelham or ViVian Grey. He even borrowed 
one character from ViVian Grey for his long tale, "Leaves fran the Heart. 
Book of Ernest Clay. n 
Fascinated as he was by fashionable life, Willis did not hesitate to 
censure it whenever he saw cause. HaVing criticized the European system 
of arranged marriages, he proceeds in "Pedlar Karl" to look critically, if 
more frivolously, at the American system. 
This freedom of intercourse between married people has a single 
disadvantage •••• They may ride together, drive together, ramble 
together, sing together, be together from morn till night, and at 
the end of a month passed in this way, if he [ a gentleman] escape 
a committal, as is possible, he will knmi all that are agreeable 
in one large circle, at least, as well as he knows his sisters--a 
state of things that is very likely tQ end in his going abroad 
soon, from mere dearth of amusement.5tl 
57r.etter fran Willis to his parents and sister, January 7, 1827, 
quoted in Beers, NIW, PP• 55-56. 
5Binklings, I, 7-8. 
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Willis finally gets down to his story. It concerns a love affair 
between Meeta, the daughter of Baron von -----, and a young German student. 
The Baron has brought Meeta to America to discourage the alliance, and 
Slingsby meets her at lebanon and falls in love with her, partly because 
of a slight lameness which makes her most attractive to him: "I am 
inclined to think there is a particular tenderness in the human breast 
for lame women.n59 This echoes the sentiment of the second motto at the 
head of the story. 
Slingsbyts declaration of love, made late one evening on the balcony 
outside the ballroom, is interrupted by a serenader, and Meeta, without a 
word, walks off into the forest toward the sound. Slingsby waits 
impatiently till she returns, and, asking for no explanation, offers her 
his help. "She pressed my hand with a strength of which I did not think 
those fingers capable, and vanished ••• I had done the dramatic thing." 
Section ill of "Pedlar Karl" introduces Karl himself, a handsome Ger-
man lad with "a head of the sweet gentleness of Raphael's, with locks flow-
ing to his shoulders in the fashion of German students, a soft brown 
moustache curving on a short Phidian upper lip. n60 Willis had an artist Is 
eye for detail in visualizing the human figure, and often described his 
characters in terms of painting and sculpture, sometimes with an almost 
'Whitmanesque frankness. Later, with increasing frequency, he was to use 
artists as protagonists for his stories, and it becomes evident that Willis 
himself was a frustrated artist. 
59Inklings, I, 8. 
6oinklings, I, 11. 
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Slingsby is soon aware that the pedlar, who sells his wares by raffle 
only, is the lover of Meeta. 11 I inly detennined to give him all the 
assistance in my power •••• I exchanged a look with her [Meeta] that I 
intended should say as much. n61 Many of Willis 1 s characters are so 
sympathetic to each other emotionally and intellectually that they are 
able to communicate by glances alone. They seem to possess refined powers 
of sensitivity, as do_ Henry Jamesls characters later. 
This resolution of Slingsbyls closes section III. The next section 
opens with a paragraph containing obvious verbal echoes from Keatsls 
"Ode to a Nightingale. 11 
Oh last days of minority or thereabouts! oh primal manhood! oh 
golden time • • • why can we not bottle up thy hours like the wine 
of a better vintage, and enjoy them in the parched world-weariness 
of agel In the tardy honeymoon of a bachelor •• , with what joy 
of Paradise should we bring up f~ the cellars of the past a 
hamper of that sunny Hippocrene,62 
This is one of the few times that Willis shows familiarity with Keats, 
references to the poetry of Wordsworth, Byron, Shelley, Moore, Scott, 
Barry Cornwall, and Bryant being much more common in Hillis 1 s writings, 
Typically, Willis wishes for a hamper from the sacred fountain, whereas 
Keats would h~e been satisfied with a beaker only. 
Karl narrates to Slingsby the story of his highly romantic courtship 
of Meeta, 
"I accompanied her brother home from the university, when the 
Baron was away, and for a long month we were seldom parted, 
Riding, boating on the Rhine, watching the sunset from the 
bartizan of the old castle towers, reading in the old library, 
61Inklings, I, 12. 
62Inklings, I, 12. 
rambling in the park and forest--it vas heaven, my friend, than 
which I can conceive none brl.ghter,nb3 
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Willis seems to be implying here that Karl and Meeta were fortunate 
in that their wooing was accomplished ~ propriis personis as in .Amerl.ca, 
not by proxy as Willis believed was usual in Europe, Karl • s happiness was 
short-lived, however, for when the Baron discovered the affair, he left 
Gennany with his daughter on a tour of Europe and .Amerl.ca, Karl has been 
seeld.ng her ever since, and has at last found her at Lebanon, All he lacks 
to effect an elopement are a carrl.age and a chaperone. These Slingsby 
promises to provide. He pretends to his doting Aunt Isabella that he is 
in love with Meeta and wishes a chaperone to accompany them on a drive, 
He borrows the ponies and Jersey wagon of his friend Tom Fane, and the 
three start out for a drive, Meeta, Aunt Isabella and Slingsby, Convincing 
his aunt that they are following a circuitous route around Lebanon, 
Slingsby drives as fast as he can to Hudson where the three of them can 
take the boat to New York City, The credulous aunt is now told that 
Slingsby and Meeta are eloping, and she is persuaded to accompany them to 
New York, where, by prearrangement, they are to meet Karl. They leave 
Fanets horses and wagon some twenty miles from Lebanon and embark for New 
York. Willis now brings his story to an abrupt and indirect conclusion. 
How we sped thereafter, dear readerl--how the Consul of his 
Majesty of Prussia was persuaded by my aunt•s respectability to 
legalize the wedding by his presence,--how my aunt fainted dead 
away when the parson arrl.ved, and she discovered who was not to 
be the bridegroom and who was,--how I persuaded her who had gone 
too far to recede, and worked on her tenderness once more,--how 
the weeping Karl, and his lame and lovely bride, lived with us 
till the old Baron thought it fit to give Meeta his blessing and 
some money,--how Tom Fane wished no good to the pedlar's eyes,--
63Inklings, I, 13. 
and lastly, how Miss Isabella Slingsby lived and died wondering 
what earthly motive I could have for my absurd share in these 
events, are matters of which I spare you the particulars.64 
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The final incidents of this story are listed, not presented; even the 
climax is almost lost in this precipitous melange of facts. Such sudden 
tenninations are typical of Willis•s early stories. They begin at a 
leisurely pace, veer off into kindred areas, approach slowly toward a eli-
max, and then suddenly stop with a brief S'U1111l1B.ry of the final events. Two 
reasons may be offered for this characteristic : Willis may have tired of 
his plots as soon as he saw how they were caning out, or, more probably, 
he allowed himself to ramble until he realized that he had filled the space 
allotted to stories by the periodicals to which he contributed, and so he 
immediately wound up his stories. 
Had Willis not been so interested in presenting his setting in such 
detail, and in describing the social mores of the class which frequents 
that setting--two favorite subjects of his--he might have eliminated nearly 
all the first two sections of this story, and have thus saved sufficient 
space to tell his story to the end and still have remained within the con-
fines of a magazine story. It is fairly obvious that at this point in his 
career Willis had little sense of form of the short story. The major 
American short story writer with whom Willis was surely acquainted at this 
time was Irving. The ending of 11The legend of Sleepy Hollow," although 
well-handled, is somewhat hurried and indirect, but the climax is given in 
detail. The early sections of that story might seem digressive to an 
uncritical reader, but in spite of the leisurely pace of the introduction, 
all the material is pertinent. There is a much greater sense of unity in 
64Ink1ings, I, 22. 
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the stories of Irving than in the early ones of Willis. or the two 
American ~rriters who did so much in the 1830s to impose fonn on the short 
story, Hawthorne and Poe, Willis probably knew very little at this time. 
He had been abroad since 1831 while these authors were contributing to 
American periodicals, and Hawthome•s Twice~~ did not appear 
until the year after Inklings, Poe • s Tales of ~ Grotesque and Arabesque, 
not until four years later. 
The technique of rapidly summarizing events rather than presenting 
them in full was not confined to the endings of Willis's stories. He 
also used it to hurry over complicated scenes of physical action in order 
to elaborate on scenes of internal conflict. 
A comparison of the final version of "Pedlar Karl" with its original 
version, "Baron von Re.i'fleoff," shows that in some ways vlillis has improved 
his story, but that in other ways he has not. The introduction to the 
fanner is shorter, being confined to a comparison of Saratoga, lebanon, 
and Ballston. Meeta is not lame, but ugly; therefore "she excited my 
curiosity more than anyone I hsd ever met. n65 Instead of discovering the 
situation by instinct and the first-hand revelation of Karl•s, Slingsby 
learns of it through the explanation of a mysterious Lord C----- (whom 
Willis, at times, inexplicably refers to as Lord H-----). Slingsby1 s 
aunt does not appear in the story, and since Slingsby does not drive Meeta 
to Hudson, his importance in the story is much lesser. He serves as 
narrator and ultimately as ~ ~ machina when he borrows, without per-
mission, the horses and carriage of his friend Tame Lascelles (not 
65AMM, II (April 1830), 20. 
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Fane), 66 so that the two lavers can elope, The earlier version ends with 
the following timely but irrelevant comment: 
I have an idea that Lord C----- is the 1-landering Jew. There is 
strong progf that he has been Julius Caesar, Napoleon and Count 
Diebitsch, 7 and I have contrived a pretty theory (remind me to 
tell it to you) proving that he will appear next in Portugal, and 
after crucifying Don l1igue1,68 will CJ;'OSs over into Spain and 
revive the glory of the Abencerrages.69 
The chatty tone of this ending is typical of ldllis, and the references to 
Count Diebitsch and Don Miguel connect the story to contemporary events. 
Irving later used a similar device at the end of "The legend of the Rose 
of the Alhambra" when he pretended that the silver from the magic lute 
was melted down to become the strings of Paganini • s fiddle, 7° In Willis • s 
story there seems to be no other reason for Lord C-----' s suddenly 
becoming such a villain, 
~he name Tan, the Christian name of Irving's Slingsby, is first 
used in lvillis t s stories with no surname as the name of the author-narrator 
of "leaves from a Colleger 1 s Album," The legendary, II (December 1828 ), 
96-109, It appears next in Tan Lascelles in 11Baron von Rai'fleoff, 11 and 
then this name is changed to TCin Fane rn II Pedlar Karl, II and others of the 
Slingsby Papers. Later the name Fane is to be combined with the first 
name of Paul Lorraine from 11Unwrit-E'iiii Poetry," The I.egen~, I (Ma;v 1828), 
36-52, and Paul St. John from "The Cherokee's Threat" (seeelm1 pp. 46-63), 
to beccme the name of the hero in Paul Fane, The patronymics Fane and 
Lorraine appear prominently in Viviaii""Grey, 
67A Russian officer who distinguished himself in the Russo-Turkish 
War of 1828-1829. 
68nMiguel has shown himself an unfeeling tyrant; his elder sister • • , 
was thrown into prison, and he has even been accused of an attempt to poison 
both his sisters ••• , The whole kingdcm has been made a scene of terror, 
distrust and desolation. • • • In 1830, the number of persons confined for 
what are called political crimes, was 24,000. 11 "Miguel, Maria Evarist," 
Encyclopedia Americana, 10 vols. (Boston, 1860), VIII, 478-479. This 
article was obviously written for the 1831 edition, 
691\merican Monthly Magazine, II (April 1830), 25. lvillis had been 
reading Il'Villg• s A Chronicle of the Conquest of Granada (1829) and possibly 
Chateaubriand • s tes Aventures du ""'Dernier Abencerage (1826). 
7~e Alhambra, 1-l'orks, IV, 170, 
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In his reVision liillis has chosen a less absurd title. He has given 
Slingsby a more prominent part in the story. He has taken Karl•s title 
and social position away from him, thus making the Baron's objection to 
the marriage more convincing. He has eliminated the vagrant lord C-----, 
whose presence was unnecesary, and has introduced Aunt Isabella, ;rhose 
fondness for her nephew enables her to play Mrs. Hardcastle to Slingsby•s 
Tony lumpkin. Willis has lengthened the introduction, and included the 
more elaborate elopement scene. In the later version the point of View 
is more consistent and more natural. 
In this story, as in many of Willis's, the plot lacks complication. 
The course of true love runs all too smoothly for a story which the author 
pretends is true to life. The elements in the story which Willis stresses 
are presented realistically, but the plot itself is romantic. The reViewer 
in the Westminster Review made the following generalization about the 
stories in this volume : 
We strongly rec0!1D1lend to all ladies in want of that CO!lD1lodity, 
cO!lD110nly tenned a companion for, life • • • we earnestly conjure 
them, if our author's narrative be correct, to Visit the baths 
of Lebanon, Saratoga and Balaton sic • The facility with which 
a person may there be linked in theholy bond is perfectly 
astounding. A perusal of •Pedlar Karl,' •Saratoga, 1 1Tom 
Fanead,• and •Larks in Vacation,• will fully bear out the asser-
tion of the matrimonial tendencies of these hot springs.?l 
"Niagara--Lake Ontario--The St. lawrence" 
During his senior vacation in 1827, Willis had taken a trip to upper 
New York State, travelling part way on the recently opened Erie Canal and 
part way on the St. lawrence, visiting Niagara, Lake Ontario, and the 
71 III and x:t!.J (July 1836), 264. 
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adjacent parts of Canada. He later made copious use of the adventures of 
this excursion in his short stories; in fact, the whole trip may be easily 
reconstructed from his fiction. The second story in Inklings, "Niagara--
Lake Ontario--The St. Lawrence, ,72 is based upon this experience. Some of 
the incidents of this story had appeared as "Notes upon a Ramble," in the 
American Monthly Hagazine in 1830,73 and were re;rritten for the london Court 
Magazine in 1834.74 This latter version also appeared in the New York Mirror 
in the same year. 75 As it appeared in Inklings, the story had been con-
siderably changed and enlarged, 
In "Niagara" the reader encounters for the first time in this collec-
tion the character Forbearance &lith, the bosom companion of Slingsby who 
figures so prominently in this and others of the Slingsby Pape'!'s, It is 
necessary to examine in some detail this interesting character, \villis had 
first used him under the name Job Clark in 11 Ulaves from a Golleger' s Album, 11 
where he is introduced by the follrndng apostrophe : 
Job Clarki Thou curiosity in human nature! Thou great, unsightly, 
romantic, true-hearted, delightful fellow! With a spirit so •tall• 
that thou walkest ever in the stars, and a person so awkt·rard that 
none but thine own sex could ever look tenderly on thee--thou gor-
geous enthusiast, who, in a chrysalis of eighteen years, wert 
insensible to the very sunshine of thy present existence--nature, 
and poetry and woman! Thou lunatic by nightl Thou sun worshipper 
by day, and thou poet in every seasont--Behemoth as thou art, 
thou tdlt blush like a shy girl if I praise thee, and if, in letting 
the light upon thy virtues, I expose aught at tfhich the naughty 
will smile, I am sure my dear Job, thou uilt forgive me.76 
72I, [2~ -49. 
73II (April 1830), 41-46. 
74"Niagara and So On, 11 Court Magazine, V (September 1834), ll9-123: 
"The Here-and-Thereian No. II, 11 Ibid. (October 1834), 136-140. 
75nuiagara and So On, 11 XII (October ll, 1834), llh-115. 
76The Legendary, II (December 1828), 97. 
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As might be expected fran the way in which 'willis addresses him, Job 
is based upon an actual friend of Willis's: Daughrity suggests that 
Forbearance Smith is based upon Willis's chum, George Pumpelly,77 and Job 
Clark and Forbearance Smith are the same person. Later in the sketch 
1t1illis gives a further analysis of Job Clark. 
Job Clark is a pure, unsophisticated Vennont boy, with not one 
particle of knowledge of the world. • • • At the time we speak 
of he was just at that state of existence when • • • there is no 
eye for defonnity, because in nature there is none visible, and 
his own heart, kept, even yet, apart fran the collision which 
developes it, had not taught him the chilling secrets of depravity.78 
Job is still innocent, not having yet experienced the "terrible reaction of 
deluded enthusiasm, " and not having yet discovered the "bad passions of the 
world.n79 Unsophisticated, modest, and ugly, he is the antithesis of 
Philip Slingsby even in this early story. 
In "Niagara and So On," he is called Job Strong, but in the final 
version, which appeared in Inklings, he is introduced as follows: 
My canpanion was a specimen of the human race found rarely in 
Vermont, and never elsewhere. He was nearly seven feet high, 
walked as if every joint in his body was in a hopeless state of 
dislocation, and was hideously, ludicrously, and painfully ugly. 
This whimsical exterior contained the conscious spirit of Apollo, 
and the poetic susceptibility of Keats. He had left his plough 
in the green mountains at the age of twenty-five, and entered as 
a poor student at the university, where, with the usual policy of 
the college government, he was allotted to me as a compulsory chum, 
on the principle of breaking in a colt with a cart-horse. I began 
with laughing at him, and ended with loving him. He rejoiced in 
the common appellation of Job Smith--a synonymous sobriquet, as 
I have elsewhere remarked, which was substituted by his class-
mates for his baptismal name of Forbearance.80 
77nu.fe and Works of N:FW," pp. 87 and 88fn. 
78The Legendary, II (December 1828), 103-104. 
79~ Legendary, II, 304. 
80Inklings, I, [25] • The first meeting of Slingsby and Job Smith is 
described in "F. Smith." See below, pp. 72-76. 
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Literally the name ~means persecuted, 81 but Willis refers to the usual 
connotation of the name, It can be seen from a comparison of the descrip-
tions of the two characters that Job Clark and Forbearance "Job" Smith are 
one and the same, Job, like Slingsby, hides his true nature under an 
exterior which belies it, It should be noted that Willis, like Job, had 
11the conscious spirit of Apollo, and the poetical susceptibility of Keats, n 
or felt that he had, and in a later story included some of his own poetry 
as having been written by Job, Job appears in many of the Slingsby 
sketches, but after 1836 he disappears from Willis's fiction until 1857 
when, greatly transfonned, he becomes Bosh Blivins in~ Fane, as will 
be seen. 
The motto at the head of "Niagara" characterizes Job, and provides 
a clue to his role in the story: "He was born when 'the crab was ascending, 
and all his affairs go backward, 1182 As the story opens, Slingsby and the 
poetically sensitive Job are on their senior vacation jaunt to Niagara and 
vicinity, Job first reveals his romantic nature when he is attracted to 
a 11~-eyed" Sioux maiden in Buffalo, "a slender creature of eighteen, 
stepping about like a young leopard, cold, stern, and beautiful, 11 who 
11took her money for the moccasins with •• , haughty and thankless 
superbia,n83 This is \•lillie's first use of an Indian in his stories, and 
it can be seen that she has all the attributes of the noble savage, pride, 
beauty, grace, It is natural that the romantic Job should be fascinated 
81James Hastings, ed,, Dictionary £!:the Bible, 4 vols, (New York, 
1902 ). 
82Inklings, I, (25] ; "I was born, sir, when the Crab Has ascending, 
and all my affairs go backward, 11 \iilliam Congreve, Love for Love, II, i, 
83Inklings, I, 26. 
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by her. 
As Slingsby and Job ride along on horseback, Job is seen by the reader 
to resemble Ichabod Crane: he "rode along, like the man of rags you see 
paraded on an ass in the carnival, his legs and arms dangling about in 
ludicrous obedience to the sidelong hitch of his pacer. 11 This description 
was certainly inspired by the follo~r.Lng passage from Irving: 
He was tall, but exceedingly lark, with narrow shoulders, long 
arms and legs, hands that dangled a mile out of his sleeves • • 
and his whole frame most loosely hung together ••• , To see him 
striding along the profile of a hill on a windy day, with his 
clothes bagging and fluttering about him, one might have mis-
taken him for the genius of famine descendigg upon the earth, 
or same scarecrow eloped from a com-field. 4 
It is not surprising that Willis should copy, consciously or uncon-
sciously, the writings of Irving. As Quinn has said, a tremendous number 
of American short-story writers were indebted to Irving, and nearly all 
of them learned some aspect of technique from him. 85 No writer of fiction 
in America at this time could write without Irving's sketches in mind. 
vlhen Job and Slingsby arrive at Niagara, Willis has the opportunity 
to describe the falls. The two friends discover that a very prominent 
belle is staying at their hotel. Slingsby goes into ecstasies over her, 
then adds, "I would describe her as she came laughing up that green bank 
, , , but I leave it for a more skilful hand, The authoress of 'Hope 
Leslie' will, perhaps, mould her image into one of her inimitable 
heroines.n86 That Miss ----- is a well-known beauty o£ \iillis 1s day 
84"The Legend of Sleepy Hollow," The Sketch Book, ~. II, 256, 
BSArtinlr Hobson Quinn, American Fiction, An Historical and Critical 
Survey (New York, 1936), P• 45. 
86Inklings, I, 28, 
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becomes evident when Slingsby remarks, "I may not mention her name •••• 
Everybody who has been in America, however, will know whom I am describing." 
This young lady was Emily Marshall whom Willis had actually met on his 
vacation excursion,87 Hers was the first picture which the American 
artist Chester Harding painted, or her he said: "No artist's skill could 
be put to a severer test; for her beauty depended much upon the expression 
of her animated face, which when lighted up in conversation, was bewitch-
ingly lovely. ,88 Another contemporary said of her, "She was the most 
celebrated belle who ever appeared in our country, and was as much admired 
by ladies as by gentlemen,"89 Willis had earlier written an acrostic 
sonnet to her. 
Elegance floats about thee like a dress, 
Melting the airy motion of thy fonn 
Into one swaying grace, and loveliness, 
Like a rich tint that makes a picture warm, 
Is lurking in the chesnut of thy tress, 
Enriching it, as moonlight after storm 
Mingles dark shadows into gentleness, 
A beauty that bewilders like a spell 
Reigns in thine eye 1s clear hazel, and thy brow 
So pure in vein' d transparency doth tell 
How spiritually beautiful art thou--
A temple where angelic love might dwell, 
Life in thy presence were a thing to keep~ 
Like a gay dreamer clinging to his sleep.::-0 
In "Niagara" this belle is described as 11one of those miracles of 
nature that occur, perhaps, once in the rise and fall of an empire--a 
woman of the perfect beauty of an angel, with the most winning human sweet-
87Beers, NP~, p. 62. 
8Bchester Harding, ! Sketch of Chester Harding, Artist, ~ ~ His 
Own Hand, ed. by Margaret E. White (Boston, 1B90), p, 187. 
89Harding, ! Sketch, p. 187-188. 
9Clt;athaniel Parker Willis, Fugi.tive Poetry (Boston, 1829), p. 74. 
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ness and manner, She was ld.nd, playful, unaffected, and radiantly, glori-
ously beautif'ul,n9l It is not surprising that the susceptible Job falls in 
love with her at first sight, "at least as many •fathoms deep in love• as 
a thousand Rosalinds.n92 
The next morning the two friends visit the falls, and •Tillis's 
description contains allusions to B,rron•s account of the Fall of Terni, 
Willis writes, "The •hell of waters• below need but a little red ochre93 
to out-Phlegethon Phlegethon,n94 In 11 Childe Harold's Pilgrimage" B,rron 
wrote: 
The hell of watersl where they howl and hiss, 
And boil in endless torture; while the sweat 
Of their great agony, wring out from this 
Their Phlegethon, curls round the rocks of jet 
95 That gird the gulf around, in pitiless horror set, 
Willis had used 11 Childe Harold • s Pilgrimage n as a guide book on his 
tour of southern Europe, and had referred to it extensively in Pencillings, 
It is probable that his interest in describing scenery came to him partly 
from his reading of Byron, 
In the midst of his description of Niagara, Slingsby makes a remark 
which shows that he is really Willis speaking, He asks parenthetically, 
"was I not all but wrecked every day between Troy and Malta in a score of 
successive hurricanes? 1196 Willis refers to an actual experience of his 
91Inklings, I, 27, 
92Inklings, I, 28. 
93The use of the term red ochre shows that here Willis is thinking 
in terms of painting, as he Trequently does. 
94Inklings, I, 29, 
95canto IV, Stanza lldx. Willis quoted four complete stanzas from this 
canto (lldx-lxx:i.i) in one of his descriptions of Niagara in American Scenery, 
I, 5. 
96Inklings, I, 29. 
which he later used in "A Log in the Archipelago. n97 
liillis ends his rather serious description of Niagara with a light 
touch by quoting, so he says, from Halleck. 
"The tailor made one single note--
Gods I what a place to sponge a coat 11198 
vallis often finished a sublime passage with a touch of the ridiculous, 
as if he felt he must relieve his sober thoughts by an amusing filip at 
the end, perhaps recalling the ridicule of his serious writings. 
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Job, the nature lover, is so impressed by the view that all Slingsby•s 
attempts to converse with him fail, and Slingsby is forced to bribe two 
waiters to bring Job to breakfast. After breakfast the two friends, 
accompanied by Miss -----, undertake the hazardous trip behind the falls: 
"it is necessary to a reputation for prowess in the United States to have 
been behind the sheet of the fall,n99 Slingsby informs his British readers, 
and then adds banteringly, "This achievement is equivalent to a hundred 
shower-baths, one severe cold, and being drowned t<dce--but most people 
do it." 
Dressed for their excursion, 
Miss ----- looked like a fairy in disguise, and Job like the 
most ghostly and diabolical monster that ever stalked unsepultured 
abroad. He would frighten a child in his best black suit--but 
with a pair of wet linen trowsers scarce reaching to the knees, 
a jacket with sleeves shrunk to the elbows, and a white cap, he 
was something supernaturally awful. 
This is the first time that Slingsby has called Job a monster, but 
in the later stories he calls him that frequently, and even dwells upon 
97See below, pp. 246-253. 
98Inklings, I, 30. Research has failed to find this couplet in Halleck. 
99Inklings, I, 32. 
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his ugliness, especially when Job counters Slingsby•s unorthodox ideas 
with his own conventional attitudes. In this instance Willis is interested 
in the contrast between the beauty and the beast, the theme of several of 
his stories. 
The adVenturers arrive safely behind the falls 11as nearly drowned as 
most of the subjects of the Humane society, 11 and find themselves "within 
a chamber that Undine might have coveted. 11 Willis uses two lines from 
Shelley to help describe the interior. He says they come from "The Witch 
of Atlas," but actually they are from "The Triumph of Life." 
11Th' invisible rain did ever sing, 
A silver music on the mossy lawn. 11100 
liillis then breaks the sublime mood with the quip, 11 It is lucky for Hitches 
and Naiads that they are not subject to rheumatism. 11 
Willis was one of the first admirers of Shelley in America. References 
to Shelley are found throughout his early writings. He devoted several 
pages in one issue of his American Monthly Magazine to a consideration of 
Shelley's posthumous poems.lOl He observed that "beautiful as Shelley's 
poetry is, it has never been republished in this country, and even though 
his name is universal, his productions are comparatively unknown. n102 In 
his enthusiasm for Shelley's poetry he printed "Stanzas written in Dejec-
tion, near Naples" in full, and quoted liberally from "Julian and Maddalo" 
and "The \.fitch of Atlas." He introduced "Swiftly l.Yalk OV"er the 11iestern 
10011. 354-355. 
101Posthumous Poems 2£ Percy Bysshe Shelley (London, 1824). 
102nThe Editor's Table," AMM, I (September 1829), 431. 
Wave" with the comment: "It is a poetry of a peculiar and hitherto 
unfashionable school, but, if we are not much mistaken, the poetry of 
Shelley will take a high stand in the literature of the age_l03 i'Tillis 
sensed the freshness and greatness of genius of Shelley at a time when 
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few people in this country were familiar with his poetry, There is felt 
throughout Willis' s fiction a worship of ideal beauty, usually objectified 
in the female figure, which Willis may have acquired from Shelley. 
"Niagara" comes suddenlY to a dramatic climax, Part of the ledge 
on which the group is standing gives way, and Miss ----- is left stranded 
on the other side of a chasm. This situation offers Job an opportunity 
to display his chivalry. 
The next instant he (Job] threw himself forward, and while I 
covered my eyes in horror, with the flashing conviction that 
he had gone mad and flung himself into the hopeless whirlpool 
to reach her, she had crossed the awful gulf, and lay trembling 
at my feetl He had thrown himself over the chasm, caught at 
the rook barely with the extremities of his fingers, and with 
certain death if he missed his hold or slipped from his uncer-
tain tenure, had sustained her with supernatural strength as 
she walked over his bodytl04 
In one melodramatic paragraph Willis gives the exciting, if incredible, 
climax of the visit to Niagara. The reader is hardlJr prepared for the 
thrilling incident after the leisurely pace of the earlier part of the 
story, even though \Villis has foreshadowed it with a statement of 
Slingsbyt s: "These rocks are not adamant, and the very precipice you 
stand on has cracked, and looks ready for the plunge,nl05 The danger of 
103AMJ1, I (September 1829), 435. 
l04Inklings, I, 36, 
105Ink1ings, I, 31. 
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going behind the falls has been emphasized by Slingsbyt s remark, ''We 
seemed cut off from the living. There was a death between us and the 
vital air and sunshine, nlo6 But the forewarning is artistically insuffi-
cient; the reader is taken too much by surprise by the suddenness of the 
incident. It is no more implausible, however, than many incidents in 
the fiction of the period, 
Having reached the conclusion of the plot, Willis ends his story 
abruptly with one more paragraph, leaving the reader with the impression 
that he too has been stranded on a precipice. 
The guide providentially returned with a rope in the same in-
stant, and, fastening it around one of his feet, we dragged him 
back through the whirlpool, and after a moment or two to recover 
from the suffocating immersion, he fell on his knees, and we 
joined him, I doubt not devoutly, in his inaudible thanks to 
God.l07 
This sudden shift from the exciting to the religious is too abrupt for 
the reader, and before he has time to adjust to the change, the story has 
ended, 
In the first two stories in this collection the setting seems the 
important element; the plots merely provide interest for what otherwise 
would be a travel sketch, Especially is this true of "Niagara," in which 
the waterfall dominates the story, The reviewer for the Westminster 
Review selected Willis's descriptions of Niagara for special commendation, 
The description of the roar of waters is more correct than any 
of the numerous accounts we recollect to have read, It is, more-
over, uninfected by verbosity--the usual character of passages 
descriptive of scenery,l08 
lo6Inklings, I, 3~. 
l07Inklings, I, 36. 
lOBIII and XXV (July 1836), 265. 
The reviewer iR the Spectator was not so laudatory. 
An excursion to Niagara is turned into a sort of story; its 
incidents shaped,. connected, and patched together for effect; 
the scenery descr.Lbed with animation, but interlarded with 
long accounts of the impression it produced upon the writer•s 
mind; and the whole spun out to the required length by any 
jokes or remarks the author can bring to the muster.l09 
The last remark is hardly fair, but the critic's judgment may have 
been colored by the events of the next two sections of the story, 
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The character of Job is fairly well developed in this first section, 
but he seems to exemplify a chivalric temperament which, in the Introductory 
Chapter, was ascribed to Slingsby,110 Later Willis will learn how to sub-
ordinate the setting to the plot, and to integrate plot, setting, and 
character, 
Part II of this story, "Lake Ontario," continues the adventures of 
Job and Slingsby. The first sentence provides the transition: "The next 
bravest achievement to venturing behind the sheet of Niagara, is to cross 
the river in a small boat, at some distance below the Phlegethon of the 
abyss.nlll Willis continues with a description of the crossing, and of 
the magnitude of the view from below the falls, 
In "Niagara" Job had refused to drink the health of the King because 
the only access to the falls on the Canadian side was through the back 
yard of a private dwelling. This seemed to him outrageous: "There was an 
impertinent profanity • • • in fencing up the entrance to Niagara that was 
a greater encroachment on natural liberty than the stamp act. nll2 Later 
l09Ix (May 7, 1836), p, 443. 
llOinklings, I, vi. 
llllnklings, I, 37. 
ll2Inklings, I, 27. 
he tried to convince the traveling party that the American falls were 
superior to the Canadian falls, but, in spite of his eloquence, "the 
deluded multitude , •• rolled away in crowds for the monarchy, and at 
the close of his speech the British Fall was still, by a melancholy 
majority, the largest,nll3 Before setting out on their trip along the 
Canadian side of the river, therefore, Slingsby advises Job, 
You are entering • , • upon your first journey in a foreign 
land. You will see other manners than your own, which are not 
therefore laughable, and hear a different pronunciation from 
your own, which is not therefore VUlgar, You are to mix with 
British subjects, wham you have attacked bitterly in your 
school declamations as tthe enemy,' but who are not therefore 
to be bullied in their own country, and who have certain tastes 
of their own, upon which you had better resel"le your jud~ent, 
We have no doubt that we are the greatest country that ever was, 
is, or ever shall be; but, as this is an unpalatable piece of 
information to other nations, we will not stuff it into their 
teeth, unless by particular request, • , , In short , •• as we 
insist that foreigners should adopt our manners while they are 
travelling in the United States, we had better adopt theirs when 
we return the visit. They are doubtless quite wrong throughout, 
but it is not worth while to bristle one's back against the 
opinions of same score millions,ll4 
This excellent advice was probably meant to apply as much to the 
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cOilllllon American of Willis's day as to Job. In his desire for international 
toleration, Willis satirizes the rampant Americanism of his day. He shows, 
however, through the irony of Slingsby1 s attitude, that one does not have 
to sacrifice one's patriotism in order to be tolerant. Job is satirized 
as the type of American who sets out to prove everything not American to 
be therefore inferior, It is ironic that this lecture on toleration should 
be read to a youth named Forbearance. 
ll3Inklings,I, 37. 
ll4Inklings, I, 40. 
This plea for international understanding was written after IVillis 
had been to England, but he had written on this theme before, In his 
impartial review of Captain Basil Hall's attack on the United States,ll5 
he wrote a long and unbiased account of American-British relations from 
colonial times to 1829, concluding that he found little cause to "wonder 
at the , • , deep and bitter hostility that exists between England and 
America, and grows, fNery day, stronger and stronger,.,ll6 He then stated, 
We have been induced to enter into this detail, because many, in 
the abundance of their zeal, talk and write as though Englishmen 
were alone to blame for the hostility that exists between her and 
us, National quarrels are like private quarrels; it very rarely 
happens that both parties are not more or less to blame, or that 
the hostility is not carried further in the end than either party 
at first intended. 
Even before Willis had visited F)lgland he looked with distress upon 
the animosity between the two countries, seeing faults on both sides. He 
felt that Hallts book was "probably intended and certainly it is extremely 
well calculated to inflame and aggravate that misunderstanding,nll7 
Willis's reference to the "melancholy majority" in Slingsby• s advice to 
Job may be an ironic barb aimed at Captain Hall, who, \-Tillis belifNed, 
saw "fNerything in a peculiar point of view, and makes everything bend 
into a proof of the •withering influence•--so he is pleased to express 
himself--of democratical institutions." Certainly the "melancholy majority" 
is a "democratical institution, 11 which, in this instance, voted ironically 
"for the monarchy. 11 Willis apparently felt that his countrymen needed 
ll5naeview. Travels in North America, in the Years 1827 and 1828. 
By Captain Basil Hall of the Royal Navy. In twovoiiiiiieii. New York,"": • • 
1828, 11 American Monthly Magazine, I (November 1829), 532-540. 
ll6AMM, I (November 1829), 535. 
117 AMM, p, 536. 
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sound counsel on international relations, so he wove this speech of Slingsby•s 
into the natural dialogue of his story, It should be recorded to Willis's 
credit that he wrote this advice of Slingsby•s while he himself was being 
pilloried by the British reviewersll8 for what they considered his 
republican arrogance and breach of confidences. 
In "Lake Ontario" Willis even found it possible to offer an excuse 
for Mrs. Trollope' s unpopular work •119 
I recommend you never again to read a book of travels without 
writing down on the margin of every bilious chapter, 'probably 
lost his passage in the steamer,• or 'had no mustard to his 
mutton,' or 'could find no ginger-nuts for the interesting little 
traveller,' or some similar annotation. Depend upon it, that dear 
delightful Mrs. Trollope would never have written so a~eable a 
book, if she had thriven with her bazaar in Cincinnati. 20 
In his description of the scene from below the falls, \nllis inserts 
a few sentences explaining his "tenderness for water" as an element ,121 
He is to expand this fancy into a rhapsody on water in "Edith Linsey. nl22 
When it is discovered that the lake steamer has been requisitioned by 
part of a regiment of British troops, "Job's Britishometer fell plump to 
zero.nl23 But the Colonel offers the two friends accommodations aboard, 
and the steamer is about to start down the river when a surprising incident 
occurs, A young Canadian girl has come aboard with one of the Irish 
llBsee, for example, John Lockhart's review of Pencillings, Quarterly 
Review, CVIII (September 1835), 445-469. 
119Frances Trollope, Domestic Manners of the Americans, 2 vols, 
(London and New York, 1832). - -
120Ink1ings, I, 42. 
121Inklings, I, 41. 
122See below pp. 117-118. 
123Inklings, I, 42. 
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soldiers, planning to return to Ireland with him. Her young brother 
suddenly rushes aboard and pleads with her to return home. 'Nhen the 
Colonel proposes that the soldier marry the girl as soon as a priest can 
be found, the soldier, with the eyes of his companions upon him, agrees. 
Then follows a passage which is unusually sentimental for Willis. 
Tears might have well bee:a bespoke for the whole company. The 
boy was tom from his sister• s neck, and set ashore in the anns 
of the two sailors, and poor Mary, very much in doubt whether 
she was happy or miserable, sank upon a heap of knapsacks, and 
buried her eyes in a cotton handkerchief with a map of London 
on it, probably a gage d•amour from the desavingl24 o•Shane. 
I did the same myself nth a silk one, a.nd Job item. Item 
the Colonel a.nd several officers.l25 -- -
This tearful scene is not typical of Willis; sentimental he could be 
upon occasion, but he seldom indulged in such bathos. 
Mary• s unhappy status is about to be remedied, but the next morning 
Slingsby discovers a more unfortunate girl on board, a pregnant but unwed 
Indian, whose father had given her to one of the Irish soldiers, whan she 
follows faithfully in spite of his brutal treatment of her. 
At this point Willis starts the third section of his story, "The 
St. lawrence. 11 He begins with a description of the Thousand Islands--
thus anticipating Cooper• s description in The Pathfinder (1840): "I 
think there is not within the knowledge of the •all-beholding sun,•l26 a 
spot so singularly and exquisitely beautiful. Between the l'll.ssissippi 
124Edward Bulwer-Llftton uses this spelling of deceiving to represent 
dialectical pronunciation in Paul Clifford (1830). See, for example, 
the fourth paragraph of Chapter I, 11Vy, it is no use desaving me." 
125Ink1ings, I, 44. 
126william Cullen Bryant, "Thanatopsis," 1. 18. 
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and the C:l.mmerian Bosphorus, I ~there is not, for I have pic-nic'd 
from the SJ'IIIPlegades westward.nl27 Willis concludes his observations with 
his usual sudden shift fran the serious to the frivolous: "If the beauty-
sick and nature-seeking spirit of Keats is abroad in the world, tmy basnet• 
to a 'prentice-captl28 he passes his summers amid the Thousand Isles of 
the St. Lawrencel I would we liere there with our tea-things, Slieet Rosa 
Matilda,nl29 Willis was fond of enriching his prose with unidentified 
quotations from poetry popular in his day, expecting the reader to recognize 
the original, 
Slingsby informs the Colonel of the Indian girl's condition, but 
Mahoney is not so tractable as 0' Shane : he looks at his victim "with a 
libertine contempt that made my blood boil, 11 and refuses to marry her. 
The girl jumps overboard, swims ashore, and is "lost in the tangles of 
the forest.nl30 
Although the plot of these three episodes is slight, being primarily 
a frame decorated liith scenic description, Willis has presented two serious 
issues: the relations between the United States and Great Britain and the 
treatment of the Indians. He has treated frankly the immoral behavior of 
the soldiers, but he has made the culprits Irish, not British or American, 
and has preserved the honor of the white woman. These concessions reflect 
127Ink~s, I, 46-47. The picnic at the Symplegades is used in "The 
Gipsy of Safi.n See below, pp. 194-206. 
128walter Scott, "Mannion, 11 VI, xxi. 
129Inklings, I, 148. 11 Rosa Hatilda" was the pen name of Charlotte 
Dacre, author of Zofloya, a novel which influenced Shelley. Willis is 
probably using the name here because of its romantic sound. 
130Inklings, I, 49. 
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contemporary attitudes, not any squeamishness on Willis's part; he has 
broached a taboo subject, and has presented it realistically, if theatrically. 
Willis reveals that he is speaking of more than an isolated instance 
of the victimization of the Indian when he says, "her hollow cheeks, and 
forehead marked with an expression of pain, told all I could have prophesied 
of the history of a white man' s tender mercies. nl31 But Willis does not 
make a tract of his story; he leaves the reader to make his own inferences, 
If this incident be invented, as it may have been since his earlier version 
of this story, "Notes upon a Ramble, 11 does not include the Indian, Willis 
shows a boldness of treatment, for one would have to look long in the 
literature of the period to find another unwed mother with "her fine bust 
entirely bare,nl32 Hester Prynne lived in seventeenth-century Massachusetts, 
and the two hundred years between her and the readers of ~ Scarlet Letter, 
coupled with Hawthorne's treatment of her story, conceals the sensational-
ism implied in the plot of that novel. 
In the original version of this storyl33 the comment upon the relation-
ship between Great Britain and the United States is not given as part of 
the dialogue, but as a digression by the author, The theme is the same, 
however, although it is expressed as an apologia for the British soldier. 
The Indian girl does not appear; the white girl, Marie, goes willingly 
with the soldier in spite of the pleas of her younger brother, and no men-
tion is made of the possibility of her getting married. Rather, Willis ends 
131Inklings, I, 45. 
132Inklings, I, 49. 
133.AMM, II (April 1830), 41-46. 
the episode with a rather strong passage: 
As the boat heaved out from the pier, I caught a glimpse of 
poor Marie • , , her bright ribbons, (and probably fran the 
haste of her flight, her only ones) sadly soiled, and her face, 
it seemed to me, already getting the querulous and care-worn 
expression which makes a camp follower the most pitiable object 
in the world,l34 
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Marie is perhaps the first camp follower in American literature, It will 
be over sixty years before Stephen Crane will treat a woman of this kind 
with such frankness, As can be seen, Willis's revision of this story is 
less bold: Harle becomes two women, a white girl whose honor is saved, 
and an Indian who is disgraced but does not become a camp follower; the 
British officer becomes two Irishmen, the chivalry of one offsetting the 
treachery of the other. Even so, the reviewers objected to \iillis t s 
realism, One stated, "A passage across Lake Ontario in a steamer with 
part of a British regiment, affords opportunities for making up some 
scenes that might have occurred, though scarcely in the way Mr. IHLLIS 
represents them,nl35 Another reported: "He [Slingsby) is less fortunate 
with another couple, meeting with a character very foreign to the 
naturally blithe, courageous, and warm-hearted Irishmen,nl36 
"The Cherokee's Threat" 
"The Cherokee's Threat, 11 the next story in Inklings, first appeared 
in the ~ Honthly Magazine in December 1835,137 and was published the 
next month in the New York Mirror.138 Like the story preceding it, it 
l34AHM, II {April 1830), 45. 
135The Spectator, IX (May 7, 1836), 443. 
13/Jwestminster Review, III and XXV (July 1836), 266, 
137"The Cherokee t s Threat," Inklings, I, [53] -75; New 11onthly 
Magazine, XLV (December 1835), 438-450. -
138XIII (January 16, 1836), 228-229 and (January 23, 1836), 236-237. 
deals with the story of an Indian girl. It opens with a quotation fran 
~ 1\re Goriot, 
"Notre bonheur, mon chere, sa tiendra tousjours entre la plante 
de nos pieds et notre occiput; et qu•il coi'N;e un million par an 
ou cent louis, la perception intrinsique est m&!e au-dedans de 
nous. 11139 
47 
Balzac's novel had been published earlier in 1835, and liillis was probably 
one of the first .Americans to read it. He lost no time in quoting fran 
it, two of the stories in this collection having mottoes from that 
work.l40 The motto is appropriate since the central conflict in this 
story is between a wealthy .American belle and an Indian princess. 
For the setting of this story Willis goes back to his undergraduate 
days at Yale, and starts with Slingsby•s rambling description of the 
College and of New Haven. For his English readers Willis differentiates 
among the various types of freshmen from different parts of the country. 
He observes, 
It is not thought extraordinary in Europe that the French and 
English, the Gennan and the Italian should possess distinct 
national traits; yet one .American is supposed to be like every 
other, though the two between whom the comparison is drawn were 
born and bred as far apart and in as different14latitudes, as the Highland cateran and the brigand of Calabria. 1 
Willis then describes the various types, thus presenting a cross section 
of American youth in the 1820s. 
The berry-brown tan of the sun of Georgia, unblanched by study, 
was still dark and deep on the cheek of one; the look of conuruand, 
breathing through the indolent attitude, betrayed in another, 
the young Carolinian and slave-master; a coat of green, garnished 
139Inklings, I, (53] • 
140see "The Revenge of the Signor Basil" below, pp. 253-284. 
l4linklings, I (53]. 
with fur and bright buttons, and shaped less by the tailor than 
by the Herculean and expansive frame over which it was strained, 
had a taste of Kentucky in its complexion; the white skin and red 
or sandy hair, cold expression, stiff black coat, and serious 
attention to the service, told the Puritan son of New Hampshire 
or Vermont; and, perked up in his well-fitted coat, the 
exquisite of the class, stood the slight and metropolitan Nel~­
Yorker, with a finn belief in his tailor and himself written on 
his effeminate lip, and an occasional look at his neighbours• 
coats and shoulders, that might have been construed into wonder 
upon what western river or mountain dllelt the builders of such 
coats and mensl42 
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Since the protagonist of this story is a Kentuckian, the above description 
is not as irrelevant as it sounds. Willis continues to explain that the 
Southerners and Northerners tended to form two groups, the Southerners 
taking an active part in the social activities of the town, the Northerners, 
being socially ill at ease, tending to become studious. In the next para-
graph Willis builds imaginatively on a commonplace experience to show that 
the freshman class is 11the only republic I have known.nl43 Willis had the 
ability to see significance in the most trivial experiences of life, and 
he frequently lets his fancy weave the most insubstantial fabric out of 
the most unpromising threads. In this flight of fancy he also shows his 
faith in republican institutions. 
In part II \dllis informs the reader of the prevalence of female 
institutions in New Haven, and stresses the freedom of intercourse allowed 
between the students of Yale and the young ladies in the private schools. 
He approves of this freedom as he had ~qJproved the same situation at the 
watering places in 11 F9dlar Karl." He feels that his British readers need 
an explanation of this. 
142Inklings, I, 54. 
~~3Inklings, I, 55. 
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The daughters of the first families of the countl"'J are sent here, 
committed • • • to the exclusive care of the head of the establish-
ment, and (as one of the privileges and advantages of the school) 
associating freely with the general society of the town, the male 
part • • • composed principally of students. A more easy and 
liberal intercourse exists in no society in the world, and in no 
society that I have ever seen is the tone of morals and manners 
so high and unexceptionable. Attachments are often fonned, and 
little hann is thought of it; and unless there is a very strong 
case of disparity or objection, no obstacle is thrown in the way 
of the common intercourse between lovers; and the lady returns to 
her family, and the gentleman senior disappears with his degree, 
and they meet and marry--if they like. If they do not, the lady 
stands as well in the matrimonial market as ever, and the gentle-
man (unlike his horse) is not damaged by having been on his knees.l44 
lvillis was always conscious of the differences in social mores between 
countries, and was fond of contrasting them. Especially was he happy to 
demonstrate the uniqueness of American life, and in so doing he has pre-
sented the social historian with invaluable source material. This aspect 
of Willis's writings can never be stressed too much. Few social histories 
of this period have been written without acknowledged or unacknowledged 
indebtedness to Willis. 
"The Cherokee's Threat" continues as the reader is introduced to the 
protagonist, Paul St. John.l45 He has been referred to incidentally in 
the first section as 11a youth with close curling, brown hair, rather under-
sized, but with a certain decision and nerve in his lip which struck me 
immediately, and which seemed to express somehow a confidence in himself 
which his limbs scarce bore out."l46 At first sight Slingsby concluded 
144Inklings, I, 57. 
145Here is an instance of Willis's using the name Paul for one of his 
characters. Willis was fond of this name and also of t!ieii'ame St. John. In 
the original version of "Larks in Vacation," Slings by is named St. John. 
l46Inklings, I, 54. 
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"that whatever might be Mr. •s•s• capacity for friendship, his ill-will 
would be very demonstrative and uncomfortable,nlll7 He comes from Kentucky, 
but unlike most 'ivestemers in ~dllists fiction, he has a flair for the 
intellectual and social life, For this reason Willis does not give him 
the Herculean frame possessed by most of his Westerners, He still possesses 
certain characteristics of the true Kentuckian: 
Like "Le Noir Fa.in!(ant, 11 at the toumament148 • , • • [St. John) 
seemed more a looker-on than an actor in the various oursuits of 
the university, A sudden interference in a quarrel, in which a 
brother freshman was contending against odds, enlightened the 
class as to his high spirit and personal strength; ••• he 
dressed plainly, but with instinctive taste; at the end of the 
first tenn, having ••• lived alone with his books and ft kind 
of trapper's dog he had brought with him from the west,l49 he 
had acquired an ascendancy in the opinion of the class for which 
no one could well account, but to which everyone unhesitatingly 
assented,l50 
Ill other ways St. John is not typical of the Kentuckian, 
I found his roams , • , more luxuriously furnished than I had 
expected from the simplicity of his appearance, but his books, 
not many, but select, and (what is in America an expensive 
luxury) in the best English editions and superbly bcund, excited 
most my envy and surprise, How he should have acquired tastes 
of such ultra-civilization in the forests of the west was a 
mystery that remained to be solved,l51 
This mystery is solved at the end of the story. 
Ill part III Slingsby and St. Jolm call upon the young ladies at one 
of New Havents finishing schools. The beauty of the day causes Slingsby to 
lli7Inklings, I, 55. 
lli8Here is another instance of Willis's frequent references to Scott; 
this time the allusion is, of course, to Ivanhoe. 
lli9This dog, which plays an important role in the story, may have been 
suggested by the trapper's dog Hector in Cooper's ~Prairie (1827). 
150Inklings, I, 57-58. 
151Inklings, I, 58. 
digress into same speculations inspired by Wordsworth--speculations 
similar to those of Job Clark in the earlier story "leaves from a 
Colleger• s Album, nl52 
While I remember it, I wish to record a belief of my own, that 
if, as philosophy supposes, we have lived other lives--if 
• • • • nour star 
Hath had elsewhere its setting 
And cometh from afar, n153 
it is surely in the days tempered like the one I am remembering 
and describing--profoundly serene, sunny as the top of Olympus, 
heavenly pure, holy, and more invigorating and intoxicating than 
luxurious or balmy; the sort of air that the Visiting angels might 
have brought with them to the tent of Abraham--it is on such days, 
51 
I would record, that my own memory steps back over the dim threshold 
of life--(so it seems to me)--and on such days only,l54 
This passage illustrates not only the strong hold vlordsworth had over 
'1lillis•s imagination, but also a characteristic of vlillis•s t.rriting which 
will be analyzed more fully hereafter: the coupling of a pagan allusion 
with that of a Biblical or Christian one, in this instance, Olympus and 
Abraham, 
On this rare day Slingsby and St. John call at Mrs, Ilfrington•s 
school. Beers explains that Mrs. Ilfrington is based upon an actual per-
sonage, 
One of the families in which Willis was an habitue was the house-
hold of Mrs. Apthorpe, a widow with four lovely daughters, who 
conducted one of the seminaries for young ladies for which New 
Haven was famous, This was the original of Mrs, Ilfrington•s 
152The Legendary, II (December 1828), 103-196. 
153\.rilliam Wordsworth, 110de: Intimations of Immortality from Recollec-
tions of Early Childhood, 11 11. 59-61. In his earlier story just referred 
to Vlillis quoted from the same poem 11. 58-65 and 107-132. Line 59 should 
read "our life t s Star," 
154Inklings, I, 59. 
school in "The Cherokee's Threat. 11 \'l'illis was much ridiculed by 
the reViewers for his very highly-colored description of this 
educational establishment, and in particular for declaring that 
"in the united pictures of Paul Veronese and Raphael" he had 
"scarcely found so many lovely women, of so different models and 
so perfect, as were assembled in my sophomore year" in this 
Connecticut "sugar-refinery .ul55 
Among the female students at Mrs. nfrington•s is a newcomer, the 
daughter of an Indian chief who is being educated at goverrnnent expense 
to become a teacher for her tribe. i'lillis reveals a bitter attitude 
tm;ard the treatment of the Indians. 
The wrongs of ciVilization to the noble aborigines of America 
are a subject of much poetical feeling in the United States, 
and will ultimately become the poetry of the nation. At present 
the sentiment takes occasionally a tangible shape, and the trans-
mission of the daughter of a Cherokee chief to New Haven, to be 
educated at the expense of the government, and of several young 
men of the same high birth to different colleges, will be 
recorded among the evidences of history that we did not plough 
the bones of their fathers into our fields without some feeling 
of campunction.l56 
Willis seems to feel that the white mants annihilation of the red 
men is both deplorable and worthy of epic treatment. 
52 
Slingsby prepares st. John for the rare beauty of this young Indian. 
She is the beau ideal of a red skin, but it is with the softened 
features of an Arab or an Egyptian. She is more willowy than 
erect, and has no higher cheek-bones than the plaster Venus in 
your chambers. If it were not for the lambent fire in her eye, 
you might take her, in the sculptured pose of her attitudesi for 
an immortal bronze of Cleopatra. I tell you she is divine. 57 
But St. John, unimpressed, remarks laconically that he has hunted with the 
Cherokees and knows their features. Willis has, however, idealized his 
155Beers, NIW, p. 57. Beers quotes from Inklings, I, 61. Willis's 
poem 11 On the Death of Miss Fanny V. Apthorpe, 11 American Monthly Magazine, 
I (July 1829), 263, commemorates the death of one of the four Apthorpe 
daughters. 
156Ink1ings, I, 60. 
157Inklings, I, 61. 
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portrait, and has given the girl the best features of both races, as shall 
be seen as the story progresses, 
At this point Willis rhapsodizes over the beauty of the young ladies, 
for which he lvas criticized by the reViewers. One cOOllllent exemplifies 
ivillis•s ability to construct an elaborate metaphor out of little substance: 
"They went about in their evening walks, graceful and angelic, but like 
the Virgin pearls of the sea, they poured the light of their loveliness on 
the vegetating oysters about them, and no diver of fashion had yet taught 
them their value." In same of his later stories Willis makes abundant 
use of metaphor, sometimes very elaborate ones, In describing the young 
ladies he reveals his ever-present loyaJ.ty to America. 
Queen of the Sicilies, loveliest in your own realm of sunshine 
and passion! Bale and transparent Princess--pearl of the court 
of Florence--than whan the creations on the immortal walls of the 
Pitti less discipline our eye for the shapes of heaven! Gipsy 
of the Pactolusl Jewess of the Thracian Gallipolis 1 Bright and 
gifted cynosure of the aristocracy of Englandl--ye are five women 
I have seen in as many years• wandering over the world • , , yet, 
with your pictures coloured to life in my memory, and the pride 
of rank and state thrown over most of you, like an elevating 
cham, I go back to the school of Mrs. Ilfrington, and (smile 
if you willl) they were as lovely, and stately, and as worthy of 
the worship of the world,l58 
This passage shows also how Willis made use of his experiences in 
his fiction, and reveals his worship of the ideal beauty of woman. 
When the two gentlemen arrive at the house, the dog immediately 
rushes to the Indian as if he recognized her. st. John dismisses this by 
saying that the dog had often hunted with Indians and merely recognized 
her as an Indian. The next moment, however, the "slight and graceful" 
Nunu "sprang upon his bosom with the bound of a leveret, and between her 
158Inklings, I, 61-62. The Florentine and the Gipsy appear in later 
stories. The Englishwoman is the Countess of Blessington. 
.t'ast kisses broke the endearing epithets of' her native tongue, in words 
that I only understood by their passionate and thrilling accent, nl59 
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The young people and Mrs, Il.t'rington set out on a "botanical ramble" 
to East Rock, St. John paying particular attention to a Miss Temple, 
"whose Christian name was Isabella, and whose Christian charity had no 
bowels .t'or broken hearts. 11 This is the .t'irst of' several of 1•lillis • s 
heroines who are belles ~ ~ merci, The climax of this section comes 
suddenly, and shows Willis's ability to make dramatic use of the social 
proprieties of his day, 
St, John was advancing .t'ast in the favor and acquaintance of the 
grace.t'ul Georgian !}!iss Temple] , Her southern indolencel60 was 
probably an apology in Mrs, Il.t'rington 1 s eyes .t'or leaning heavily 
on her companion• s arm; but, in a lllOIIIentary halt, the capricious 
beauty disembarrassed herself of the bright scarf that had 
floated over her shoulders, and bound it playfully around his 
1-1aist, This was rather strong on .t'irst acquaintance, and 
Mrs, Il.t'rington was of that opinion. 
Before Mrs, Ilfrington could reprimand the southern beauty, Nunu "bounded 
over the low hedge, followed by the dog with whom she had been chasing a 
butterfly, and springing upon St. John with eyes that flashed fire, she 
tore the scarf into shreds, and stocxi trembling and pale, with her .t'eet 
on the silken fragments, ul61 This action of' Nunu' s which shows her 
reverting to savagery in order to avenge what she considered an impropriety, 
is .t'orewa¢ng for her action later in the story. St. John explains that 
he had known Nunu when she was a child in the West, but he does not condone 
159Inklings, I, 63. 
160Indolence is Willis's .t'avorite adjective to describe the southerners, 
He used it in "Pedlar Karl" and earlier in this story to describe the 
southern gentleman at Yale, as well as elsewhere in his fiction, 
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her action. He had not lmown she was· in New Haven until, on the previous 
day, his dog, a gift from Nunu, had returned from a ramble with wampum 
around his neck which had the mark of her tribe. To St. John • s cold tone 
"Nunu listened with fixed lips and frowning eyes, 11 and finally "dropped 
her head upon her bosom and walked on in tears. nl62 
The next section opens with a brief description, both geographical 
and historical, of East Rock, in which the precipice is stressed. The 
Georgian has "doubled her attentions" to St. John, and he, wishing a 
piece of ribbon to tie a nosegay in her hair, uses the wampum from around 
his dog• a neck. Nunu, with "mingled pride and sorrow, nl63 comes out of 
her brown study, snatches the wampum from St. Jolm, and reties it around 
the dog's neck. When St. John starts a second time to take the wampum, 
the following thrilling episode occurs. 
Clear over the abyss, hanging with one hand by an ashen sapling, 
the point of her tiny foot just poising on a projecting ledge of 
rock, swung the desperate Cherokee, sustaining herself with per-
fect ease, but with all the determination of her iron race 
collected in calm concentration on her lips. 
"Restore the wampum to his neck," she cried, with a voice that 
thrilled the very marrow with its subdued fierceness, "or my 
blood rest on your soull" 
st. John flung it toward the dog, and clasped his hands in 
silent horror. 
The Cherokee bore down the sapling till its slender stem 
cracked with the tension, and rising lightly with the rebound, 
alit like a feather upon the rock. The subdued student sprang 
to her side; but with scorn on her lips, and the flush of exer-
tion already vanished from her cheek, she called to the dgg, and 
with rapid strides took her way alone down the mountain.l 4 
162Inklings, I, 65. 
163Inklin~s' I, 67. 
164Inklings, I, 69-70. 
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The conclusion of this section employs the same kind of excitement 
that Cooper and Simms were using in their Indian tales, But, unlike the 
conclusion of "Niagara, 11 the action here is completely within the realm 
of plausibility. Whereas in "Niagara" Miss -----was stranded by an acci-
dent of nature, Nunu suspends herself over the precipice purposely, Given 
the passionate temperament which she possesses and the sensitivity to 
insult which she has shown before, Nunu acts true to her nature, Her feat 
would not seem as dangerous to one brought up on the frontier as to one 
reared in the sheltered life of the wealthy class, What would have been 
madness in Hiss Isabella Temple was merely impetuosity in Nunu, \fuat gives 
this scene its feeling of unreality is the suddenness with which it explodes 
into a climax, In the novels of Cooper and Simms, the action is more sus-
tained and the reader does not get the impression that the author is 
turning it on and off like a faucet, In Willis these shifts from descrip-
tion or quiet narration to violent physical action arouse incredulity in 
the reader, although \'Tillis usually has prepared for the scene, In his 
later stories Willis learned how to command interest and provide excite-
ment without resorting to the theatrical and how to make dramatic use of 
internal action, Although \-Tillis could present action with the greatest 
economy, as is evidenced by the quotation above, he had not yet learned to 
tell a 1fhole story without unnecessary detail. Only one of his early 
stories is told with consummate economy, "Miss Albina HcLush, 11 and it is 
one of his best, Since it appeared in book fonn as a part of "Edith 
Linsey," it w.l.ll be discussed with that story ,165 
16Ssee below, pp. 123-128. 
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Section VI of "The Cherokee•s Threat" occurs five years later. 1¥illis 
opens the section with one of his characteristic metaphors. 
I had put to sea from the sheltered river of boyhood, --had 
encountered the storms of a first entrance into life,--had 
trimmed my boat, shortened sail, and, with a sharp eye to the 
windward, was lying fairly on my course.l66 
The time is October 1829. This is one of the few times that \-Iillis uses 
precise dates in his fiction. Slingsby is crossing Cayuga Lake in a 
steamer. Aboard are a group of Indians returning from 1-Tashington. 1-lillis 
had promised earlier in the story to describe an American autumn, and he 
gives the description in all its gorgeous detail. It is quoted at length 
here as an example of loJillis • s powers of description. 
The first severe frost had come, and the miraculous change had 
passed upon the leaves which is known only in America. The blood-
red sugar maple, with a leaf brighter and more delicate than a 
Circassian•s lip, stood here and there in the forest like the 
Sultan•s standard in a host--the solitary and far-seen aristocrat 
of the wilderness. The birch, with its spirit-like and amber 
leaves, ghosts of the departed summer, turned out along the edges 
of the woods like a lining of palest gold; the broad sycamore and 
the fan-like catalpa flaunted their saffron foliage in the sun, 
spotted with gold like the wings of a lady-bird; the kingly oak, 
with its summit shaken bare, still hid its majestic trunk in a 
drapery of sumptuous dyes, like a stricken monarch, gathering 
his robes of state about him to die royally in his purple; the 
tall poplar, with its minaret of silver leaves, burthening every 
breeze with its complainings; the hickory paled through its 
enduring green; the bright berries of the mountain ash flushed 
with a more sanguine glory in the unobstructed sun; the gaudy 
tulip tree, the Sybarite of vegetation, stripped of its golden 
cups, still drank the intoxicating light of noon-day in leaves 
than which the lips of an Indian shell was never more delicately 
tinted; the still deeper vines of the lavish wilderness, 
perishing with the noble things whose summer they had shared, 
outshone them in their decline, aa woman in her death is 
heavenlier than the being on whom in life she leaned; and alone 
and unS)IIllpathizing with this universal decay, outlaws from 
Nature, stood the fir and the hemlock, their frowning and sombre 
166lnklings, I, 10. 
heads darker and less lovely than ever, in contrast with the 
death-struck glory of their campanions.l67 
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In order that the colorfulness of his paragraph may not be mistaken 
by his British readers for exaggeration, Willis explains that "the dull 
colours of English autumnal foliage give you no conception of this 
marvellous phenomenon. The change here is gradual; in America it is the 
work of a night--of a single frost.nl68 Willis has included in his 
description all the color and pageantry, the exotic and regal splendor of 
an American autumn. 
Returning to the story, Willis reveals that St. John is aboard the 
steamer, returning with the chiefs, dressed in typical Kentucky style, 
the soi~ man of fashion I had once known was enveloped in a 
kind of ter• s frock, loose and large, and girdled to this 
waist by a belt; his hat was exchanged for a cap of rich otter 
skin; his pantaloons spread with a slovenly carelessness over 
his feet; and, altogether, there was that in his air which told 
me at a glance that he had renounced the world.l69 
Thus Willis describes the common gannents of the frontiersman of 
his day in contrast to the fashionable attire of the man about to~m. At 
this point in the story, St. John favors Slingsby with the story of his 
life to the time he had entered Yale. Except for the chance circmnstances 
by which he acquired his money, the history is typical of the American 
experience: that of the frontiersman who desired and secured the 
adv'antages of Eastern culture. 
He believed himself the natural son of a 'vlestern hunter, but 
only knew that he had passed his early youth on the borders of 
167Inklings, I, 71-72. 
168Inklings, I, 72. 
169Inklings, I, 73. 
civilization, between whites and Indians, and that he had been 
more particularly indebted for protection to the father of Nunu. 
!{ingled ambition and curiosity had led him eastward while still 
a lad, and a year or two of a most vagabond life in the different 
cities had taught him the caution and bitterness for which he 
was so remarkable, A fortunate experiment in lotteries supplied 
him with the means of education, and, with singular application 
in a youth of such wandering habits, he had applied himself to 
study under a private master, fitted himself for the University 
in half the usual time, and cultivated, in addition, the literary 
taste which I have remarked upon.l70 
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St. John's sudden turn of fortune comes more from the fiction which 
Willis had read than from the American experience. Sudden inheritances 
of vast fortunes, lucky streaks at gaming tables, and the unexpected 
acquisition of wealth by other means were common in the fiction of the 
period, and 1-lillis was not averse to allowing his characters to be so 
rewarded. Mr. Firkins, the junior partner in "Lady Raveleold, nl71 
suddenly inherits a fortune and a title, and is enabled to marry Lady 
Imogen, The fisherman's son in "Palettots Bridenl72 wins a fortune by 
gambling and is thus enabled to win his bride through the means acquired. 
In Europe at this time it was almost necessary for a man to have money 
in order to break into society. In America, ho,.;ever, a man like St. John 
would have been thought more of had he accomplished his education through 
his own efforts. In all three instances, hOHever, that of St. John, of 
Firkins, and of Paletto, the young men are loved for themselves, not their 
money. Willis believed wholeheartedly that an individual should be judged 
on his merits alone, not on his fortune or social position, but he could 
not al1-rays resist the temptation to use the fictional clich~s of his period. 
170Inklings, I, 74. 
17lsee below, pp. 321-340. 
172see belCH, pp. 341-3h7. 
St. John concludes his history with the remark. 
I came to college at the age of eighteen, with a few hundred 
dollars in my pocket, some pregnant experiences of the rough 
side of the world, great confidence in myself, and distrust of 
others, and I believe, ~kind of instinct for y(jd manners, 
which made me ambitious of shining in society, 
The portion of this quotation which has been italicized contains 
an idea common in Willis, that some individuals can instinctively adapt 
themselves to the amenities of good society and constitute almost an 
aristocracy of their own, which admits them to the best society every-
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where. Willis himself must have had sane such instinct, for he was always 
acutely aware of the behavior of good society, and although his enemies 
accused him of being gauche and arrogant, he was accepted in the best 
society in nearly every country he visited. 
St, John confesses to Slingsby that Isabella Temple "was the first 
highly-educated woman I had ever known," thus explaining his infatuation 
for her. "She was a coquette, and I pursued her till I had my turn. You 
see me in my new character now. But a month ago I was the Apollo of 
Saratoga, playing my own game with Miss Temple. I left her for a woman 
worth ten thousand of her.nl74 St. John, having tried out the world, is 
now willing to settle down, There is a hint of the revenge theme in his 
last remarks, but Willis does not explore this. The more worthy woman 
is, of course, Nunu, and Willis gives one final picture of the Indian 
'maiden, this time after she has received the benefits of the white man's 
education. 
173Inklings, I, 74-75. Italics added. 
174Inklings, I, 75. 
I thought I had never seen breathing creature so exquisitely 
lovely. With the exception of a pair of moccasins on her feet, 
she was dressed in the usual manner, but with the most absolute 
simplicity, She had changed in those five years from the child 
to the woman, and with a round and well-developed figure, addi-
tional height, and manners at once gracious and dignified, she 
walked and looked like the chieftain's daughter. 
Nunu is one of nature's noblewomen; her beauty is a natural beauty 
which is at its best in a setting of absolute simplicity. She is noble 
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not only by virtue of being the daughter of a chief, but more because she 
is a child of nature. Her beauty, although enhanced by her education, is 
not the beauty of the belles of fashion, Willis believed that true 
nobility could come from several sources, wealth, heredity, beauty, 
genius or innocence. In ~ ~' as will be seen later, the heroines 
represent each of these qualities: Mildred Ashley, a born member of the 
aristocracy; Sybil Paleford, of ancient family and exquisite beauty; the 
Princess C -----, whose virtues rest more in her artistic talent than in 
her title, and Mary, the simple Bostonian, whom Paul ultimately marries. 
All of these ladies possess beauty and each is a noble character in her 
own right. Nunu is the child of nature, the daughter of a chief', who has 
been given the best training which civilization can offer, and this makes 
her more worthy than Miss Temple, the wealthy belle from Georgia. St. John 
chooses the Indian and regrets that he ever considered doing otherwise: 
"That I could ever have put a creature like this, " he says, "into comparison 
with the dolls of civilization, nl75 
This remark reveals another conviction of Willis's that natural 
simplicity is far superior to artificial elegance, He seems to feel that 
175Inklings, I, 73. 
the world of fashion produces nothing but dolls. The ladies of fashion 
uho attend female seminaries and flirt at Saratoga are beautiful, but 
artificial and insincere when compared with the Indian girl, t;ho is the 
true beauty, simple and genuine. 
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Thus ends the first story in this collection in which the protagonist 
learns by experience to tell the true from the false, but this is to be a 
common theme with Willis. The decision of St. John is far more significant 
than those made by the Irish soldiers in "Lake Ontario" and "The st. 
Lawrence." The choice in this story is the choice between two ways of 
life, the artificiality of society, and the naturalness of the frontier. 
Willis hardly hints that the choice is between the two girls of different 
races, although the ultimate choice is made in favor of Nunu because of 
qualities which she has as an Indian. She had taken the best civiliza-
tion has to offer, but this has not made her fundamentally different; she 
is superior to Hiss Temple, not because of her education, but because of 
her native qualities. 
The incidents in this story are used to reveal character and are 
caused by character; they are not primarily included for their own sakes. 
This story has greater unity than the previous ones: the descriptions are 
kept to a minimum, although Willis is conscious that he is writing for 
British readers and includes some passages which he feels would interest 
them or be essential to their understanding. 
In this story St. John repudiates civilization for the frontier. 
Much as Willis loved the world of fashion, he himself settled down with 
his first wife at Glemnary on the banks of the Susquehanna, and later, with 
his second wife, at Idlewild on the banks of the Hudson, and from these two 
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places wrote his popular books on his rustic lif'e,l76 Like St, John he 
was torn between two worlds, but having sampled one, he settled for the 
other. For the 1854 edition of' his letters ~Under ! Bridge he wrote, 
The "Letters from under a Bridge" were written in a secluded 
glen of' the valley of' the Susqueha.nnah, The author after several 
years residence and travel abroad, made there, as he hoped, an 
altar of' life-time tranquillity for his household-gods, Most 
of the letters were written in the full belief that he should 
pass there the remainder of' his days, Inevitable necessity drove 
him again into active metropolitan life, and the remembrance of 
that enchanting interval of repose and rural pleasure seems to 
him, now, little but a dream, As picturing truly the color of 
his own mind, and the natural flow of his thoughts during a 
brief. enjoyment of the kind of life alone best suited to his 
disposition as well as to his better nature, the book is 
interesting to himself and to those who love him, As pictur-
ing faithfully the chann of nature and seclusion, after years 
of' intoxicated life in the gayest circles of the world, it may 
be curious to the reader,l77 
Willis here realizes that the simplicity of country living better 
suits his temperament than the complexities of life in the city, 
11F, Smith" 
The next story, "F. Smith,nl78 was originally written for the New 
Honthly Magazine,179 and appeared also in the New York Hirror,l80 The 
sketch starts with two mottoes which set the tone of the story and also 
reveal the width of Willis's background. The first motto is from Cole-
176A l•Abri; or, The Tent Pitched (New York, 1839): issued in London 
as Letters from Under a Bri"""dgii (1840, also New York, 1844) and Out-Doors at 
Idlewild; or, The-si1iipi"ng of ! ~~~Banks of the Hudson (New York,-
1855), Also in this vein is Rural Letters !!:!.!2, other Records ~ Thoughts at 
leisure (New York, 1849). 
177I.etters from Under a Bridge, The~ "\forks of N. f. Willis 
(Fhiladelphia, 18;4'}, p, 2lb, 
178!nklings, I, [79] -104. 
179XLIII (January 1835), 70-83. 
180xrr (January 31, 1835), 241-242 and (February 14, 1835), 257-258. 
ridge and applies to Smith himself. 
Nature has made him for some other planet, 
And pressed his soul into lnlman shape 
By accident or malice,lBl 
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The second is from Thilaster and applies to the story in general: "I'll 
have you chronicled, and chronicled, and cut-and chronicled, and sung in 
all-to-be-praised sonnets, and graved in new brave ballads, that all rogues 
shall troule you, ,.182 
The events of this story occur at another of America • s popular summer 
resorts of the period with which Willis was familiar, Nahant, 1-lillis 
begins with one of his typical metaphors: "If you can imagine a buried 
Titan lying along the length of a continent with one ann stretched out 
into the midst of the sea, the place to which I would transport you •• 
would lie as it were in the palm of the giant•s hand,nl83 Hore than once 
\-Tillis used this geographical-anatomical comparison. Perhaps his most 
elaborate use of it is in his account of his trip to Gape Cod in Hurry-
Graphs.l84 
Willis continues in "F. Smith" to present the peculiar features of 
the landscape around Nahant which are important to the story. Some of his 
account of the setting comes from an earlier description of the place 
181Inklings, I, [79] ; "0rsorio," ~ Complete Poetical ~ of 
Samuel Taylor Coleridge, ed. by Ernest Hartley Coleridge, 2 vols. \Oxford, 
1912), II, 586 (IV, 88-90). 
182Inklings, I, [79]; Francis Beaumont and John Fletcher, Philaster, 
~ ~ Lies A-Bleeding (1609-1610), V, iii, 132-134. 
183_!;tlklings, I, [79]. 
184HUrry-Graphs; £!1 Sketches of Scenery, Celebrities ~Society, 
Taken~~ (New York, 1851). See pp. Jl~ passim. 
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written for "The Editor's Table" in the American Monthly Magazine.l85 
Part of this account as presented in 11F. Smith" is of particular interest 
because of the way Willis uses, and then apologizes for using, a Biblical 
reference. One feels that perhaps he is consciously aware of his father's 
eyes upon him. 
Road to Nahant there is none. The oi polloi go there by steam; 
but when the tide is down, you may drive there with a thousand 
chariots over the bottom of the sea. As I suppose there is not 
such another place in the !mown world, my tale ;Iill wait while 
I describe it more fully. If the Bible had been a fiction, (not 
to speak profanely,) I should have thought the idea of the 
destruction of Pharoah and his host had its origin in some such 
wonder of nature.l86 
Willis carefully prepares the reader for the fact that only at low 
tide can the three mile stretch be traversed by horse and carriage. Then 
he passes on to another topographical feature of Nahant. In his descrip-
tion of the tt])lvil•s Pulpit," he expresses a theme which becomes more 
important in his later stories, the superiority of nature to art. 
A cavern as cool (not as silent) as those of Trophonius lies 
just under the brow of yonder precipice •••• You have dined 
with the Borromeo in the grotto of Isola Bella, I doubt not, 
and !mow the perfection of art--I will show you that of nature. 
(I should like to transport you for a similar contrast from 
Terni to Niagara, or from San Giovanni Laterano to an aisle in 
a forest of 11ichigan; but the Daedalian mystery, alas! is 
unsolved. We "fly not yet." )187 
This is followed by a paragraph of the sort which '\'Iillis loved to write, 
one in which he poses as a voluptuous sybarite, and one which lingers just 
this side of eroticism. 
Here is a dark pool left by the retreating tide for a refrig-
erator, and with the champagne in the midst, we will recline 
185II (June 1830), 200-201. 
l86Inklings, I, [79] -80. 
187Inklings, I, 81-82. Willis had described Isola Bella in Pencillings 
(New York, 18$2) pp. 434-436. 
about it like the soft Asiatics of whom we learned pleasure in 
the East, and drink to the small-featured and purple-lipped 
"lugnons" of Syria--those fine-limbed and fiery slaves, adorable 
as Peris, and by turns languishing and stormy, whom you buy for 
a pinch of piastres (say 51, 5s) in sunny Damascus. Your 
drowsy Gircassian, faint and cireamy, or your crockery Georgian--
fit dolls for the sensual Turk--is to him who would buy soul, 
dear at a para the hecatomb.188 --
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It was to such passages as this, no doubt, that Cornelius c. Felton 
took exception in his review of Inklings in the North llmerican Review, 
when he commented, 
OUr most serious objection is that many passages • • • breathe a 
wordly and voluptuous spirit, which may be very taking to the 
imagination of pert young gentlemen who affect ennui and disgust--
the would be blases of .American society; but it must be condemned 
by every reader who cherishes the love of a hearty, sound, and 
moral national literature. We say this with regret, and in no 
overprudish spirit. There are beauties, of the most exquisite 
sort, which will insure these volumes a wide circulation; and we, 
in common with all the admirers of Willis's genius, cannot but 
lament that his brilliantand fascinating pen should have lent 
itself to the perpetuating of fashionable frivolities and a 
voluptuous toner:£ thinking.189 
So spoke the conservative North American ReView, but not out of malice, 
for its reviews of Willis's books were on the whole favorable, 
Willis continues his description of the cave, and then in a natural 
way transports his readers to other points of interest: 
Mais montons nousl I hear the small hoofs of Thalaba; my stan-
hope waits; we WJ.ll leave this half bottle of champagne , • , 
and the echoes of our philosophy, to the Naiads who have lent 
us their drawing-room, Undine, or Egerial Lurly, or Arethusal 
whatever thou art called, nymph of this shadoozy cave! adieull90 
Thalaba was the name of i·lillis • s own horse, and the readers of the American 
Honthly Magazine were used to ·willis • s frequent references to it. The 
188Inklings, I, 82, 
189XLIII (October 1836), 412, 
190Inklings, I, 84. 
name, of course, comes from Southey's epic poem, Thalaba ~Destroyer 
(1801), from which poem Hillis also borrowed the name of the heroine of 
"The Gipsy of Sardis.nl91 Thalaba and the stanhope are to figure later 
in the story, and for that reason are introduced in the exposition. 
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Willis continues with a description of the crossing of the sands between 
the mainland and the island, and his exuberance reveals his love of fast 
horses. 
Slowly, Thalabal Tread gingerly down this rocky descent! Sol 
Here we are on the floor of the vasty deep! \fuat a glorious race-
course! , , • Oh, how noiselessly runs the wheel, and how dreamily 
we glide along, feeling our motion but in the resistance of the 
wind, and by the trout-like pull of the ribands by the excited 
animal before us,l92 
It will be noted here that \4illis attempts to dramatize his description by 
having Slingsby speak directly to Thalaba, His exclamations tend to enliven 
his exposition. As he continues, he speaks to the reader in the same 
exclamatory way. This is a common technique in liillis; his vivid apos-
trophes provide a sprightly tone and a rapid movement to his prose style 
which distinguish it from the usual prose style of the period. This 
freshness and sparkle captivated the readers of the 1830s and 1840s. 
His love of Thalaba causes him to dwell upon the beauty of the animal. 
And now lean over the dasher, and see those small fetlocks strik-
ing up from beneath--the flying mane, the thorough-bred action, the 
small and expressive head, as perfect in the reflection as in the 
reality: like Wordsworth• s swan, he 
"~ double, horse and shadow ,nl93 
19lsee below, p. 183. 
192Inklings, I, 84. 
193Inklings, I, 85; the quotation from Wordsworth is adapted from 
"Yarrow UnVisited," 1. 44, "Floats double, swan and shado;.r." Willis had 
used this quotation in describing Lake George in 11 An Inkling of Adventure, 11 
A!£.1, III (July 1831), 223, "Floats double, isle and shadow." 
By the end of six pages \villis has introduced his readers to the 
setting, and has taken them at a fast pace across three miles of beach, 
He now half-apologizes for having spent so much space, 
I am not settled in my own mind whether this description of one 
of my favorite haunts in America was written most to introduce 
the story that is to follow, or the story to introduce the 
description, Possibly the latter, for having consumed my callow 
youth in ~7andering 11to and fro in the earth, 11 like Sathanas of 
old,l94 and looking on my country now ;lith an eye from which 
all the minor and temporary features have gradually faded, I 
find my pride in it {after its glory as a republic) settling 
principally on the superior handiwork of Nature in its land 
and water,l95 
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This statement seems to be inconsistent with what \-Tillis had said in 
"Pedlar Karl" the month before,l96 But in the earlier story he was deplor-
ing the lack of human and historical associations, not the lack of scenery, 
Hillis has a great admiration for American scenery, but he does not feel 
that it can be woven neatly into his stories. As in the statement quoted 
above, he makes a distinction between his descriptions of scenery and the 
plots of the stories, He is, however, as can be seen, learning to fuse 
these two elements, The apology which he offers at this point in 
11 F, Smith" is not as necessary as the one he offered in "Pedlar Karl," for 
though the exposition in this story is long, it is pertinent, helping to 
explain later action, 
Willis feels that his years abroad have given him a detached parspec-
tive which enables him to present American scenery to foreigners objectively: 
''When I talk of it now, it is looking through another's eyes--his who listens. 
194Job, I, vii. 
195Ihklings, I, 85-86. 
l9611 Pedlar Karl" appeared in the New Monthly Magazine for December 
1834, "F. Smith, 11 January 1835. · 
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I do not describe it after my owa memory of what it was once to me but 
-----' 
according to my own idea of what it will~~ to~ stranger,nl97 This 
last statement seems to send Willis off on a nostalgic byway, and his 
following passage is a strange one to come from a youth of thirty. 
The lake and the river are there, but the friends are changed--
to themselves and me. I speak not of the loving ones that 
stood by me, looking on glen or waterfall, The glen and water-
fall are romantic still, but the form and the heart that 
breathed through it are no longer lovely or loving, I should 
renew my vows by the old mountain and river, for all they ever 
were I should find them still, and never seem to myself grown 
old, or cankered of the world, or changed in form or spirit, 
while they reminded me of my youth, with their familiar sun-
shine and beauty. But the friends that I knew--as I knew them--
are dead, They look no longer the same; they have another 
heart in them; the kindness of the eye, the smilingness of the 
lip, are no more there, 
One wonders what experience of the author's has brought him to such 
bitterreflection, for this is Willis speaking through Slingsby, It is 
unlike Willis to discuss friendship in such morbid tones, There is one 
explanation which may be offered for this passage, #bile still in Boston, 
Willis had been engaged to Mary Benjamin, the sister of Park Benjamin, 
the editor and poet, but the engagement was terminated by Hiss Benjamin's 
guardian. 1tJhile abroad, however, \-Tillis had written poems to her, 198 
Six months before he wrote this story he had written in a letter, 
I loved Mary B., and never think of her without emotion; but with 
all the world in France, Italy, and England treating me like a 
son or brother, I am not coming home to fight my way to her 
through bitter relatives and slander and opposition. They nearly 
crushed me once, and I shall take care how they get another 
opportunity, Still, after three years• separation I think I 
never loved any one so well, and if my way were not so hedged 
up, it would draw me home now,l99 
197Inklings, I, 86. 
198"To M----- from Abroad" and "The Confessional". 
199Quoted in Beers, NPn, pp. 96-97. 
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It took Willis several years to recover from the disappointment of 
this broken engagement. Nine months after this story appeared in the New 
Monthly Magazine, however, Willis married Mary Stace; and two years later 
Mary Benjamin married John Lothrop Motley. 
1>/illis continues his speculations in 11F. Smith 11 Hi th other ideas 
which are not typical of his fiction. 
Philosophy tells me the material and living body changes and 
renews, particle by particle, with time; and Experience--cold-
blooded and stony monitor--tells me, in his frozen monotone, 
that heart and spirit change with it and renewl But the name 
remains, mockery that it isl and the memory sometimes; and so 
these apparitions of the past--that we almost fear to question 
when they encounter us, lest the change they have undergone 
should freeze our blood--stare coldly on us, yet call us by name, 
and answer though coldly to their own, and have that terrible 
similitude to what they were, mingled Hith their unsympathizing 
and hollow mummery, that we wish the grace of the past, with all 
that it contained of kind or lovely, has been sealed forever. 
The heart we have lain near before our birth (so I read the book 
of human life) is the only one that cannot forget that it has 
loved us. 200 
1,-Tillis is being unusually serious in this passage and unconnnonly profound. 
Furthermore, he is being irrelevant, for the ideas of these passages are 
not related to the story at all. He concludes this discussion with a 
tribute to his mother. 
Saith well and affectionately an American poet in some birthday 
verses to his mother--
11Motherl dear motherl the feelings nurst 
As I hung at thy bosom, clung round thee first--
• Twas the earliest link in love's warm chain, 
•Tis the only one that will long remain; 
/i.nd as, year by year, and day by day, 
Some friend, still trusted, drops away, 
Mother! dear mother! Oh, dost thou see 
How the shortened chain brings menearer thee I n20l 
200inklines, I, 86-87. 
20l!nklings, I, B7. 
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The "American poet" to whom Willis refers is himself. These very 
verses appear as the motto to Willis•s poem, "To My l1other from the 
Apennines"; after them, in place of a signature, appear the words "Early 
Poems." Prefixed to Willis's poem "Birth-Day Verses," written to his 
mother, appears a sentence from the paragraph quoted above, which reads as 
follows : " 1 The heart that we have lain near before our birth, is the only 
one that cannot forget that it has loved us.•--Philip Slingsby." Both 
these poems were published in Melanie, March 31, 1835;202 Willis must have 
been preparing his poems for the publisher at about the same time he was 
writing "F. Smith" for the January issue of the ~ !4onthly !?_gazine. 
His poems to his mother evidently reminded him of an earlier poem on the 
same subject, and as he was writing "F. Smith", he wove these eight lines 
into it, and borrowed the sentence from the story for the motto for one 
of the poems. Willis wrote three poems to his mother while he was abroad: 
the two already mentioned and later, "Lines on Leaving Europe," in which 
he asked his mother to welcome his bride. He was always very close to his 
mother, partly, perhaps, because of his estrangement from his father, but 
partly because of her own nature. or her Beers says, 
She was a woman whose strong character and fervent piety were 
mingled with a playfUl affectionateness which made her to her 
children the object of that perfect love which casteth out 
fear •••• She supplied to her son those elements of gaiety 
and softness which were wanting in the stiffer composition of 
the father •••• He inherited frcrn her the emotional, impul-sive 
part of his nature •••• She was his confidant, his sympathizer, 
his elder sister.203 . 
As shall be seen later, this is exactly the relationship between Paul Fane 
and his mother. 
202Beers, NPW, p. 179. 
203Beers, NPW, 13-14. 
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In section II of "F. Smith, 11 Willis again introduces the reader to 
Job, Slingsby ccmrnents that Job is his friend because he differs so from 
him, "I have observed that of all the friends one has in the course of 
his life, the truest and most attached is exactl;v the one who, from his 
dissimilarity to yourself, the world finds it very odd you should fancy ,n204 
He then describes Job as this kind of friend, 
My shadow for many years was a gentle monster, whom I have before 
mentioned, baptized by the name of Forbearance Smith, He was a 
Vermontese, a descendant of one of the Puritan p~lgrims, and the 
first of his family who had ever left the Green Mountains since 
the flight of the regicides to America,205 We assimilate to what 
we live among, and Forbearance was very treen, and very like a 
mountain. He had a general resemblance o one of Thorwaldsen•s 
unfinished apostles--larger than life, and just hewn into out-
line. My acquain~ance with him commenced during my first year at 
the university.20 
Slingsby then tells how the two met, One day Job appeared at his 
door with the following note, 
"SIR,--The Faculty have decided to impose upon you the fine of 
ten dollars and damages, for painting the President•s horse on 
Sabbath night while grazing on the College Green, They, moreoever, 
have removed Freshman Wilding from your rooms, and appoint as your 
future chum the studious and exemplary bearer, Forbearance Smith, 
to whom you are desired to show a becoming respect, 
"To Freshman Slingsby •11208 
204Inklings, I, 87. 
11Your obedient servant, 
"ERASMUS SNUFFLEGREEK. 207 
205m "The Ql.psy of Sardis" it is told that Job is in possession of 
the powder horn of the regicide Whalley (see below, p. 162 ) , In 
"The Cherokee's Threat" the two regicides Whalley and Goffe are mentioned 
in connection with East Rock, New Haven, In neither story is the relation-
ship of Job to Whalley explained, 
206Inklings, I, 87-88. 
207Willis had used the name "Professor Snufflegreek" in 11Scribblings, 11 
~. II (August 1830), 319. 
208Inklings, I, 88. 
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Beers says, that during Willis's college days, 11It was the thing to 
paint the president•s horse red, white and blue, and to put a cow in the 
belfry. n209 \fillis, therefore, may be referring to an actual escapade of 
his freshman year. In the context; of the letter from the tutor it is not 
clear whether Slingsby is being punished merely for painting the horse, or 
for desecrating the Sabbath, or both, It must be noted that Job is intro-
duced into Slingsby•s life as a restraining influence. He is the descendant 
of stern puritan stock and is as provincial as Slingsby is worldly. More 
evidence is found in later stories that these two characters reflect the 
dual sides of Willis•s mm nature, that the hideousness of Job symbolizes 
the ugliness, to Willis, of his father's training, and that the handsomeness 
of Slingsby symbolizes the more beautiful aspects of life, the world of 
fashion and of art, 
The theory that one student, "studious and exemplary, 11 might improve 
the conduct of his roommate by example was an idea fostered by the college, 
but Willis himself knew the value of such a model, for Beers says, 
During freshman year he [Willis] lodged in the family of Mr. 
Townsend , , , with other members of the Andover contingent, One 
of these was Henry Dlmont, who was Willis 1 s chum all through the 
four years of the course. He was a serious minded lad, and ~s 
influence over his less steady roam~te was always for good, lO 
The name "Erasmus Snufflegreek11 shows Willis • s habit of using names 
which fitted the characteristics of the bearers. Forbearance and Job are 
others, A notebook of Willis's, now in the Morristown (New Jersey) 
Library, contains several lists of names which show Willis 1 s delight in 
thinking up names. In this pastime Willis was not alone, Irving and 
209Beers, NPW, p. 36. 
210seers, NPW, p, 31. 
Hawthorne in his own time used such names, and he had plenty of British 
antecedents, such as Congreve and Sheridan, Willis's lists include 
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11 A, Gooddeal, 11 "Sam Andsoforth, 11 11Nuff Said, Esq.," "Sir Wilful Ink, n and 
"Mrs, Flower Hourglass," These names appear to be intended as signatures 
for letters to the editor, or some such purpose, but others seem more 
serious: 11Mr, Ingulphus, the banker," 11Venusta--a female name," "Miss 
Calamity Snd.th, 11 and, on another page, "Calamity &lith," This last might 
be a relation of Forbearance's, "Kaleidoscope" is suggested as the name 
for a horse, and such unusual names as 111yngbye, 11 11Edesia, 11 11 Ib--for 
Isabel, 11 11Nyld.n, 11 11 Joff, 11 "Genifred," "Superbia, 11 11Aethra, 11 and 
"L' Oisdeuce," are listed. 
In 11F. Snd.th," Slingsby tells how he met Forbearance, and the follow-
ing incident is significant because in ~ ~ it is referred to as having 
taken place between Paul and Bosh Blivins, thus proving a kind of identity 
in vlillis•s mind between the two sets of characters, In "F. Smith" one 
reads, 
In about an hour, my new chum ••• coolly walked to my dress-
ing-table, selected my best hair-brush , • , and used it with 
the greatest apparent satisfaction, 
"Have you done with that hair-brush?" I asked, as he laid it 
in its place again, 
110h yes!" 
"Then, perhaps, you will do me the favour to throw it out of 
the window." 
He did it without the slightest hesitation,211 
In ~~Willis writes, "Paul had obediently taken the •room-mate• 
assigned him by •The Faculty,'" a Mr. Wabash 11Bosh11 Blivins, who "could 
2llinklings, I, 88-89. 
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not be made to understand the relative privacy of boots and hair-brushes,n212 
Blivins is from Indiana, but bears the same relationship to Paul Fane as 
Job does to Sl.ingsby: "The -Westerner and Down-Easter were diametrically 
opposite in some qualities of character,n213 
The episode in "F. Smith" continues. 
He then resumed his seat by the fire •••• Twenty minutes had 
elapsed, perhaps, when he rose very deliberately, and without a 
word of' preparation, gave me a cuff' that sent me flying into the 
wood-basket in the corner behind me. As soon as I could pick 
myself out, I flew upon him, but I might as well have grappled 
with a boa-constrictor, He held me of'f' at arm's length till I 
was quite exhausted with rage, and, at last, when I could 
struggle no more, I found breath to ask him what the devil he 
meant? 
"To resent what seemed to me, on reflection, to be an insult," 
he answered in the calmest tone, "and now to ask your pardon for 
a fault of' ignorance. The first was due to myself, the second to 
you." 
Thenceforth • • • we were inseparable, 214 
This is the one time in his history when Job shows anger, and in 
this instance it seems justified; he has punished Slingsby for the snob 
he is. Their friendship is mutually advantageous, Slingsby improving Job's 
"outer man, 11 Job improving Slingsby• s 11~ man." Willis distinguishes 
between the two aspects of' personality; Slingsby is the expert on the 
external aspects, whereas Job is the authority on the inner qualities. 
But there is an attempt to integrate the two, and this integration is 
symbolized by the friendship. 
Job, too, hides behind a mask: 
With the finest sense of' the beautiful, the most unerring judg-
ment in literary taste, the purest romance, a fervid enthusiasm, 
212~ Fane (New York, 1857 ), pp. 33-34. 
213~ Fane, p. 35. 
214Inklings, I, 89. 
constancy, courage, and a good temper, he walked about the world 
in a mask-an aclm:l.rable creature, in the guise and seeming of a 
ludicrous monster,215 
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Job has one sensitive point, his first name, "To insist upon !mowing his 
Christian name was the one impertinence he never forgave," In the original 
version of this story, this sentence is followed by the following infonna-
tion, which was deleted from the final version, 
His last request, (he is dead, poor fellowS), was, that "F. Smith" 
might be engraved on his tombstone, I shall find him a relentless 
ghost, on my arrival among the shades if this paper shall have 
been mentioned in El;ysium, ~ Mortuis,2l6 
Twice in the early version of the Slingsby Papers, Willis refers to Job•s 
death, only to delete the references from the versions in Inklings, A 
more detailed reference is found in "The Gipsy of Sardis," and an explana-
tion of Job's death (and resurrection) will be attempted in the discussion 
of that story,217 
At the begl.nning of section III of 11F, Smith," Willis ties parts one 
and two together by Slingsby•s comment, ''My party at Nahant consisted of 
Thalaba, Forbearance, and myself. n21B Job is in love again, and Slingsby 
chides him for his inconstancy, but Job gives a ready reply which may be 
1-li.llis•s apologia for his own literary flirtations, Both Job and 1t1illis 
worshipped beauty in any fonn. 
"Because I was happy at Niagara • • • shall I take no pleasure 
in the Falls of Montmorenci? Because the sunset was glorious 
yesterday, shall I find no beauty in that of today? Is my 
fancy to be used but once, and the key turned upon it for ever? 
215Inklings, I, 90. 
216nForbearance Smith " IDM XII (January 31, 1835), 257. , _, 
217See below, pp. 162-164. 
2lBinklings, I, 91. 
Is the heart like a bon-bon, to be eaten up by the first 
favorite, and thought of no more? Are our eyes blind, save to 
one shape of beauty? Are our ears insensible to the nmsic save 
of one voice? 
Willis is expressing a theory of his which is implicit throughout his 
writings, that a beautiful wanan is to be loved for the quality of her 
ideal beauty. 
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The object of Job's worship this time is Blanche carroll, another of 
Willis's belles dames ~ ~· This is made evident in Slingsby•s first 
comments about her. 
She was as veritable a little devil as ever took the shape of 
woman. Scarce seventeen at this time, she had a knowledge of 
character that was like an instinct, and was an accomplished 
actress in any part it was necessary for her purpose to play. 
No grave Hachiavel ever managed his cards with more finesse than 
that little intriguante the limited world of which she was a 
star.219 
In spite of her character, Willis has given her the name "Blanche, " 
which he considered "one of the sweetest names ever worn by woman.n220 
Although Slingsby sees through her instantly, Job is blinded by her beauty 
and so hampered by his naievet' that he is completely smitten by her chal'llls. 
The first words of Hiss carroll also give a key to her personality and pre-
pare the reader for her cruelty later on. Just as Job is declaring to 
Slingsby, "I would jump into the sea, if it would make Blanche carroll 
happier tomorrow, 11 the voice of Blanche Carroll interrupts their 'l!ete-a-
t~te with the command: "Sautez-doncl 11221 Not only is she a~ fatal, 
219Inklings, I, 92. 
220"Female Names," Home Journal (March 6, 1852). The first few years 
of this periodical had no volume or page numbers; however, since each issue 
comprised four pages, references are easy to locate. 
221Inklings, I, 92. 
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but she uses the language of one also. That she is a deVil is emphasized 
by Slingsby1s remark that she appeared "as if the utterance of her name 
had conjured her out of the ground." He calls her a "master-spirit." 
Willis then compares the role this type of woman plays in America 
with the one she :f'ulf'ills in Europe: 11the talent that would have employed 
itself in the deeper game of politics, had she been born a woman of rank 
in Europe, displeyed itself in the simple society of a republic, in sub-
duing to her pol'ler everything in the shape of a single man that ventured 
into her net.n222 Willis apparently feels that intrigue is out of place in 
American politics, and the fact that he has to go to the French language 
for a noun (intriguante) to indicate one who practices this profession, 
somewhat upholds his belief. He adds, "I merely pencil this outline of 
the portrait in passing, as a specimen of the material that exists even in 
the simplest society, for the dramatis personae of a court." Willis had 
visited the courts of various European principalities, and had, no doubt, 
seen the chicanery which went on therein. He was fascinated by the glitter 
and the ceremoniousness of foreign society, but he was not blind to weak-
nesses. 
others join the party at Nahant, and they seek the shelter of one of 
the caves nearby. Slingsby explains that "at the ball the night before 
she [Blanche] had dropped a bracelet in the waltz, and Job had been per-
mitted to take care of the fragments, on conditions of restoring them, 
rlith a sonnet, the next morning." Having now a sizeable audience, Blanche 
demands the bracelet and the sonnet. The embarrassed Job produces the 
verses, and after changing the last line, Blanche gives them to Slingsby to 
222Inklings, I, 93. 
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. read aut laud. The "sonnet" is composed of three ten-line stanzas of which 
the following excerpts will suffice to suggest its contents and merit. 
1Twas broken in the gliding dance, 
When thou wert in the dream of power; 
When shape and motion, tone and glance, 
Were glorious all--the woman's hourl 
* ~f- * * * * ~~ -:~ 
Good nightl 'Tis little now to thee 
That in my ear thy words were spoken, 
And thou wilt think of them and me 
As long as of the bracelet broken. 
For thus is riven many a chain 
That thou has fastened but to break 
And thus thou 1lt sink to sleep again, 
As careless that another wake; 
The only thought thy heart can rend 
Is--what ~ fellow•ll charge to ~1223 
This poem, which sums up Blanche's character and infonns the reader that 
Job is perhaps not completely unaware of her heartlessness, had been used 
in an earlier sketch, "The MS. Gazette, 11 in the American Monthly Magazine 
in 183o.224 In that sketch it was supposed to have been written by Torn 
Lascelles at Isbanon Springs. It will be remembered that in the early 
version of "Pedlar Karl" Torn Fane was called Torn Lascelles. 225 
Blanche now orders Job to drive to Salem, the tide being aut and the 
beach passable, and get the bracelet repaired. "!~spoken, as the 
Grand Turk says. Allezt 11222 Thus speaks the imperious Blanche, and 
"with a sun hot enough to fry the brains in his skull, and a quivering 
reflection on the sands that would bum his face to a blister, ~Job, 
223Inklings, I, 94. This poem vdth the title "The Broken Bracelet" 
was included in Willis's collected poems from the 1849 edition on. 
224II (August 1830), 339. 
225See above, pp. 26-27. 
226Ink1ings, I, 95. 
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with the broken bracelet in his bosan, driving Slingsby• s open stanhope. 
Blanche silences Slingsby1s remonstrances by countering with a misquotation 
from Shakespeare, "Because you are virtuous, shall we have no more cakes 
and ale?227 To while a:way the time she reads to Slingsby the scene from 
~ Careless Husband in which Lady Betty confesses to Lady Easy that the 
sincerity of men of sense "throw them so entirely into one•s power, and 
give one such an agreeable thirst of using them ill, to show their power--
' tis impossible not to quench it. "228 
Willis, like many writers of the period, was quite familiar with the 
body of English drama, and he intersperses quotations throughout his writings 
from various authors, particularly Shakespeare. His poetical dramas are 
filled with echoes of the English dramatists from the Elizabethans through 
the Restoration playwrights. Moses says of \'Iillis, "He had read Hugo, and 
he knew his Shylock and his Juliet. In fact, these early [American] authors 
who wrote literary or closet-dramas were so steeped in Shakespeare that 
echoes of the great poet•s lines are easily detected everywhere. 11229 This 
is also true of \'iillis•s writings in general. 
Miss Carroll is beginning to seem something of a monster, and is 
probably the most cruel of Willis's female characters. Slingsby disapproves 
of her, and the other members of the party "had been the silent and dis-
approving witnesses of her caprice. n230 She is further characterized at 
the beginning of section four as being "a beautiful whip. 11 Then Slings by 
227cf. Twelfth Night, II, iii, 123-125. 
228Jnk1ings, I, 95-96; Colley Gibber, ~ Careless Husband, II, i. 
229Montrose J. Moses, The American Dramatists (Boston, 1911), p. 61. 
230Inklings, I, 91. 
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philosophizes, "Foibles are as hateful in a woman who does ~ possess 
beauty, as they are engaging in a woman who ~.u231 This is the kind of 
paradoxical epigram which Oscar Wilde is to elevate to artistic perfection 
near the end of the century. Wilde's statement, "The only way to behave 
to a woman is to make love to her if she is pretty, and to someone else 
if she is plain, n232 is the same kind of quip. In many ways Willis and 
Wilde were alike. They both dressed in extreme fashion and were strongly 
criticized for so doing. Wilde's characters, like Willis's, live in a 
world where preciosity and paradox go hand in hand. The day of the dandy 
was over by the time Wilde was uttering his bons mots, but he would have 
been at home with Beau Brummell and Count n•orsay had he been born a half 
century earlier. Holmes said of Willis that "he was something between a 
remembrance of Count d • Orsay and an anticipation of Oscar Wilde. n233 There 
was much of the poseur about lftllis as about Wilde, and lftllis seemed as 
affected to his generation as Wilde did to his. There is also a sparkle 
to be found in the writings of both authors. 
Blanche Carroll's "foible" is her ability to manage a pair of hors!)s, 
and this is consistent with her character. 
She looked loveliest while driving, did Blanche Carroll, for she 
was born to rule, and the expression native to her lip was energy 
and nerve; and as she sat with her little foot pressed against the 
dasher, and reined in those spirited horses, the finely pencilled 
mouth, usually playful or pettish, was pressed to~ether in a curve 
as warlike as Minerva's and twice as captivating. 34 
231Inklings, I, 99. 
232nThe Importance of Being Ernest, 11 ~~of Oscar Wilde, 10 vols. 
(New York, 1909), p. 210. 
233oliver Wendell Holmes, !_Mortal Antipathy (Boston, 188)), p. 4. 
234Inklings, I, 99. 
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Willis has tried to make the actions of his character reveal her 
personality, and in this story plot and character are mutually dependent, 
He has used hyperbole in saying that Blanche was "twice as captivating" as 
Minerva, but, although Blanche ensnares her victims more by the wiles of 
Venus than by those of Minerva, Willis is trying to show the goddess-like 
attributes of his heroine--if heroine she may be called--and the word 
captivating is as applicable to Blanche as to Minerva, 
Not only does the skill of her control over the horses reflect 
Blanche's character, but her manner of driving reflects her erratic and 
fickle qualities, 
She drove, too, as capriciously as she acted, At one movement 
her fleet ponies fled over the sand at the top of their speed, 
and the next they were brought down to a walk, with a suddenness 
which threatened to bring them upon their haunches, 
So with a career as erratic, though not so uncontrolled as that of the 
original PhaS'thon, Blanche carroll's phaeton speeds over the sand, while 
Slingsby sits by Blanche's side, entranced, but not captivated, On their 
way to the mainland, they are met by a rider who hands Blanche a note, 
Having read it, she races her horses to !Qnn, her face wearing "the 
expression of mischie:V'ous satisfaction which I liked the least of its 
common expressions, ":$Once in !Qnn, she sends Slingsby to the library to 
select a book for her, and when he returns a half hour later, she drives 
back to Nahant with no explanation as to what she had done in that half hour, 
Job does not return from Salem that night, but Slingsby assumes that 
he was prevented by the incoming tide, The next da:y, however, he receives 
a note from Job, stating that he is "in the Izynn gaol on a charge of theft 
235Inklings, I, 100, 
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and utterance of counterfeit money.n236 Slingsby rushes to Lynn to effect 
his release. Job then tells his story. The day before he had unlmowingly 
passed a counterfeit bill in Lynn on his way to Salem, had been picked up, 
found with Slingsbyts stanhope, ''which was immediately recognized" (as 
Willis's would have been), and had refused to give his first name or any 
explanation for his possession of the bracelet, so, since he was thought 
to resemble a villain wanted by the police, had been put in jail. He had 
sent a note to Miss Carroll, who had cane and "expressed the greatest 
astonisl:unent when the justice showed her the bracelet, and declared she 
never saw me before in her lifetn237 Nevertheless, Job forgives her 
after two days and presents her with a pair of gloves and some verses. 
Slingsby reproduces the verses to prove the truth of his statement. They 
reveal that the chivalric Job is not unaware of the fickleness of 
Miss Carroll, and are reproduced here to show Willis's skill at occasional 
verse. 
Slave of the snow-white handl I fold 
My spirits in thy fabric fair; 
And when that dainty hand is cold, 
And rudely comes the wintry air, 
Press in thy light and straining fonn 
Those slender fingers soft and wann; 
And, as the fine-traced veins within 
Quicken their bright and rosy flmr, 
And gratefully the dewey skin 
Clings to the fonn that wanns it so, 
Tell her my heart is hiding there, 
Trembling to be so closely prest, 
Yet feels how brief its moments are, 
And saddens even to be blest--
Fated to serve her for a day, 
And then, like thee, be flung away. 238 
236rnklings, I, 102. 
237Inklings, I, 103. 
238Ink1ings, I, 104. 
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In spite of the comparative excellence of this poem, Willis never included 
it in any of his later collections of poetry. 
So ends the tale of "F. Smith." In this story Willis appears to be 
developing a sense of unity. His details are nearly all pertinent to the 
action and setting of the story, although his descriptions are at times 
too detailed, as he himself was aware. The characterizations throughout 
are consistent, and plot and character and setting are related. At the 
end of the story, however, one feels that he knows Blanche better than he 
knows Job. This is partly because Job isamuch more complex character, 
and this story reveals only one facet of his personality. That Job is 
naive is evident from the fact that he could be taken in by such a hearl-
less beauty; that he is a gentleman is evident from his willingness to 
forgive her. It is possible that Willis's cruel heroines were inspired by 
his unhappy love affair with Mary Benjamin. 
Willis uses the same incident of an innocent person's being jailed 
for passing counterfeit money and for stealing a stanhope in his story 
"Driving stanhope, pro tem, 11 which first appeared in the American Monthly 
Magazine, 239 and which he later included as Chapter I of "Larks on Vaca-
tion.11240 
"Edith Linsey" 
"Edith Linsey, n the next story in Inklings, is the longest of Willis's 
stories, occupying ninety pages.241 It was first published in four install-
239III (May 1831), 96-100. 
240see below, pp. 223-231. 
24l!nklings, I, [107]-196. 
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ments in the ~ Month1y !1agazine, 242 the first three being entitled "Love 
in the Library," the fourlh, "Scenery and a Scene," The story was printed 
in the New York Mirror in five installments as "Love in the Library. n243 
In its final version, each of its four parts has a separate subtitle: 
"Frost and Flirlation, 11 "Love and Speculation," "A Digression," and 
"Scenery and a Scene," Rl.rl I is headed with two stanzas of poetry, both 
unidentified; in the New York Mirror version, however, the first is signed 
Philip Slings by, and presumably the other is by Willis also. They 
announce the theme, and to a cerlain extent the tone of the story, 
Oh yes--for youtre in love with mel 
(I'm very glad of it, I'm sureTY 
But then you are not rich, you see, 
And I--you know I'm~ poorl 
'Tis true that I can drive a tandem--
'Tis true that I can turn a sonnet--
'Tis true I leave the law at random, 
When I should study--plague upon itl 
But this l.S not--excuse mel--m---yl 
(A thing they give for house and land;) 
And 1fe must eat in matrimony--
And love is neither bread nor honey--
And so--you understand? 
Thou art; spotless as the snow, lady mine, lady minel 
Thou art spotless as the snow 1 lady mine 1 
But the noon will have its ray 
And snow-wreaths melt uay--
And hearls--why should ppt they? 
Why not thine?244 
The story starls abruptJ.y with the statement, "It began to snow, 11 
and continues with a discussion of the delights of driving through a snow 
stonn, This passage is reminiscent of part; of a sketch, "Unwritten Husic, 11 
24~XLIII (February 1835), 157-169; (March 1835), 292-305; (April 1835), 
454-464; and XLIV (May 1835), 1-11, 
243xii (March 14t 1835), 289-291; (May 2, 1835), 346; (May 9, 1835), 
354-355; (May 23,1835J, 369-371; and (June 20, 1835), 401-402, 
244Inklings, I, [107]. 
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which Willis wrote as the lead article for the first issue of his American 
Monthly Magazine,245 but, although Willis incorporates three other essays 
from that magazine in this story, this passage is original. One sentence 
in particular illustrates Willis's allusiveness and use of Shakespeare 
in his writing: "If you have ever a heartache, or feel the need of 'poppy 
or mandragora,' or, like myself, grow sometimes a-weary of the stale 
repetitions of this unvaried world, seek me out in Massachusetts, when 
the wind softens and veers south, after a frost--say in January. n246 
After a long, serious paragraph, Willis ends on his usual flippant note, 
mocking what would generally be considered a serious situation: "It were 
perhaps too much to ask that any lruman bosom go scatheless to the grave; 
but in my own unworthy petitions I usually supplicate that my heart may 
be broken about Christmas. I know an anodyne o• that seasonl n247 The 
anodyne is sleighing. Pattee has compared Willis to 0. Henry, and the 
use of the bantering tone and of the echoes from the well-known works of 
literature is common to both authors.248 
Slingsby and a college chum, Fred Fleming, 249 are en route from Yale 
to Fleming's home in Skaneateles for the holidays. Fleming has been 
245I (April 1829), 5-16. 
246Inklings, I, 108. 
247Ink1ings, I, 109. 
248Fred Lewis Pattee, The Development of the American Short Story 
(New York and London, 1923)";P. 85. -- --
249There are sane interesting parallels between Willis and Stephen 
Crane, but evidence is insufficient to ascribe this to anything but coinci-
dence, Crane uses as the name of his hero in~ Red~~ Courage (1895) 
the name Fleming, which Willis uses in his most innbitious short story. 
(Willis also uses it in 11 0onder-Hoofden11 in Loiterings of Travel.) 
Grant c. Knight in ~Critical Period in American Literature (Chapel Hill, 
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extremely ill and Slingsby is accompanying him in case of a relapse, As 
they journey along, Fleming is explaining his household to Slingsby, but 
his account of one member, Edith Id.nsey, a cousin, is unsatisfactory, 
Slingsby questions Fred in one of the first examples of extended dialogue 
in Inklings, here reproduced to show 'li':i.llis•s ability to write natural 
dialogue, 
"Is she so ~ plain?" I asked for the twentieth time. 
11 Abominablyl 11 
"And immense black eyes?" 
11Saucersl 11 
"And large mouth?" 
"Hugel" 
"And very dark?" 
"Like a squawl n 
"And skinny hands, did you sa;v?" 
11Lean, long, and pokerlshl" 
11And so~ clever?" 
"Knows every thing, Fhill 11 
11But a sweet voice?" 
11Uml every body sa;vs so, 11 
"And high temper?" 
11Shets the very devil, Fhill don•t ask any more questions 
about her," 
"You dontt like her then? 
11She never condescends to speak to me; how 
should I?n2!)0 
Willis introduces Edith from Fleming's point of view, tlms providing 
an interpretation of her character previous to Slingsbyt s, Since Slingsby 
N. c., 1951), p. 132, dismisses as unlikely the conclusion he reached from 
reading The Third Violet (1897), that Crane had read and was imitating 
Willis, Impossible as it is, the following passage from Willis reads as 
though it might have been the source for the last sentence in Chapter IX 
of The Red ~ of Courage ("The red sun was pasted in the SkY like a 
wafer, 11): 
Brig adier • There goes the sun downl as red as--what shall 
I compare it to? 
Committee , A wafer, sealing up this 17th day of August for 
the doomsday post office. 
~emera, The Miscellaneous Works of N, P, Willis (New York, 1847), p. 139. 
5 quotatJ.on is from one of a sene'S of dialOgues called "The Cabinet, II 
which Willis wrote in imitation of the Noctes Ambrosianae of John Wilson ~ al, 
25oinklings, I, llO. 
falls in love with Edith at first sight, he is blind to her faults, and 
the reader would not be prepared £or Edith's perfidy at the end o.r the 
story i£ Slingsby were the only interpreter o£ her character. 
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Shortly the snow becomes too deep :for the horses to pull the sleigh, 
and the boys have to unhitch the hor5es and ride them to the nearest 
village. This incident is excitingly told and ends with the comment: "I 
but remember being taken afterwards to a fire, and shrinking :from it with 
a shriek--the suffering o£ reviving consciousness was so intolerable. We 
had reached the tavern literally :frozen upon our horses."251 This incident 
was not an uncommon one in those days, and Willis described it £or a 
generation who knew well the dangers of' being stranded in snow and the 
agony o:f' a :freezing ride through a blizzard. To a generation brought up 
in the automobile age, the passage is a revelation. Willis was not think-
ing of' posterity when he wrote this sketch; he merely described part of' 
the c011111on experience o£ his time in tezms vivid enough to enliven the 
memories of' those who were familiar With it. Something o£ reality remains, 
however, £or the mid-twentieth century reader. 
The :first section o:f' Part I o£ this story possesses vitality, 
especially the description o£ the snow stozm, and the episode o£ the snow-
bound travelers; it is written with energy and is read with interest. 
In section II Slingsby meets Edith and £eels his "star to be in con-
junction or opposition with hers.n252 Not until the end o£ the story does 
he discover which. Edith is not pretty, 
and yet • • • there was something in her face which produced a 
phantom of beauty in my mind--a glimpse, a shadowing o£ a 
251Inklings, I, ll6. 
252Ink1ings, I, 116. 
countenance that Beatrice Cenci might have worn at her last 
innocent orison--a loveliness moulded and exalted by super-human 
and overpowering mind--instinct through all its sweetness with 
energy and fire,253 
Like several of Willis's heroines &lith Linsey is intellectual. 
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Slingsby is attracted to her because of the beauty of her mind, and thinks 
of her "with a face half Niobe, half Psyche, radiantly beautiful," 
Physically her face was "a bona fide physiognomy, that IIIUst have made a 
mirror an unpleasant article of furniture in her chamber," Again vTillis 
is stressing the di.chotamy between outward appearance and inner reality, 
Like Job, &lith has an unpleasant exterior but a noble mind, She is the 
opposite of Blanche Carroll whose beautiful outer shell conceals her cruel 
inner nature, At least, so she appears to Slingsby; Fleming is not so 
impressed by her nobility as Slingsby is, Edith is thought to be dying 
of consumption; therefore, "a caprice and a bitterness of character that, 
had she been less a sufferer, would not have been endured for a day, 11 is 
labeled "the preying melancholy of illness,n254 But to Slingsby she is 
not capricious: "she came to me with a heart softer than a child• s, • • • 
and weighed every word that might give me of.f'ense. 11 Slingsby gives himself' 
up to her with complete concentration, and confesses, "I have no suspicion 
in my awn mind whether time was drunk or sober during the succeeding of 
those Christmas holidays, n255 
A IIIUtual love of books brings Edith and Slingsby together; she recites 
to him Shelley's lines on the swan,256 and he writes for her a "continua-
253Ink1ings, I, 117. 
254Inklings, I, 118. 
255Inklings, I, ll7. 
256nAlastor," ll. 280-290. 
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tion" of Lamb's "Essay on Books and Reading, n257 which occupies ten pages 
of the story. 258 This essay of \-Iillis t s had originally appeared in the 
American Month:cy Magazine under the title "The EPicureanism or Read-
ing, n259 and has been inserted in "Edith Linsey" almost in ~· It is, 
as Slingsby says, an "imitation" of Lamb•s essay, and owes lMllY of its 
ideas to that author. It delays the story for ten pages and is irrelevant, 
but it is interesting and gives clues to·Willis•s reading habits, In it 
Willis shows familiarity with the following authors and titles: 
Herodotus 
Thucydides 
Aeschylus 
Homer 
Virgil 
Horace 
Juvenal 
lllcretius 
Ecclesiastes 
The Arabian Nights 
Ossian 
The Faerie Queen 
Shakespeare 
Milton's prose 
Milton • s poetry 
Robert Burton 
Beaumont and Fletcher 
Francis Bacon 
Sir Thomas Browne 
Jeremy Taylor 
Thomas Fuller 
Izaak Walton 
Robinson Crusoe 
Tan Jones 
~grine Pickle 
Tristram s~26o 
William \io sworth 
John Keats 
Robert Southey 
Barry Cornwall 
Some of these are identical with the ones Lamb mentioned. One example 
will show clearly enough the way in which Willis has made use of Lamb • s 
essay. The following paragraph is from Lamb, 
257slingsby means n~tached Thoughts on Books and Reading." See The 
Last rsatT of Klia, The L:l.i'e and Works of Charles Lamb, Library editi®, 
I2Vo s. Troy, New York, -n:<r.J,rii, 19~8. Here as elsewhere in this 
work reference is made to sources actually consulted. In nearly all . 
instances reference is made to first editions, to editions which Willis 
himself might have used, or to readily-accessible, standard, collected worl:s 
of an author. 
258Inklings, I, 120-129. 
259I (March 1830), 856-862. 
26onr read him regularly at Christmas," Inklin~ I, 124. 
Milton almost requires a solemn service of nmsic to be played 
before you enter upon him. But he brings his music to which who 
listens, had need bring docile thoughts, and purged ears.261' 
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The ideas of this paragraph appear in Willis in the following fom.. 
You cannot often read to lllllsic. But I love, when the voluntary 
is pealing in church,--every breath in the congregation suppressed, 
and the deep-volumed notes pouring through the arches of the roof 
with the sublime and almost articulate praise of the organ,--to 
read, from the pew Bible, the book of Ecclesiastes. The solemn 
stateliness of its periods is fitted to nmsic like a hymn. It is 
to me a spring of the most thrilling devotion,--though I shame to 
confess that the riclmess of its Eastern imagery, and, above all, 
the inimitable beauty of its philosophy, stand out somewhat 
definitely in the reminiscences of the hour.262 
As can be seen by comparing these two passages, Willis's essay is not 
really an imitation; much of the material is original. The above passage 
of Willis•~; indicates that Willis felt that the sensuousness of the Biblical 
passages were out of keeping with religious devotion. He felt ashamed that 
the aesthetic qualities of Ecclesiastes appealed to him so pm;erfully. In 
the original version of the essay Willis states his mm fall from grace 
even more strongly: "• •• though I shame to confess, that, ~ !!!l pro-
~ moments, the r:l.clmess of its Eastern imagery, and ••• the inimitable 
beauty of its philosophy, stand out •••• "263 
cne camment which Willis made in this essay is ironically prophetic 
of his mm poetry, "I used to think, when studying Greek and latin poets 
in my bo;yhood, that to be made a school-author was a fair offset against 
immortality. I would as lief, it seemed to me, have my verses handed down 
by the tmm-crier.n264 Willis's poetry {as well as some of his prose) had 
261Lamb, Life and Works, III, 24. 
---
262Ink1ings, I, 122-123. 
263.AMM, I (March 1829), 858. Italics added. 
264Inklings, I, 123-124. 
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its vogue in the readers and speakers o£ the nineteenth century before 
dropping into obscurity. 
One comes away from Lamb's essay knowing what books he likes and dis-
likes; one leaves Willis's essay knowing why he likes or dislikes a book, 
Because Lamb was writing with a different purpose in mind, he merely 
mentioned authors or works; Willis usually characterized the work in some 
way to give the reader some idea of the merits of the authors: ", • • the 
heightened fulness of Herodotus, and the strong-woven style of Thucydides, 
and the magnificent invention of Eschylus • • , the smooth melody of 
Virgil , • , the raciness of Horace and Juvenal, and the lofty philosophy 
of Iucretius,n265 
Daughrity has answered Pattee's charge that the past did not appeal 
to Willis, and that he cared little for books,266 The following paragraph 
might be added to the evidence. 
I am growing fastidious in poetry, and confine I~~YSelf more and 
more to the old writers, Castaly of late rms shallow, Shelley's 
••• was a deep draught, and Wordsworth and Wilson sit near the 
well, and Keats and Barry Cornwall have been to the fountain's lip 
feeding their imaginations, • • • but they have brought back little 
for the world, The "small silver stream" will, I fear, soon cease 
to flow down to us, and as it dries back to the source, we shall 
close nearer and nearer upon the "pure English undefiled," The 
dabblers. in the 111Uddy waters (tributaries to Lethe) will have 
Parnassus to themselves,267 
The above paragraph is another example of Willis's use of an extended meta-
phor. 
265Inklings, I, 124. 
266nevelopment of the American Short ~!b p. 78; "The Life and works 
of NFW, 11 pp. 199-231. 
267Inklings, I, 125. 
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The essay ends with an anecdote that is almost a ghost story, One 
day while reading The Tempest just at dusk, Willis (Slingsby) heard strange 
and melancholy music, On several succeeding days he heard the same music 
at the same time of day. He felt that it foreboded his own death until 
he discovered that the sounds were coming fran a bell foundry near by, and 
were produced by a workman who regularly amused himself after working hours 
by playing on a set of bells (muffled) which were intended for the New 
Trinity Church of New Haven, his repertoire customarily including such 
tunes as the "Dead March from Saul" and the "Marsellois Hymn,n268 
Part I of "Edith Linsey" ends with a poem which Slingsby wrote upon 
the occasion of receiving from Edith a "porte-feuille crammed with all 
kinds of embossed and curious notepaper, all quite too pretty to use,n269 
This poem was never republished, and is reproduced here as another example 
of the way in which Willis made use of his poetic powers to embellish 
his fiction, 
Thanks for thy giftl But heard' st thou ever 
A story of a wandering fay, 
Who, tiring of playing sylph for ever, 
Came romping to the earth one day; 
And, flirting like a little love 
With everything that new and flirted, 
Made captive of a sober dove, 
Whose pinions, (so the tale asserted,) 
Though neither very fresh nor fair, 
Were well enough for canmon wear, 
The dove, though plain, was gentle bred, 
And cooed agreeably, though low; 
But still the fairy shook her head, 
And patting with her foot, said "Nol" 
• Twas true that he was rather fat; 
But that was living in an abbey;--
And solemn--but it was not that, 
''What then'?" ~. sir, ~ wings ~ shabby." 
268Inklings, I, 127-129. 
269Inklings, I, 129. 
The dove was dumb : he droop 1 d and sidled 
In shame along the abbey-wall; 
And then the haughty fa:y unbridled, 
And blew her snail-shell trumpet-call; 
And SU!I!lloning her waiting-sprite, 
Who bore her wardrobe on its back, 
She took the wings she wore at night 
(Silvery stars on plumes of black,) 
And, smiling, begg'd that he would take 
And wear them for his lady's sake, 
He took them; but he could not flyl 
A fay-wing was too fine for him; 
And when she pouted, by-and-by, 
And left him for same other whim, 
He laid them softly in his nest, 
And did his flying with his own, 
And they were soft upon his breast, 
And many a night he slept alone; 
And many a thought those wings would stir, 
And many a dream or love and her,270 
The line 11and left him for some other whim" foreshadows Edith's action 
later in the story, 
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In the two sections of Part I, little of the plot has been revealed, 
The first section was spent getting Slingsby and Fleming to Skaneateles, 
and the second section was almost completely devoted to Slingsby's essay 
on reading, Edith and Slingsby have met, however, and have fallen in love, 
At the beginning of Part II Willis introduces a new word to the 
English language, 
There are many intensifiers (a new word, that I can't get along 
without: I submit it for admission into the language; )--there 
are many intensifiers, I say, to the passion of love; such as 
pride, jealc:rusy, poetry, (money, sometimes, Di.o miol) and 
idleness, 271 - -
270Inklings, I, 129-130. 
271Inklin~, I, [131]. This passage had appeared in the two earlier 
printings of t s story: New Mont~ Magazine, XLIII (March 1835), 293, 
and New York Mirror, XII (May 2, 25), 346, 
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The Oxford English Dictionary cites this quotation as the earliest use of 
this valuable noun, giving as the source the ~ Monthly Magazine where the 
story first appeared. ~Dictionary .::f. Americanisms ~upon Historical 
Principles does not list intensifier as an Americanism, however, perhaps 
because it first appeared in a British periodical. The word was coined by 
an American, and has a fairly good claim to being an Americanism. It 
would appear to be one of Willis's greatest contributions to posterity, 
The particular intensifier which Slingsby refers to is religion: 
"Edith Linsey was religious,n272 Slingsby describes Edith•s religious 
sentiments in detail. "I thought her an angel unrecognized on earth, n273 
says Slingsby, thus connecting Edith with the fay in the poem at the end 
of Part I. The lovers meet constantly in the library--hence the original 
title of the story--where they are undisturbed by the rest of the family. 
Apparently all is not to run smoothly in this intellectual paradise, for 
Slingsby interjects dismal foreshadowings. 
I wonder ••hether an angel out of heaven •·rould have made me believe 
that I should ever write the story of these passionate hours with 
a smile and a sneerl I tell thee, Edithl ••• tllat I have read 
11Faust11 since, and thought thee Mephistopheles.274 
Edith is another devil, like Blanche Carroll, and like that other tormentor 
she has a "contempt of the world and ••• a wild ambition to be its 
master-spirit." 
Slingsby• s first reaction to Edith might apply to Willis • s feeling 
toward the Calvinism of his father: 
272Inklings, I, (131.]. 
273Inklings, I, 133. 
274Inklin!lis, I, 134. 
In about five minutes of rapid mental portrait painting I had 
taken a likeness of Edith Linsey, which I see at this m~ent 
(I have carried it about the world for ten years,) as distinctly 
as t?e incipient lines of age in this thin-wearing hand. My 
feelings changed in that time from dread or admiration or 
something between these, to pity; she was so unscrupuJ.~us1y and 
hopelessly plain--so wretchedly ill and suffering in her aspect--
so spiritless and unhappy in every motion and look,275 
In spite of her being 
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listless, ill, and melancholy--with ••• not one redeeming 
[physicru;) feature--there was sanething in her face which 
produced a phantom of beauty in my mind • • • loveliness 
moulded and exalted by superhuman and overpowering mind. • • 
I supposed her dying • • • and a fUture existence was her own 
most frequent theme. 
The inflllence Edith has on Slingsby is such, says he, that 
Fred was very 11111ch out of humor with me for having appeared to 
his friends to be everything he had said I was not, and nothing 
he had said I was. He had described me as the most UJ:):t'oarious, 
noisy, good-hmnared, and agreeable dog in the world.2·r6 
Calvinism as an active force was dying in New England in the 1830s. 
Its beauty, like Edith•s, was intellectual; that is, its do~, as 
Oliver Wendell Holmes observed, ''Was built in such a logical way, •277 and 
its effect on Willis was to solidify his naturally volatile temperament. 
Edith was religious, and this quality intensified Slingsby1s love for 
her, for "religion is of the soul as well as the heart,--the mind as well 
as the affections,--and when it mingles in love, it is the infusion of an 
:!Jmnortal essence into an unworthy and else perishable mixture. 11278 The 
cause Slingsby offers for Edith's religious sentiment may e:xplain the 
275Inklings, I, ll7. 
276Inklings, I, ll9. 
277"The Deacon's Masterpiece: or The Wonderful 'One-Hoss-Shay, '" 
The Autocrat of the Breakfast-Table (Boston, 1858), p. 295. 
- --
278Inklings, I, 131-132. 
reason why Willis was so strongly attracted to religion in his early 
years, 
She thought of God because the subject was illimitable and her 
powerful imagination found in it the scope for which she 
pined, • • • She prayed, because the fulness of her heart was 
loosed by her eloquence when on her knees, and she found that 
an indistinct and mystic unburthening of her bosan, even to 
the Diety, ;ms a hush and a relief, The heart does not always 
require rhyme and reason of language and tears,279 
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Finally, Edith has a "contempt of the world and • , , a wild ambition 
to be its master-spirit, 11 In a similar way the Park Street Church held 
contempt for the worldly pursuits in which Willis was interested--especially 
dancing and the theatre, and attempted to control Willis's association with 
them, When this ambition failed, they excanmunicated him. 
Like Calvinism, too, Edith is all intellect: she has no real 
passion; as Slingsby says, "thou wilt read every line that I have written, 
and feel it, as far as thou canst feel anything.n280 
The reader discovers at this point in the story that Edith does not 
die; as Slingsby says, 11I have looked on thee since, with thy cheek rosy 
dark, thy lip filled with the blood of health," 
It is possible, too, that the affair of Slingsby and Edith is an 
unconscious retelling of Willis's affair with Mary Benjamin, The follow-
ing impassioned apostrophe would lead the reader to feel that Willis was 
writing more from life than from his imagaination. 
I fear thy mysterious and unaccountable power over the hmnan 
scull I can scorn thee here, in another land, 1dth an ocean 
279Inklinsfs, I, 132. At the time Vdills wrote this story he had not 
yet met Mary ace, but 11In his letters to his folks at home announcing his 
betrothal, Vli.ills insisted a good deal on • • • his fianc6e' s religious-
ness," (Beers, NPW, p, 176.) 
2B0Inklings, I, 134. 
weltering between us, and anatomize the character that I alone 
have read truly and too well, for the instruction of the world 
(its amusement, too, proud woman,--thou wilt writhe at that;) ' 
but I confess to a natural and irresistible obedience to the 
mastery of thy spirit over mine. I 1rould cane out of Paradise 
to walk alone with the devil as soon. 
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This passage might apply equally well to Willis's attitude toward 
the church, but the following one, in which Slingsby stresses the duality 
of Edith•s nature, does not seem to. 
Thou has grown beautiful that wert so hideous--the wonder-wrought 
miracle of health and intellect, filling thy veins, and breathing 
almost a newer shape over form and feature; but it is not thy 
beauty; no, nor thy enthronement in the achniration of thy 1roman•s 
world. These are little to me; for I sa:w thy loveliness from the 
first, and I worshipped thee more in the duration of a thought 
than a hecatomb of these worldlings in their life time. 
One might infer from the fact that Willis uses the words worshipped, heca-
tomb, and worldlings, that he was pemaps still thinking in religious 
tenns. That Slingsby uses terms from necromancy ( 11master-spiri t, 11 
''mastery of spirit over mind, 11 "radius of thy sphere, 11 and "double and 
counterpart") in connection with Edith seems to imply that she is an evil 
spirit. These references follow Slingsby•s allusion to the similarity 
between Edith Linsey and Mephistopheles. They are written in retrospect; 
at the time of the affair she appears to Slingsby to be an angel. 
To amuse themselves while being shut in by the deep snow, the Flemings 
compose a weekly gazette to which each member of the household contributes. 
Slingsby interpolates in his narrative one of Edith•s essays from that 
work. It is entitled "Minute Philosophies" and is taken almost verbatim 
from an essay by the same title which Willis wrote for his American Monthly 
Magazine,281 the major changes being those necessary to tailor the essay 
281I (November 1829}, (517]-522. This lllUst not be confused with 
Willis's short story with the same title, Inklings, II, 217-236, 
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to Edith's pen, Various ideas are discussed, including the pleasures of 
riding and driving--in which local allusions to Boston are eliminated; 
how to furnish, decorate, and light a roan for different effects; the 
advisability of frequent separations between husbands and wives to pre-
vent boredom; and rlillists defir4tion o:r voluptuousness, Since Willis 
uses this word often in his writings, his statement o:r its signification 
is important, 
It refers • • • to the susceptibility to delicate attentions, 
that fine sense of the nameless and exquisite tenderness of 
manner and thought, 1-rhich constitute in the minds of its 
possessors the deepest undercurrent of life--the felt and 
treasured, but unseen and inexpressible richness of affec-
tion. It is rarely found in the characters of men, but it 
outweighs, when it is, all grosser qualities--for its 
possession implies a generous nature, purity, fine affection, 
and a heart open to all the sunshine and meaning of the 
universe, It belongs more to the nature of woman; but 
indispensable as it is to her character, it is oftener than 
anything else, wanting. And without it, lihat is she? What 
is love to a being of such dull sense that she hears only its 
cormnon and audible language, and sees nothing but what it 
brings to her feet, to be eaten, and worn, and looked upon? 
What is woman, if the impassioned language of her eye, or the 
deepened i'ulness of the tone, or the tenderness of a slight 
attention, are things unnoticed and of no value?--one who 
answers you when you speak, smiles when you tell her she is 
g~e, assents barely to the expression of your enthusiasm, but 
who has no dream beyond~o suspicion that she has not felt and 
reciprocated your feelings as fully as you could expect or 
desire,282 
These were perhaps strong words for Boston in 1829, when they were 
first written, for Willis seems to be defining voluptuousness as a 
sensitivity to true, although pure, passion, A further statement strengthens 
this definition, 
Sensitive and ardent men too often marry with a blindfold admira-
tion of mere goocmess or loveliness, The abandon of matrimony 
soon dissipates the gay dream, and they find themselves suddenly 
unsphered, linked indissolubly with affections strangely different 
282Inklings, I, 1.41. 
from their own, and laVishing their only treasure on those who 
can neither appreciate nor return it. The after-life of such 
men is a stifling solitude of feeling. Their avenues of enjoy-
ment are their manifonn sympathies, and when these are shut up 
or neglected, the heart is dark, and they have nothing to do 
thenceforward but to forget.283 
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This essay brings to a close section I of Part II. The next section 
opens with a description of a February thaw, as abundant with metaphor as 
the bursting heart of young love could fill it. 
SUmmer had come back, like Napoleon from Elba, and astonished 
usurping Winter in the plenitude of apparent possession and 
security. No cloud forboded the change, as no alann preceded 
the apparition of the [")child of destiny." We woke on a 
February morning, with the snow l:ying chin-deep on the earth 
and it was June. The air was soft and ~--the sky was clear 
and of the milky cerulean of chrysoprase2B4-the South wind {the 
same, save his unperfumed wings, who crept off like a satiated 
lover in October) stole back suddenJ;y from the tropics, and found 
his flowery mistress asleep and insensible to his kisses beneath 
her snowy mantle. The sunset warmed back from its wintry purple 
to the golden tints of heat, the stars burnt more lambently down 
the sky, and the house-dove sat on the eaves, washing her breast 
in the snow water, and thinking {like a neglected wife at a 
CapriciOUS return Of !ler truant IS tenderness) that the Sunshine 
would last forever.285 
This description continues for four more paragraphs--vlillis•s powers 
of invention were almost inexhaustible--and concludes with a simile which 
is pertinent to Edith and Slingsby. 
The face of the snow lost its dazzling whiteness as the thaw 
went on, as disease steals away the beauty or those we love--
but it was onJ;y in the distance, where the sun threw a shadow 
into the irregular pits of the dissolving surface. Near to the 
eye, (as the dying one pressed to the bosom,) it was still of 
its original beauty, unchanged and spotless.~B6 
283Inklings, I, 141-142. 
284Ghrysoprase is, of course, apple-green. 
285Inklings, I, 142-143. 
286Inklings, I, 144. 
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The thaw makes it possible for Fleming and Slingsby to return to 
college, and the news of their departure causes Edith to have a relapse. 
She makes an appointment with Slingsby to meet in the library later that 
night. The beauty of the night is described in terms 1musual for Willis. 
The distant forest looked serried with metalic trees, dazzlingly 
and 1mspeakably gorgeous, and, as the night wind stirred through 
them and shook their crystal points in the moonlight--the 
aggregated stars of heaven springing from their Maker• s hand to 
the spheres of their destiny, or the march of the host of the 
archangel Ml..chael with their irradiate spear-points glittering 
in the air, or the diamond beds of central earth thrust up to 
the sun in some throe of the 1Uliverse--would~,8each or all, have been well bodied forth by such a similitude • .:: 7 
Such Miltonic imagery is not common in Willis; his metaphors seldom 
reach such cosnic proportions. On such a night Slingsby meets Edith in 
the library where they converse aJmost 1mtil dawn. Edith announces her 
conviction that she will not live till morning, and Slingsby confesses, 
"she looked it, and I believed her; and my heart sunk to the deepest abyss 
of wretchedness with the conv:l.ction.u288 Her condition does not prevent 
her from delivering a disquisition on death, which hed originall;y been 
printed in the American Monthly Magazine 1mder the title, "The Substance 
of a Diary of Sickness.n289 The changes Willis made were those necessary 
to fit it to this story. As a matter of fact, the essay from the beginning 
was more appropriate coming from a dying girl than from a healthy youth 
just out of college, for it presents the experience of one who, thoroughly 
convinced that he is dying, describes his feeling in detail. The horrors 
of burial are stressed particularly and show the essay to be the descendant 
287Inklings, I, 145. 
288Inklings I, 146. 
--= 
289I (October 1829), 474-482. 
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of the work of the graveyard school, to which has been added a strain of 
Gothic horror, This essay was written in a period when lingering illness 
was a far more common domestic experience than it is now, but Willis's 
descriptions must have seemed unpleasant even when they were written, The 
essay as it appears in "Edith Linsey" is abridged considerably, one of 
the deletions being a couplet quoted from B,rron•s The Giaour which may 
have been the inspiration for the essay. Willis quotes only the two lines, 
but the passage fran which they are taken describes Greece in tenns of a 
corpse, 
He who hath bent him o'er the dead 
Ere the first day of death is fled, 290 
These lines, as well as the essay of Willis•s, reflect the interest 
of the romantic writers in death, Nearly one-third of Willis's poems are 
on that subject, and in his essay Willis also quotes lines from Byron's 
"Childish Iecollections11 which deal with the same subject, and he ends 
with a similar quotation from 11The Witch of Atlas," There is sufficient 
inspiration in B,rron and Shelley to serve as the inspiration for this 
essay without looking further, 
In this long monologue Edith describes one of her periods of serious 
illness from which she recovered, thus foreshadowing the later turn of 
events in the story, At two o•clock Slingsby opens the window, and Edith, 
sitting in his arms, looks out on the stars and declares her belief in 
immortality. At three o'clock the lovers are still together, and Slingsby 
apologizes to the reader, 11 I have trespassed again, most indulgent reader, 
on the limits of these Procrustean papers. I must defer the •change' that 
290~ Giaour, 11. 68-69. 
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•came o'er the spirit of my dream, • till another moon and time.u291 He 
then leaps over three years to include a poem which he wrote to Edith 
from Quebec entitled, "To Edith, from the North." This is actually 
Willis's "To M----- from Abroad, 11 which he wrote to Mary Benjamin while 
he was in Europe.292 This also connects Edith Linsey with Mary Benjamin. 
Part III is entitled "A lli.gression, 11 and takes the reader far afield 
from Edith Linsey. This part has as its motto a dialogue from one of 
Willis's unpublished poems entitled "Sir Fabian." 
Boy. 
'Kiiigi:t. 
Bov. 
Kiitght. 
Will you not sleep, Sir? 
Fling the window up 1 
I'll look upon the stars. Where twinkle now 
The Pleiades? 
Here Master! 
Throw me now 
My cloak upon my shoulders, and good nightl 
I have no mind to sleepl * -::- * 
* * * ;> She bade me look 
Upon this band of stars when other eyes 
Beamed on me brightly, and remember her 
By the Lost Pleiad. 
Boy. Are you well, Sir? 
~~. ~ 
Boy. 
~ght. 
Boy. 
Love you the stars? 
l.fuen first they spring at 
Better than near to morning. (eve 
Fickle childl 
Are they more fair in twilight? 
Master, nol 
Brighter as night wears on, --but I for~et 
Their beauty, looking ~ them so fongl 93 
The motto ties this Part in with the preceding Part, for Edith had 
mentioned the Pleiades, and the poem at the end of Part II began, 
29l!nklings, I, 154; The quotation is from Byron 1s "A Dream." This 
line appears SiX times in the poem. Willis had used it before in 
Penc~s, II, 64, to describe his feeling as he turned back from 
Cons :tinople, the farthest point from home in his travels. 
292Ink1ings, I, 155-156 and Poems (1844), pp. 184-185. 
293Inklings, I, [156). 
As, gazing on the Pleiades, 
We count each fair and starry one, 
Yet wander from the light of these 
To muse upon the 'Pl.eiad gone; • --
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But there is little connection between the motto and the part to which it 
is affixed, except that--this the reader does not lmow--Slingsby is going 
through a three-year period of probation away from Edith. 
The scene is New Haven the night before Slingsby• s graduation in 
which he is to receive first honors. He has changed from "the idlest and 
most riotous of Freshmen" into 11an exemplary academician." He exclaims, 
"Oh, once-loved Edith! hast thou any inkling in thy downward metempsychosis 
of the philosophy of this marvel?" With no more explanation Slingsby 
plunges into a description of New Haven which dissolves into a two-para-
graph discussion of the sadness of returning to scenes which have remained 
the same when the individual himself has changed. This is similar to the 
discussion in "F. Smith" on friendship. 
In section II Willis returns to the story, describing the evening's 
festivities in general tenns. EVeryone was saying goodbye to friends and 
acquaintances except Slingsby; 11yet the heart of that solitary senior was 
far from lonely." He generalizes on the ignorance of human motives, applies 
this to himself, and then becomes conscious that "she _will read this page 
with an interest no other could awaken, striving to trace in it the changes 
that have come over me since we parted. u294 It is not at all clear to the 
reader that he is speaking of Edith, nor is the reader too clearly aware 
that the following comments are meant to be foreshadowing with respect to 
Edith. 
294Inklings, I, 163. 
I know • • • that she devoted her irmennost soul when we 
strayed together by that wild river in the West, (dost thou 
remember it, dear friend for now I speak to theel) to the 
study of a mind and character of which she thought better than 
the world or their possessor, and I know--oh, how well I 
knows--that with husband and children around her, wham she 
loves and to wham she is devoted, the memory of me is laid 
mray in her heart like a fond but inccmplete dream of what 
once seemed possible,--the feeling with which the mother 
looks on her witless boy and loves him more for what he migpt 
have been, than his brothers for what they are!295 
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What makes this the most confusing is that Edith and Slingsby never 
went walking together beside any river in the West. They met in the dead 
of winter and presumably did not go walking anywhere. This is a slight 
inconsistency on Willis's part, due perhaps to the fact tha.t he had 
Visited a Miss Adele Livingston in Skaneateles and perhaps was thinking 
of her as he wrote the story, "though it would probably be a mistake to 
identify the heroine of that tale ["Edith Linsey") with \villis•s 
hostess.n296 Slingsby continues, "I scarce know what thread I dropped to 
take up this :l.mproVista digression .••• but let us return to the thousand 
elms of New-Haven.n297 
Willis was naturally :impressed by the elms of New Haven. His poem, 
"The Elms of New Haven, 11 an extract fran a longer poem which he delivered 
to the Linonian Society, celebrates their beauty. Several parallel ideas 
are expressed in that poem and in "Edith Linsey •11 In both the following 
passages he expresses a patriotic pride in the New Haven moon, though his 
illustrations seem to contradict each other. 
295Inklings, I, 162-163. 
296Beers, NFW, p. 62. 
297Inklings, I, 163. "The City of Elms" was "a familiar denomination 
of New Haven • • • many of the streets of which are thickly shaded with 
lofty elms, 11 William A. 'Wheeler, ~ Explanatory ~ Pronouncing Dictionary 
(Boston, 1866), p. 76. 
The Gascon thought his own thunder and lightning superior to 
that of other countries, but I must run the hazard of your 
incredulity as well, in preferring an American moon. In Greece 
and Asia Minor, perhaps, (ragione-she was first worshipped 
there) Cytheris298 shines as brightly; but the Ephesian of 
Connecticut sees the flaws upon the pearly buckler of the 
goddess, as does the habitant of no other clime. His eye 
lies close to the moon. There is no film, and no Visible 
beam in the clarified atmosphere. Her light is less an 
emanation than a presence--the difference between the water in 
a thunder shower and the depths of the sea. The moon struggles 
to you in England--she is all about you, like an element of the 
air, in America.299 
lo6 
The first reference in the above paragraph would lead one to believe 
that lfillis was consciously indulging in gasconade, but the quotation from 
"The Elms of New Haven, 11 judging from its context, was meant to be serious. 
The moon we worshipp 1d thro• this trembling wall, 
In other heavens seem'd garish and unclad. 
The stars that burn•d thro' whispering leaves 
stood cold and silently in other skies.300 
The following lines from the poem state the theme of the changeability 
of friends and the pennanence of nature. 
* {> * * The leaves we knew 
Are gone, these many Sllllll1lers, and the winds 
Have scatter•d them all roughly through the world; 
But still, in calm and venerable strength, 
The old stems lift their burthens up to heaven, 
And the young leaves to the same pleasant tune, 
Drink in the light, and strengthen, and grow fair. 
* * * * * * * * * The trees are sweet to us. The outcry strong 
Of the long-wandering and returning heart, 
Is for the thing least changed. A stone unturn•d 
Is sweeter than a strange or alter•d face; 
298wnlis has confused Cytheris and Cynthia. Cytheris is another 
name tor Venus; Cynthia is Iliana, 1;hose temple at Ephesus was one of the 
seven wonders of the ancient world. 
299Inklings, I, 163. 
300~ (New York, 1844), p. 201. 
A tree, that flings its shadows as of yore, 
Will make the blood stir, sometimes, when the words 
Of a long-look•d-for lip fall icy cold.30l 
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In "Edith Linsey" Slingsby remarks bitterly, "There are trees in 
that town whose drooping leaves I could press to my lips in affection as 
passionate as if they were human, though the lips and voices that have 
endeared them to me are as changed as the foliage upon the branch, and 
would recognize my love as coldly.n302 
The reason Slingsby is not lonely, though alone, on the eve of 
commencement, is that "The palm of years of ambition" is "within his 
grasp.n303 Ambition had been a common theme in Willis's early poems. It 
had been one of the ideas discussed in two of Willis's longer poems: 
"Poem Delivered before the Society of United Brothers at Brown University, 
on the day preceeding Commencement, Sept. 6, 183l"304 and "A Poem 
Delivered at the Departure of the Senior Class of Yale College, in 
1826. n305 These two poems contain lllll.Ch of 1dllis' s basic plU.losophy, and 
help to explain his artistic perspective. A brief consideration of these 
two poems will throw light on Willis's fiction. 
According to Willis, the mind at birth brings with it "an instinct 
from some other sphere, 11 by which it is able to interpret sensation, and 
through the senses is able 11to search the secrets of a new-found home.rt306 
301Poems (1844), pp. 200-201. 
302Inklings, I, 161-162. 
303Inklings, I, 162. 
304Poem Delivered before the Society of United Brothers, at Brown 
Universicy. •• with Other Poems (New York, 1831), pp. 7-20. 
305Sketches, pp. 90-94. 
306Poem, p. 8. 
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Human happiness consists in the appreciation of beauty, both the beauty 
of nature, not excepting the human fonn, and the beauty of art. This 
love of beauty is the key to nmch of Willis's writing: it explains his 
fondness for descriptions of landscapes, his worship of female beauty, 
his comparisons between nature and art, and his use of artists as pro-
tagonists, For Willis the purpose of art is to reveal the beautiful. He 
tries to expose the beauty of fonn, and in many of his stories, that 
beauty is an intellectual beauty. Willis says of human happiness : 
Its beauty and its evidence are writ 
In the broad book of nature. 'Tis to have 
Attentive and believing faculties; 
To go abroad rejoicing in the joy 
Of beautiful and well created things,307 
Willis seems to feel that evil is caused by human passion, the love 
of perishable objects. The soul has a twin which is nourished by the 
same food, but 
'Tis a child of clay, 
And bom of human passions. In its train 
Follow all things unholy--Love of Gold, 
Ambition, Pleasure, Pride of place or name, 
All that we worship for itself alone, 
All that we may not carry through the grave.308 
The spirit of evil dw'ells in nature and, masking itself as goodness, 
speaks to the mind, and, whereas the voice of goodness grows fainter as 
one grows older, the voice of evil speaks louder. Nature, then, is a 
source of good or evil, depending upon which voice the individual listens 
to. It can fire one with ambition and induce one to covet power. As for 
ambition, Willis says, 
307Sketches, pp. 92-93. 
308Poem, p. 9. 
And what is its reward? At best, a name! 
Praise--when the ear has grown too dull to hear; 
Gold--when the senses it should please are dead; 
lireaths--when the hair they cover has grown gray; 
Fame--when the heart it should have thrill' d is numb : 
All things but love--when love is all we want, 
And close behind comes Death, and ere we !mow 
That even these unavililing gifts are ours, 
He sends us, stripptd and naked, to the gravel309 
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Ambition is a delusion which brings no reward. This may account for the 
fact that Willis himself cared little for posthumous fame, and wrote 
primarily for magazines. 
It is the duty of the artist to understand people, sympathize with 
them, and express for them their feelings. He must express for mankind 
the feelings and experiences which the common man, not being an artist, 
cannot express for himself. The artist and the true scholar have nothing 
to do with the delusions of the world. The human mind is god-given and 
godlike, and those who use it properly are happy. The individual who 
develops the "image on his soul" has everything, for he develops all the 
facets of his capabilities, and he develops these proportionately. He 
feels no want, He feels no need for worldly possessions beyond the 
necessities of existence; nature is as free to him as to the rich man. 
His experience is pure, for he has learned temperance: he has learned to 
control his senses. In other words, he has an integrated personality, and 
therefore his experiences are more valid than those of the individuals 
whose personalities are distorted by a love of material possessions. 
At this point Willis anticipates :&nerson t s American Scholar, 310 as 
he states that there are two chief sources of wisdom, the works of God, 
309Poem, p. 11. 
310Ralph Waldo Emerson, The American Scholar (1837). 
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and the works of the artists of the past, and then to this adds a third, 
action. Willis admits his inexperience with humility, and realizes that 
true knowledge, true wisdom, comes only from the testing of ideas through 
experience • 
Slingsby seems to be inspired by the great evil which Willis talks 
about in these poems, for he says of himself, 
The palm of years of ambition was in his grasp,--the reward of 
daily self denial and midnight watching,--the prize of a strain-
ing mind and a yearning desire;--and there was not one of the 
many who spoke of him that night in those crowded rooms, either 
to rejoice at his success or to wonder at its attainment, who 
had the shadow of an idea what spirit sat uppennost in his 
bosom.311 
He then goes on to discuss the effect of ambition on various types of 
individuals. Later on the reader is to discover that Edith's downfall 
is due to her ambition. 
As Slingsby is "strolling on through one of the most fashionable and 
romantic streetsn312 through the "darkness visible, n313 he comes to 
the residence of a magnificent girl, who was generally known as 
the Connecticut beauty--a singular instance in America of what 
is called in England a fine woman. (With us that word is applied 
wholly to moral qualities.) She was as large as Juno, and a great 
deal handsomer, if the painters have done that much-snubbed goddess 
justice. She was a 11book of beauty" printed with virgin type; and 
that, by the way, suggests to me what I have all my life been 
trying to express--that some women seem wrought of new material 
altogether, apropos to others who seem mortal ~chaurfes--as if 
every limb and feature had been used, and got out of shape by 
some other person's service. The lady I speak of looked new--
and her name was Isidora.314 ---
311Inklings, I, 162. 
3l2Inklings --~ I, 165. 
313Inklings, I, 164. 
314Inklings, I, 165. 
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Willis seems never to have tired of describing beautiful women, and 
his descriptions never repeat themselves. Isidora was a fool, but 
"Faustina was not more naturally majestic, nor Psyche (~ elle ~grande) 
more divinely and meaningly graceful. n3l5 While Slingsby admires the 
beauty of Isidora as he watches her through the window, he discovers the 
presence of Job Smith, who has been standing outside the window for three 
hours, not daring to enter the house lest the sight of his face, "which 
would have frightened the household gods from their pedestals, u316 frighten 
Isidora. He has been madly in love with Isidora since his freshman year, 
"but that it ever would so master him, or that he could link his monstrous 
deformity, even in thought, with that radiant vision of beauty, was a 
thing that I thought as probable as that hirsute Pan would tempt from her 
sphere the moon that kissed End;ymion. 11 He persuades Slingsby to request 
for him the rose from Isidora• s hair. Slingsby then meditates on the 
difference between the inner and outer aspects of Job•s personality. 
Poor Jobl I do believe in my heart that the soul in thee was 
designed for a presentable body--thy instincts were so invariably 
mistaken. When didst thou ever think a thought, or stir a hand 
or foot, that it did not seem prompted, monster though thou 
wert, by conscious good-loold.ng-nessl What a lying similitude 
it was that was written on every blank page in thy lexicon: 
"Larks that mount in the air, build their nests below in the 
earth; and wcmen that cast their eyes upon kings, may place 
their hearts upon their vassals." Appelles must have been better 
looking than Alexander, when Campaspe said that1317 
Slingsby then utters a witty epigram which might have come from Oscar 
Wilde : n As a general thing you may ask your friend to break any three of 
315Inklings, I, 165-166. 
316Inklings, I, 166. 
317Inklings, I, 167. Willis does not identify his quotation as being 
from John I;yly•s Gampaspe, IV, 2. 
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the commandments in your service, but you should hesitate to require of 
friendship a violation of etiquette." The reason for this statement is 
that Slingsby is not dressed properly to make a formal evening call, and 
his sudden appearance in the drawing-roam of Isidora Higgins excites 
consternation : 
It has happened since the days of Thabet Ben Khorat, that 
scholars have gone mad, and my sanity was evidently the upper-
~~:: ~n~~:ei~~~ t~~t_~~e~i:~e~:·~~~~)d ~~s~rve, 
read the suspicion in their minds, however, a thought struck 
me. I went straight up to Miss Himdns, and sotto voce, asked 
her to take a turn in the garden.3IB 
Isidora requires careful handling; "If she had been a woman of sense, I 
should have had no difficulty, but it requires caution and skill to go 
out of the beaten track with a fool.n319 Slingsby tells Isidora that 
Job has gone mad for love of her, that he had seen the rose in her hair, 
and had requested that she give it him with "a kind word, and a fare-
well.11320 She consents and Slingsby coaches her in her speeches, but 
Willis avoids giving the scene between Job and Isidora; he merely tells 
about it. 
There was a mixture of pathos and ludicrousness in that scene. • • • 
The finest heart in the world • • • was at the altar of its devo-
tion, offering its all in passionate abandonment for a fl~;er and 
a kind word; and she, a goose in the guise of an angel, repeated a 
318Inklings, I, 168-169. Willis had written a poem, "The Scholar of 
Thebet Ben Khorat," to which he affixed the following footnote: "A famous 
Arabian astrologer, who is said to have spent forty years in discovering the 
motion of the eighth sphere. He had a scholar, a young Bedouin Arab, who, 
with a singular passion for knowledge, abandoned his wandering tribe, and 
applying himself too closely to astrology, lost his reason, and died. 11 
Poem, p. 52. Burton says that Thabet Benchorat sic spent forty years 
discovering the eighth sphere. See Anatollll .2f. Melancholy, p. 261 (Part I, 
Sect. 2, Memb. 3, Subs. 15). 
319!nklings, I, 168. 
320!nklings, I, 170. 
phrase of kindness of which she could not comprehend the mean-
ing or the worth, but which was to be garnered up by that half-
broken heart, as a treasure that repaid him for years of 
unrequited affection, 
ll3 
The rest of this section is given over to presenting three of Job's 
poems and Slingsby 1s comments on them, None of these poems, "Nay--smile 
not on me, 11 "There is a story I have met, 11 and "I look upon the fading 
flowers, 11 ever were printed in any of Willis's collections of his poetry, 
The last one had appeared in the American Month1y Magazine;321 the second 
is reminiscent of a fable told by Southey in Thalaba ~ Destroyer,322 
The section ends with another reminder that this story is Edith 
Linsey's: 
I think I nn1st give Edith another reprieve, I have no idea why 
I have digressed this time fran the story which (you may see by 
the motto at the beginning of the paper) I have not yet 
told, , , , I shall deliberate whether to enlighten the world 
as to Edith's metempsychosis, or not,323 
This Part has been a ccmplete digression except for a few oblique 
references to Edith, The episode of Job Smith and Isidore Higgins might 
have been left out of "Edith Linsey" altogether, or published as a story 
by itself, In a sense it does parallel the main plot, for in both stories 
the heroes are wasting their time on lovers who are not worthy of them, 
There is a contrast between Edith and Isidore, the fonner being intellec-
tual and ugly, the latter being shallow and beautiful, 
Part IV is entitled "Scenery and a Scene, 11 It has two mottoes, The 
first from Burton: 
32ln (August lB30), 339. 
322rv, 9, 32-71. See also Thomas Moore, "The Loves of the Angels" 
and George Croly, "The Angel of the World," 
323Inklings, I, 174-175. 
Truth is no Doctoresse; she takes no degrees at Paris or OXford, 
amongst great clerks, disputants, subtle Aristotles, men nodosi 
ingenii, able to take Lully by the chin; but oftentimes, to such 
an one as myself, an Idiota or camnon person, no great things, 
melancholizing in woods where waters are, quiet places by rivers, 
fountains; whereas the silly man, expecting no such matter, 
thinketh only how best to delectate and refresh his mind con-
tinually with nature, her pleasaunt scenes, woods, waterfalls, 
ll4 
on a sudden the goddess herself, Truth, has appeared with a shin-
ing light and a sparkling countenance, so as ye may not be able 
lightly to resist her.324 
· This motto is a foreshadowing of the fact that Slingsby is to dis-
cover the truth about Edith in the scenic paradise of Trenton Falls. The 
second motto is by Willis and returns to the idea of lost friends, fore-
shadowing Slingsbyts loss of Edith. 
* * * * Ever thus 
Drop from us treasures one by one; 
They who have been from youth with us, 
Whose every look, whose every tone, 
Is linked to us like leaves to flowers--
They who have shared our pleasant hours--
Whose voices, so familiar grown, 
They almost seem to us our own--
The echoes of each breath of ours--
They who have ever been our pride, 
Yet in their hours of triumph dearest--
They whom we Il!llst have known and tried, 
And loved the most when tried the nearest--
They pass from us, like stars that wane, 
The brightest still before, 
Of gold links broken from a c~ 
That can be join'd no more.325 
The plot at this point picks up Job and Slingsby at Lake Erie after 
their visit to Niagara. As far as the sequence of events is concerned, 
this incident is a continuation of "Niagara--Lake Ontario--The St. Lawrence." 
Slingsby describes Lake Erie and the vastness of its scenery. 
324Inklings, I, [176) • 
325Inklings, I, (176) -177. 
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••• in such scenes ••• and in such scenes only, is the 
imagination overtasked or stretched to the capacity of a seraph•s· 
and while common minds sink beneath them to the mere inanition o/ 
their animal senses, the loftier spirit takes their colour and 
stature, and outgrows the common and pitiful standards of the 
world. Cooper and Leatherstocking thus became what they are--
the one a high priest of :l.magination and poetry, and the other a 
simple-hearted but mere creature of instinct; and Cooper is no 
more a living man, liable to the conmton la•rs of human nature, 
than Leatherstocking a true and life-like transcript of the more 
common effects of those overpowering solitudes on the character.326 
Thus Willis sees Cooper fulfilling the duty of the poet by interpret-
ing the wilderness for the common man, and in so doing creating a character 
who is far more susceptible to the meaning of the wilderness than the 
common man. 
Riding along in the canal-boat between Buffalo and Albany, Slings by 
expresses satisfaction that he is returning to society. Job asks what in 
a crowded city is comparable to Niagara and Erie. Slingsby upholds the 
theory that a man (by which he means a woman) is far more interesting than 
a mountain. To Slingsby natural scenery is less interesting than human 
beings, and this applies to both natural beauty and art, for when Job asks 
Slingsby, 1'1-lould not even the Venus fill your fancy for a day?" Slingsby 
replies that it would for an hour only)27 'When Slingsby says that he 
would have sacrificed Job if he "could have distilled a channing girl out 
of a mixture of you [Job) and any mountain, river or rock that I have 
seen, .. 328 Job replies with one word, "Monster!" By which \.Jillis implies 
that Slingsby•s philosophy is as unlovely as Job•s physiognomy. 
In spite of this philosophy, Slingsby admits that "Mephistopheles 
326Inklings, I, 178. 
327Inklings, I, 180. 
328Ink1ings, I, 179. 
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could hardly have found a more striking amusement for Faust than the 
passage of three hu,ndred miles in the canal from Erie to the Hudson.n329 
Slingsby had expressed himself in terms of black magic in the sentence 
quoted just above, and he then relates that the boat travels "as softly 
as if you were witch'd over the ground by Puck and Mustard-seed, n 
attempting to emphasize the magical atmosphere of the trip. 
Slingsby now describes "a twilight anthem of the forest, 11 which he 
remembers 11as you would remember an air of Rossini's or a transition in 
the half-fiendish, half-heavenly creations of Meyerbeer.ot330 In the midst 
of this he thinks "of Edith Linsey, to whose feet ••• [he is] hastening 
with a lover's proper impatience.n331 After this exposition he resumes 
his description of the sounds of the forest in terms of the harmonies of 
orchestral composition. This reminds him of another harmony of the 
wilderness, and having "what Wordsworth calls a 'couchant ear, tto332 he 
describes a May shower in terms of sound. 
Slingsby and Job, in section II, arrive at utica and set out for 
Trenton Falls. Before describing the place, however, Slingsby informs 
the reader as to the situation between himself and Edith: 
••• our conversation on the road turned upon Edith Linsey--
at this time the lady of my constant love--for whose sake and at 
whose bidding I was just concluding (with success I presumed) a 
probation of three years of absence, silence, hard study, and 
329Ink1ings, I, 180. 
330Inklings, I, 181. 
331Inklings, I, 181-182. 
332willis has remembered the wrong epithet. The lines read, "from 
the solitude / Of the vast sea didst bring a watchful heart / Still 
couchant • an inevitable ear." "When to the at tractions of the busy world, 11 
11. 80-82. 
rigid morals, and upon ;mose parting promise (God forgive herl) 
I had built my uttennost gleaning and sand of earthly hope and 
desire.333 
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Apparently Willis has used Part lli to indicate the three years 
separation of Slingsby from Edith, and to help build up the suspense and 
anticipation of their last meeting. 
Section III gives a short history and description of Trenton Falls. 
This was one of \-Iillis's favorite spots, and the references to it in his 
writings are many. He later edited a book on Trenton Falls)34 In this 
passage in "Edith Unsey" Willis includes his rhapsody on water which he 
had referred to in several of his stories. In "Niagara" he had said, "As 
you see four sisters, and but one to love, I have a tenderness for water.n335 
In "Edith Unsey" he employs the same imagery. He could hardly refrain 
from speaking metaphorically. 
Much as I detest water in small quantities (to drink) I have a 
hydromania in the way of lakes, rivers, and vraterfalls. It is, 
by much, the belle in the family of Elements. Earth is never 
tolerable unless disguised in green. Air is so thin only to be 
visible when she borrm·rs drapery of Water; and Fire is so 
staringly bright as to be unpleasant to the eyesight; but 
>TATER\ soft, pure, graceful \vaterl there is no shape into which 
you can throw her that she does not seem lovelier than before. 
She can borrow nothing of her sisters. Earth has no jewels in 
her lap so brilliant as her own spray-pearls and emeralds;--
Fire has no rubies like what she steals from the sunset;--Air 
has no robes like the grace of her fine~oven and ever-changing 
drapery of silver. A health (in wine1) to WATERt336 
Willis describes water in many places in his writings, and usually 
with a freshness of imagery. He compensates for his lack of depth with 
333Inklings, I, 186. 
334Trenton Falls (New York, 1851). 
335Inklings, I, 41. 
336Inklings, I, 191-192. 
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his versatility, His ability to dwell upon an uncomplicated idea and 
present it in the most elaborate metaphor eJq>lains, perhaps, in part, his 
popularity, Willis had the talent of poetic creatiVity, but that talent 
he unfortunately never channelled, His need to keep publishing in bulk, 
coupled with his lack of interest in a lasting fame, prevented him from 
becoming a first-rate author, although he was one of the most highly paid 
authors in America during the 184os.337 He was living in an era when he 
could make money more rapidly by writing for the magazines, and he sacri-
ficed quality for quantity. He was a very facile writer, as is eVidenced 
by the fact that from 1829 to 1867 he l·ms writing continuously for 
periodicals, and for much of that time for weekly as well as monthly 
publications. His total output was remarkable, and much of it is still 
hidden away in the weekly columns of the New York Mirror and especially 
the ~ Journal. 
Among the allusions made in Slingsbyts description of Trenton Falls, 
there is one to Milton. When Slingsby speaks of "a cavern ••• into 
which the whole mass of the river plunges with the abandonment of a fly-
ing fiend into hell, and, re-appearing like the angel that has pursued 
him, glides swiftly but with the diVine serenity on its way," he adds, "I 
am indebted for that last figure to Job, who travelled with a Milton in 
his pocket, and had a natural redolence of •Paradise Lost• in his conversa-
337Willis' s earnings are estimated by Beers to have been approximately 
$4,800 yearly in the early •40s (Beers, NPW p, 261); but see Frank Luther 
Mott, A History of American Magazines, l'itf-.1850 (New York, 1930), p. 507, 
where he cites figures based on Griswold's estimate that Willis received 
$400 per story and at that time was contributing to four magazines monthly, 
The estimate cited in The Lite~ History of the United States (New York, 
1948), I, 238, of $1,200to ~yearly seemB"too low, closer to Griswold's 
estimate of Willis's monthly earnings, which is probably too high, 
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tion.n338 This redolence is not marked elsewhere in the Slingsby papers. 
The final section of the story picks up where it had left off three 
sections before with Smith and Slingsby watching the falls by moonlight, 
Willis makes the transition obvious. 
The awkward thing in all story-telling is transition. Invention 
you do not need if you have experience; for fact is stranger than 
fiction, A beginning , , , is as simple as open your mouth; and 
when you have once begun, you can end whenever you like, and 
leave the sequel to the reader• s imagination; but the hinges of 
a story, --the turning gracefully back from a digression , , • is 
the pas qui coute,339 
As has been seen, Willis in his earlier stories often left the end-
ings to his readers• imaginations, and as he says, what he found difficult 
was returning from a digression to the story, Apparently Willis saw 
nothing inartistic in turning into digressions; he had good models in 
Tristram Shandy and in the verse tales of Byron, The transition in this 
instance is effected by the statement, "It was, as I said before, a moon-
light night,n340 At the end of section II Slingsby had said, "we adjoumed 
to the moonlight, n34l and in section III had elaborated on the moonlight. 
It was a night to play ED.eymion, to do any Tanfoolery that 
could be laid to the charge of the moon, for a more omnipresent 
and radiant atmosphere of moonlight never sprinkled the wilder-
ness with silver. It was a night in which to wish it might 
never be day again,--a night to be enamoured of the stars, and 
bid God bless them like human creatures on their bright joumey,--
a night to love in, to dissolve in,--to do everything but what 
night was made for,--sleept342 
338Inklings, I, 191. 
339Inklin!ijS J I, 192-193. 
340Inklin~s, I, 193. 
341 Inklin!:ls, I, 187. 
342Inklin!:ls, I, 190. 
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Again ~Villis makes reference to the effect of the moonlight on 
humans, which is to become an important element in the next story, "Scenes 
of Fear," Slingsby then refers to the motto of Part III, saying, "Job 
and myself having, like Sir Fabian, •no mind to sleep• •• ,u343 Job has 
remarked that 11it was a pity &lith Linsey was not there,u344 and suddenly 
Slingsby recognizes her in a party of sightseers. Both Edith Linsey and 
Blanche Carroll in 11F. Smith" have the ability to become manifest at the 
mention of their names, which ability bespeaks their diabolical natures. 
Slingsby overhears Edith as she makes a startling confession to one of 
her friends. 
I loved Philip Slingsby when I thought I was going to die, ••• 
But, with returned health, a thousand ambitious desires have 
sprung up in my heart, and I find myself admired by whom I will, 
and everyday gr~dng more selfish and less poetical. Philip is 
poor, and love in a cottage • • • would never do for me. • • • 
I think I had better put him out of his misery at once--don't 
you think?345 
The groan which escapes Slingsby is covered up by the roar of the 
waters, although Edith's words have been heard distinctly enough. Thus 
Slingsby is about to be thrown over by Edith because she has been poisoned 
by ambition, the greatest of evils to 'tlillis, And as she becomes 
ambitious, her love of true beauty decreases, and she is less poetical, 
This is the same Edith who, before her fall, on the night she thought she 
-.ras dying, said to Slingsby, 
How ungrateful -.re are to call ourselves poor, when there is so 
much that no poverty can take awayl Clusters of silver rays from 
every star in these heavens are mine. Every breeze that breaks 
343Inklings, I, 193. 
344Inklings, I, 191. 
345Inklings, I, 194. 
on my forehead •~as sent for !!!l refreshment. Every tinkle and 
ray from those stirring and glistening icicles, and the 
invigorating freshness of this unseasonable and delicious wind 
and moonlight and sunshine, and the glory of the planets are ' 
all gifts that poverty could not take awayt346 
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In spite of what he has heard, Slingsby keeps his tryst with Edith: 
"I had parted from her at twelve on that night three years, and, as the 
clock struck, I stood again by her side in the crowded ballroom of 
Saratoga.n347 Forewarned, Philip is ready for her, and before she has 
a chance to break the unpleasant news to him, he forestalls her. 
When I first learned to love you, and when I promised to love 
you for life, you were thought to be dying, and I was a boy, 
I did not count on the future, for I had despaired of your 
living to share it with me, and, if I had done so, I was still 
a child and knew nothing of the world. I have since grown 
more ambitious, and, I may as well say at once, more selfish 
and less poetical. You will easily divine my drift. You are 
poor, and I find myself, as you have seen me tonight, in a 
position which enables me to marry more to my advantage; and, 
with these views, I am sure I should only make you miserable by 
fulfilling my contract with you, and you will agree with me that 
I consult our mutual happiness by this course--don't you agree?348 
And by echoing her very words, Slingsby turns the tables on the faith-
less Edith, proving himself a coxcomb and no gentleman. This is the first 
story in this collection to employ the revenge motif. Later stories use 
it extensively. If Willis in any sense associated Edith Linsey with 
Mary Benjamin, and some evidence has been offered that he did, this may 
have been his way of avenging himself on her. If, as has been suggested, 
he was unconsciously associating Edith Linsey with the church of his 
father, this might explain his ending of this story on a note of revenge. 
346Inklings, I, 153. 
347Inklings, I, 195. 
348Inklings, I, 196. 
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Near:cy always in Willis it is a man who obtains his revenge from a woman 
who has wronged him, usualzy by not thinking himself quite good enough 
for her. 
The plot of Edith Linsey is slight. A very small proportion of the 
story is devoted to the main situation. Much of the story is taken up 
with digressions, some irrelevant, others only appearing unrelated to the 
main plot. Although the story is named for the heroine, the reader hardly 
ever sees her, and what is !mown about her comes mainly from what Fleming 
and Slingsby say about her, or from her long speeches in Part II. But 
despite these defects, the story has merit. Willis !mew precisely what 
the readers of his day.wanted, and he gave it to them--the slow pace, the 
moral didacticism, the scenic descriptions. The essays which Willis 
inserted in the story were similar to the staple fare of the magazines 
of the period; as a matter of fact, that is what they were originalzy 
written as. The serious passages of this story are relieved by passages 
of lightness and the joie de Vivre of the youthful Slingsby. Part III, 
for example, relieves the long serious passages of Parts I and II and pre-
pares the reader for the scenes which follow. If the modern reader becomes 
annoyed with the digressions and descriptions, Willis's contemporaries did 
not. Felton, for instance, selected for special commendation "a rich and 
daintily worded essay in the story •&lith Linsey'" as one of the "favorable 
specimens of the better part of the book.'.349 Beers says, "There are 
passages in •Edith Li.nsey•--particularly in the scenes between the lovers 
in the library--of unusual thoughtfulness, eloquence, and emotional 
depth, but the story is loosely put together and interrupted by digres-
349~ American Review, XLIII (October 1836), 412. 
sions,n350 A later conunentator in the Nation, however, spoke of the 
"tedious sennonizingn35l in this story. 
'tlillis did not feel that his digressions were distracting to the 
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reader, and when he reprinted 11Edith Linsey" in the 1850 edition of his 
stories, Life, Here and There, he inserted still another digression. At 
the end of Eliith•s essay on minute philosophies, Willis inserted this 
paragraph. 
Of course, a "periodical, 11 though issued for one fireside only, 
could not be popular with merely such abstract and intangible 
matter as the foregoing; and I must redeem its character, in this 
its only history, by copying one of its more practical articles, 
furnished from my own pen and my own college experiences, Viz:--
the story of 
ALBINA McLUSH.352 
"Albina Hellish" had first appeared in The Amateur with the connnent that 
it >i'as "in the style of N. P. vlillis.n353 The next month ldllis printed 
it in his American Honthly Hagazine, claiming authorship and stating that 
he had written it as a parody of his own style.354 The story is Willis•s 
shortest and in many ways his best, From the opening sentence, "I have 
a passion for fat women," through to the last, the story proceeds 
unwaveringly and inevitably to the conclusion in \1illis • s best manner. 
The style and tone may make the story seem digressive at first reading, 
but never does ldllis leave the main track of the story. He follows up 
350Beers, NRv, p. 213. 
351Nation, XL (June 4, 1885), 465. 
352Life, ~ and There, p. 36. 
353I (June 15, 1830), 1-2. 
354II (July 183o), 192-196. 
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his opening declaration with a paragra:ph which sounds as though he might 
be rambling, "If there is anything I hate in life, it is what dainty 
people call a spirituelle, l·lotion-.,..rapid motion-.,..a smart, quick, squirrel.,. 
like step, a pert voluble tone--in short, a lively girl is my exquisite 
horror, n355 but lo/illis is already building up his unity of effect. He 
takes an unorthodox position and maintains it throughout the story: He 
makes the fat Albina HcLush appear to be the most attractive woman in the 
•~orld. 
Hiss McLush was tall, and her shape, of its kind 1-ras perfect. 
It was not a fleshy one, exactly, but she <ras large and full, 
Her skin was fine-grained, and transparent: her temples and 
forehead perfectly rounded and polished, and her lips and chin 
· swelling into a ripe and tempting pout, like the cleft of a 
bursted apricot. And then her eyes--large, liquid and sleepy--
they languished beneath their long, black fringes as if they 
had no business with daylight--like t1m magnificent dreams~ sur-
prised in their jet embryos by some bird-nesting cherub,35 
The imagery in this description is outrageous, yet convincing. In 
the description of Albina's eyes Willis has forewarned the end of the 
story. The exposition is masterfully handled, and the reader is lulled 
into a kind of trance, and thus is caught in the trap IY:i.llis has set. The 
feeling becomes more and more soporific as the story continues, but not 
boring, and this tone fits the idea of the story. In describing the lips 
of Albina, Willis has chosen not only an absurd but an exotic fruit; he 
does not use the plum or the peach, which might be common, nor the tomato, 
which would be burlesque, but the apricot, a fruit 1-rhich had exotic 
connotations and adds to the mysterious otherworldliness of Albina. 
This story is so well told that excerpts from it cannot do it justice, 
355r.;fe, Here and There, p. 36. 
356J;jfe, ~ ~ ~. P• 37. 
but here is another description of Albina. 
She sat, usually, upon a fauteuil, with her large, full anns 
embedded in the cushion, sometimes for hours without stir-
ring. • • • She was a model for the goddess of sleep, as she 
sat with her eyes half closed, lifting up their superb lids 
slowly as you spoke to her, and dropping them again with the 
deliberate motion of a cloud, when she had munnured out her 
syllable of assent. Her figure, in a sitting position, pre-
sented a gentle declivity from the curve of her neck to the 
instep of the small round foot lying on its side upon the 
ottoman.357 
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Two of Willis's favorite articles of furniture are mentioned in this 
paragraph, the fauteuil and the ottoman. The ottoman, like muslin, which 
Willis also mentions in this paragraph, connoted the romanticism of the 
Orient, and the fauteuil, connoted all that was fashionable from France. 
Ten yea,rs after the publication of Inklings, 1lnn.a. Cora Mowatt Ritchie made 
use of the word fau~euil to ridicule the affectation of the parvenus in 
society. In her popular play, Fashion, the follo>dng dialogue occurs. 
Mrs. Tiffany. Milinette, how do you say ann-chair in French. 
Nillinette. Fauteuil, Madame. 
l'!rs. Tif. Fo-tooil That has a foreign--an out-of-the-wayish 
sound that is perfectly charming--and so genteel! There 
is something about our American words decidedly Vulgar. 
Fowtooll how refined. Fowtooll what a difference 1358 
After another incident in which Albina is likened to "the deliberate 
majesty of a Dido" in her walk, Willis brings the story to a swift con-
elusion. 
The conversation fell into short sentences. The dialogue became 
a monologue. I entered upon my declaration. With the assistance 
of Bettina, who supplied her mistress with cologne, I kept her 
attention alive through the incipient circumstances. Symptoms 
357Tdfe, Here and There, pp. 37-38. 
358Representative American Plays, Arthur Hobson Quinn, ed., (New York, 
1953), p. 284. It is possible thlit the poet T. Tennyson Twinkle in this 
play is a satire of N. Parker Willis. 
were soon told. I came to the avowal, Her hand lay reposing on 
the ann of the sofa, half buried in a muslin foulard. I took 
it up and pressed the cool, soft fingers to my lips--unforbidden. 
I rose and looked into her eyes for confirmation. Delicious 
creatural she was asleep.3S9 
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One of Willis's early poems, "The D3claration," tells the same story 
with less artistry, It is short enough to be quoted here for comparison. 
'Twas late, and the gay company was gone, 
And light lay soft on the deserted room 
From alabaster vases, and a scent 
or orange leaves, and sweet verbena came 
Through the unshutter•d window on the air, 
And the rich pictures with their dark old tints 
Hung like a twilight landscape, and all things 
Seem•d hush•d into a slumber. Isabel, 
The dark eyed, spiritual Isabel 
Was leaning on her harp, and I had staid 
To whisper what I could not when the crowd 
Hung on her look like worshippers, I knelt, 
And with the fervor of a lip unused 
To the cool breath of reason, told my love. 
There was no answer, and I took the hand 
That rested on the strings, and presented a kiss 
Upon it unforbidden--and again 
Besought her, that this silent evidence 
That I was not indifferent to her heart, 
Might have the seal of one sweet syllable. 
I kissed the small white fingers as I spoke, 
lmd she withdrew them gently, and upraised 
Her forehead from its resting place, and looked 
Earnestly on me--She had been asleep1360 
In his story Willis carefully builds up the character of Albina, 
rather than describing the setting. The climax of the story develops 
naturally out of Albina's character; she is inherently lethargic, not 
tired out from an evening party. As a matter of fact, the narrator pro-
poses in the morning, "the hour , • • when she would be at the trouble of 
thinking,n361 Willis does not end the story with the sudden disclosure 
3S9Life, ~ ~ There, pp, 39-40. 
360Fugitive Poetry, p. 48. 
36lLife, Here and There_, p. 39. 
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that Albina had slept through the declaration. This would have been too 
abrupt an ending. Although this is one of the first l!lllerican short stories 
with a surprise ending, Willis is careful to add a paragraph in order not 
to leave the reader too abruptly, and is careful not to spoil the unity of 
tone. This he does with the following paragraph which leaves the reader 
smiling, 
I had never the courage to renew the subject. Miss McLush seems 
to have forgotten it altogether. Upon reflection, I'm convinced 
she would not survive the excitement of the ceremony unless, 
indeed, she should sleep between the responses and the prayer. 
I am still devoted, however, and if there should be a liar or an 
earthquake, or if the millenimn should commence, as it is 
expected, in 1833, or if anything happens that can keep her 
waking so long, I shall deliver a declaration, abbreviated for 
me by a scholar-friend of mine, which, he warrantst may be 
articulated in fifteen minutes--without fatigue.36~ 
This story is perfect in itself, but "Edith Linsey" is hardly a 
suitable sarcophagus for it. Fortunately it has been resurrected at least 
three times in the middle of the twentieth century.363 It is not difficult 
to see why Willis included it in his later version of "Edith Linsey." In 
November 1849, Willis published "Miss Albina McLush11 in the Home Journal, 
with the following introduction, "The following, written in college days, 
and long ago mislaid and forgotten, was sent to us a day or two ago, by 
a friend who had turned it up in an old periodical, with a request that we 
would publish it.n364 The story having been brought to his attention just 
before he was preparing a collection of his stories for the publisher, he 
---·-·--·-------
362Life, Here and There, p. 40. 
363Elwyn B, vlhite and Katherine S. White, eds., ! Subtreasury 2£ 
American Humor {New York, 1941), pp. 490-492; James R. Asweli, ed., Native 
American HUi'iiOr {New York, 1947 ), pp. 199-201; and Kendall B. Taft, ed, 
Hiner Knickerbockers {New York, 1947 ), pp. 293-296. 
364Home Journal {November 24, 1849). 
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inserted his early story in "Edith Linsey" in order to relieve the more 
serious portions of that story; it is so short that it could easily be 
inserted, and it has the lightness of touch necessary for contrast. 
Before leaving "Edith Linsey, 11 it should be mentioned that in the 
earliest version of this story Slingsby refers to the death of Job Smith. 
I tonnented and snubbed him much during his life, as a kind of 
valve for my annoyance at his first impression upon my friends; 
but, now that he is dead, and I can present him to you uithout 
forcing his unabated ugliness upon your eye, my heart meltg,.,to 
his memory. His verses read more pleasantly to me, even) :> 
This reference was deleted from the final version. Job•s death is 
again referred to in "The Gipsy of Sardis, 11 and reasons for its inclusion 
in the earlier versions of these two stories will be discussed under that 
story. 
"Scenes of Fear" 
T'ne next section in Inklings, "Scenes of Fear, n366 contains three 
stories in l-rhich Willis tries his hand at the Gothic tale of horror. The 
first t..ro of these, "The Disturbed Vigil" and "The Had Senior," had 
aweared as "My Hobby--Rather" in the New !1onthly Hagazine367 and the 
Nelf York J1irror.368 
"The Disturbed Vigil" starts l.zith a motto from an "Old Play": 
"Antonio: Get me a conjuror, I sayl Inquire me out a man that lets out 
365mrror, XII (Hay 23, 1835), 370. 
366Inklings, I, [199]-222. 
367LXII (October 1834), 203-207 and (November 1834), 281-286. 
368xii (December 6, 1834), 180. 
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devils." This has little to do with the story except that the cat pre-
SUJllably is some kind of devil. It is a beautiful moonlight night in New 
Haven during Slingsby• s college days)69 11Such a night I It •ms like a 
festival of Dianl" After a paragraph descriptive of the beauty of the 
moonlight, Willis begins to build up the atmosphere proper to the story. 
The be•rilderments of philosophy and poetry <rere strong upon me, 
in a place 1-rhere exquisite natural beauty, and the absence of all 
other temptation, secure to the classical neophyte an almost 
supernatural wakefulness of fancy. I contracted a taste for the 
horrible in those days, tfhich still clings to me.370 
Slingsby continues to list several horrible incidents which he has observed 
in various parts of the world: 11The sacking and drmrning of a woman in 
the Bosphorus,371 the impalement of a robber on the Nile, and the insane 
hospitals from Liverpool to Cathay .n372 The frequency of his contact with 
the horrible he attributes to his own nature. 
There is a kind of crystallization of the circumstances of one's 
life. A peculiar turn of mind draws to itself events fitted to 
its particular nucleus, and it is frequently a subject of 1-ronder 
tfhy one man meets <rith more remarkable things than another, when 
it is owing merely to a difference of natural character. 
The juxtaposition of the next two sentences shocks the reader: 11 It 
was, as I ;ras saying, a night of wonderful beauty. I was watching a corpse. 11 
The shock may not have been so great to nineteenth-century readers for 
wham corpse-watching was a common custom, but the sudden descent from the 
sublime to the macabre probably jarred many nineteenth-century sensibilities. 
J69The name Slingsby does not appear as the name of the narrator until 
the third story, "The Lunatic's Skate, 11 but it will be used in this dis-
cussion to denominate the narrator. 
370inklings, I, [1.99 ]-200. 
37lsee Pencillings, II, 72, for Willis's account of this actual incident. 
372Inklings, I, 200. 
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At any rate, \'Iillis has set the scene in a startling manner. As if Willis 
were following the precepts of Poe, the corpse is that of a beautiful 
young girl who has died of consumption. The fact that Willis thought in 
terms of abstract beauty even when describing a beautiful woman is 
revealed by his statement, "The ethereal and touching loveliness of that 
dying girl ••• springs up in my memory even yet, and mingles with every 
conception of female beauty." Two co-watchers, both ladies, are asleep, 
and Slingsby is passing the time walking about the garden, visiting the 
corpse every half hour, to check on the candles. On one of these visits, 
I trimmed the lights, and stood and looked at the white heap 
lying so fearfully still within the shadow of the curtains, and 
my blood seemed to freeze. At the moment when I was turning away 
with a strang effort at a more composed feeling, a noise like 
the flutter of wings, followed by a rush and a sudden silence, 
struck on my startled ear •••• My heart stood stin.373 
Suddenly a white cat rushes into the room and attacks the corpse, an 
animal "of 'trhose horrible appetite for the flesh of the dead I had read 
incredulously." As Slingsby tries to throttle the cat it attacks him, 
and as he loosens his hold, the cat returns to the corpse. Then follows 
the gruesome climax: 
The body was no longer in a situation to be spared, and I seized 
her [the cat] with a desperate grasp to drro-r her off; but to my 
horror, the half-covered and bloody corpse rose upright in her 
fangs, and 'tThile I paused in fear, sat with drooping arms, and 
head fallen -,ri th ghastly helplessness over the shoulder. Years 
have not removed that fearful spectacle from my eyes.374 
Slingsby finally manages to throttle the cat, rearrange the corpse 
'tThile his companions "strangely enough" continue to sleep, and then paces 
the garden till daHn, 
373!nklings, I, 201. 
374Inklings, I, 202. 
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"The Disturbed Vigil" is a very brief tale, occupying about three 
pages in the volume, but because of its brevity, it has intensity, The 
description of the beauty of the night heightens the horror of the scene 
with the cat, There are no digressions in this story, all elements add 
to the unity of effect and create an atmosphere of horror, The moonlight 
is not unrelated to the main plot, for in ancient fable Diana ("It ;ras a 
festival of Dian n375) assumed the fonn of a cat and in Egypt the cat was 
sacred to Isis, the moon.376 As the influence of the scene changes 
Slingsby•s mood, even the tranquility of nature assumes evil implications, 
"the black shadows beneath the lilacs, and even the glittering of the 
glmr-1-ronns within them, seemed weird and fearful." 
This is \'Iillis' s first attempt at the horror story, and, although 
the plot is slight and the horror primarily external, he has made fairly 
good use of the techniques of this genre, 
11 The Had Senior" 
"The Had Senior" is another story of college days, In it Slingsby 
is keeping watch over an insane student of the name Washington Greyling. 
Coming from "an unheard-of settlement beyond the Hississippi, 11 Greyling 
had arrived on campus as a freshman 
in an extraordinar<J costume, ••• His coat and other gear might 
have been the work of a Chickasaw tailor, aided by the super-
intending taste of some white huntSman, Hho remembered faintly 
the outline of the habiliments he had not seen for half a 
century; it was a body of green cloth, eked out >lith mJJnpum 
and otter-skin, and vrould have been ridiculous if it had not 
375Inklings, I, [199). 
376Brewer• s Dictionary of Phrase ~ Fable, rev. and enl. (Neu York, 
n,d. ), pp. 183-184. -
encased one of the finest models of a manly frame that ever 
trod the earth.377 
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Hillis delighted to depict the outlandish costume of the 1·msterner, 
and Grey ling is no exception to Willis's frontiersmen: he is crudely 
dressed, has a herculean physique, and, like most of Willis's westerners, 
becomes easily acclimated: wi.thin a month he is the best-dressed student 
on the campus and seen becomes an outstanding scholar. During his senior 
year as he is reading for the honors, he suddenly suffers what today would 
be termed a nervous breakdown, He becomes "oppressed by a heart-breaking 
melancholy, n378 and his condition necessitates constant surveillance. Hi.s 
classmates take turns observing him. On his first night on duty, Slingsby 
recounts, 11! took my 'Lucretius• and the •Book of Martyrs,' which was 
then my favorite reading, and wi.th hot punch, a cold chicken, books and a 
fire, I looked for,rard to it merely as a studious night." 
In his description of the night, Willis refers to Hary Benjamin: 
"the face of the sky was swept in the clearness of--! want a comparison--
your own blue eye, dear 11aryl 11 379 
At about three a.m. Slingsby becomes frightened by the harrmdng 
incidents described in the Book of Martyrs, and imagines that he sees in 
the fire a martyr 111dth the stakes scornfully crossed in his body, and as 
the large coals cracked asunder and revealed the brightness Hithin, I 
seemed to follov1 the nerve rending instrument from hip to shoulder, and 
suffer wi.th him pang for pang, as if the burning redness uere pools of 
377Inklings, I, 203. 
378Inklings, I, 204. 
379rnklings, r, 205. 
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his fevered blood," ~Tillis has appropriately chosen the book Hhich 
terrifies Slingsby and gives him temporary hallucinations, and has called 
the reader's attention to the fireplace in a natural way to prepare him 
for its use later on, as ~rell as having made functional use of the fire-
place itself, 
\•lhile Slingsby is fascinated by the dying fire, Greyling ~rakes and, 
in a mad fit, tries to kill him, In the struggle which ensues, Greyling, 
being of powerful frame, succeeds in pinning Slingsby to the floor, and 
is about to strangle him when Slingsby snatches up a handful of flowing 
coals from the fire and presses them against Grey ling • s side. Presumably 
this action was pranpted by the Book of Martyrs. This desperate measure 
of Slingsbyts momentarily stays the would-be assassin, and Slingsby, rush-
ing to the windovr ("The door was locked,n380), hails a passing student, 
who breaks into the room, but not before Slingsby has floored Greyling with 
a stoneware pitcher. 
Hillis ends the story in one sentence : "We have killed bears 
together at a Hissouri Salt Lick since then; but I never see 1'iash. Greyling 
1dth the smile off his face, 1dthout a disposition to look around for the 
door, 11 Again 1'iillis ends his story abruptly, this time without explaining 
hmr Greyling' s malady was cured, The working of diseased minds •ras hardly 
understood in 1835, but ''Iillis's readers must have >-TOndered just how so 
violent a man could be cured, The story might have been more effective 
had Hillis ended his story before his last sentence; however, he employs 
ro1ellipsis and ends the story happily. 
380Inklings, I, 207. 
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\~llis was fascinated by the characters who were coming out of the 
West, and used them in several of his stories. In 1852 during his trip to 
New Orleans, he encountered the lfississippi boatmen, and his account of 
them shows that his interest in part was due to the fact that they were 
at the opposite end of the social scale from the characters he usually 
portrayed. 
The 11ALLIGATORS11 --the boatmen of the Hississippi--were a part 
of the transient population of New Orleans, about wham I had long 
felt a curiosity. In story and common parlance, they occupy some-
what the position as to the West, that the Bedouin Arabs do to the 
East--though with a home three thousand miles long, and with a life 
which compels them to "combine the accomplishment of the sailor, the 
whaleman, the backwoodsman and the Yankee, 11 they are vastly superior 
to those mere mounted loafers of the desert. Probably no vocation 
in the uorld so takes every kind of bodily dexterity, so disciplines 
the courage, so calls upon the sharpness of the wits. , •• 
l~th the level of the human family to which this class belongs, 
as with the opposite extreme of the most refined and cultivated, I 
must confess to be more interested than with the classes intermediate. 
• • • The school of character in which these amphibious Westerners 
are educated, for example, is more interesting than much that is 
called "society." It is a school without books--taught by nature 
and contact only. • • , Among the occupants of the two thousand 
flat-boats , • • there must be , • • many a poet whose soul is all 
there though not bound in morocco, many a hero whose heart swells 
without straining gilt buttons; many a statesman whose power 
sleeps, like the statue in the block of marble, waiting for the 
chisel of his country• s need, Judging by the graphic and pungent 
phrases which we are continually adopting from the vocabulary of 
the "alligator," he is, at least, a talker of most entertaining 
originality; and, as one of the most important features of our 
natural character is forming in his western growth and progress, 
he might be an instructive study as well as an interesting and 
amusing one ,381 
From this it can be seen that Willis was interested in many aspects 
of the American scene of his day, and felt that the new breed of American 
had important contributions to make to American culture. Among these 
alligators there might be sane mute inglorious Hiltons, and 'flillis himself 
38lnrnklings-0Ver of Pencillings on a Tour for Health, 11 ~ Journal, 
January 22, 1853. 
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saw to it that in some of his stories at least the 11yaller11 fl01i'ers of 
the prairies did not blush unseen. In Paul Fane \·Iillis is to change Job 
Smith from a Vennonter into vlabash Blivins, a Hoosier, in order to furnish 
the novel w.i.th spice and zest and create a foil to Fane's more puritanical 
traits, In "The Had Senior" the fact that Greyline is a 1iesterner seems 
unimportant unless perhaps Hillis thought that it vras more natural for 
a Hississippian to act the part of a mad man. It is more probable, hO',r-
ever, that vlillis wished to provide variety in his characters, and chose 
a vresterner because of his interest in the genus, 
There is no fore..rarning of Greyling•s madness, He comes from the 
"wild vrestern prairie, 11 it is true, and is somewhat unconventionally 
dressed, but he soon becomes acclimated to the unfamiliar life of the 
university, and apparently has no neuroses. One need not judge this 
character from the vie..rpoint of twentieth-century psychiatry; h01-rever, 
if tlillis ..ras not familiar ;rith the world.ngs of diseased minds, he ought 
to have been sufficiently aware of the tenets of artistic composition to 
prepare his readers more sufficiently for Greyling 1 s aberration. 
The first two stories in "Scenes of Fear" have a fevr points to 
recommend them, but they are none too successful attempts at the horror 
story, The third story, "The Lunatic's Skate," is one of Willis's best. 
"The Lunatic's Skate" 
"The Lunatic • s Skaten3fl2 first appeared as "My Hobby, --Rather No. II" 
in the Ne.; Honthly Hagazine in November 1834383 and then as "The Lunatic" 
382rnklings, I, 208-222. 
383XLII, 281-286. 
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in the Ne;r York Mirror two months later.J84 It was chosen by Alexander 
Jessup for inclusion in his Representative American Short Stories)85 It 
is one of vlillis•s best stories, 
;ullis makes use of the literal meaning of the word lunatic in this 
story: a person whose sanity is affected by the waxing and ~.;aning of the 
moon. The powerful fascination which the moon held for IVillis is felt in many 
of his stories and poems, Apparently the moon actually affected him 
strangely at times. In a letter written to his sister Julia ~•hile he was 
still in college he wrote: 
I wish you were here to ~valk with me these beautiful moonlight 
evenings. I have seldom gone to bed and left the mild Queen of 
the Night riding in the heavens, for it seems a waste of noble 
feelings. ltlhen I am walking on such evenings as we have had this 
1-reek past, and amidst such scenery as Ne~.; Haven presents, 
chastened and softened in its beauty by the pure and quiet light 
of the moon, I have an elevation of thought and sentiment •-rhich 
I cannot drown in sleep ui thout reluctance. I really think we 
had better lay it dmm as a rule never to go to sleep tvhile the 
moon is shining, In fact, Julia, I suspect, {for I find no one 
1-rho B'Jlllpathizes with me in this feeling) that I am something of 
a lunatic,--affected by the rays of that beautiful planet with 
a kind of happiness which is the result of a heated imagination, 
and which is not felt by the generality of the common-sense 
people of the world.386 
After describing the moonlight scene along the bay as seen by him on a 
stroll follmiing a prayer meeting, Vlillis concludes: 
I declare it did seem like enchantment. Tne clock struck one, but 
I felt no disposition to go home, and, as the air was pure and 
balmy, the thought struck me that it ;rould be a pleasant hour to 
bathe, Accordingly I undressed, and swam along the shore slowly 
for about half a mile in the cool refreshing waters, 1-rith sensa-
tions which must be felt to be \Dlderstood, After this delightful 
384xii {January 10, 1835), 217-218. 
385Alexander Jessup, ed., Representative American Short stories 
(Boston, 1923), pp. 102-110. 
386Quoted in Beers, NFW, p. 45. 
exercise I 1-ralked home, and seating myself by the 1dndow uhere 
I could look at the moon, fell asleep, and did not 1·Tal{e up till 
near morning.387 
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As Beers suggests, this is the genn for "The Lunatic 1 s Skate. 11 All 
Hillis needs to do is change the scene from S1lllll11er to Hinter, substitute 
a skater for a swimmer, increase the effect of the moon on him, provide a 
sui table background, and he has his story. 
At the beginning of the story the reader is made acquainted with the 
protagonist, Larry Wynn, lihom Slingsby had met "on the banks of the Shaw-
sheen,n388 presumably in Andover, Massachusetts, 1·1hile they are in school 
together. The two students become close friends, and Larry confesses his 
moon-madness. Willis thus prepares the reader for the climax of the story. 
Hith the first slender horn that dropped its silver and graceful 
shape behind the hills, his uneasiness commenced, and by the 
time its full and perfect orb poured a flood of radiance over 
vale and mountain, he was haunted by a pursuing demon. At early 
twilight he closed the shutters, stuffing every crevice that 
could admit a ray; and then, lighting as many candles as he could 
beg or steal from our thrifty landlord, he sat dovm 1dth his 
book, in moody silence, or paced the room 1-Tith an uneven step, 
and a solemn melancholy in his fine countenance, of 1-1hich, 1dth 
all my familiarity 1-Tith him I was almost afraid. Violent 
exercise seemed the only relief, and when the candles burnt 
low after midnight, and the stillness around the lone fann-
house became too absolute to endure, he would throw up the 
wind01;-, and, leaping desperately out into the moonlight, rush 
up the hill into the depths of the wild forest,._ and walk on t-lith 
supernatural excitement till the day dawned.381 
All the essential symptoms of Lari"'J 1 s malady are given in this para-
graph, and the reader waits in expectation of the catastrophe. 
The two lads are separated as their parents send them to different 
colleges, and Hillis differentiates between the attitudes tovmrd Harvard 
387Beers, NP.v, p. 46. 
388rnklings, I, 208. 
389Inklings, I, 209. 
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and Yale in one of his fevr statements concerning the religious atmosphere 
of Ne•r England in his youth, 
Larry• s father Trras a disciple of the great Channing, and mine a 
Trinitarian of uncommon zeal; and the two institutions of Yale 
and Harvard were in the hands of eminent men of either persuasion, 
and feu are the minds that could resist a four years• ordeal 
in either, A student •ras as certain to come forth a Unitarian 
from one as a Calvinist from the other; and in the New-England 
States these two sects are bitterly hostile. So, in the 
glittering atmosphere of Channing and Everett went poor Larry, 
lonely and dispirited; and I was committed to the sincere 
zealots of Connecticut, some two hundred miles off, to learn 
Latin and Greek, if it pleased Heaven, but the mysteries of 
"election and free grace," whether or no.390 
There seems little doubt as to where Willis's sympathies lay regarding 
the tuo religions of New England. One is led by the 11 great 11 Channing, who 
commands a "glittering atmosphere, 11 the other is in the hands of "sincere 
zealots, 11 who are more interested in religious indoctrination than in 
classical education, Webster said of the word zealot, "It is generally 
used in dispraise, or applied to one whose ardor is intemperate and 
censurable, The fury of zealots was one cause of the destruction of 
Jerusalem,u391 It can be seen from this that Willis is not favorably 
disposed toward the religion of his father. In spite of his "four years• 
ordeal, 11 Willis was sufficiently unconverted so that he could dedicate 
Inklings to one of the leaders of the rival camp, Edward Everett. 
The two friends lose touch with each other as "Time crept, ambled, 
and galloped by turns,u392 At this point in the story Willis feels he 
must apologize: "I do not know • , • why I am detaining you with all this, 
-------------------
390Inklings, I, 209-210. 
391,american Dic_:tionary of the Eng~ Language (1848). 
392Inklings, I, 210, Cf. As You Like~ III, ii, 326-351. 
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for it has nothing to do ;rith my story; but let it pass as an evidence that 
it is a true one. The climax of things in real life has not the regular 
procession of incidents in a tragedy. 11 Actually, Willis has digressed 
very little in this story so far, but he may have felt that he had let his 
feelings run away with him in including the paragraph on Harvard and Yale. 
The point Willis is mald.ng here is that incidents in life do not usually 
arrange themselves in the undeviating, climactic sequence suitable for 
fiction, In fiction there is a selection, a rearranging, a foreshorten-
ing; in real life continuity is provided by the human mind, not by the 
nature of the events themselves, which is chaotic. Only !. posteriori can 
the cause-effect relationship of incidents leading to a climax be isolated 
and extraneous material discounted. 
After this comment, Willis jumps over three years in order to pick up 
the thread of his story. It is a winter "of unc011Uilon fine sleighing--
sledging, you call it in England," Conscious that he is using an Ameri-
canism, Willis explains it to his British readers.J93 Slingsby is on a 
journey to the West. Willis gives one of his rare conunents on the 
American frontier. 
It was some twenty years since the bears had found it thinly 
settled enough for their purposes, and now it contained perhaps 
twenty thousand souls. The oldest inhabitant, born in the town, 
was a youth in his minority. With the usual precocity of new 
settlements, it had already most of the peculiarities of an old 
metropolis, The burnt stumps still stood about among the houses, 
but there was a fashionable circle, at the head of which were the 
lawyer's wife and member of Congress's daughter; and people ate 
their peas with silver forks, and drank their tea with scandal, 
and forgave men's many sins and refused to forgive woman • s ~' 
very much as in towns whose history is written in black letter, 
393The verb sleigh (sley) found its way into Webster• s ! Canpendious 
Dictionary of the English Language (New Haven, 1806) thirty years earlier, 
but apparently it was relatively unknown in England in 1836. 
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I dare say there were not more than one or t•1o offences against 
the moral and LeVitical law, fashionable on this side of the 
water [!_.~., in England and Europe], which had not been committed, 
with the authentic aggravations, in the town of -----; I would 
mention the name if this were not a true story.394 
From the following description Hhich Willis gave of Rochester, New York, 
it is not unlikely that he had this location in mind when he wrote the 
above description. 
The burnt stumps of the first settlers are all over the ta..m: 
you find them close by the doors and in the yards of the people, 
and you may look betHeen elegant blocks of stone and brick build-
ings and see the natural forest within five minutes• Halk. It is 
complete mushroom. We saw Colonel Rochester, who first settled 
it. He and his ;life Here sitting at their front door, enjoying 
the evening under the trees which twelve years ago were the depth 
of the wilderness.395 
The cynicism of Willis's observations above is concealed by the some-
what facetious language, but a grain of philosophy sh01-1s through, the 
result of the observation of the author: the realization that human nature 
is the same Hhether in Europe or on the American frontier, and it is not 
always commendable. Before the wilderness is tamed class distinctions 
are established, and a double moral standard is followed. In one of his 
very best poems, the one Poe selected as \allis's best, rn.llis presents 
this moral problem. 
Unseen Spirits 
The shadoos lay along Broadway, 
'Twas near the trr.i.light-tide--
And slowly there a lady fair 
Was walking in her pride. 
Alone >-ralked she; but, Viewlessly, 
Walk'd spirits at her side. 
394Inklings, I, 211-212. 
395Quoted in Beers, NPd, p. 60. 
Peace charm•d the street beneath her feet, 
And Honor charm'd the air; 
And all astir look•d kind on her, 
And called her good as fair--
For all God ever gave to her 
She kept with chary care, 
She kept with care her beauties rare 
From lovers warm and true--
For her heart was cold to all but gold, 
And the rich came not to woo--
But honor•d well are charms to sell 
If priests the selling do. 
Now walking there was one more fair--
A slight girl, lily-pale; 
And she had W1Seen company 
To make the spirit quail--
1Twixt ~lant and Scorn she walk•d forlorn 
And nothing cruld prevail. 
No mercy now can clear her brow 
For this world's peace to pray; 
For, as love•s wild prayer dissolved in air, 
Her woman's heart gave wayl--
But the sin forgiven by Christ in heaven 
By man is cursed alway1396 
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In this poem, as in the paragraph quoted above, Hillis is criticizing 
the hypocritical and unchristian attitude toward fallen women, and in both 
instances he discusses the subject with no prudish reservations, 
Another idea lfhich 1-lillis frequently commented upon, especially in 
his weekly letters to the Mirror and Home Journal, is expressed in his 
paragraph on the frontier town: the mushroom growth of the frontier, He 
was fascinated, as many Americans of that period must have been, with the 
way in •rhich frontier settlements were developing rapidly into towns and 
cities, Later he was to be delighted with the way in which the railroad 
was enabling the city dwellers to get out into the country in order to 
396Poems (1844), p. 188. For Poe's comment see "The Literati, 
N ,P .Willis, 11 The Complete 1-iorks of Edgar Allan Poe, James A. Harrison, ed,, 
17 vols. (New York, 1902), XV, 1b:17, 
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enjoy the air and scenery. In July 1849 he writes to his co-editor, 
George P. Horris, from Port Jervis, 
My Dear Horris :--A hundred miles bettdxt dinner and bed, sounds 
like hard travel and late hours : but I dined in Neu York yester-
day, at my usual hour, aml, at haU-past ten, 1·Tent to bed on the 
banks of the Delatmre--tdth as little fatigue as one Hould feel 
sitting at table, for the same length of time, over cigars and 
coffee. Please realize, dear General, that, any hot day, 1-Iith a 
prospect of a sultry night in the city, you may leave by the 
Erie route at five in the afternoon, glide a hundred miles in a 
stuffed easy chair, go to bed early on the other side of the 
mountains, at Port Jervis, and be again in the city the next 
morning at eleven; the perfection of scenery and fresh air, going, 
staying, and returning [sic] .397 
'rhe period from 1830 to 1850 was one of tremendous expansion and change 
in the United States, and Willis has recorded that period as accurately as 
any other American writer of the period. cne could cull from \<Iillis's 
writings selections for a valuable anthology illustrating the social 
history of the United States from the opening of the Erie Canal to the 
Civil War. 
In this frontier town which Willis has described, "Larry \.Jynn • • • 
had, as they say in the United States, •hung out a shingle• (Londonice, 
put up a sign) as attorney at laH, and to all tuenty thousand innocent 
inhabitants of the place, he t-Jas the oracle and the squire. 11 398 This 
sentence shows Willis's consciousness of a developing American vocabulary, 
and his next sentence shows his awareness of another facet of the American 
experience, the multiplicity of public offices held by leading citizens: 
"He r.'l'ynn] was besides colonel of militia, churchwarden, and canal commis-
sioner; appointments which speak volumes for the prospects of •rising young 
397Hurry-Graphs, p. [8~ • 
398Inklings, I, 212. ~Dictionary~ Americanisms lists shingle in 
this sense as an Americanism, but the earliest dated quotation is 1842. 
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ment in our flourishing republic." Here Willis observes also, and with 
approval, the social fluidity found on the frontier. In Hurry-Graphs 
lvillis tells an amusing anecdote which illustrates the vocational versa-
tility of the frontiersman, and tihich may present a clue as to the origin 
of the custom. Again writing from Port Jervis, he records, 
Seeing the livery-stable keeper, of whom I had hired my horse 
and wagon, peddling bread from a baker• s cart about the village, 
I hailed him to enquire in which of these conflicting vocations he 
was properly at home--for I had seen him curry his horses and 
clean out his stable with a circumstantiality that seemed to me 
hardly compatible with that morning's bread. 
111<1hy, yaessl" he said, "I daoo both. Itm a Yankee, and it takes 
two or three on us to start these naew taowns," 
His reply embodied a statistic, and I leave it on record, there-
fore, in the native dialect, for history,399 
iiillis continues the story of "The lAma tic t s Skate" with another 
comment on estranged friendship. No reason for the estrangement between 
IVynn and Slingsby is given; it was probably due to the three years• 
separation of the friends. Since it is forgotten as soon as it is mentioned, 
it is probably not intended to be taken too seriously. 
Larry was glad to see me--very. • • • I forgot his neglect and 
called him "Larry , 11 By the same token he did not call me 11 Fhil. 11 
(There are very feti' that love me, patient reader; but those who 
do, thus abbreviate my pleasant name of Philip. I was called 
after the Indian Sachem of that name, whose blood runs in this 
tawny hand,) ••• Had my last earthly hope lain in the paJm of 
my hand, I could have given it to him, had he needed it, but to 
make him sleep; and yet he thought of me but as a stranger under 
his roof, and added, in his wannest moments, a "Hr," to my 
namel There is but one circumstance in my life that has t-rounded 
me more. !-!emory, avauntt400 
One ti'Onders if the last allusion is made to Hary Benjamin, The para-
399!-Iurry-Graphs, pp. (94] -95. 
4ooinklings, I, 212-213. 
graph which follo1is contains the cluster of ideas fonnd in previous 
references to her, 
\fuy should there be no nnchangeableness in the ;rorld? 1-rhy no 
friendship? or why am I, and you, gentle reader, , • , gifted 
with this useless and restless organ beatinG in our bosoms, if 
its thirst for love is never to be slru,ed, and its aching self-
fulness never to find flow or utterance? I would positively 
sell my whole stock of affections for three farthings. Will 
you say 11two?" 
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The reference to King Fhilip is hard to explain, As far as records 
reveal, Willis had no Indian blood in him, Perhaps he is trying to identify 
his protagonist more intimately with the American past, but a more logical 
place for this reference would have been in "A Log in the Archipelago," 
in which Slingsby sails on the Metamora, a ship bearing the Indian name 
of King Fhilip, chief of the Wampanoags, One reason for his selection of 
the name Philip as the name of his fictional alter-ego is that Willis, 
like Slingsby, was 11a lover of horses, 11 which is the literal meaning of 
the name Fhilip. 
Larry Hynn informs Slingsby that he is to be married soon and asks 
his college chum to be his groomsman, their friendship apparently having 
returned to its original status, The day of the wedding arrives, and the 
;reather is perfect; but, fatal complication, at night the moon will be 
full and conditions excellent for skating, Larry confesses that he has 
not "quite overcome his melancholy disease," '\-Jillis describes the plight 
of this tortured soul. 
Since he had left college he had striven with the whole energy 
of his soul against it, He had plunged into business--he had 
kept his bed resolutely night after night, till his brain seemed 
on the verge of frenzy with the effort,--he had t~en opium to 
secure to himself en artificial sleep; but he had never dared to 
confide it to any one, and he had no friend to sustain him in his 
fearful and lonely hours; and it gre;r upon him rather than 
diminished. He described to me with the most touching pathos how 
he had concealed it for years,--how he had stolen out like a 
thief to give vent to his insane restlessness in the silent 
streets of the city at midnight, and in the more silent solitudes 
of the forest,--hou he had prayed, and urestled, and uept over 
it,--and finally, hou he had come to believe that there uas no 
hope for him except in the assistance and constant presence of 
some one uho uould devote life to him in love and pity.40l 
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Willis is describing one type of romantic hero, the solitary outcast, 
tortured by melancholy and a demoniac sickness, from which he finds no 
relief, even in drugs. This is one of Willis's few attempts to depict the 
romantic agony. 
Larry is nervous and upset even during the marriage ceremony. 
• • • the first tone of his voice in the response startled even 
the bride •••• His lips were curled with an exulting expression, 
mixed <lith an indefinable fear; and all the blood in his face 
seemed settled about his eyes, which were so bloodshot and fiery, 
that I have ever since uondered he was not, at the first glance, 
suspected of insanity.402 
This picture of horror is in contrast to the appearance of the bride. 
But, ohl the heavenly sweetness with which that loveliest of 
creatures promised to love and cherish him, in sickness and health1 
I never go to a bridal, but it breaks my heart; and the soft voice 
of that beautiful girl fell with its eloquent meaning on my ear, 
and I looked at her, with calm lips and eyes moistened, vowing a 
love \ihich I knew to be stronger than death, to one who, I feared, 
tras to bring only pain and sorrow into her bosom, my eyes wanned 
with irrepressible tears, and I wept. 
Besides waxing sentimental in deference to the popular taste of the 
period, '!Tillis has managed to increase the horror of the situation, and to 
foreshadm~ the catastrophe about to occur. Actually, the reader cannot 
s;ympathize too strongly with the bride, for little has been said about her 
except in general tenns: "She was a flower of the wilderness" and "lovely • 11 403 
401Inklings, I, 216. 
402Inklings, I, 217. 
403Inklings, I, 213. 
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One cannot be concerned for her as an indiVidual. The main interest in 
the story remains, as it should, Larry \-lynn, Although the lovely bride 
increases the horror of his tragedy, to have built up too great an interest 
in her would have detracted from the central tragedy which is Larry's. 
After leaving the reception, Slingsby goes to his lodging to settle 
down with a copy of Ivanhoe, "which," he explains, "had just then 
appeared,n404 Glancing out the window at midnight during a pause in the 
story, Slingsby sees his friend put on his skates and start out along the 
shore of the lake. He sets out after him immediately, and after half an 
hour gains sight of hiP!, but no appeal from Slingsby will halt the lunatic. 
For t-vro hours the chase remains close to the shore, but as \{ynn approaches 
the light of a fire near the shore, he strikes out into the center of the 
lake, Slingsby follovrs him a short distance, but, prevented by fatigue, 
cold, and the fear of losing sight of land (presumably they are on Lake 
Ontario), he turns back into the wind to make for shore. Then follOtfS a 
Vivid presentation of the sensations of freezing, Since liillis cannot 
describe the sensations of \-lynn and remain ;rl.thin the point of view of the 
story, he does the next best thing: he describes the agony of Slingsby as 
he tries to reach shore, 
It was painful work. The wind seemed to divide the very fibres 
of the skin upon my face. Violent exercise no longer 1-rarmed my 
body, and I felt the cold shoot sharply into my loins, and bind 
across my breast like a chain of ice; and -.rl.th the utmost strength 
of mind at my command, I could just resist the terrible inclination 
to lie dovm and sleep. I forgot poor Larry. Life--dear lifel--
uas noli my only thought! So selfish are He in our extremity! 
4o4Inklings, I, 218. This would make the time of the story 1820, and 
Slingsbyts graduation from Yale 1817, ten years before cfillis 1 s, Hillis 
uas none too consistent in the time element of the Slingsby Papers. The 
thought of unifying them came late in their composition, and \'Iillis never 
bothered to remove inconsistencies when he revised them for publication in 
book form. 
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With difficulty I at last reached the shore, then, unbuttoning 
my coat, and spreading it wide for a sail, I set my feet together, 
and went slm-rly before the wind till the fire which I had before 
noticed began to blaze cheerily in the distance. It seemed an 
eternity in my slatf progress. Tree after tree threw the shadovT 
of its naked branches across the way; hill after hill glided 
slowly backl-rard; but my knees seemed frozen together, and my 
joints fixed in ice; and if my life had depended on strild.ng out 
my feet [sic], I should have died powerless. Hy jaws were locked, 
my shoulders drawn half down to my knees, and in a feu minutes 
more, I am l·Tell convinced, the blpoq would have thickened in my 
veins, and stood still, for ever.405 
This is a very accurate and effective description of the l-ray in ;rhich 
the cold penetrates the body and paralyzes it. The concern of the reader 
has shifted at this point fran Larry to Slingsby, but this enables the 
reader to sympathize with Larry who is about to freeze to death from the 
cold, and in this way 1-lillis increases the reader's pity for him. 
As he reaches the shore, Slingsby sinks from exhaustion. He awakes 
in the morning to discover that he has been revived by Indians. With 
promises of reward, he sends the Indians in search of his friend. Larry 
is found 
frozen to death, far out on the lake. The Indians tracked him 
by the marks of his skate-irons, and from their appearance he 
had sunk quietly down, probably drol.zsy and exhausted, and had 
died of course without pain. His last act seemed to have been 
under the influence of his strange madness, for he 1lty on his face, turned from the quarter of the setting moon.40 
Willis wisely does not attempt to describe the "uncontrollable agony" 
of the bereft bride except to say that "even the Indians l.Zere affected" 
by it. Here could have been a scene mixed •fith the horror and pathos so 
dear to the hearts of many writers of Gothic romance. The ending becomes 
more effective because Willis leaves this scene to the imagination. 
4o5Inklings, I, 221. 
4o6Inklings, I, 222. 
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Thus ends Hillis's third attempt at the tale of terror, and of these 
three, the last is the best, The first two are not original and are some-
what juvenile, The third contains at least an original situation, and 
proves to be a l<~Orthy example of the genre, Not only is the subject matter 
more original, but the plot is more fully developed, and the atmosphere 
less macabre, The reality of the presentation helps secure the 11;1illing 
suspension of disbelief" which is necessary, for, from a scientific point 
of view, the madness of Larry Wynn is incredible, But Larry Wynn's malady 
seems more credible than that of 1</ashington Greyling' s in "The Had Senior, 11 
although Grayling'S is psychologically plausible, In all three of the 
"Scenes of Fear" there is a unity which is lacking from Uillis 1 s earlier 
fiction, This unity may perhaps be due to the fact that they are less 
autobiographical than his other stories, As a result, 'tlillis is less 
tempted to digress; only in "The Lunatic 1 s Skate, 11 1<1hen he nm-1 anrl then 
uses autobiographical material, is he digressive, 
"Incidents on the Hudson" 
The last story in the first volume of Inklings, "Incidents on the 
Hudson, n407 1ms written for the Ne>f Honthly Hagazine, 408 and was the first 
story which Willis contributed to that periodical, It was republished in 
the New York Hirror,409 The story opens characteristically Hith a descrip-
tion of the boat trip from New York City up the Hudson tmmrd Saratoga, 
<Iillis presents a vignette of ;rhat must have been a common sight in the 
h07 Inklings, I, [225] -235. 
ho8XLI (August 183h), 465-470. 
409xri (September 1834), 98-99. 
years between 1825 and the Civil War. 
I had fixed upon the first of August for my annual trip to Sara-
toga, and with a straw hat,· a portmanteau, and a black boy, vras 
huddled into the "rather-faster-than-lightning" steamer, "North 
America, 11 with about seven hundred other people, like myself, 
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just in time. Some hundred and fifty gentlemen and ladies, thirty 
seconds too late, stood "larding" the pine chips upon the pier, 
gazing after the vanishing boat through showers of perspiration. 
Away we "streaked" at the rate of twelve miles in the hour against 
the current, and by the time I had penetrated to the baggage 
closet, and seated l'lilliam \filberforce upon my portmanteau, with 
orders not to stir for eleven hours and seven minutes, we were 
far up the Hudson, opening into its hills and rocks, like a 
witches• party steaming through the Hartz in a cauldron.410 
The word "larding" is another of Willis's obvious references to Shake-
speare. 4ll The fact that Slingsbyt s412 colored servant was named after 
the famous British abolitionist413 would have been recognized at once by 
Willis's contemporary readers. I·Jillis makes another reference to a well 
known personality of his day in the opening of this story, and incidentally, 
follows this reference with a characteristic pun. 11M. Chabert, 414 the 
fire-eater, would have found New-York uncomfortable. I would mention the 
height of the thermometer but for an aversion I have to figures. Broad-
4lOinklings, I, [225). 
411Henry IV, Part I, II, ii, ll9. 
412Although the narrator is given no name in this story, he will be 
referred to as Slingsby in this discussion in order to differentiate him 
from 1-Iillis the author. In the ~ this story is signed "Slingsby. 11 
413william Wilberforce (1759-1833), the British anti-slavery agitator, 
died a month before the passage of the British Emancipation Bill, a year 
before \-Iillis wrote this story. 
414M. Chabert, the fire-eater, fulfilled an engagement at Clinton 
Hall, New York, starting October 14, 1831, and one at the New York Museum, 
starting November 21, 1831. During his act he "•ralked into an oven heated 
inconceivably" to 4ooo. George c. D. Odell, Annals of ~ New York Stage, 
13 vols. (New York, 1937-1942), III, 593-594. 
way, at noon, had been known to fa. ~,n41S 
The reference to well-knmm personalities of his day, the inclusion 
of such minute details as the exact time of the boat trip from New York 
to Albany, the excited expectancy of a trip to the fashionable Saratoga, 
and the holiday spirit induced by the lighthearted style, would have made 
this story popular reading for Willis's contemporaries, and gives the 
tHentieth-century reader a historical perspective into the period which is 
unusual, 
1>/illis compares the American riverboats with the Thames River boats 
for the edification of his British readers, and, in so doing, employs an 
Americanism: "A North River steam-boat, as a Vermont boy would phrase it, 
is another guess sort 2.' thing ~!. Britisher," 
The frivolity imparted to Willis• s writing by his puns--more especially 
in his newspaper columns, the up-to-dateness furnished by his references 
to contemporary topics, the allusiveness provided by his references to 
literature, and his Hillingness to use colloquial and dialectical expressions 
as readily as British or French terms, helped give him the individual style 
which made him so popular. 
Having explained the individuality of the American riverboats, Willis 
plunges into his story, Slingsby is seated in the cabin, reading the 
American edition of Mrs. Trollops: "several copies of which are to be found 
in every boat, serving the same purpose to the feelings of the passengers 
as the escape-valve to the engine, n416 Mrs, Trollops's The Domestic Manners 
of the Americans had been published in 1832, and by 1834 the name "Trollops" 
hlSinklings, I, (225]. 
416Inklings, I, 226. 
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had become anathema in America. Many and Violent vrere the criticisms 
directed at !1rs. Trollope; she was caricatured in the newspapers and 
satirized on the stage, particularly in The Lio~ of the \iest.hl7 It was 
this play which introduced to the American stage the character of the back-
woods Kentuckian, in the person of Nimrod \'ildfire. 'l'he play was being 
produced in Ne1-r York while Willis was there, and if he did not see it, it 
is a strange coincidence that in this story, immediately after the reference 
to Hrs. Trollope, he introduced the reader to a backwoodsman from Kentucky. 
After making the point that American women dress in the contemporary French 
fashion, Hhereas the men do not, Willis launches forth into the description 
of the stranger. vlillis•s Kentuckian possesses the attributes usually 
accorded this native species of American. 
Near me sat a Kentuckian on three chairs. He had been to the 
metropolis, evidently for the first time, and had "looked round 
sharp." In a fist of no very delicate proportions, was crushed 
a pair of French kid gloves, which, if they fulfilled to him a 
glove's destiny, would flatter 11the rich man" that 11the camel" 
might yet give him the required precedent. His hair had still the 
traces of having been astonished with curling tongs, and across 
his Atlantean breast 1vas looped, in a complicated zig-zag, a chain 
that must have cost him a wilderness of raccoon-skins. His coat 
1-Tas eVidently the production of a Mississippi tailor, though of 
the finest English material; his shirt-bosom 1fas ruffled like a 
swan with her feathers full spread, and a black silk cravat, tied 
in a kind of curse-me-if-I-care-sort-of-a-knot, flung out its ends 
like the arms of an Italian improVisatore. With all this he was a 
man to look upon with respect. His under jaw was set up to its 
fellow with an habitual determination that would throw a hickory-
tree into a shiver, but frank good-nature, and the most absolute 
freedom of suspicion lay at large on his Ajacean features, mixed 
417This play by J. K. Paulding was first produced at the Park Theatre, 
New York, April 25, 1831, and as 11A Kentuckian• s Trip to New York in 1815, 11 
it played at Covent Garden and the Haymarket Theatres in 1833. It was 
revised by John Augustus Stone to include the caricature of Mrs. Trollope. 
Lost for nearly a century, this play was recently found and published. 
The Lion of the West, James N. Tidwell, ed. (Stanford, California, 
~y,----
with an earnestness that commended itself at once to your 
loold.ng,418 
The Kentuckian was well knotm to American literature by this time, 
He had been referred to as early as 1809 by Irving in his !:_ History of 
~ ~ as being "half -horse, and half -alligator, n419 and by 1834 had 
been more recently popularized in the person of David Crockett in real 
life, and in the character of Nimrod Wildfire on the stage. \villis' s 
Kentuckian has the hall-marks of the breed, the gigantic frame {described 
by Willis in classical tenns), the carelessness of dress, and, as will be 
seen later, a certain naivete and frankness, an amiable disposition when 
not aroused, and a flair for picturesque and violent language. 
He is described as 11Atlantean 11 and "Ajacean"; in the next paragraph 
a group of American Indians are described as having "Apollo-like fonns. n420 
Both these American types are presented in tenns of Greek heroes and gods, 
as if America had produced at least two breeds of supermen, The Indians 
are returning from their annual visit to their ancestral burying grounds 
in Connecticut, and, significantly, 11The only person on wham they deigned 
to cast a glance was the Kentuckian, and at him they occasionally stole a 
look, as if, through all his metropolitan finery, they recognized metal 
with whose ring they were familiar.n421 It is obvious that to vJillis the 
Kentuckian represents another ld.nd of nature• s nobleman, like st. John in 
"The Cherokee' s Threat, 11 in whom the Indians, as denizens of the same 
418Inklings, I, 226-227. 
419vi, ii, 85. 
h20Inklings, I, 227. 
l+21Inklings, I, 228. 
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frontier, recognize the stamp of superiority. Slingsby• s experienced eye 
enables him to recognize another type of nobleman aboard and to distinguish 
him fran spurious imposters. 
There were three foreigners on board, two of them companions, 
and one apparently alone. With their coats too small for them, 
their thick soled boots and sturdy figures, collarless cravats, 
and assumed unconsciousness of the presence of another living 
soul, they were recognizable at once as Englishmen. To most of 
the people on board, they probably appeared equally well-dressed, 
and of equal pretensions to the character of gentlemen; but any 
one who had made observations between Temple Bar and the steps of 
Crockford's, would easily resolve them into two Birmingham bagmen 
"sinking the shop, 11 and a quiet gentleman on a tour of infonna-
tion. 
The word Birmingham was used in England at this time as an epithet of 
contempt meaning "counterfeit, 11 and rlillis has chosen well the origin of 
the two connnercial travelers. The term bawen is also deprecatory. 422 
The true nature of these Englishmen shows unmistakably through the external 
superficialities of dress. 
There is another recognizable group on board in which Slingsby is 
interested, a party of Southerners, 
probably the son of a planter from Alabama, and a beautiful girl, 
dressed in singularly bad taste, who seemed his sister. I knew 
the "specimen" well. The indolent attitude, the thin but power-
fully-jointed frame, the prompt politeness, the air of superiority 
acquired from constant connnand over slaves, the mouth habitually 
flexible and looking eloquent even in silence, and the eye in 
1•hich slept a volcano of violent passions, were the marks that 
showed him of a race that I had studied muc)l.._ and preferred to all 
the many distinct classes of my countrymen.4~3 
Just when Willis (or Slingsby) had had the opportunity to study closely the 
422see these terms in the OED. The Quarterly Review in its review of 
Pencillings used the word Birmingham to designate contemptuously Willis's 
style: "there are • • • over not a few of the paragraphs a varnish of con-
ceited vulgarity, which--call it Yankee or Birmingham--is far too ludicrous 
to be seriously offensive." LIV (September 1835), 457. 
423Inklings, I, 228. 
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characteristics of the Southerners is not known. He was not to visit 
the southern part of the United States until years later; his association 
with Southerners at Yale and at the summer resorts apparently gave him a 
certain amount of insight into their personal characteristics. The latent 
Violence observed in the gentleman will erupt later in the story. This 
type of Southerner is almost a stereotype with Willis; so is the sister, 
who is described as possessing "the slightest and most fragile figure, 
graceful as a fawn, but with no trace of the dancing master's precepts in 
her motions"; she is "ViVid in her attention to everything about her, and 
amused with all she saw.n424 From the pocket of her French apron protrudes 
a copy of Lalla Rookh. Instinctively, she takes an interest in the English 
gentleman and shuns the 11 Brummagems, n425 who try to engage her in conversa-
tion. 
Willis now proVides an exciting incident in order to get the plot 
under way and to develop the character of the Kentuckian. As the boat 
slows down to pick up a passenger, a splash is heard, and someone cries, 
11A lady overboard. 11 Seeing that the Southern girl is not seated where she 
had been--actually she has just gone below--the Kentucldan and an Indian 
innnediately leap over the taffrail into the river only to discover to their 
chagrin that the splash had been caused by 11a large pine faggottn426 The 
Englishman throws them a rope. 
Shouts of laughter pealed from the boat, and the Kentuckian, dis-
covering his error, gave the log an indignant fling behind, and, 
taking hold of the rope, lay quietly to be dra;m in; while the 
424Inklings, I, 228-229. 
425Inklings, I, 229. 
426rnklings, I, 230. 
Indian, disdaining assistance, darted through the wake of the 
boat •nth arrowy swiftness, and sprang up the side with the 
agility of a tiger-cat. 
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The ability of the Kentuckian to act in an emergency has been estab-
lished by this action. This scene of violent action is told rapidly and 
briefly, as if Willis wished to get on to the more important parts of the 
story. This incident is natural and not exaggerated. In it, by becoming 
the butt of ridicule, the Kentuckian perfonns the same function as F, Smith 
does in several of Willis's stories. 
At the next stop the Southerners and the Kentuckian disembark, and 
Slingsby decides "suddenly , •• to join their party--a resolution ••hich 
the Englishman seemed to come to at the same moment, and probably for the 
same reason. 11 The reason, of course, is the pretty Southerner, 
The next day the party spends climbing the Catskills where the scenery 
is towering and "gigantesque and awful, n427 The view of a steamer on the 
Hudson far below them reminds the young lady of "some fairy bark on an 
Eastern stream, with a spice lamp alight in its prow, 11 but to the Kentuckian 
it appears "more like an old shoe afloat with a cigar stuck in it,n428 
This unromantic simile reminds one of the comparison made much later by 
another ~lesterner when he compared the rock of Gibraltar to 11a • gob' of mud 
on the end of a shingle. n429 The use of this simile by '!Jillis shows that 
h27Inklings, I, 231. 'rhe use of the word gigantesque as an adjective 
is apparently original with IV:i.llis, for the OED offers this sentence from 
"Incidents on the Hudson" as its first dated quotation for this use of the 
word, Sirtce the second quotation in the OED is from Hawthorne's French and 
Italian Notebooks (1858), the adjectival use of gigantesque might well be 
considered an Americanism. 
428Inklings, I, 231. 
429Hark Twain, The Innocents Abroad, 2 vols. (New York, 1911), I, 52. 
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he was aware of the practical, irreverent manner of 1vestern speechways, 
and the fondness of the Westerners for ridiculing the romantic notions of 
the Easterners. \'Iillis was also aware that there are times when the 
practical is to be preferred to the romantic, for in the next paragraph 
Slings by reports: 11 A hot supper and early pillow, with the feather beds 
of uinter, were unromantic circumstances, but I am not aware that any one 
of the party made any audible objection to them; I sat next the Kentuckian 
at table, and can answer for t,ro. n430 
On the following day the party Visits the Cauterskill Falls. The 
Kentuckian and the Southerner wander off in one direction, the Englishman 
and the young lady attempt the descent, and Slingsby remains on the 
precipice to rest. While •ratching the two descending figures, Slingsby sees 
the girl stagger and fall senseless into the arms of the Englishman. She 
is overcome by the altitude and physical exertion. Slingsby rushes :i.nto 
a small cabin for some "spirits," and on his return he hears 11a cry from 
the opposite crag, in the husky and choking scream of infuriated passion.n43l 
Slingsby immediately senses the situation and recognizes that the 
Southerner, because of his angle of Vision from above, has misinterpreted 
what he sees: "His sister lay upon her back upon a flat rock immediately 
below him, and over her knelt the Englishman, loosening the dress that 
pressed close upon her throat, and liith a face so near to her•s as to con-
ceal it entirely from Vim-r." Before anyone can stop him, the Southerner, 
because he has inferred the worst, 
430Inklings, I, 232. 
431Inklings, I, 233. 
started back, gazed wildly round, and seizing upon a huge frag-
ment of rock, heaved it up with supernatural strength, and hurled 
it into the abyss. Giddy and sick with horror, I turned away and 
covered up my eyes. I felt assured he had dashed them to atoms. 
The lion roar of the Kentuckian was the first sound that 
followed the thundering crash of fragments. 
"Rallo, youngster! What in tarnation are you arter? You•ve 
killed the gal, by gosh! 
The next moment I heard the loosened stones as he went plunging 
down into the glen • • .432 
The Kentuckian is the first person -,rho can act in this horrifying 
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situation. The use of the word lion here may be an echo from The Lion of 
the West, for although the word is apt, it is not the usual epithet applied 
to the roaring of the backwoodsmen. Willis has attempted to reproduce the 
exclamatory flavor of the Kentucky dialect in the ejaculations of the 
frontiersman as he burst into action. 
All is soon remedied. The girl has not been hit by the falling rock, 
and soon comes to her senses, The Englishman is only stunned, 11and the 
Kentuckian, taking him up in his arms like a child, strode through the 
spray of the fall, and held his head under the descending torrent till he 
kicked lustily for his freedom. 11 
The action of all three has been prepared for in the early part of 
the story: the gentlemanly conduct of the Englishman, the sudden, violent, 
and revengeful action of the Southerner to protect his sister's honor, and 
the energetic but practical measures taken by the Kentuckian, The 
Kentuckian having justified himself, the story comes to a happy ending, 
Slingsby explains, 11ive made ourselves into a party to pass the remainder 
432Inklings, I, 233-234. 
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of the summer on the lakes, unwillingly letting off the Kentuckian, who 
was in a hurry to get back to propose himself for the Legislature. n433 
One wonders if Willis had David Crockett in mind 1fhen he suggests that 
the Kentuckian is going into political life, 
The sequel to the story is given indirectly, as in so many of Willis's 
stories. 
Three or four years have elapsed, and I find myself a traveller 
in England. Thickly sown as are the wonders and pleasures of 
London, an occasional dinner with a lovely count~rornan in 
----- Square, and a gossip with her husband over a glass of 
uinc, in which Cauterskill Falls are not forgotten, are memo-
randums in my diary never written but in "red letters .n434 
In "Incidents on the Hudson, 11 \'Iillis makes use of the nmil' variety 
of American who was developing on the middle-western frontier. Actually, 
he uses five types of characters, but the Indians and the Brummagems are 
not important. Around the Southerner, the \<iesterner, and the Englishman, 
the plot develops according to the characteristics of each, The quick 
thinking of the Kentuckian, which sent him overboard 1-1hen he thought one 
of the female passengers had fallen into the river, causes him to seize 
the quickest 1fay to restore the Englishman to his senses, and his enonnous 
strength enables him to put his plan into action, The Southerner with 11the 
eye in ;rhich slept a volcano of violent passion" bursts into action when 
he thinks his sister is being molested by the Englishnan. The Englishman, 
whose character is the least fully developed, remains at all times the 
gentleman he is supposed to be, and this enables him to forgive the 
Southerner who has tried to murder him. Although both the major incidents 
433rnklings, I, 234. 
434rnklings, I, 234-235. 
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in this story are violent, they follow logically from the personalities 
of the characters involved, and they provide action and develop characteriza-
tion as well. Furthermore, the reactions of the characters to the incidents 
have been prepared for in the exposition. 
The plot is slight and the story uncomplicated. This was the first 
story 1~hich 'tlillis wrote for his British readers, and he chose one in which 
he could portray American scenes and characters in their uniqueness. 
·' 
INKLINGS OF ADVENTURE 
;. Volume II 
_-_,_,__ __ __,.... 
.--
"The Gipsy of Sardis" 
The first story in the second volume of Inklings, "The Gipsy of 
Sardis, nl had first appeared in three installments in the ~ Monthly 
Magazine from July to September, 1835, 2 and had been printed in the New York 
Hirror in four installments from August to October o£ the same year,3 It is 
the first story in Inklings to have a foreign setting, all the stories in 
the first volume being set in America with stray references to Willis's 
foreign travels, "The Gipsy of Sardis" is, then, the first story to be con-
side red here -.rhich was influenced strongly by Hillis's tour in Europe and 
Asia Hinor, Of the influence of this tour on Willis's writing Henry A. Beers 
1-lhatever may have been the effect of Willis's career in Europe upon 
his character, its influence on his literary fortunes was most pro-
pitious, Foreign travel furnished just the stimulus that he wanted, 
• • • The taste for the sumptuous had been starved in Willis at 
home. Not only were literature and society in America far more 
proVincial than now [1885], but life was plainer in evecy 1my. 
The rapid growth of wealth has obliterated the most striking con-
trasts between cities like New York and Boston, on the one hand, 
and cities like London and Paris, on the other ••. , In Europe 
and especially in England, circumstances threw 1-Jillis into a new 
world,4 
1-lhat these circumstances were will be seen as this analysis continues since 
the result of them is strongly felt in this story. Southern E.'urope and the 
l!nklings, II, [3 }-75. 
2XLIII, 200-315, 445-467; XLIV, 1-10, The third installment bears the 
title "The Gipsy's Ride • 11 
3xrrr, 41-42, 57, 89-91, ll3-114. 
4Beers, NPd, pp. 107-109, 
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Levant were to encourage \f.i.llis to release those inhibitions which his 
NBif England heritage had imposed upon him, 
A motto from Shelley prepares the reader for the theme and setting 
of "The Gipsy of Sardis, 11 
lind thou art far, 
Asial 1<ho, when my being overflowed, 
'\iert like a golden chalice to bright wine, 5 Iillich else had sunk into the thirsty dust. 
Hillis begins his story abruptly, "Our tents VTere pitched in the 
vestibule of the house of Croesus, on the natural terrace which was once 
the imperial site of Sardis , 11 The area around Sardis figured prominently 
in ancient times, and in this story ivillis alludes to many historical and 
mythological events connected with the vicinity. He provides his story 
with a definite time, August, 1834, 6 and the statement that one of the 
travelers is an artist formerly employed by Lady Hester Stanhope is a 
further attempt at verisimilitude, To provide a local atmosphere, Willis 
uses the Turkish words Hajji, pilau, and Suridji, in the first paragraph. 
The travelers, of VThom Slingsby and Job Smith constitute two, are 
consuming an evening meal under extremely primitive conditions. 
Old Solon, himself, ••• would have been edified at the primitive 
simplicity of our repast. The salt (he would have asked if it 
was Attic) was contained in a ragged play-bill, >·rhich the Dutch-
man had purloined as a specimen of !1odern Greek, from the side of 
a house in Corfu; the mustard was in a cracked pm-rder-hom, which 
had been slung at the breast of old \fnalley the regicide, in the 
American revolution, and which Job had broueht from the Green 
Hountains, and held, till its present base uses, in religious 
veneration,? 
\fillis continues to describe their humble fare, making as many local allu-
5rnklings, II, [3]; Prometheus Unbound, I, 808-811. 
6Actuallv \f.i.llis was in Asia I•!inor during the summer of 1833; he was 
in England by• August of 1834. Beers, NFI-I, 125. 
7Inklings, II, 4. 
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sions as possible in order to build up the atmosphere. 
i-Jhy Whalley• s powder-horn is included in this account is somewhat 
puzzling. It is not standard equipment for an impecunious Vermont youth 
mald.ng his grand tour, no matter the extreme veneration in Hhich the object 
may be held. viillis may be trying to establish the sentimentality of Job, 
or he may be satirizing the worship of Americans for artifacts once 
belonging to famous persons. But, as 'ilillis should have !mown, "old 
Whalley" died a hundred years before the battles of Lexington and Concord. 
It seems hardly possible that there were a sufficient number of spurious 
relics in America in the 1830s to warrant Willis• s maldng such subtle 
reference to them. As has already been seen, \-Tillis was none too accurate 
in his allusions and quotations, and this may be another exa.'1lple of his 
inattention to detail. As to the allusion itself, the sheer irreverence 
of the use to which the venerable powder-horn was being put appealed to 
\-Tillis. 
A feH paragraphs later occurs a sentence which was drastically revised 
before it appeared in Inklings, and requires cormnent. In the final version, 
the sentence appears as follows. 
The green turban, the sign of the Hajji, belonged more properly 
to myself [than to Job]; for though it uas Job uho <lent bodily 
to Jerusalem, (leaving me ill of a fig-fever at Smynl.a,) the 
sanctity of the pilgrimage by the l1ahomeclan law falls on him who 
provides the pilgrim with scallop-shell and sandals, aptly figured 
forth in this case, we will suppose, by the sixtB American dollars 
paid by myself for his voyage to Jaffa and back. 
In the earlier version, the following information is inserted after the 
1rords "The green turban." 
8Inklings, II, 8. 
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I may as well say, now that he is dead--(! buried him in the 
empty sarcophagus* of Themistocles on the shore of the Piraeus 
with a heap of attick salt under his head and a new stone cove~)--9 
The asterisk refers to the following footnote: 
Some cormnentator on the Life of Themistocles, remarks that "there 
is the true at tick salt in most of his retorts and sayings." It 
is a little singular that his double sarcophagus, 11hich is set 
into the rock on the shore of Attica, is nearly filled ;lith the 
natural deposit of salt from the sea which washes into it. It 
lies on the shore of the Piraeus like snoH. 
Little need be said about the elaborate pun 1-1hich ':l:illis interpolates 
in his footnote, but the fact that he killed off Job Smith is of some 
significance. Apparently he needed some excuse to mention the tomb of 
Themistocles, and sacrificed Job for the purpose, and then later thought 
better of the idea, and omitted the reference to his death. The plan of 
using the same character as the central figure in several stories came to 
Willis apparently while he was writing for the British magazines. As he 
rewrote earlier tales for inclusion in the Slingsby Papers, he renamed 
several of his earlier characters "Slingsby" so that the protagonists in 
many of the stories became a single individual. Thus the series of stories 
was provided with some unity. Since many of these characters had been 
modeled on Hillis himself, they were sufficiently identical so that no change 
in their characterization was necessary. Still more protagonists were 
identified with Slingsby when \-Iillis prepared his stories for inclusion in 
Inklings. Job Smith had also appeared in earlier stories under other names. 
It is possible that as Willis prepared his stories for publication in book 
form he conceived the idea, never realized, of relating further adventures 
of Job and Slingsby, and, therefore, deleted references to Job 1 s death. 
9Nm·r York Hirror, XIII (August 8, 183 5), 41. 
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He removed a similar reference from "F. Smith."lO 
Slingsby informs the reader that he is writing this memoir in the 
library of the exclusive "Traveller• s Club" in London. This is the first 
indication that Slingsby travels in the upper circles of society everywhere. 
He has been seen at Saratoga, Lebanon Springs, Nahant, and other faShionable 
resorts in A'llerica; he is nm-r about to appear in the most fashionable 
circles of Europe, including the well-nigh impregnable Almack•s. 
As the story continues, Slingsby relates that after their evening meal 
the other members of his party fall asleep. He excuses this breach of 
good manners with the cOO!lllent that "out of the reach of ladies and the 
laws of society, the most refined persons return very much to the natural 
instincts from which they have departed in the proeress of society," and 
concludes that 
as sleeping after dinner is evidently Nature's lm-1, liashington 
Irving is highly excusable for the practice, and he would be a 
friend of reason who should introduce couches and coffee at that 
somnolent period, the digestive nap taking place of the 
indigestible politics usually forced upon the company on the 
disappearance of the ladies. 11Jhy should the world be wedded for 
ever to these bigoted inconvenienceslll 
The reference to ifashington Irving is best explained in Hillis's mm 
~rords as he later records a conversation betueen himself and Irving. 
I alluded to the story I heard told at Lady Blessington 1s--of 
Irving going to sleep at a dinner-party, and their talcing him up 
softly and carrying him to another house, where he •mked up amid 
a very large evening party--but he shook his head incredulously. 
It was Disraeli' s story, he said, and was told of a party at Lady 
Jersey's, to which he certainly 1-rent, after a dinner party--but not 
uith the dramatic nap at the table, nor the 1-raking up in her Lady-
ship's drauing room, as described. In fact, he remembered the 
lOsee above, p. 76. 
llrnklings, II, 6. 
party as such a 11 ja'Tl, 11 that he did not geti that evening, 
beyond the first landing of the staircase. 2 
Irving was risllt about its being Disraeli • s story. The anecdote 
appears in Vivian Grey, but apparently Willis did not remember having 
read it there. In that novel Vivian says, 
"Poor Washington! • • • I kne-,r him Hell. He al1;ays slept at 
dinner. One day, as he was dining at Hr. Hallam • s, they took 
him, when asleep, to Lady Jersey• s: and, to see the Sieur 
Geoffrey, they say, 1-1hen he opened his eyes in the illumined 
saloons, vras really quite admirable! quite an Arabian talelnl3 
Perhaps Willis had heard the story from Disraeli himself at Lady 
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Blessington's. 'dhether the anecdote is apocryphal or not, 'ilillis is using 
a topical reference to a bit of gossip which .ras circulating in the salons 
of London at the time. \~illis • s use of topical allusions is one of his 
constant techniques, and gave to his 1;ritings a timeliness. 
>Tillis's comment on the desirability of after-dinner naps in the para-
graph quoted above is evidence of another characteristic of his writing: 
suggestions for the improvement of social behavior, and, as usual, his 
suggestion favors the natural inclination of man over the artificial mores 
of society. Willis offers this recommendation as a "dish of philosophy" 
which "will appear as a rechaui'fe in my novel; (I intend to write one;) .nl4 
Whether 'ilillis had a novel in mind when he wrote this, or whether, if he 
did, that novel was ~ Fane, is unknown, but when ~ Fane appeared 
twenty-two years later, it had as its main theme the advantages of an 
aristocracy based upon natural talent over one based on such artificial 
700. 
1211Willis at Sunnyside," Littell's Living Age, LVI (September 1857), 
13vivian Grey, p. 79. (Book II, Chap. IX) 
14rnklings, II, 6. 
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criteria as heredity and wealth, 
The naps which his companions take provide Slingsby with the oppor-
tunity to describe the surrounding scenery in all its romantic picturesque-
ness, vlillis has provided a logical and natural reason for this description; 
it is much less of a digression than similar descriptions in some of his 
earlier tales, His scenic descriptions become more and more functional 
in his later tales, Slingsby has already related that the chicken in their 
main course was "buried in a tumulus of rice, shaped (in compliment to the 
spirit of the spot) like the Mound of Alyattis in the plain belo1.,, nl5 and 
that the lTater which they drank upon this occasion "was brought in a 
gourd from the bed of the 'golden-sanded Pactolus,• rippling away to the 
plain -.Tithin pistol-shot of the dining-room,nl6 This is a far more 
functional use of the setting than can be found in any of the stories up 
to this point. 
In the beginning of the next section, Slingsby comments on the effect 
of the sunset upon an individual, and adds, "It is something in the influences 
of the hour, and I shall take the trouble, some day, to maintain that morn, 
noon and midnight have their ministry as <Tell, and exercise each an 
unobserved but salutary and peculiar office on the feelings."l7 •rhis 
promise \'Iillis fulfills in 111-!inute Thilosophies, 11 the story which ends 
this collection.lB He also at this point makes reference to another 
15rnklings, II, 4. 
16Inklings, II, 5. 
17Inklings, II, 9. 
lBsee below, pp. 306-307. 
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"philosophy" 1-rhich he had already expanded in "Edith Linsey" :19 "I, with 
a passion for running Hater which I have els~;here alluded to, idled by 
the green bank of the Pactolus, dreaming sometimes of Gyges and Alexander, 
and sometimes of you, dear Marytn20 The Mary referred to is, of course, 
Hary Benjamin, whom \'lillis had not forgotten after three years of estrange-
ment. Tl-fo of the stanzas of Willis• s poem "The Confessional," also show 
that l~illis ,;as thinking of Mary even in Asia Hinor. 
I•ve thought of thee--I•ve thought of thee, 
In Asia--on the Dardanelles; 
Where swiftly as the }laters flee, 
Each wave some Sl;eet old story tells; 
And, seated by the marble tank 
Which sleeps by Ilium's ruins old, 
(The fount 1-rhere peerless Helen drank, 
And Venus laved her locks of gold,) 
I thrilled such classic haunts to see, 
Yet even here--! th~~ght of thee. 
I thought of thee--! thought of thee, 
Where glide the Bosphor•s lively waters, 
All palace-lined from sea to sea; 
And ever on its shores the daughters 
Of the delicious East are seen, 
Printing the brink with slippertd feet. 
And oh, the snowy fold bet1-1een, 
1fuat eyes of heaven your glances meet! 
Peris of light, no fairer be-- 21 Yet--in Stamboul--I thought of thee, 
~fuile Slingsby is enjoying the sunset, Job, "who >ias never >dthout 
the Bible that was his mother's parting gift.," is seated in the ruins of 
the Church of Sardis, one of the "Seven Churches of Asia, 11 reading the 
19see above, pp. 117-118. 
20Inklings, II, 9, Herodotus states (I, 93) that the lake of Gyges 
is near the tomb of Alyattis (the father of Croesus), 1-1hich Slings by sees 
on the plain belQ}T, Another reference to Gyges appears later in this story, 
21The Poems ~--' Willis V'"l-1 York, 
Sacred, Passionate, and Humorous, of Nathaniel Parker 
1846), w.168-169. - -
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appropriate passages from Revelation. 22 Then follot-rs a passage which reveals 
lfillis's interest in telepathy. 
"I think, Philip, ••• my mother will have been told by an 
angel that I am here, •• , Listen, Philip , • , it ;Till be some-
thing to tell your mother as \'/ell as mine, that \'le have read the 
Apocalypse together in the Church of Sardis." 
I listened with what I never thought to have heard in Asia--
my mother's voice loud at my heart, as I had heard i·t in my 
prayers in my childhood--
"Thous hast few names even in Sardis which have not defiled their 
garments i and they shall walk with me in "White: for they are 
worthy. 11 ~3 
There seems to be no evidence that Willis had extra-sensory perception, 
but he was fascinated with most of the pseudo-sciences popular in the 
nineteenth century, and he mentions this same phenomenon in his poem 
"Better Homents, 11 which was written to his mother, 
Hy mother's voice! how often creep 
Its accents on my lonely hours! 
Like healing sent on wings of sleep, 
Or dew to the unconscious flowers. 
I can forget her melting prayer 
lfhile leaping pulses madly fly, 
But in the still, unbroken air 
Her gentle tone comes stealing by--
And years, and sin, and manhood flee, 
And leave me at my mother's knee,24 
The poem, written as early as 1827, continues for sixty-four more 
lines to describe the various circumstances under >-rhich 1-fillis has heard 
his mother's voice, How sincere a poem may be uhich speaks of "years, and 
sin, and folly" fleeing from a twenty-year-old youtb. is doubtful, but the 
22chapters I-III especially, 
23Inklings, II, 10; see also Revelation, III, 4. 
24sketches (Boston, 1827 ), p, 61, also, Poems (Ne\f York, 1844), 
189-190. 
fact that Willis 1vas very close to his mother is certain, and her influence 
upon him was great, Willis wrote three poems to his mother lvhile he was 
abroad, and mentioned her in at least two of his stories,25 
That Willis mentions his mother at this point in the story seems 
significant, especially in view of what follows, and may give further 
evidence or the inner conflict in his personality. In this incident Job 
and Slingsby, both with strong religious training, and both just out of 
an orthodox college, find themselves on the site of an ancient Christian 
church, well !mown because of references made to it in the New Testament, 
Job is already reading pertinent scriptural passages. He invites Slingsby 
to join him in order that they may tell their mothers about it, Slingsby 
even imagines that he hears his mother quoting from these passages, One 
would expect Slingsby to comply 1dth Job•s request quite willingly, but 
Slingsby does nothing of the kind, He strolls on up the Pactolus, a stream 
filled with pagan ili{;Ilificance, to the Temple of Cybele, a temple sacred to 
the pagan archgocldess of fertility, In this profane setting he utters 
the follmdng sentiments. 
The church to Hhich "He" spoke "'•ho hath the seven Spirits of God 
and the seven stars, 11 1ms a small and humble ruin of brick and 
mortar; but, of the Temple of the Heathen l·lother of the Horld, 
remained two fair columns of marble with their curiously carved 
capitals, and the earth around was strewn ;lith the gigantic frustra 
of an edifice, stately even in the fragments of prostration. I 
saw for a moment the religion of Jupiter and of Christ ;lith the 
eyes of Croesus and the philosopher from Athens; and I turned to 
the living nations that I had left to wander among these dead 
empires, and looking still on the eloquent monuments of what these 
religions Here, thought of them as they are in ;!ide-spread Christen-
dom. --
25These poems are, "Birth-Day Verses, 11 
Apennines, 11 and "Lines on leaving Europe." 
"To My Mother from the 
See Poems, pp. 63-70. 
We visit Rome and Athens, we walk over the ruined temples of 
their gods of wood and stone, and take pride to ourselves that 
our imaginations awake the "spirit of the spot." But the 
primitive church of Christ, over which an angel of God kept 
1-ratch, whose undefiled members, if there is truth in holy writ, 
are now "walking •lith him in white" before the face of the 
Almighty--a spot on which the Saviour and his Apostles prayed, 
and for whose weal, 1dth the other churches of Asia, the sub-
lime revelation was made to John--this, the while is an 
unvisited shrine, and the "classic" of Pagan idolatry is dearer 
to the memories of men than the holy antiquities of a religion 
they profess.26 
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Slingsby feels that the pagan religions of Greece and Rome fascinate 
the imagination more than Christianity. He may be deploring this, but he 
finds his fancy stimulated more by the Temple of G<jbele than by the Church 
of Sardis, in spite of the fact that in the latter place he hears his 
mother's voice. He has turned away from what his training has taught 
him is the more worthy of the two. 
It is Job who sits in the Church of Sardis, >rhere Slingsby feels he 
ought to be, while Slingsby explores the pagan temple. This situation 
suggests an interesting speculation which will be made more of later: 
that Job and Slingsby in this story especially manifest an unconscious 
projection of the two sides of Willis's personality, Job representing 
more specifically Slingsby•s conscience, and Slingsby representing his 
more bohemian inclinations. This duality was early shown in the two kinds 
of poetry which Willis wrote while he was still in college : the Biblical 
sketches and religious verse which he signed "Roy, 11 and his humorous vers 
~ socil!tl! and love poems which he signed "Cassius." In his later collec-
tions of poetry Willis kept these separate, designating them as "sacred" 
and "humorous, 11 "passionate, 11 or "miscellaneous. 11 
26rnklings, II, lO-ll. 
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It might not be out of place to speculate at this point just why 
Willis chose the two anonyms 11 Roy 11 and "Cassius," for an interpretation 
of them can be advanced which will fit the theory presently being upheld, 
though it will not prove it. The name under which 1"illis wrote the poems 
1fhich were sure to please his father were signed "Roy," a name that means 
king. The name which he chose as a pseudonym for those poems of which his 
father would not approve, "Cassius," was the name of a Roman •rho twice 
revolted against Caesar, once under Pompey, and again in the well-known 
conspiracy which brought about Caesar• s death. Caesar is a word which 
has all the connotations of king and in at least two modern languages has 
cognates meaning king: German, kaiser, and Russian, tsar or ~· Thus 
the names 11 Roy11 and "Caesar" both mean king, and Cassius was one who 
revolted against two "kings, 11 Caesar and Pompey. Whether Hillis had these 
facts in mind when he chose his ~de plume is impossible to determine, 
but these facts are not inconsistent with ~illis•s attitude toward his 
poetry. 
Furthermore, Lempriere• s Classical Dictionary, a book which Willis 
might well have been acquainted >dth, describes Cassius as a "strict 
follower of Epicurus, n27 a philosopher associated, although erroneously, 
with sensual gratification. The 1830 edition of Webster's American 
Dictionary, for example, defines epicure as 11a follower of Epicurus; a man 
devoted to sensual enjoyment; 11 epicurean as 11 Luxurious; given to luxury; 11 
and epicurism as "lruru.ry; sensual enjoyments; indulgence in gross pleasures; 
voluptuousness.n28 It would seem appropriate for this association alone 
27J. Lempriere, !!_Classical Dictionary (Ne>f York, 1825). 
28Noah Webster, An American Dictionary £f. the English Language (New 
York, 1U'3'5). 
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that Hillis chose the pen name "Cassius" for his non-religious poetry, 
A consideration of the characters Philip Slingsby and Job Smith will 
show a similar dichotomy to \villis' s poetry. Slingsby tends to be the 
voluptuary; Job tends to be the puritan, This applies to their outward 
appearance, Slingsby•s sensuousness is a mask to hide a more serious inner 
nature, and Job's austerity hides an inner sensitivity. Both are fre-
quently in conflict over moral questions, Slingsby proposing the unorthodox 
conduct and usually winning out over Job•s more sober advice, This may 
provide a clue to \<Iillis• s attitude toward the t<IO parts of the conflict, 
Also, Slingsby is the more handsome of the two, Job is the hideous one, 
and when these two are in most violent conflict, Slingsby refers to Job's 
ugliness the most, It would seem, then, that Slingsby might symbolize the 
attractive features of Willis's natural inclinations, whereas Job 
represents the ugly features of Willis's puritan conscience, 
In this episode, at least, and in the ones to follow, Slingsby is 
facing an inner conflict, and he turns his back on his religious background 
and follows his inclinations, 
The beginning of the next section of this story presents an image 
which involves a contrast, which may be part of the same conflict. 
The Ionic capitals of the two fair columns of the fallen temple 
were still tinged ;lith rosy light on the side toward the sunset, 
when the full moon, rising in the east, burnished the other like 
a shaft of silver. The two lights mingled in the sky in a twi-
light of opal,29 
29Inklings, II, 11. Willis had used this image of the double light 
of the sun and moon symbolically in his description of the Venetian twi-
light in "The Revenge of the Signor Basil, 11 which, though written before 
this story, follows it in Inklings. In the discussion of "The Revenge" 
it will be shown that Cooper's The Bravo may be the immlldiate source for 
Willis's use of this image, See below, pp. 282-284. 
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That l{illis was especially conscious that Slingsby and Job Here on 
the border between East and West becomes more evident as the story progresses. 
-~ready the reader has seen a contrast between Christianity and the pagan 
religions, symbolized by the Church of Sardis and the Temple of Cybele. 
Here again in this sunset image is symbolized the meeting of two cultures. 
The result of the blending of the two lights is "a t.lilight of opal." In 
his Preface to the 1844 edition of ~ ~' Willis gives a meaning to 
the Hord ~which resembles his use of it in "The Gipsy of Sardis." He 
first explains that the gift-book was intended to fill the gap "between 
the literature prepared for the religious classes and that devoted to the 
Vitiated and worldly." He feels that he has to apologize for including 
works which are not purely religious, for he says, 
Religious books, devoted solely to the inculcation of the pre-
cepts of piety, are all important as one branch of instruction 
and reading. But God, who made all things for his creatures, and 
gave them taste, fancy, and a sense exquisitely alive to the 
beautiful, intended no ascetic privation of the innocent objects 
which minister to these faculties. The mirth, the playful 
elegancies of poetry and descriptive writing, are as truly with-
in the paths of religious reading as any thing else which shows 
the fullness and variety of the provision made for our 
happiness, >:hen at peace with ourselves.30 
Willis seems to be trying to convince the pietistic that there is 
another side to life Hhich is worthy of their attention. As for the 
collection itself, 
Its contents will be opal-hued--reflecting all the bright lights 
and colours which the prodigality of God• s open hand has poured 
upon the pathway of life. The OPAL, as expressing this--the 
chameleon of gems--varied as the rainbow, and shifting with every 
trembling of light into some new tint of beauty--shall be its 
name.3l 
30rne ~ !_Pure Gift for the Holy Days, N. P. lvillis, ed. (New 
York, 1844'), iii. 
31The ~. pp. iii-iv. 
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The opal then seems to symbolize for Willis the plenitude of life, 
and in both instances of his use of it, it symbolizes the mingling of two 
philosophies, one religious, the other worldly. It will be twenty years 
later, however, in Paul Fane, that Willis will finally effect a reconcilia-
tion of these two attitudes. 
In the remainder of this section of "The Gipsy of Sardis," Slingsby 
and Job, who has now joined Slingsby beside the river Pactolus, discuss 
another kind of duality, the difference between things as they are and 
as they are reputed to be, as well as certain vulgar errors. Slingsby 
asks Job 111<hy the poets have chosen to call this pretty stream the 'golden-
sanded Pactolus?' Di.d you ever see sand of a duller grey?" To which Job 
replies, 
As easy give you a reason ••• why we found the turbidus Hennus, 
yesterday, the clearest stream we have forded--why I am no more 
beautiful than before, though I have bathed like Venus in the 
Scamander--why the pumice of Naxos no longer reduces the female 
bust to its virgin proportions--and >fhy Smyrna and Malta are 
not the best place for figs and oranges.32 
Slingsby speculates as to ~rhy Gyges, the King of Lydia, died without 
bequeathing his magic ring and its devil to posterity, 
''1-lhat a pleasant auxiliary to sin must have been that invisible 
ring1 Spirit of Gyges, thrust thy finger out of the earth, and 
commit it once more to mortal1 Sit down, my dear monster, and 
let us speculate in this bright moonshine on the enormities we 
would commit,n33 
32Inklings, I, 11. 
33Inklings, II, 12. Herodotus tells (I, 8-15) the story of Gyges: 
how, by means of his magic ring of invisibility, he seduced the Lydian 
queen, killed her husband, and usurped the throne, Plato used this anec-
dote (The Republic, II, 359-360) to illustrate the point that even just 
men do ""Wrong when they have the opportunity. 
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This profane uish is made by Slingsby in the bright moonlight, uhich 
may s:ymbolize the unchristian East, and it may be that Slingsby is under 
a lunatic spell, as Larry Wynn was in "The lunatic • s Skate, 11 and as Willis 
thought at times he was.34 As the moral conflict between the two youths 
intensifies, Slingsby•s references to Job•s ugliness increase. But, if 
Slingsby is under the spell of the moon, Job is not, and he rebukes 
Slingsby for his "familiarity with the Prince of Darkness and his works. n35 
In the previous scene Slingsby has shown great interest in the pagan 
Temple of Cybele, the ancient moon goddess who brought civilization to 
barbaric countries, and whose festivals contained "many obscenities, 11 as 
her priests were wont "to shew their unbounded licentiousness by the 
impurity of their actions.n36 In this scene he desires the magic ring 
through the efficacy of which he may commit unobserved any evil he wishes, 
and is willing to deal with Satan in order to obtain it. Job in the 
earlier scene stays close to the Christian church and his Bible, and in 
this scene is shocked at Slingsby• s irreverent and immoral wish. This 
conflict between the two characters may very well be an unconscious pro-
jection on Willis•s part of a conflict in his personality, Slingsby 
representing 1"illi.s•s desire to flaunt the austere morality of his father 
and enjoy harmless sensuous pleasure, Job personifying Willis's puritan 
restraint trying to control his more worldly desires. 
This conversation between Job and Slingsby is interrupted by the dis-
covery of a light--night having come on--on a hill not far from Hhere they 
34see above, pp. 136-137. 
35Inklings, II, 12. 
36r.empriere, nCybele, 11 !:_Classical Dictionary, p. 216. 
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are talking. When Slingsby suggests that they investigate the source of 
the light, Job, as if he were the voice of conscience, protests: '"I 
could not answer to your honored mother, • said my scrupulous friend, •if 
I did not remind you that this is a spot much frequented by robbers, and 
that probably no honest man harbors at that inconvenient altitude.'" Then, 
as Slingsby starts off idthout conll'nent, '"I could as ill answer to your 
arud.ous parent,' said Job, following with uncoll11llon alacrity, •if I did 
not partake your dangers when they are inevitable.rn37 Certainly Job 
feels that he has same responsibility to Slingsby and in a sense is act-
ing in~ parentis. In another sense it appears as if Job and Slingsby 
ifere inseparable, that Job, having mentioned scruples, must abandon them 
as soon as Slingsby does and follow him, although it is not his coll11llon 
behavior. 
The two youths discover an isolated gipsy encampment in the hills. 
The incident of the gipsy camp came out of Hillis's travels in Asia 
Minor, and he had described it in some detail in Pencillings. In fact, 
it was probably this incident 1<hich inspired him to write this story. 
\·Iillis reuses much of his original description in the story, but his 
revisions are significant. The pertinent section of the original version 
reads as follows: 
The curtain of the largest tent, which had been dropped on our 
entrance, was lifted cautiously by a beautiful girl, of perhaps 
thirteen, who, not remarld.ng that I was somewhat in the rear of 
rrry companions, looked after them a moment, and then fastening 
back the dingy folds by a string, returned to her emploj>nent of 
swinging an infant in a small wicker hammock, suspended in the 
centre of the tent. Her dark but prettily-rounded arm was 
decked with a bracelet of silver pieces; and just bet;men two 
of the finest eyes I ever saw, was suspended by a yellow thread, 
37rnklings, II, 12. Italics added in both quotations. 
one of the small gold coins of Constantinople, Her softly 
moulded bust was entirely bare, and might have served for the 
model of a youthful Hebe, A girdle around her waist sustained 
loosely a long pair of full Turkish trousers, of the colour and 
fashion usually >fom by WOlllen in the East, and caught over her 
hip, hung suspended by its fringe the truant shawl that had been 
suffered to fall frOlll her shoulders and expose her guarded 
beauty.38 
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Out of so slight an experience has COllle the inspiration for the love 
affair in this story. This illustrates Willis's ability to use his per-
sonal experiences as the raw material for his fiction, and to use his 
fancy to transmute even his _slightest adventures into incidents substantial 
enough for his stories. 
Willis toned down the picture of the gipsy girl as he rewrote it for 
his story: she is now seen from a distance, not near to; she is revealed 
by the moonlight, not the light of day; and although her bust is still 
uncovered, the effect upon the reader is much less startling. Furthermore, 
the girl is greatly idealized in the fictional account, as if Hillis felt 
that what would be acceptable as fact in a book of travel might shock the 
sensibilities of his readers in a work of fiction, liillis was never averse 
to portraying female nudity; in fact, in one episode in ~Fane, he uses 
it for purposes of humor.J9 idllis has made other changes, however, which 
make the girl more provocative, and his description becomes erotic. 
In and out [or one of the tents] , between the light of the lamp 
and the full moon, stole on naked feet a girl of fifteen, whose 
exquisite ~jmffietry and unconscious but divine grace of movement 
filled my sense of beauty as it had never been filled by the 
divinest chisel of the Trib'lllle, She was of the height and mould 
of the younger water nymph in Gibson's Hylas,* with limbs and 
lips that, had I created and warmed her to life like Pygmalion, 
38pencillings, II, 123-124, 
39See belou, pp. 693-696, 
I should have hesitated whether or not they wanted another half-
shade of fulness,40 
In both versions Willis compares the figure to sculpture, In the 
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second version all hint of prurience is removed at the start by the claim 
that the creature appealed to Slingsby•s sense of beauty. In this way, 
throughout his writings, Willis is able to discuss the unadorned female 
figure, ~~ assuming the guise of a sensitive artist, Willis forestalls 
the charge of being a salacious Peeping Tom.41 
In the earlier sketch the gipsy girl is compared to an imaginary 
statue; in the later version, she is compared to an actual one, Willis 
had met the British sculptor, John Gibson, as well as the American sculptor, 
Horatio Greenough, in Rome, Under their tutelage he had even tried, with 
some success, his own skill in the art, Gibson had given him a bas-
relief of his Cupid ~ Psyche,42 It is fairly evident that Willis 
observed nature through the eyes of an artist, His scenic descriptions 
are nearly always given in tenus of painting, and his human figures are 
invariably described through allusions to painting and sculpture, The 
fact that in many of his later stories his protagonists are artists tends 
to show that Willis himself was a frustrated artist, 
Hillis's comparison of the gipsy to the water nymph rather than to 
Hebe is much more appropriate. He had described the eylas group in Pencillings. 
40Inklings, II, 13-lh. The asterisk refers to the follmling foot-
note: "A group that will be immortal in the love and \fonder of the world, 
'rhen the divine hand of the English Praxi.teles has long passed from the 
earth, TWo more exquisite shapes of women than those lily-cr01fned nymphs 
never lay in the vromb--of marble or human mother, Rome is brighter for them," 
U,iillis•s early poem, "On Seeing Through a Distant ;vindow a Belle 
Completing Her Toilet for a Ball, 11 is not as sensational as the title might 
suggest, See Fugitive Poetry, pp. 86-87. 
42Beers, NPW, 120-121, 
[Gibson's] chef d'oeuvre I think, i.s a group of three figures, 
representing the boy "Hylas with the river nymphs." He stands 
between them with the pitcher in his hand, startled with their 
touch, and listening to their persuasions. The smaller of the 
two female figures is an almost matchless conception of 
loveliness.43 
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The statue of Gibson's apparently made a lasting impression on IV:I.llis. 
At any rate, in his retelling of his encounter with the gipsy he substituted 
the actual statue for an imaginary one in order to embody his idea of the 
epitome of feminine loveliness. 
11oreover, the subject matter of this statue is appropriate to the 
situation. Hylas was a Mysian youth, beloved of Hercules, who, because 
of his manly beauty, was enticed by water nymphs into the pool of Pegae.44 
This pool lies only a few miles fran where Slingsby and Job find the gipsy 
encampment. Furthel'lllore, Slingsby himself is about to be enticed by the 
gipsy girl to relinquish his country and religion. He is, however, more 
successful in resisting temptation than Hylas. 
Besides the changes already mentioned in his description of the gipsy 
girl, Willis adds two years to her age so that "she was at that ravishing 
and divinest moment of female life, when almost the next hour would com-
plete her womanhood--like the lotus ere it lays back to the prying moon-
light the snowy leaf nearest its heart.n45 He also removes from the scene 
the infant in the wicker basket, as if to stress the virginity of the gipsy 
before he closes his description with the sexual image of the opening of 
43Pencillings (New York, 1852}, p. 317. 
44Robert Graves, The Greek Myt!J.s (New York, 1857 ), p. 227 ~passim. 
(Section 150); Theocritus, Ode xnr.-
45Inklings, II, 14. 
the lotus.46 Then, as if she were the lotus, the gipsy 
with a gesture expressive of heat, • • • drew out the shawl from 
her girdle, untied the short petticoat, and thre1·1 them aside 
and then tripping out into the moonlight, with only the fun' 
silken trowsers from her waist to her ankles, she sat do1m on 
the br.l.nk of the small stream, and with her feet in the water 
dropped her head on her knees, and sat motionless as marble.41 
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At this juncture the two P.mericans feel it politic to withdraw from 
their vantage point, and they return to their own encampment. 
The next day Slingsby and Job are accosted by the old gipsy woman 
whom they had seen tiith the young girl in the gipsy camp the night before. 
The uoman contracts with them for the safe conduct of her son to 
Constantinople. The conversation betv1een the gipsy and the Americans is 
carried on in the Italian dialect, the lingua franca of the Eastern 
Hediterranean. Willis adds to the realism by employing such elementary 
Italian words as 11buon giorno, 11 "il mio domestico," "madre, 11 "Americano," 
"filio mio, 11 and "Inglese •" Only occasionally do the expressions become 
less familiar, as "amico piu tosto11 or "bello rifaciamento. 11 Yet the 
Spectator in its review of Inklings declared that Willis's "greatest 
v1eakness is a use and misuse of cant phrases and scraps of Italian.n48 
\·lillis•s use of Italian phrases is not exceptionable in this story, and 
this is the only story in which Italian words appear in any great profusion. 
Outside this story French and Latin expressions are far more prevalent 
than Italian ones, but apparently the reviewer in the Snectator did not 
object to them. 
46It may be coincidental, but the name of one of the nymphs at Pegae 
was Dryope, which was also the name of a nymph who 1-1as turned into a lotus 
tree. OVid, Metamorphoses, IX, 332-393. 
47 Inklings, II, lh-15. 
48Ix (Hay 7, 1836), 443. 
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At the end of the conversation with the gipsy, Slingsby confesses 
that, although "al;rays naturally afraid of a woman, 11 (a statement hard to 
reconcile with his actions} "I could have forst-1om my complexion and 
studied palmistry for a gipsy, had the devil then tempted me, n49 The 
temptations of the Orient are becoming more and more po;rerful to Slingsby. 
Thl.ring the next day• s journey, Slings by• s thoughts are so preoccupied 
with "moonlight on the Pactolus, and t>fo round feet ankle-deep in running 
;rater," for which Slingsby has already expressed a passion, that Job's 
comments on the historical and literary sites they are passing cannot bring 
him out of his brown study. Even the announcement that they are about to 
arrive at one of the places mentioned in !?e Bride of Abydos fails to 
arouse Slingsby• s interest. He is as preoccupied as Job 1-~as at the grandeur 
of Niagara Falls. Only when the gipsy boy overtakes them, as arranged, 
does Slingsby cease daydreaming, for his first glance at their charge tells 
him that it is the gipsy beauty in disguise, 
The journey from Sardis to Scutari on horseback occupies a HOek, and 
\-lillis summarizes the events of that ,;-eek in one paragraph, which resembles 
in technique the final paragraph of "Pedlar Karl." 
How Job and myself speculated apart on what could be the errand 
of this fair creature to Constantinople--how beautifully she rode 
and sustained her character as a boy--how I requested her, though 
she spoke Italian like her mother, never to open her lips in any 
Christian language to my companions--how she slept at my feet at 
the khans, and rode at my side on the journey, and, at the end 
of the seven days, arriving at Scutari, and beholding across the 
Bosphorus the golden spires of Stamboul, how she looked at me •-lith 
tears in her unfathomable eyes, and spurred her fleet Arab to his 
speed to conceal her emotion, and how I felt that I could bury 
myself with her in the Vizier's tomb we 1-rere passing at the moment, 
49Inklings, II, 18. 
and be fed on rice with a goula's bodkin, if' so alone we might 
not be parted--all these matters which would make sundry 
respectable chapters in a novel, but of which you are spared the 
particulars in a true story, There was a convenience both to 
the dramatist and the audience in the "cetera intus agenturn of 
the Romans.50 · --
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In this paragraph, however, Willis is passing over some unimportant 
details in order to relate further important action, In "Pedlar Karl, n 
he was summarizing the events at the end of the story which were important, 
In this paragraph Willis seems to be stating that the difference between 
a novel and a short story is merely the number of details. Willis had not 
yet learned that a short story should nonnally be confined to one incident, 
He divides his stories into parts, and the parts into sections, consider-
ing each section as a chapter, For Willis, in the short story as in the 
ancient drama, 11lllch of the action occurs outside the story. 
In this paragraph Willis has rather economically adVanced his story, 
for the reader knows that by the time Constantinople is reached Slingsby 
is madly in love with the gipsy, and she is in love with him, Willis does 
not waste time ldth specific scenes which would accomplish the same end. 
He is not always so economical in the telling of this story. In the first 
edition of Inklings, "The Gipsy of Sardis" occupies seventy-five pages, 
In its appearance in the Mirror it ran for four installments; in the New 
Monthly Magazine it ran for three. In other words, it is three to four 
times the length of the normal short story of the period.5l 
The next section of the story opens with a glowing description of 
Constantinople as the travelers see it from the Nekropolis of Scutari, 
5oinklings, II, 20. 
5lseveral of Willis• s stories ran to more than one installment, 
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Willis explains in a footnote that "Galata, the suburb on the European 
side, was the Chrysopolis, and Scutari, on the Asian, the Argentopolis of 
the ancients.n52 This integrates with the gold-silver s;ymbolism of the 
sunset at Sardis. In the boey of the story, Willis calls these two cities 
the golden city and the silver city. As they reach Constantinople, 
Maimuna53 __ it is at this point that her name is given--leaves the party, 
but not before Slingsby has proposed to her and been refused. It should 
be noted that Slingsby was perfectly willing to marry the infidel; it is 
only her refusal that stops Slingsby from committing what would have then 
been considered spiritual suicide. 
Maimuna is next seen by Slingsby and Job as she is being transferred 
to a slave ship just arrived from Trebizond. Slingsby tries to rescue 
her, but is forced to flee for his life, it being a capital offense for a 
Christian to look upon a Moslem woman. 
Willis digresses at this point so that Slingsby may describe one of 
the maisons ~ plaisance occupied by the Sultan's wives. During the month 
of May, explains Slingsby, aJ.l traffic on the Golden Horn is stopped, and 
the ladies of the harem are aJ.lowed to wander along its banks for twelve 
miles, unhindered, but well guarded. They wander, speculates Slingsby 
"from sunrise to sunset, these caged birds of the Sultan's delight, long-
ing as wildly • • • to pass that guarded barrier into the forbidden world, 
52Inklings, II, 23fn. 
53MaJ'IIIUilah [sic] was the Ji.nnyah, descendant of Iblis, who was 
instrumental in •mi ting Prince Kamar al-Zaman and Princess Budur in The 
~.!?f. the Thousand Nigll)s !!!!!! ! Night translated by Richard F. Burton, 
10 vols.~e Burton Club , III, 223-2 • Maimuna is the name of one of 
the sorceresses in Southey's Thalaba ~ Destroyer, where Willis probably 
got it. See Books VIII-X. 
as we, who sigh for them without, to fly from falsehood and >fl'Ong, and 
forget that same world in their bosoms&•54 Here Willis interjects one 
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of the didactic passages so common in nineteenth-century American fiction: 
How fElll' are content& How restless are even the most spoiled 
children of Fort1mel How inevitable the heart sighs for that 
which it has not, even though its only want is a cloud on its 
perpetual sunshine& We were not of those--Job and I--.ror 
we were of that school of philosophers who 11had little and 
wanted nothing; 11 but we agreed • • • that the envy of a human 
heart would poison even the content of a beggar. He is a fool 
who is sheltered from hunger and cold and still complains of 
£ort1me; but he is only not a slave or a seraph, who, feeling 
on his innemost fibre of his sensibility the icy breath of 
Malice, utters his eternal malison on the fiend who can neither 
be grappled with nor avoided. I could make a paradise with 
loveliness and S1mshine, if Envy could be forbidden at the 
gate155 
These pseudo-philosophical moralizings helped to protect fiction from 
the attacks of those who claimed it was immoral, and such passages were 
very popular with many readers. What makes this passage 1musual is the 
fact that it was inspired by Slingsby's desire to find himself inside a 
Turkish harem. Perhaps Willis felt that some moralizing at this point 
would help soften the frankness of his plot. This particular ''most fanciful 
and romantic abode, u56 which (Slingsby informs the reader) was built 
originally to house the first printing press introduced into the Mohamedan 
Empire during the time of Achmet III and Louis X!l, is, at the time of 
Slingsbyts visit, unoccupied. The guard is bribed, and Slingsby and Job 
wander through the =inhabited building, noticing particularly the 11oval 
spots" on the cushions where the women had recently slept, and "the tarnished 
gold, breast-high at the vdndows, where they had pressed to the slender 
54InJdings, II, 30. 
55Inklings, II, 30-31. 
56Inklings, II, 29. 
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lattices to look forth upon the valley. 11 Again Slingsby implies his 
willingness to deal with the powers of darkness: "Never • • • would the 
wand of Cornelius Agrippa have been more welcome, than to wave back into 
those senseless mirrors the images of beauty they had lost. ,57 To such 
passages as this and the one in 'Hhich Willis described the beauty of 
Maimuna c. c. Felton took exception in his reView in the North American 
Review spoken of above.58 If they were offensive to Professor Felton, 
later President of Harvard, how much more offensive they must have been to 
Willis's father, Deacon Willis of the Park street Church. Willis could 
not have helped being aware of the attitude his father would take toward 
such erotic passages, and it is not surprising if this knowledge caused 
certain tensions in Willis. 
Slingsby would not haYe the reader think that he considered the 
oriental women superior to American women. 
"Do you think [Slingsby asks Job] that the Zuleikas59 and Fatimas 
who have by turns pressed this silken cushion with their crossed 
feet were not probably inferior in attraction to the most third-
rate belle in New England? How long would you love a woman that 
could neither read, nor write, nor think five minutes on any 
given theme? The utmost exertion of intellect in the loveliest 
of these deep-eyed Circassians is probably the language of 
flowers, and, good heavensl think how one of your della Cruscan 
sentiments would be lost upon herl And yet here you are, ready 
to go mad with romantic fancies about women that were never 
taught even their letters.6o 
57Inklings, II, 31. 
58see above, p. 66. 
59Although Zuleika is a name camnon in Persian poetry, it is also 
the name of the heroine of Byron's ~Bride 2f. Abydos. 
6oinklings, II, 32. Concerning the language of flcmers the 1858 
edition of the Encyclopaedia Americana states: "The seclusion of women in 
the East, and the ignorance of writing, connected with their lively imagina-
tion, 'ldrl.ch personifies every object, must be considered as the chief cause 
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Job agrees that education keeps the young ladies of New England fran 
being bores, but he does not feel that education should be an attribute 
of women in more tropical climates. In his arguments he hints rather 
strongly at Slingsby's voluptuous past. 
For the women of the softer South and East, I am by no means 
clear that education would not be inconsistent with the genius 
of the clime. Take yourself back to Italy, for example, where, 
for two mortal years, you philandered up and down between Venice 
and Amalfi, never out of the sunshine or away from the feet of 
women, and, in all that precious episode of your youth, never 
guilty, I will venture to presume, of either suggesting or 
e:xpressing a new thought. And the reason is, not that the 
imagination is dnlll, but that nobody thinks, except upon exigency, 
in these latitudes. 1 
Job goes on to explicate a theory of Willis t s already noticed that 
indolence is a characteristic of the inhabitants of wanner climates. 
"Indolence, voluptuous indolence of body and mind ••• is the 
genius, the only genius of the night and day •••• ~~is 
enough in these lands of the sun. But merely to live, in ours, 
is to be bound, Prometheus-like, to a rock, with a vulture at 
our vitals •••• If I were to make a world, I would have the 
climate of Greece, and no knowledge that did not come by intui-
tion. Men and women should grow wise enough, as the flowers 
grow fair enough, with SWlShine and air, and they should follow 
their instincts like the birds, and go fran SW'eet to BW'eet with 
as little reason or trouble. Exertion should be a misdemeanor, 
and desire or action, if it were not too monst;gus to require 
legislation, should be a treason to the state." 2 
of this language." A footnote adds, "Doctor Madden, in his Travels in 
Turlcey, Egypt, Nubia, and Palestine (London 1828, Philad., 1830) says, 'In 
all my travels, I only met one woman who could read and li'rite, and that was 
in Damietta; she was a Levantine Christian, and her peculiar talent was 
looked upon as something superhuman. '" "flowers, Language of, 11 Encyclo-
paedia .Americana, V, 154. \'Iillis had met Madden at Lady Blessington's 
salon in Wn.don. 
61Inklings, II, 35. This is another example of Willis's use of the 
word philander, and here, too, he seems to mean flirt. 
62Jnk1in;:{, II, 33-34. The year of the publication of ~s, a 
group of iiidi duals, men and women, were to meet in the cold c ~te of 
New England to form a club based on a philosophy of implicit faith in intui-
tion, but, perhaps because of the more rigorous New England climate, their 
transcendentalism was not one which separated the intellect from the intuition. 
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It would seem as though the roles had been reversed, and that Job 
were uttering J.lillis•s sentiments instead of Slingsby, but Slingsby puts 
his stamp of approval on these sentiments as Part I of this story comes 
to an end with his exclamation, "Long live King Jobl" This philosophy 
of indolence was not nourished by New England with its two centuries of 
pioneer experience, and could only be regarded with horror by the common 
American of j.l:illis • s day. 
In the beginning of Part II, Slingsby becomes more and more concerned 
about the fate of Maimuna.. He considers it his manifest destiny to rescue 
her from slavery. To this end he visits 11an old merchant in attar and 
jessamine, called Hustapha. 11 63 Willis had met just such a person in Con-
stantinople, and had given a complete picture of him in Pencillings. His 
description is given here to indicate the ease with which j.T:illis wrote, 
and the minuteness of graphic detail even in his travel sketches. 
For a Turk, Hustapha Effendi was the most voluble gentleman in 
his discourse that. I had yet met in Stamboul. A sparse gray 
beard just sprinkled a pair of blown-up cheeks, and a collapsed 
double chin that fell in curtain folds to his bosom, a mustache, 
of seven or eight hairs on a side, curled demurely about the 
corners of his mouth, his heavy, oily black eyes twinkled in 
their pursy recesses, ~d.th the salacious good humor of a satyr; 
and as he coiled his legs under him on the broad ottanan in the 
corner, his boneless body completely lapped over them, knees and 
all, and left him, apparently, bolt upright on his trunk, like a 
man amputated at the hips. A string of beads in one hand, and a 
splendid narghilE!, or rose ~rater pipe, in the other, completed 
as fine a p~cture of a mere animal as I remember to have met in 
my travels. 4 
The appearance of !1ustapha is not dwelt upon in "The Gipsy of Sardis"; 
instead, Slingsby elaborates on the oriental splendor of Hustapha•s 
63Inklings, II, 36. 
64pencillings, II, 65-66. 
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quarters and his methods of enticing Europeans to purchase his wares. In 
several of his stories, especially "Edith Linsey, 11 Willis borrowed whole 
passages fran his earlier writings, In this story in which he might 
have reused a great deal of his Pencillings, he used very little, and 
that little he rewrote extensively to fit the story. 
Before Slingsby can visit the merchant, however, he feels he must rid 
himself of Job, as if Job were serving as his conscience. To get rid of 
Job is more easily desired than accomplished, for when Slingsby announces 
his intention of going alone, 11My poor friend looked at me for a minute, 
as if to comprehend the drift of my remark, and as he arrived by regular 
deduction at the result, I read very clearly in his hideous physiognomy 
the painful embarrassment it occasioned him, 1165 
Once again as Job is about to disapprove of Slingsby•s conduct, 
Slingsby mentions his ugliness. This time, too, Job starts to remonstrate 
with "My dear Philip! ••• your respected mother--1166 Job's main objec-
tion at this point is the extreme danger involved in an attempt to rescue 
the maiden, Only the day before the two youths had seen "a party of the 
summary administrators of justice quietly suspending a Turkish woman and 
her Greek [Christian] paramour fran the shutters of a chamber window ,n67 
Willis had recounted a similar happening in Pencillings, 68 and in both 
65Inklings, II, 37. 
66rnklings, II, 38. The change in attitude toward what constituted 
moral conduct in America between 1836 and 196o is interestingly illustrated 
by the fact that Slingsby and Job had planned to spend the morning eating 
opium, idllis apparently felt no one would object to his hero's partaking 
of narcotics, 
67Inklings, II, 37, 
68Pencillings, II, 72-73. 
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places informs the reader that death without trial is the punj.shment for 
intercourse with a Christian on the part of a 11oslem woman. Besides 
objecting to the danger, Slingsby feels, Job will object on moral, as 
well as more practical, grounds, 
I had a delicacy in comnmnicating the full extent or my design 
to Job, for, aside from the grave view he would take or the 
morality or the step, and her probable rate as a wanan, he would 
ha:ve painful and just doubts or my ability to bear this addi-
tional demand upon my means •••• Job had made up his mind, I 
!mew well, that my danger was more from Dalilah than the 
Rrl.listines. 69 
Job, then, as if acting as Slingsby•s conscience, objects to Slingsby•s 
plan on four counts: because or the physical danger involved, because or 
the expense it will entail, because or the questionable morality or the 
deed, and because or the possibility that Slingsby will become entangled 
with the girl, Slingsby, resolved not to take Job too much into his con-
fidence, eludes him and visits Mustapha. The inner apartment or the 
attar merchant, described in detail, is one filled with sensual delights. 
A perpetual spice-lamp sent up its thin wreaths of smoke to the 
black carved ceiling, diffusing through the room a perfume 
which, while it stole to the innemost fibres or the brain with 
a sense or pleasure, weighed on the eyelids and relaxed the 
limbs; and as the eye became more accustomed to the dim light 
which struggled in fran a window in the arched ceiling, and 
dissolved in the luxurious and spicy atmosphere, heaps or rich 
shawls or the East became distinguishable with their sumptuous 
dyes, and, in a corner, stood a cluster or crystal narghiles, 
faintly renecting the light in their dim globes of rose water, 
while costly pipes, silver~ounted pistols, and a rich Damascus 
sabre in a sheath or red velvet, added gorgeousness to the apart-
ment.70 
The. room which Slingsby describes here is the actual inner-apartment 
of l·fustapha in which Willis had been entertained at Constantinople, but 
69!nklings, II, [3~-38. 
70!nklings, II, 39-40. 
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in his essay "Minute Philosophies," which Willis wrote before he left Bos-
ton, and which he later incorporated into "Edith I.d.nsey," he pictures his 
ideal roam, which in many ways resembles Mustaphats. 
I would always have a roam partially darkened. There is a repose 
in the twilight dimness of a drawing-roan which affects one with 
the proper gentleness of the place •••• I like curtains--heavy 
crimson curtains. There is a magnificence in their large folds 
which nothing else equals, and the couleur de rose gives every-
thing a beautiful tint as the light streams through them. • • • 
I would have my roam like a painter' s--ane curtain partly drawn 
•••• a suspended lamp throws a mellow depth into the features. 
Descending light is alliays the finest. I would have two or three 
sofas, broad and with loose cushions, and chairs of every descrip-
tion. There is a drawing-room I sometimes haunt which gives me 
always an oriental feeling. The chairs are of different and 
curious fashions, and made to humor every possible weariness. A 
spice-lamp burns in the corner.71 
The roans have nmch in common, the spice-lamp, the red curtains, the 
descending light, the dimness, the oriental atmosphere. It is no wonder 
that Willis was so impressed by the apartment of l1ustapha that he described 
it in full detail in this story. The description of "the secluded and 
oriental luxuriousness of the roan" continues, and in this setting--
reminiscent of the Arabian Nights and of Byron t s and Hoore t s oriental 
tales-..Slingsby tells his story to :tmstapha whose first conunent is, 11 Pekhe, 
filio miol pekhe&n72 Willis has inserted this realistic dialogue to add 
verisimilitude to his story, and he immediately apologizes for including 
it: "I dislike the introduction of foreign words into a story, but the 
Turld.sh dissyllable of the foregoing sentence is as constantly on an 
Eastern lip as the amber of the pipe.n73 Willists claim (surely Willis 
1lAMM, I (November 1829}, 519. 
72The Turkish word pekhe means "all right." 
7 3 Inklings, II, 41. 
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is speaking :!:!!_ persona propria here) to dislike employing foreign words 
in his stories is not borne out by the facts. Although his stories are 
not studded with foreign tenns, he does use them with consistent fre-
quency, especially in his early stories. In "Pedlar Karl," he italicizes 
ten words in twice as many pages. 74 In twenty-four pages of "Niagara--
Lake Ontario--The St. Lawrence," he italicizes six foreign expressions. 75 
Up to this point in "The Gipsy of Sardis" (thirty-eight pages} he has 
italicized thirty expressions, eleven of which are in dialogue. 76 Some 
of these expressions are technical tenns, same are allusions, some are 
atmospheric, a few seem to be used merely for their own sakes. Usua~ 
in Willists fiction his use of foreign words and neologisms is functional; 
this is not so true of his newspaper prose. Rl.s apology may have been 
meant to include only Turkish words and foreign words unfamiliar to the 
general reader. 
Mustapha announces that the girl is without doubt in the slave market 
and offers to buy her for Slingsby. Disguised as a camnon Turk of the 
street, as if, perhaps, to get even farther away from his New England 
conscience and Christian teaching, as well as to protect his person, 
Slings by follows Mustapha to the slave market, trying to become accustomed 
74Inklings, I, 1-22: Anno Domini, ergo affection (used as verb and 
commented upon), clique, !_"""!'fAD.gllllse, ~es, beau ideal, sequitur, 
perdu, and talaria. 
75Ink1ings, I, 25-49: superbia, birbone, ~ peu pr~s, ~ peur et 
~ reproehe, prieux chevalier, et ~ d•amour. 
76Inklings, II, 3-41: the words which are not used to indicate 
dialogue are pilau, Suridji, entremet, disjecta membra, suite, idem, 
rechauffe, gelt, vide, la patria, turbidus Hennus, fiere, cetera intus 
agentur, Nekropolis, maison ~ plaisance, arubas, ~ Cruscan, and 
narghili!. 
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to the anonymity with which the disguise provides him, but not resisting 
the temptation to whisper in the ear of an acquaintance whom he passes the 
name of that friend's sweetheart. Maimuna is finally discovered, pur-
chased for forty pOlmds, and reunited with Slingsby. Again Willis describes 
a scene while pretending not to, and at the same time avoiding sentimen-
tality. He also offers a reason why he avoids depicting scenes of high 
passion. 
The rules of good-breeding disc0lll1tenance in society what is 
usually called "a scene." I detest it as well on paper. There 
is no sufficient reason, apparent to me, why my sensibilities 
should be drawn upon at sight, as I read, any more than when I 
please myself by following my own devices in company. Violent 
sensations are, abstractly as well as conventionally, ill-bred. 
They derange the serenity, fluster the manner, and irritate the 
complexion. It is for this reason that I forbear to describe 
the meeting between Maimuna and myself after she had been bought 
for forty pounds by the wily and worthy seller of essences and 
pastilles--77 
Willis then proceeds to summarize the scene as well as to cover much 
exposition. 
, , , how she fell upon my neck when she discovered that I, and 
not Hustapha, was her purchaser and master--how she explained, 
between her hysterical sobs, that the Turk who had sold her to 
the slave-dealer was a renegade gipsy, and her mother• s brother 
(to whom she had been on an errand of affection}-ruld how she 
sobbed herself to sleep with her face in the palm of my hands, 
and her masses of raven curls covering my knees and feet like 
the spreading f0lll1tains of San Pietro--and how I pressed my lips 
to the starry parting of those raven tresses on the top of her 
fairest head, and blessed the rel:ying child as she slept--are 
circumstances, you will allow, my dear l1adaml that could not be 
told passably well without moving your amiable tenderness to 
tears. 78 
77Inklings, II, So. 
78Inklings, II, So. 
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And then, with tongue in cheek, he adds, "You will consider this para-
graph, therefore, less as an ingenious manner of disposing of the awkward 
angles of my story, than as a polite and praise-worthy consideration of 
your feelings and complexion, Flushed eyelids are so !!:!Z unbecaming,n79 
The last three quotations constitute section III of Part II in its 
entirety. Willis has avoided presenting scenes which would unnecessari.:cy 
prolong his story, which already is becoming lengthy, This scene is one 
of the cetera intus agentur which Willis has already mentioned, 
The purchase of M.aimuna (Slingsby reimburses and rewards Mustapha} 
imposes a financial austerity on Job and Slingsby, although Job never com-
plains. They lodge in the European quarter of Constantinople where Western 
clothing is worn, the better to disguise Maimuna, Although Job bears 
the economic crisis uncomplainingly, he objects to the morality. 
He would have donned the sugar-loaf hat of a dervish, and begged 
his way home from Jerusalem to Mecca, so only I was content. But 
the morality of the thingt 
''What will you do with this beautiful girl when you get to 
Rome? how will you dispose of her in Paris? how will your friends 
receive this female, already arrived at the age of womanhood, 
who shall have traveled with you two or three years on the con-
tinent? how will you provide for her? hOI!' educate her? how rid 
yourself of her, with any Christian feeling Qf compassion, when 
she has became irrevocably attached to you?ut!O 
Again Job becomes the voice of Slingsby•s conscience as Willis attempts 
to dralnatize the moral predicament Slingsby finds himself in. At this 
point in the story, Slingsby, Job, and Maimuna are at the Symplegades, the 
islands at the entrance to the Black Sea, between Europe and Asia, midway 
between the East and the \-lest. As Slingsby phrases it, "We were pulling 
79Inklings, II, 5o-51. 
80Inklings, II, 51. 
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up to the S;ymplegades while my pl.ain-spoken Mentor thrust me these home 
questions." 
The fact that Willis spells "Mentor" with a capital letter is evidence 
that he was aware o.f the origl.n o.f this word as a proper noun. Nearly 
fNery graduate of Yale in the 1820s would have known that Mentor was the 
disguise which Minerva chose when she accompanied Telsmachus in his search 
for his long-absent father. Just after Job has reminded Slingsby what 
the attitude of New England will be toward his actions, Slingsby calls 
him "l1entor." In this instance it is Slingsby who is 11lost, 11 not his 
father, but Job is trying to bring him ''home" again to his father. Further-
more, it is the "pl.ain-spoken Hentor11 who 11thrust me these home questions. " 
The word~ as an adjective does mean "close; severe; poignant; as a 
home thrust,u81 but in view o.f its context, it is not unlikely that it 
had :for Willis more than this adjectival signification and contained some 
of the connotations of its meaning as a noun, The questions Job has 
raised are pertinent, and they will become more pertinent the closer to 
home Slingsby gets if he persists in retaining Maimuna in his company. 
It is not inappropriate that this conflict between Job and Slingsby occurs 
at the Symplegades since this word denotes not only two rocks between 
Europe and Asia, but also, in a figurative sense, means "a course steered 
between two parties or forces in imminent danger of clashing, 11 82 Slingsby 
is caught between two forces, his love :for Ma:i.muna and his puritan back-
ground; and Willis may well have felt this tension in his own mind, If 
8lwebster, An American Dictionary (1830). 
82webster• s New International Dictionary of ~ English Language, 
second edition, •mabridged, William Allan Nielson et _!!., eds. (Spring-
field, Mass., 1937). 
so, it is temporarily resolved, for at this point Slingsby decides 
that, as long as that lovely creature should choose to eat of 
my bread, it should be free to her in all honor and kindness, 
and, if need were, I would supply to her, wi.th the devotion of 
my life, the wrong and misconstruction of the world. As I 
turned over that leaf in my heart, there crept through it a 
breath of p~ace, and I felt that my good angel had taken me 
into favor.ts3 
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And at the very moment that Slingsby resolves his problem, and feels 
the relief .from his tension, "the dancing caique shot .forth merrily into 
the Black Sea. " The relief which Slingsby feels is symbolized by the 
release of the small boat from the swift current of the Bosphorus into the 
calm waters of the Black Sea. Slingsby has decided to ignore the comren-
tional morality of his fatherland and his culture to .follow the dictates 
of his own heart. And Willis expresses this in religious tenns: Slingsby 
says, 11My good angel had taken me into favor." There is irony in this 
situation, since Slingsby has made a decision which might be questioned 
by any orthodox angel. Slingsby has made his decision and feels that it 
is the right one. Slingsby' s own conscience is clear, even though the New 
England conscience may not be satisfied. He is no longer bothered by Job 
and his moral attitude; he has, as it were, killed that portion of his 
conscience. This may be the reason why Willis referred to the death of 
Job: Slingsby, having .freed himself fran his New England restraints, no 
longer has use for him. Although he ultimately leaves Maimuna in her own 
land, it is for her sake, not for the sake of his New England conscience. 
From this point on in the story the conflict between Job and Slingsby 
ceases. The two discuss their present location. Slingsby reminds Job 
that they are at the outennost limits of their travels. They have 
83Inklings, II, 52. 
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traveled eastward as far as they are going, and Job now stresses the dis-
tance they are from h0111e, and also that the way h0111e is shorter toward the 
West than toward the East; "Six thousand miles, more or less, lie between 
you and your spectacled and respectable mother; but nineteen thousand, the 
small remainder of the earth's circumference, extending due east ••• , 
remain to you untraveled1 1184 The way back heme through Europe is far, but 
much farther is the way through Asia, a land of alien cultures, the mores 
of which Slingsby has just accepted. 
Here Willis introduces another symbol: "Job fixed his eye on a white 
sea-bird apparently asleep on the wing, but diving away eastward into the 
sky, as if it were the heart within us sped onward with our boundless 
wishes. n85 This sea-bird had cane out of Willis's own experiences at the 
entrance to the Black Sea. In Pencillings he had written: 
We turned our prow to the west, and I sighed to remember that I 
had reached my farthest step into the east. Henceforth, I shall 
be on the return. I sent a long look over the waters to the 
bright lands beyond, so famed in history and fiction, and, wishing 
for even a metamo~hosis into the poor sea-bird flying above us, 
~hose travelling expenses Nature pays,) I lay back in the boat 
with a "change in the spirit of my dream.n86 
This passage shows that Willis was aware of the significance of his 
geographical and cultural position as he sat in the boat between the West 
and the East. It also shows that for him, as for Slingsby, the East held 
a fascination, a strong allurement to his senses. He expresses this feel-
ing in Pencillings. 
84Inklings, II, 52. 
B5Inklings, II, 53. 
86Pencillings, II, 64. 
I certainly would not want to live in the East; and when I sum 
up its inconveniences and the deprivations to which the 
traveller fran Europe, with his refined wants is subjected, I 
marvel at the heart-ache with which I turn my back upon it, 
and the deep dye it has infused into my imagination, Its few 
peculiar luxuries do not compensate for the total absence of 
comfort; its lovely scenery cannot reconcile you to wretched 
lodgings; its picturesque costumes and poetical people, and 
golden sky, fine food for a summer's fancy as they are, cannot 
make you forget the civilized pleasures you abandon for them--
the fresh literature, the arts and music, the refined society, 
the elegant collision of the cities of Europe, 
Yet the world contains nothing like Constantinople, If we 
could compel all our senses into one, and live by the pleasure 
of the eye, it were a Paradise untranscended, The Bosphorus--
the superb, peculiar, incomparable Bosphorusl the dream-like, 
fairy-built seraglio! the sights within the city so richly 
strange, and the valleys and streams around it so exquisitely 
fairl the voluptuous softness of the dark eyes haunting your 
every step on shore, and the spirit-like swiftness and elegance 
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of your darting caique upon the waters! In what land is the 
priceless sight such a treasure? Where is the fancy so delicately 
and divinely pampered? 
Every heave at the capstan-bars drew upon my heart; and when 
the unwilling anchor, at last, let go its hold, and the frigate 
swung free with the outward current, I felt as if,
8
in that 
moment, I had parted my hold upon a land of fa!!ry. 7 
These sentiments which reveal Willis's preoccupation with the sensual 
pleasures of life and the delights of the imagination were not calculated 
to please Deacon Willis, but they do show the fascination which the East 
held for Willis himself. This conflict which he felt in his travels he 
has dramatized in "The Gipsy of Sardis," 
The sea-bird, which in Pencillings seems the embodiment of an idle 
wish since its appearance is fortuitous, becanes in "The Gipsy of Sardis" 
an intentional a,mbol £or Slingsby• s--and now Job • a--desires. The idea, 
''whose travelling expenses nature pays, 11 which appears in Pencillings as a 
parenthesis, in Inklings becanes a rhetorical outburst from Job, 
87Pencillings, II, 120-121. 
"But really, Philip, to cast the slough of this expensive and 
il-locomotive humanity, and find yourself afloat with all the 
necessary apparatus of life stowed snugly into breast and tail, 
your legs tucked quietly mray under you, and, instead of coat 
and unmentionables to be put off and on and renewed at such 
inconvenient expense, a self -renewing tegument of cleanly 
feathers, brushed and washed in the canmon course of nature by 
wind and rain--no valet to be paid and drilled--no toothbrushes 
to be mislaid-no tight boots--no corns--no passports nor post-
horsesl Do you know, Fhil, on reflection, I find this 'mortal 
coil 1 a very inferior and inconvenient apparatus 1n88 
Job has so far ceased to act as Slingsbyts conscience that he is 
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capable of blasphemy. Slingsby, unable to resist the temptation to 
ridicule Job, says, "If you mean your own (tmortal coilt), I quite agree 
with you." To which statement Job justifiably takes exception: "I am 
surprised, Mr. Slingsby, that you, who Value yourself on knowing what is 
due from one highly civilized individual to another, should indulge in 
these very disagreeable reflections." This dialogue is intended to be 
typical mock-serious badinage of two young men, close friends, who under-
stand each other perfectly, but the rebuke seems well deserved. Slingsby 
feels that Job's slight is not unprovoked, and he attempts to make amends, 
but not with a sense of humility. His reply contains another theme which 
is a popular one with Willis, the beauty and the beast theme. 
"Do you know, Job, 11 said I, (anxious to restore his self-com-
placency without a direct apology for my rudeness,) 11do you know 
there is a very deep human truth hidden in the familiar story of 
'Beauty and the Beast?' I really am or the opinion, that, 
between the extremes or hideousness and the highest perfection 
of loveliness, there is no face which, after a month's inter-
course, does not depend exclusively on its expression (or, in 
other words, on the amiable qualities of the individual) for 
the admiration it excites. The plainest features become handsome 
unaware when associated only with kind feelings, and the loveliest 
face disagreeable when linked with ill-lrumor or caprice. People 
should remember this when selecting a face which they are to see 
88Inklings, II, 53. 
every morning across the breakfast table for the remainder of 
their natural lives.n89 
The differences between outer beauty and inner ugliness, and vice 
versa, is the theme of several of Willis•s stories. 
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The destination of the sea-bird having come under consideration, Job 
speculates that it will visit 11Shiraz, and Ispaham, and the valley of 
Cashmere 1 To think how that stupid bird will fly over them, in spite of 
all that Hafiz, and Saadi, and Tom Moore have written on the lands that 
his shadow may glide through, will return, as wise as he went, to 
Marmora tn90 
Here stand the two New Englanders, products of Western culture, on 
the border between Europe and Asia, watching the white bird flying toward 
the lands fabled for romance, to cities made famous by poets lalown for 
their hedonistic poetry. They envy all but the innocence of the bird which 
will visit these cities of pleasure, the homeland of Hafiz, famous for the 
vehemence of his amatory verse, and Saadi, renowned for the lyric beauty 
of his lines, and the land written about by Tom Moore, whose Lalla Rookh 
was extremely popular at this time, and whose popularity was due in part 
to his expression of a love of pleasure.91 And on this spot between 
Christian Europe and Mohammedan Asia, the two friends, their philosophies 
having clashed, "bade adieu to the orient, and took the first step west-
89Inklings, II, 54. 
90Inklings, II, 53. 
9lone of the important characters in Lalla Rookh is the Veiled ProphS; 
of Khorassan, whose face was so hideous that he always kept it hidden 
beneath a veil. Readers of the 1830s would have been familiar enough 
with this poem to see a possible resemblance between the Prophet and Job. 
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ward with the~ of reconciliation on our [their) lips."92 Slingsby 
is reconciled to Job, though he does not accept his philosophy, and sees 
the beauty of Job•s character hidden under the ugly exterior, And per-
haps in the same way Willis understood the attitude of his father's 
orthodoxy; hidden beneath what he considered its repugnant aspects was 
a hidden moral beauty which he could not deny, The whole situation seems 
eymbolic to Slingsby. 
We were soon in the strong current of the Bosphorus, and shot 
swiftly down between Europe and Asia, by the light of the sun-
set that seemed to heighten the West for our return, It was a 
golden path homeward, The East looked cold behind; and the 
1'1elcome of our far-away kinsmen seemed sent to us on these 
purpling clouds, ~us back. Beneath that kindling 
horizon--below thaaePartedSiiii--lay the fresh and free land 
of our inheritance, The light of the world seemed gone over to 
it, These, from which the day had declined, were countries of 
memory-ours of hope.93 
The words which seem significant are winning ~ ~· This is more 
than a journey to the outskirts of the Orient; it is an ordeal by tempta-
tion during which Slingsby has yielded to temptation, and now must be 
persuaded to return to the land of his heritage. But just as it is the 
physical environment which calls him back, the swiftness of the current, 
the brilliance of the golden sunset--no silver moonlight this time, the 
regal purple of the clouds, just so is it that Slingsby returns physically, 
reconciled to the hope of his native land, but not accepting its philosophy 
canpletely, Even Job sees some superiority in the East. 
"Oh, Philipl ours, with all its freedom, is a •working-day' land. 
There is no idleness therel The sweat is ever on the brow, the 
•serpent of care• never loosened about the heartl I confess my-
self a worshipper of leisure : I would let no moment of my golden 
92Inklings, II, 54. Italics added. 
93Inklings_, II, 54-55. Italics added, 
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youth go by unrewarded with a pleasure. Toil is ungodlike, and un-
lfOrthy of the iJmnortal spirit, that should 1falk unchained through 
the world. I love these idle Orientals •••• Rich or poor, their 
pleasures are the same. The open air, freedom to roam, a caique 
at the water-side, and a sairgah (palace] on the hill--these 
are their means of happiness, and they are within the reach of 
all; they are nearer utopia than we, my dear Fhil;i.pl We shall 
be more like Turks than Christians in Paradisetn94 
The roles seem to have been reversed again, and Job appears to be 
assuming the role of advocatus diaboli. Slings by realizes this and 
exclaims, "Inglorious Jobl" Job is obviously not himself: "On ordinary 
occasions, Job would have given me a stave of 'Hail Columbial' ••• The 
cloud was on his soul, however," and he speaks "in a kind of nmsing 
bitterness~95 as he laments the loss of Eden,96 vlillis is trying to 
express in Job's speeches his admiration for the simplicity and natural-
ness of the oriental life. The enjoyment of the natural pleasures are 
what Job says he misses in his native New England, where, it may be 
remarked, "Work for the Night is Coming" became eventually a favorite 
hymn. To justify his love of idleness97 Job tries to prove that 11EIII.ergy, 
though it sound a paradox, 11 is the child of idleness, n9B but his attempt 
is not successful. Then to prove his desire for novelty, Job offers to 
94Inklings, II, 55-56. 
95Inklings, II, 55. 
96aenesis, Ill, 17-19: 11And unto Adam he said, Because thou hast 
hearkened unto the voice of thy wife, and hast eaten of the tree, of which 
I commanded thee, saying, 'Thou shalt not eat of it: curst is the ground 
for thy sake; ••• In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread, till 
thou return unto the ground; for out of it wast thou taken; for dust 
thou art, and unto dust shalt thou return.'" 
97Willis wrote two poems entitled "Idleness": Sketches, pp. 32-33 
and Fugitive Poetry, pp. 21-23. 
9Binklings, II, 56. 
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to "start now, 1dth Mai.muna for a guide, and tum gipsy in the rllds of 
Asia.n99 Surely the conflict is resolved when what was the voice of 
Slingsbyts conscience assumes an even more radical suggestion of the 
other side of the argument. 
At this point Willis interjects himself: to apologize for the way he 
is telling the story and to repeat his claim that this story is based on 
fact. 
I am the worst of story-tellers, gentle reader; .for I never get 
to the end. The truth is, that in these rambling papers I go 
CNer the incidents I describe, not as they should be written in 
a romance, but as they occurred in my travels: I write what 
I remember. 
Willis realizes that he has been lured into writing what seemed an 
irrelevant digression. However irrelevant it may seem to Maimuna and her 
adventures, this conversation between Slingsby and Job is pertinent to an 
understanding o.f Willis's psychological tensions. His preoccupation with 
the magnetic attraction of the East on his protagonist was caused by the 
attraction which it had for him. To him it represented the antithesis of 
New England puritanism. He was tom between the puritan morality of his 
training and the .freer atmosphere of sophisticated society, epitomized .for 
him in the pagan and oriental world. This is why he spent so nmch time 
in this story dealing with the arguments of Job and Slingsby, almost .for-
getting that lofaimuna, the cause of the arguments, is present during them; 
she is o.r necessity silent because she cannot understand English. Willis 
himself: left the East rlth regret; it had captured his imagination. But 
the East lacked the cultural and artistic delights of Europe and America, 
and these Willis couJ.d not live rlthout. This conflict was apparently so 
99Ink1ings, II, 57. 
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strong in Willis that when he wrote this story the emotions which he had 
felt during his travels returned to him in strength and he could not keep 
them out of his story, even though this scene destroyed to a certain 
extent the unity of that story. Into the story are projected the tensions 
which Willis felt in Constantinople, and these are related to the tensions 
which seemed to dominate his life. Willis says that he is ;ll'iting what 
he remembers, but his memories lie deeper than the physical action of this 
tale; they are buried in the realms of his subconscious. This is why he 
says, "It is strange how, in the memory of a traveler, the most wayside 
and unimportant things are the best remembered." The incidents seem to 
him wayside and Unimportant because he fails to grasp their psychological 
significance. The clash between Job and Slingsby may be digressions 
artistically, but they are meaningful autobiographically. They are not 
like the digressions in 11Edith Linsey, 11 by means of 1{hich Willis filled 
out his narrative with materials from his own juvenalia. 
To illustrate his last point Willis cites two examples, and these 
fortify the contention that the tensions in Willis were caused by the 
conflict between Willis and his father and that they were projected into 
this story. His first example deals with the Temple of Minerva, patroness 
of the arts. 
You may have stood in the Parthenon, and, looking back upon it 
through a distance of years, a chance word of the canpanion who 
happened to be with you, of the attitude of a Greek seen in the 
plain below, may come up more vividly to the recollection than 
the immortal sculptures on the frieze.lOO 
This is a commonplace experience; what may be significant is the 
selection which Willis has used to prove his case. The first, quoted above, 
lOOrnklings, II, 57. 
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deals with the Parthenon, the second with an incident in church. But 
between these two illustrations are two statements. Willis says, "There 
is a natural antipathy in the human mind to fulfill expectations. We 
wander fran the thing we are told to admire." Could Hillis be thinking 
that he had not lived up to the expectations of his father? that he has 
wandered fran the things his father had told him to admire? The second 
illustration, which follows immediately, would seem to show that he was. 
"The child in church occupies itself with the fly on its prayer-book and 
'The child is father of the man. t" Willis could hardly have written this, 
camnonplace though the experience is, without thinking of his father and 
himself in church. It is hard to say which came first, the thoughts about 
his father, or the presumably autobiographical illustration. It is not 
inconsistent with the facts to assume that 1Villis was thinking of his 
father in the two sentences before the illustration. 
Again Willis has gone from a pagan image to a Christian one. This 
time from the Parthenon, sacred to Minerva, the patroness of the arts, to 
the Christian church of which his father was a deacon. He has even used 
the words father and child in his second illustration.lOl 
Brought up in an orthodox household Willis naturally had hoped to 
experience conversion. At an early age, he had had fears that he never 
would. In 1821 he wrote to his father, "I was unhappy, extremely unhappy, 
when I was in Boston, and have been, I might say, miserable ever since. nl02 
lOlcoincidentally with Willis's use of the fly to distract the child 
from the sennon, Beelzebub, the name of the devil who might be trying to 
seduce the child, means "king of flies. 11 
102Beers, NFW, p. 25. 
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The next year he wrote, "As to becoming a Christian, it is morally beyond 
!!!l pet-rer," But, while still at Andover Academy, Willis undenrent an 
experience which he was convinced was the long-awaited conversion, In 
1823 he wrote to his father, 
I received your package last evening, with my Testament, etc,, 
inclosed, As the word of God I prize it, and as the gift of 
my affectionate father I love it, and shall always look upon it 
as a remembrance of an era in my feelings which I hope I shall 
always be thank±'ul for, You cannot imagine how nmch your visit 
and advice strengthened me in my resolution, and spurred me for-
ward in the good work I had begun. I hope I have now the 
assurance of being an heir of life and a recipient of the pro-
tection which the wings of a Saviour's mercy nmst afford to 
those who are gathered under them,l03 
The advice given Willis by his father is obvious: it dealt with 
his spiritual development and religious conversion. Three days later 
Willis wrote his father, after having come from a revival meeting, "My 
heart is so overflowing with joy and gratitude and happiness that I could 
not rest till I had sat down and told you all, nl04 Willis was happy in 
his conversion and he knew that his father would rejoice with him. He 
even joined the church, But four years at Yale, in spite of its religious 
conservatism, did nmch to weaken Willis's interest in the religion of his 
father. He became acquainted with the worlds of art and of fashion--
rrorlds seemingly incompatible to that in which he had been reared. One can 
imagine the disappointment of :Qeacon Willis when his son was read out of 
the Park Street Church. Willis himself nmst have felt that he had not ful-
filled expectations. 
Willis had made his decision; yet his writings tend to show that he 
l03Beers, NPW, P• 26. 
l04Beers, NPW, p. 28. 
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was never quite reconciled to that decision, The breach with his father's 
way of life may offer an explanation deeper than the surface for his 
statements, "There is a natural antipathy in the human mind to fulfil 
expectations. We wander from the things we are told to admire. 11 
After offering his explanation for his apparent digression, Willis 
goes on to justify it by using an artistic creed held by a later genera-
tion of American writers. 
If, in the most important crisis of my tale, I digress to some 
trifling vein of speculation, --if, at the close eVen, the climax 
seems incomplete, the moral vain,--I plead, upon all these 
counts, an adherence to truth and nature. Life--real life--
is made up of half-finished romance. The most interesting pro-
cession of events is delayed, travestied, and mixed with the 
ridiculous and the trifling, and at the end oftenest left 
imperfect. Who ever saw, off the stage, a five act tragedy, 
with its proprieties and its cJ..imax?l05 
Willis felt that in fiction and drama verisimilitude was sacrificed 
for the purpose of achieving a well-rounded plot, He tried to achieve 
in his fiction a sense of reality, but whether he chose IIIUCh of his 
material from his own experience in order to achieVe reality, or whether 
he strove for reality because much of his fiction was autobiographical, 
it is difficult to say. Many times Willis excuses the formlessness of 
his plots by declaring that they come fran real life, As has been seen 
above, he makes this declaration in his Introductory Chapter to Inklings. 
Part Ill of "The Gipsy of Sardis" recounts the journey of Slingsby, 
Job and Maimuna fran Constantinople up the Valley of Sweet i>/aters. Willis 
incorporates two or three incidents fran his travels to lend reality to 
the adventure, He describes the Turkish custom of spending whole days of 
105Inklings, II, 57-58. 
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idleness and pleasure in the cemeteries. This gives him an opportunity 
to canment on the Christian attitude toward the dead. 
I see nothing in scripture which contradicts the supposition 
that we shall haunt 1 in the intemediate state between death 
and heaven, the familiar places to v1hich we have been 
accustomed •••• Death with us is appalling! The smile has 
scarce faded fran our lips, the light scarce dead in our eye, 
when we are thrust into a noisane vault, and thought of but 
vdth a shudder and a fear. • • • Suppose • • • that they feel 
the contumely and disgust with which the features we professed 
to love are cast like garbage into the earth, and the indecent 
haste with which we tum away from the solitary spot, and think 
of it but as the abode of festering and revolting corruption,l06 
Fortunately "Lvillis abruptly changes the scene at this point, but not 
before he has displayed his fascination with the horror of death and the 
dissolution of the human body. A similar description appears in "Edith 
Linsey, nl07 
The travelers overtake a gravedigger on the road vrho is waiting for 
someone to help carry a corpse to its resting place, A verse of the Koran 
"premises a reward in paradise to him who bears the dead forty steps on 
its vmy to the grave,nl08 The travelers aid in delivering the body to its 
destined grave. This incident comes out of Willis's travels, although 
not quite the way Willis experienced it. The true account reads, 
Four men, apparently quite intoxicated, came running and halooing 
fran the city gates, bearing upon their shoulders a dead man in 
his bier, Entering the cemetery, they went stumbling on over 
the footstones, tossing the corpse about so violently, that the 
helpless limbs frequently fell beyond the limits of the rude 
barrow •••• these extraordinary bearers set down their burden 
not far fran the gate, and, to my surprise, 1-1alked laughing off, 
l06mklings, II, 62, The parts anitted from the above quotation 
are more graphic than those quoted, but are less pertinent. 
107See above, pp. 101-102, 
108Ink1ings, II, 63. 
like men who had merely engaged in a moment 1 s frolic by the 
way.109 
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Willis has made use of the custom, but not the incident, since the 
actual incident would have broken the mood of the story. Another incident 
in the story which comes from Willis's travels suffers in the retelling. 
It is a conversation between Willis's friend and an old woman. In the 
first version the conversation is given directly; in the retelling Willis 
has Ma.imuna act as interpreter for Slingsby, and places the woman at some 
distance from Slingsby so that Ma.imuna has to travel back and forth on 
horseback in order to function as interlocutor. In Pencillings the 
incident is given simply and effectively. 
We met a decrepit old ••oman toiling up the path, and my friend, 
with a Wordsworthian passion for all things humble and simple, 
gave _her the Turkish "Good-morrow," and inquired her business 
at the village. She had been to stavros, to sell ten paras' 
worth of herbs--about one cent of our currency. He put a small 
piece of silver into her hand, while, with the still strong 
habit of Turkish modesty, she employed the other in folding her 
tattered yashmack so as to conceal her features from the gaze 
of strangers. She had not expected charity. ''What is this for?" 
she asked, looking at it with some surprise. 11To buy bread for 
your children, Motherl" 11Effendil" said the poor old creature, 
her voice trembling, and the tears streaming from her eyes, "my 
children are all deadl There is no one now between me and 
Allah. ,_,llo 
In spite of the tinge of sentimentality, there is an effectiveness 
and poignancy about this anecdote. This effect is destroyed in the 
fictional account. A short excerpt will illustrate this point. 
"She is not a beggar, and wishes to know why you give her 
money?" 
"Tell her, to buy bread for her children," said my patriarchal 
friend . ••• 
"She says she has no need of it. 
109pencillings, II, 75. 
llOPencillings, II, 113. 
There is no human creature 
--
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between~~ Allahl"lll 
The force or the woman's final words is blunted by their having been 
put into indirect discourse, and their subtlety has been vitiated by the 
italics. In both versions Willis has not been able to refrain from 
commenting on the poetic quality or the response. 
The wildness or the scenery along the Barbyses prompts a rhapsody 
on freedom from Slingsby. One sentence will suffice as an example. 
Oh, I think we have an instinct, dulled by civilization, which 
is like the caged eaglet•s, or the antelope's that is reared in 
the Arab's tent; an instinct of nature that scorns boundary and 
chain; that yearns to the free desert; that would have the 
earth, like the sea or sky, unapPropriated and open; that 
rejoices in immeasurable liberty or root and &Nelling-place, 
and springs passionately back to its freedom even art~r years 
of subduing method and spirit-breaking confinement. 
The travelers visit the erstwhile home or Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, 
and ultimately reach an aqueduct where the final scene of the story takes 
place. A group or gipsy horsemen, led by a youth "about nineteen, and as 
well-made and gallant a figure for a man as Haimuna for a woman, n113 
surround them and capture Maimuna. Slingsby effects her escape but is 
captured himself after being struck from behind. Whether this blow on 
the head brings him to his senses or not, Slingsby begins to think 
seriously or Maimuna•s future. He explains to her from across the ravine 
the unhappy position she will hold in society if he takes her home with 
him. He tells her that he loves her, but that she lllUSt choose between 
him and the gipsy horseman. In this speech of Slingsby1s Willis reveals 
111Inklings, II, 64-65. 
ll2Inklings, II, 65. 
ll3Inklings, II, 70. 
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that he is aware of the prejudices of his own society, and implies that 
he does not agree with them. But he does show prejudice himself when he 
states that !1aimuna w.l.ll be inferior to the women of his own country. 
What her fate would be in the state of society to which I must 
else introduce her • • • will readily be imagined by the 
reader •••• I concluded with representing to her ••• the 
feelings with which she might be received by my friends, and 
the difficulty she would find in accommodating herself to the 
customs of people, to wham not only she must be inferior in 
the accomplishments of a woman, but who might find, even in the 
color of that loveliest cheek, a reason to despise her.ll4 
vlha.t rlillis means by this last phrase is not very clear. It would 
seem that the "accomplishments of a woman" would refer to education or 
training, and Maimuna is certainly young enough to be educated according 
to the standards acceptable for a young lady of the period. In "The 
Cherokee's Threat," Nunu was pennitted to attend an exclusive ladies• 
finishing school in New Haven and, although she was unable at times to 
control her savage passions, she becomes a lady. That neither Nunu nor 
Maimuna would ever be happy in a society dominated by whites is evident, 
and it may be that Willis felt that it is impossible to transfonn a per-
son bam to what he considers a savage culture into a successful member 
of a higher culture. Once having experienced freedom, neither Nunu nor 
Maimuna would be happy living in Boston or New York. This theme will be 
used again in "Wigwam vs. Almack • s. 11 
When forced to choose between Slingsby and the gipsy youth, Maimuna 
is heartbroken. The gipsy chief, in love with her at first sight, pleads 
his suit, and Maimuna, unable voluntarily to leave Slingsby, decides to 
114rnklings, II, 73. 
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let fate determine her future, It has by now become dark, and as a 
meteor crosses the sky, Maimuna exclaims, "The next shall decide the fate 
of !1a:i.muna1 If it cross to the East, the will of Allah be donel I will 
leave youtnll5 
Like Slingsby, Maimuna has to choose between the East and the west, 
Unlike Slingsby, she is unable to make the choice herself, vlith a few 
brief strokes, Willis ends his long tale, 
The darkness deepened around us, the abyss grew black and 
indistinguishable, and the night-birds flitted past like audible 
shadows, I drew l.faimuna to my bosom, and with my hands buried 
in her long hair, pressed her to my heart, that beat as pain-
fully and as heavy as her own. 
A sudden shriek! She started fran my bosom, and as she fell 
upon the earth, my eye caught, on the face of the mirror [of 
water) from which I had forgetfully withdrawn my gaze, the 
vanishing pencil of a meteor, drawn like a beam of the sunset, 
from west to eastl 
I lifted the insensible child, impressed one long kiss on her 
lips, and flinging her into the arms of the gipsy, crossed the 
parapet, and rode, with a speed that tried in vain to outrun my 
anguish, to Constantinople. 
>fuen he wished, Willis could tell a story with swiftness and economy, 
but in many of his tales, only at the conclusion does he practice this 
skill, In the ending of this story the major conflict is dramatically 
resolved, and, it having been resolved, the story is over, Here is no 
summary of jumbled events, but a straightforward presentation of action, 
Willis has made use of a natural phenomenon to emphasize the resolution 
ll5Inklings, II, 75. Southey had used a similar incident in Thalaba 
the Destroyer, VIII, 14: 
And lot it chanced that, in the chasm 
Of Heaven between, a star, 
Leaving along its path continuous light, 
Shot eastward, "See my guidel" quoth Thalaba, 
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of the conflict. To the image of the sunset at Sardis and the sea-bird 
at the Symplegades is added the meteor at the Barbyses. Slingsby has lost 
his heart to the East, symbolized in his love for Haimuna, but he has 
released her because of the impracticability, not of the impropriety, of 
taking her back home with him. 
It was just so in Willis's life. He naturally inclined toward a 
less rigid code of mores than that of Boston, and even that of the more 
cosmopolitan New York, but he realized that compromise was necessary, that 
he could not always enjoy the freedom which he so much desired, and just 
as the sea-bird sailed off into Asia with the wishes of Slingsby, and just 
as Haimuna is returned to her people with the love of Slingsby, just so 
Willis leaves behind him the life which he would like to lead, because 
he knows it cannot satisfy him forever. Even Job has seen some good in 
the Eastern way of life and has remarked, 11We shall be more like Turks 
than Christians in Paradise l"ll6 
"The Gipsy or Sardis" displays the way in which Willis utilized his 
foreign travel in his fiction. He has transported his two favorite 
characters to Asia Minor, and has let them experience, as he did, the con-
trast between their own culture and that of the East. He has made some 
attempt to provide his story with unity and fonn. There is one major 
interest throughout the story, the love affair between Slingsby and Haimuna, 
although the action is not confined to that interest alone. The other 
incidents are, however, contingent on that story. 
In spite of the diffuseness of plot, "The Gipsy of Sardis" projects 
an intensity of feeling that shows that it comes from experiences of Willis's 
ll6Inklings, II, 56. 
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that were highly meaningful to him. Beers states that Willis's "'Pencil-
lings• o.f Constantinople are among the best in his portfolio, among the best, 
indeed, that have ever been made of the surface of Oriental life, n and much 
of this quality shows through the fictional account. "Here he was off the 
beaten track of common tourists. His nature reveled in the barbaric riches 
of the East and cheerfully plinked the discomforts and the dirt. The 
mysteries of the seraglio and the slave market and the veiled Homen in the 
bazaars piqued his curiosity, and the poetry of the Turkish cemeteries and 
mosques appealed to his sentiment.nll7 '.rhe excitement of this whole thrilling 
adventure is felt through 11The Gipsy of Sardis." 
"Tom Fane and I" 
"Tom Fane and I"ll8 vras the second story which \'Iillis contributed to 
the ~ Honthl.y Magazine.ll9 Chronologically, hmrever, the action o.f the 
story .follows closely that of "The Gipsy o.f Sardis" in the Slingsby saga, 
and in some ways reads like a sequel. In the original version, as published 
in the New Honth1y Magazine and the New York 11irror,l20 Slingsby is called 
Frederick Poppins and Fane is called Lascelles, but in Inklings these names 
have been changed to make the story consistent Hith the other Slingsby 
papers, with the exception of one place 1-rhere, through an oversight on 
vlillls•s part, Poppins appears instead of Slingsby.l21 
The story is headed by a motto from Shelley, 
117Beers, NFW, p. 126. 
llBinklings, II, (7~ -94. 
119XLII (September 1834), 68-76. 
120xrr (October 11, 1834), 115-116. 
121Inklings, II, 82. 
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Common as ligh:t is love 
And its familiar voice wearies not ever,l22 
which is not particularly appropriate to the story. Willis plunges imme-
diately:!:!:, medias ~: "Tom Fanels four Canadian ponies were whizzing his 
light phaeton through the sand at a rate that would have put spirits into 
anything but a lover absent from his mistress, 11 which is precisely the situ-
ation Slingsby is in at the moment. It will be remembered that it was Tom 
Fane Is ponies and Jersey wagon which Slingsby borrowed in "Pedlar Karl" to 
help Heeta elope. The difference in names is the only distinguishing fea-
ture between Tom Fane and Horace Van Pelt in "Driving Stanhope Pro. Tem." 
and "Saratoga Springs." In "Tom Fane and I," Fane has taken over as the 
friend of Slingsby where Job Smith left off in "The Gipsy of Sardis." In 
the second paragraph Slingsby remarks, 
Tam Fane and I had stoned the storks together in the palace of 
Croesus at Sardis. We had read Anastasiusl23 on a Mufti 1 s tanb 
in the Nekropolis at Scutari. We had burned with fig fevers in 
the same caravanserai at Smyrna. We had cooled our hot foreheads 
and cursed the Greeks in emulous Romaic in the dim tomb of 
Agamemnon at Argos.l24 
As has been seen in the discussion of "The Gipsy of Sardis, 11 Job Smith 
accompanied Slingsby through the Near East, not Tom Fane. This discrepancy 
is not important, except to show that Willis did not set out to write a series 
of related stories. Later, when he saw the possibility of relating these 
122!nklings, II, [79]; Prometheus Unbound, II, v, 40-41. 
123Thamas Hope, Anastasius: ~ Hemoirs of~~ (1819), a histor-
ical, picaresque novel concei'lll.ng the adventures of a Greek youth who 
travels throughout the Levant, becomes a Mohammedan and participates in the 
Russo-Turld.sh war. This novel influenced Byron Is Don Juan: see Anton 
Pfeiffer, Thomas Hopes 11Anastasius 11 ~ ~ Byrons "Don Juan" (11unich, 
1913). Willis had quoted from Anastasius in Pencillings, II, 119-120. 
124Inklings, II, [7~ -80. 
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stories by means of an identical central character, Slingsby, he changed 
some of the stories to make them consistent, usually by the simple expedient 
of changing the names of the characters, but he did not revise extensively. 
In "Pedlar Karl" there is no suggestion that Tom Fane is not an Amer-
ican, but in "Tom Fane and I" he is a captain in the British anny, stationed 
at Quebec, where Slingsby visits him on one of his rambles. To relieve the 
monotony, Slingsby has suggested a trip to Saratoga, the same expedient 
tried in "Driving Stanhope Pro. Tem." Slingsbyts heart is already at Sara-
toga in the keeping of a girl 11 as pretty as the starry-eyed Ci.rcassian ;re 
gazed. at through the grill in the slave-market at Constantinople."l25 This 
allusion to a scene from one of Willis's travel adventures which was later 
used in "The Gipsy of Sardis," as well as other references in this story, 
makes "Tom Fane and I" an appropriate one to follow "The Gipsy of Sardis" 
in Inklings, even though it was written a year earlier. 
Slingsbyts inamorata this time is Hiss Kate Lorimer, a Southern belle, 
the ward of l1r. George Washington Jefferson Frump, who does not approve of 
Slingsby for two reasons: he is not in the "sugar line" and his "father wore 
gloves and 1 did nothing for a living. tnl26 This last state:nent shows that 
Willis was aware of the American abhorrence of idleness and the fetish made 
of work as moral discipline. To be idle was to give the devil opportunity to 
find mischief to be done; in the lexicon of pioneer and puritanical America, 
honest and hard-working were inseparable tenns and were almost synonJIIIIOUS. 
Slingsby is loath to forfeit Miss Lorimer's fortune by eloping, and is 
searching for some way to win the lady and her fortune. Fane promises to 
125Inklings, II, 80. 
126Inklings, II, 82. 
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help Slingsby secure the girl, "money and all ••• mines, molasses, and 
Missouri acres.nl27 Slingsby promises in return "a team of Virginia blue 
bloods that would astonish Ascot, and ••• forgiveness for [Tom•s) having 
ridden over" him "with a camel on the banks of the Hennus." The two 
youths have set out for Saratoga, drawn by "four cattle that uould buy the 
soul of Osbaldistone.nl28 
\-Iillis's summary of the trip fran Quebec to Saratoga reveals the com-
plicated traveling arrangements in the pre-railroad era: from Quebec down 
the St. Lawrence by boat to Montreal; overland to Lake Champlain; by steamer 
to Ticonderoga; by carriage to Lake George; across Lake George by steamer, 
where, says Slings by, "we made our last landing on the edge of a pine-
forest, where our story opens.nl29 This recapitulation has brought Willis 
back to the opening sentence of the story. 
Willis's description of the pine forest through uhich the youths are 
driving starts with another simile inspired by Willis• s visit to Turkey. 
The 11heaven-kissing"l30 pines towered on every side like the 
thousand and one columns of the Palaeologi at Constantinople; 
their flat and spreading tops shutting out the light of heaven 
almost as effectually as the world of Mussulmen, mosques, kiosks, 
bazaars, and Giaours sustained on those innumerable capitals, 
darkens the subterranean wonder of Stamboul.l31 
Thus did Willis unintentionally secure a transition from "The Gipsy of 
Sardis" to this story. As usual Willis couples his pagan simile with a 
127Inklings, II, 83. 
128~s, II, 80. Frank Osbaldistone is the protagonist in Walter 
Scott•s ~ (1818). 
129Inklings, II, 81. 
130William Shakespeare, Hamlet, III, iv, 58. 
131Inklings, II, [79] • 
Christian allusion. 
An American pine forest is as like a temple, and a sublime one, 
as any dream that ever entered into the architectural brain of 
the slumbering Martin.l32 The Thnkeel33 methodists, in their 
camp-meetings, have but followed an irresistible instinct to 
worship God in the religiou13 dimness of these intenninable 
aisles of the wilderness,l34 
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As the two friends are driving along, Fane is disturbed at Slingsby•s 
melancholy and asks, "Do not 
•The pine-boughs sing 
Old songs with new gladness?•l35 
and in the years that we have dangled about, •here-and-there-
ians•l36 together, were you ever before grave, sad, or sulky? Half 
an hour more of the dread silence of this forest and it will not 
need the horn of Astolphol37 to set me irremediably mad,l38 
As can be seen from what has been indicated, the first three or four 
pages of this story are replete with all kinds of historical, geographical, 
and literary allusions. 
Slingsby•s sickness is nothing more than love melancholy, and with the 
promise of help from Fane, Slingsby arrives at 11the Bath of Americanl39 
132John Martin (1789-1854) was a British artist in whose works 11the 
horrors of the tempest, the convulsions of nature, the awful immensity of 
space, are caubined with the gorgeousness and sublimity£!:.~ architecture 
and drapery, and the tempest of terror and despair in the human breast. 11 
Encyclopaedia Americana (1860 [1831) ). Italics added. 
133The word Thnkee did not appear in the earlier versions of this story. 
134Inklings, I, [79]. For one possible source for this not uncommon com-
parison of a forest to a temple, see William Cullen Bryant, "A Forest H;ylnn" 
(1825). 
135Percy Bysshe Shelley, Prometheus Unbound, IV, 48-49: "The pine 
boughs are singing I Old songs uith new gladness." 
136See the motto on the title page of Inklings, discussed above, p. 2. 
137See Ludovico Ariosto, Orlando Furioso, XX, J.xxxvii-xviiic. 
138Ink1ings, II, 81. 
139Ink1ings, II, 83. 
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in good spirits. In compliance with Fane•s as yet undisclosed strategy, 
he stops at a small tavern while Fane, anned with a letter of introduc-
tion to Slingsbyts sister, drives on to the famous Congress Hall. 
The next day Slingsby removes to Barhydt•s, a well-known but 
sequestered inn five miles from town. At this point in the story, while 
giving time for Fane's scheme to develop, Willis (through Slingsby} pro-
vides the reader with a short history of Saratoga, explaining that 
A roving mineralogist tasted the waters of Saratoga, and • • • 
up spl'Wlg a thriVing village around the fountain t s lip, and 
hotels, tin tumblers and apothecaries, nrultiplied in the usual 
proportion to each other, but out of all precedent, with every-
thing else for rapidity ••• and it was soon established from 
the plains of Abraham to the Savannahs of Alabama, that no 
person could exist through the months of July and August with-
out a visit to the chalybeate springs and populous village of 
Saratoga.l40 
As for Mynheer Barhydt, 
[Saratoga] contained seven thousand inhabitants before Herr 
Barhydt, living in his wooded seclusion only five miles off, 
became aware of its existence. A pair of lovers, philandering 
about the forest on horseback, popped in upon him one June 
morning, and thenceforth there was no rest for the soul of the 
ru.tchman. EVery body rode down to eat his trout and make love 
in the dark shades of his mirrored lagoon, and at last, in self-
defence, he added a room or two to his shanty, enclosed )lis 
cabbage garden, and put a price upon his trout-dinners.l41 
In this remote spot with his copies of Barry Cornwall and Elia, 
Slingsby awaits patiently word from Tan Fane, but he finally can wait no 
longer. The description of his next move might seem radically anachronis-
tic to one unaware that the word roadster antedates the automobile era 
and meant a horse fitted for traveling. 
On the second evening of my seclusion, I made bold to borrow 
old Barhydt•s superannuated roadster, and getting up the steam 
l4oinklings, II, 84-85. 
14linklings, II, 85. 
with :i.nt:inite difficulty in his rickety engine, higgled142 away 
with a pace to which I could not affix a name, to the gay 
scenes of Saratoga.143 
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The horse which Ichabod Crane borrowed from his landlord was ironically 
named Gunpowder;144 Slingsby•s mount is called ~Teufel. 
At Saratoga Slingsby conceals himself outside one of the windows of 
the ballroom at Congress Hall to await developments. In this situation, 
he says, "I feel called upon to describe" the famous building, and in so 
doing, explains the significance of this fashionable hotel to the Amari-
cans of the 1830s. 
SCilla fourteen or fifteen millions of white gentlemen and ladies 
consider that wooden and windowed Babylon as the proper Palace 
of Delight-~ sojourn to be sighed for, and sacrificed for, and 
economised145 for--the birth-place of love, the haunt of Hymen, 
the arena of fashion--a place for which, if the conjuring cap of 
King Erricus itself couJ.d not furnish a season ticket, it might 
lie on a lady's toilet as unn~~ced as a bride's night-cap a 
twelfth~onth after marriage. 
Slings by takes this time also to discuss his (Willis's) theory that 
American women are superior to European women. 
142The use of higgled here is apparently a Willisism. Research has 
failed to uncover a signification which fits the sense here. 1-lebster•s 
American Jli.ctionary (1848) gives two meanings for this verb, to peddle 
from door to door and to chaffer. !13rhaps Willis was thinking of the slow 
pace at which the Yankee peddlers of the period traveled about the country-
side. 
143rnklings, II, 86. 
144Irving, Works, II, 267 o 
145<..allis Americanized his spelling considerably for the New York 
edition of Inklings. The spelling economised here is an example of his 
lack of cons~stency or thoroughness. This Story contains another example 
of the type of change which Willis made in his stories for American readers. 
In Inklinfs• II, 82, appears the word devil which was sUbstituted for 
deuce, wh ch appeared in the original. story. (See ~ XII (October 11, 
mii}, 115. Willis's emendation may provide clues as to the relative 
standing of these two words in England and America at this time o 
146Inklings, II, 86. 
I do believe the new world has a newer mold for its mothers 
and daughters. I think I am not prejudiced. I have been years 
away. I have sighed in France; I have loved in Italy; I have 
bargained for Circassians in an Eastern bezestein, and I have 
lounged at Howell and James's on a swmy day in the season; 
and my quick eye is trained and my perceptions quickened--but 
I do think • • • that there is no such beautiful worl!: of God 
under the arch of the sky as an American girl in her belle-
hood.l47 
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w.Lllis is restating a theme he has used before that nothing is more 
beautiful than a beautiful woman and that no women are more beautiful 
than American women. He also is pretending, while hiding behind the 
mask of Slingsby, to be an experienced voluptuary. After these appropriate 
discussions, w.Lllis returns to his story. 
Through the window Slingsby sees Tom Fane paying particular attention 
to Kate lorimer, whose 11ungloved ann lay caressingly and confidingly within 
his, as white, round, and slender as if Canova had wrought it in Pa.rian 
marble for his Psyche.n148 Kate has the advantage over her sister belles: 
she is "a beauty of northern blood nurtured in a southern clime. 11 Willis • s 
conception of the attributes of the belles of the North and South has 
already been discussed; here he gives Kate a combination of these 
attributes, 11the intelligence and constancy of the north ld.ndling with 
the enthusia!ml and iJnpulse, the passionateness and the abandon of a more 
burning latitude." 
Later while walking through the garden, Slingsby overhears part of 
Tam•s and Kate•s conversation. 
"Are you sure, quite sure, that you could venture to marry 
without a fortune?" --
l47Inklings, II, 88. 
l48Inklings, II, 89. 
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nQuite, dear Hiss IDrimerl nl49 
St.ung by what he thinks is a betrayal of trust, Slingsby debates 
whether to accuse Tam of his treachery in front of Kate, whether to drown 
himself, or whether to join an Indian tribe and make war on the United 
states. He resolves, however, to be magnanimous, and writes Tam a letter 
requesting to be allowed to act as Tam•s groomsman at the approaching 
nuptials. On his way back to Barhydt•s, he "enjoyed the scenery in the 
humor of the mad old Hieronymo in the Spanish tra.gedy:--•the moon dark, 
the stars extinct, the winds blowing, the owls shrieking, the toads 
croaldng1 the minutes jarring, and the clock striking twelve 1'"150 Doubt-
lessly Slingsby feels himself as outrageously treated as H:i.eronymo. 
The next. day, a letter arriving from Tam accepts Slingsby• s generous 
offer and adds, np. s.--I shall endeavor to be at Barhydt•s, with materials 
for the fifth act of our comedy, tomorrow morning.ul51 Slingsby fails to 
see the comic possibilities of the situation, but this story has the 
elements of an old comedy as will be seen in the sequel. The next. day 
Tam arrives at Barhydt•s, bringing with him Kate, Slingsby• s sister, 
Hr. Poppletree, the village magistrate, and a contract of marriage made 
out to Katherine Lorimer and Philip Slingsby. Brooking all interrogation, 
Tan advises despatch, and the bewildered Slingsby is married to Miss Lorimer 
on the spot. Tam then asks how Slings by knmi' he was planning to marry 
his sister, and Slingsby• s explanation of his misconstruction of the 
149Inklings, II, 90. 
l50Inkl:!.ngs, II, 91; Thomas Kyd, The Spanish Tragedt' III, xiia. 
These lines are part of the additional""'di'alogue written y Ben Jonson 
in 1601. 
l51Inkl:!.ngs, II, 91. 
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dialogue he had overhead clears up the misunderstanding. Then SJ.ingsby 
asks how Tom persuaded Frump to part with his ward. Tom explains, 
"Suffice it for the present, that Mr. Frump believes Mr. Tan Fane 
(alias Jacob Fbipps, Esq., sleeping partner of a banking-house 
at Id.verpool) to be the accepted suitor of his fair ward. In 
his extreme delight at seeing her in so fair a way to marry into 
a bank, he generously made her a present of her own fortune, 
signed over his right to control it ••• and will undergo as 
agreeable a surprise in about .five minutes as the greatest lover 
of excitement could desire.nl52 
The story ends happily for everyone except Mr. George Washington 
Jefferson Frump, Esq., who leaves Saratoga precipitously. This story is 
one of Willis's light tales of American watering places, and in it he 
captures the atmosphere of these resorts, although in this story the 
reader sees little of Saratoga itself. The joie ~ Vivre expressed in 
this story is Willis's own, although the plot, with its young lovers, the 
mistaken identity, and the duped guardian has its obVious sources. iofillis 
has, however, played down the haclaleyed situations in the plot. Consider-
ing that Saratoga was one of Willis's favorite haunts, one can see that 
he has used restraint in his description of the setting. The story is 
better proportioned than many of Willis's early ones. Though the end is 
crowded with action, it gives the impression of confused excitement rather 
than of a precipitous tennination of a story the author has tired of or 
had to get off to the printer in a hurry. 
The two descriptions of Saratoga and Congress Hall do not seem to 
delay the action, so well integrated are they in the plot, and they must 
have appealed to the American readers who had never been to Saratoga but 
who were curious about it. To the English readers for whom it was 
152Ink1ings, II, 93-94. 
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originally 1;ritten, the whole stor,y revealed for them the atmosphere of 
"the Bath of America." 
"Larks in Vacation" 
"Larks in Vacationnl53 is composed of three sketches which were orig-
inallywritten separately for the American Monthly l~gazine and which were 
later rewritten and combined into a series of sequential incidents. The 
three sketches, which Willis calls chapters, are, "Driving Stanhope Pro. 
Tam.," "Saratoga Springs," and "Mrs, captain Thompson." The first of these 
1-1as published in the American MonthJ.y Magazine in 1831.154 It was republished 
in the ~ Monthly Hagazinel55 and the New York Nirror156 in 1836 as Chap-
ter I of "Larks in Vacation." The second sketch appeared in the American 
Monthly Magazine in 1831157 as 11The Alias--or Mr. St. John" and in the ~ 
}1onthly Magazinel58 and the New York Mirror159 as Chapter II of "Larks in 
Vacation." The third sketch appeared in the American Monthly l~gazine in 
1831 as "Captain Thompson, ,16o but not again until its inclusion in Inklings. 
This is one of the few autobiographical stories to which Willis 
assigns a definite date, He states that the stocy happened in the summer 
153Inklings, II, [97]-129. 
154III (Hay 1831), 96-100. 
155xtvr (April 1831), 468-472. 
156xrrr (May 28, 1836), 38o. 
157III (June 1831), 192-196. 
158xtvi (April 1836), 472-479. 
159xrii (May 28, 1836), 380-381 
16orri (April 1831), 39-41. 
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of 1827, the precise year, in fact, in which Willis made his senior vaca-
tion trip. This is one of the stories which was inspired by that 
excursion. 
"DriVing Stanhope Pro. Tem." 
Slingsby is visiting his friend Horace Van Pelt, l61 the descendant 
of an early Dutch family. His arrival finds Horace in solitary charge of 
his paternal acres, "sitting over his olives and claret.nl62 Van Pelt's 
family is away "on the summer excursion to the Falls and Lakes," which, 
Willis informs his J;lritish readers, is "taken by a.lmost every •well-to-
do' citizen of the United States." The two young men look forward to a 
week of tm.alloyed pleasure, but 
By the fifth f!Ve of my sojourn, we had exhausted variety. All 
sorts of headaches and megrims in the morning, all sorts of 
birds, beasts, and fishes for dinner, all sorts of accidents in 
all sorts of vehicles, left us on the seventh day out of sorts 
altogethgr. We were two discontented Rasselasses in the Happy 
Valley.l 3 
Dlring his literary apprenticeship in Boston, when \iillis was pos-
ing as a sybarite, the following description of the two sensualists satiated 
with dissipation would immediately have been applied to Willis himself by 
his fellow Bostonians. 
• • • there we sat, mum and melancholy, two sated Sybarites, 
silent an hour by the clock. The mahogany was bare between us. 
16lrn three of Willis's juvenile sketches, a character of the name of 
Horace Fritz appeared. Presumably this is the same character. See "Leaves 
from a Collegert s Album, 11 The I.egen~, II (December 1828), 96-109 and 
"Letters fran Horace Fritz;E'sq.,ii er I, AMM, I (April 1829), 52-63 
and Number II, AMM, I (Jtm.e 1829), 203-213. -
162Inklings, II, 97 • 
163Inklings, II, 98. 
Any number of glasses and bottles stood in their lees about the 
table; the thrice-fished juice of an olive-dish and a solitary 
cigar in a silver case had been thrust aside in a warm argument, 
and, in his father's sacred gout-chair, buried to the eyes in 
his loosened cravat, one leg on the table, and one somewhere in 
the neighborhood of my own, sat Van Felt, the eidolon of 
exhausted amusement. 
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Horace is suddenly inspired to suggest that they both need a visit 
to Saratoga. They will sleep through Sunday and set off Monday morning, 
Slingsby to take the stanhope and drive directly to Saratoga, Van Felt 
to take the bay colts and the drosky by way of Albany to secure sane lllUch-
needed cash--11The circulating medium11164 he euphemistica.J..:cy calls it--
and overtake Slingsby on the way. As planned, the two start out on Monday 
morning, and as is usual with Willis when one of his characters gets his 
hands on a pair of reins, a passage on the pleasure of fast driving follows. 
It is perhaps not accidental that Willis chose the name Rrl.lip for his 
favorite protagonist. 
Tempest took the road in beautiful style. I do not remember 
to have been ever so elated. I was always of the Cyrenaic philos-
ophy that "happiness is motion, 11 and the bland Vitality of the air 
had refined my senses. The delightful feel of the reins thrilled 
me to the shoulder. Driving is like any-other appetite, 
dependent for the delicacy of its enjoyment on the system, and 
a day•s temperate abstinence, long sleep, and the glorious per-
fection of the morning, had put my nerves 'in condition.• I 
felt the air as I rushed through. The power of the horse was 
added to my consciousness o£ enjoyment, and if you can imagine 
a centaur with harness and stanhope added to his living body, I 
felt tqe triple enjoyment of animal exercise which would then be 
his.l65 
Thus had the citizens of Boston frequently seen Willis driVing through 
the streets, the young editor just out of college, flaunting his cosmopol-
l 64Inklings, II, 99. 
l65Inklings, II, 100. 
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itanism in their faces. His bizarre costU!Ile and his fashionable gig were 
an affront to Boston morality, and called forth biting jibes from his 
literary rivals. In this story the supercilious coxcanb is to receive 
retribution, however. 
Willis continues the description of the scenery along Slingsby•s 
route. At one o'clock Slingsby stops at an inn to rest his horse and eat 
his noonday meal. He pays his bill with a twenty-dollar note, receives 
his change, and sets off again toward Saratoga. He rides at a slow speed, 
stopping occasionally to pick violets. He is eventually overtaken by 
"three stout fellows 11166 armed with pitchforks who order him to stop. 
Thinking he is about to be robbed, he receives the first fellow ''with a 
well-placed thrust of his heel which sent him back into the road, 11 and 
makes his escape, but he ultimately comes a cropper. 
A couple of miles was the work of no time, Tempest la;ying his legs 
to it as if the stanhope had been a cobweb at his heels; but at 
the end of that distance there came a sharp descent to a mill-
stream, and I just remember an unavoidable mile-stone and a jerk 
over a wall, and the next minute, it seemed to me, I was in the 
room where I had dined, with my hands tied and a hundred people 
around me. My left tgf'le was, by the glass opposite me, both 
bloody and begrimed.l 7 
Slingsby has been apprehended as a criminal: the note with which he 
paid his bill had been counterfeit; he had resisted arrest by the pitch-
fork-anned posse; furthennore, the initials on the stanhope, which were 
Van Pelt•s, did not match those in his hat, 
and the want of correspondence was taken as a decided corrobora-
tion. It was remarked also by a bystander that I was quite too 
much of a dash for an honest man, and that he had suspected me 
166Inklings, II, 102. 
167Inklings, II, 103. 
from the first seeing me drive into the Village1 I was 
sufficiently humbled by this time to make an inward vow never 
again to take airs upon myself if I escaped the country jail.l68 
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Idleness was next to 1mgodliness in the minds of many Americans in 
this period, and the man who had nothing better to do than dash about 
the countryside in the middle of the day in a fancy rig and condescending 
airs was looked upon with suspicion by the descendants of a pioneer 
culture. "Besides," Willis allows Slingsby to add, "I was muddy, and my 
hat was broken in on one side, proofs of Villany which appeal to the 
commonest 1Ulderstanding.nl69 
As Slingsby is about to be taken to the county jail, Van Pelt comes 
dashing up the road. Van Pelt, whose stanhope has now been recognized by 
the Villagers, does not recognize Slingsby in his battered condition. 
From this point.on, the story has two endings, the original which 
appeared in the magazine versions, and the second which was written for 
Inklings. The latter version is the better. The original ending reads 
as follows. 
The driver of the cart seemed more impressed by the energy 
of my cries than my friends the constables, and pulled up his 
horse. Some one in the crowd cried out that I should have a hear-
ing or he would ''wallup the comitatus," and the justice, called 
back by this expression of an opinion from the sovereign people, 
requested his new guest to look at the prisoner. 
"Do you know the culprit?" he asked in a solemn voice, after 
obtaining a momentary silence from the crowd. 
Van Pelt had by this time, become possessed of the circum-
stances of the case, and his first glance showed me that he 
recognized me. To rrry utter astonishment, however, the smile 
168Inklings, II, 103-104. 
169Inklings, II, 104. 
that had involuntarily started to his lips changed to a feigned 
look of surprise; and after gazing at me for a minute, while 
the crowd watched his face for the effect of his examination 
he turned to the justice and declared he had never seen me ' 
before in his lifel 
"Drive on, constable," said the justice; and with a shout 
from the people, the horse started into·a smart trot, and pre-
ceded by a hundred boys, we went jolting over the stones of the 
Village street, on our way to the county jail, 
Van Pelt overtook me 51t the end of the first mile; but I was 
long in forgiving him,l70 
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In this version Slingsby receives the same treatment fran Van Pelt 
that Job Smith had received from Blanche Carroll in "F, Smith," with 
this difference: Van Pelt Is treatment of Slings by, though justified by 
Slingsbyls previous actions, is merely a boyish prank, whereas Miss 
Carroll's treatment of Job is the undeserved cruelty of a heartless 
coquette. The second ending of this story improves the plot, for Van 
Pelt's failure to recognize Slingsby is now Slingsbyls own fault, and 
his incarceration is a merited retribution for his own foolish conduct. 
Van Pelt becomes unconsciously an ironical Nemesis, and Slingsby' s punish-
ment is not merely the concomitant outcome of a practical joke. After 
the first paragra:ph as quoted in the ending above, the second ending 
continues as follows. 
I was preparing to have my hands untied, yet feeling so 
indignant at Van Pelt for not having recognized me that I would 
not look at him, when, to my surprise, the horse started off 
once more, and looking back, I saw my friend patting the neck 
of his near horse, evidently not having thought it worth his 
while to take any notice of the justice's observation. Choking 
with rage, I flung myself down upon the straw, and jolted on 
without further remonstrance to the county town, 
I had been incarcerated an hour when Van Pelt 1 s voice, half 
angry with the turnkey and half ready to burst into a laugh, 
170N~ XII (May 28, 1836), 380. 
resounded outside. He had not heard a word spoken by the 
the officious landlord, till af'ter the cart had been for some 
time gone. Even then, belieVing it to be a cock-and-bull 
story, he had quietly dined, and it was only on going into 
the yard to see af'ter his horse that he recognized the 
debris of his stanhope, 
The landlord's apologies, when we returned to the inn, were 
more amusing to Van Pelt then consolatory to Fhilip Slingsby.l11 
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The fact that Van Pelt did not recognize his friend may seem 
incredible, but given the fact that Slingsby is in a situation lUlusual 
for one of Van Pelt•s friends to be found in, end given the fact that 
Slingsbyls bloody end belutted appearance makes him almost lUlrecognizable, 
the circumstances are not lUlbelievable, Van Pelt still acts as a deus 
ex machina which leaves the plot somewhat contrived, but his arrival has 
been prepared for and is, therefore, natural. 
Slingsby•s embarrassment in the final version seems merited and 
his humiliation more deserved. Though Willis hints at no moral, the 
story illustrates the Biblical proverb, "Pride goeth before destruction, 
end a haughty spirit before a fall," Slingsby is perfectly aware of the 
figure he is cutting before his literal and figurative destruction and 
fall, as the following statement shows. 
(The stanhope) was in beautiful order, and what would have been 
termed on any tad; in the world a tasteful turn-out. Light 
cream-colored o , black wheels and shaf'ts, drab lining edged 
with green, dead black harness, light as that on the panthers 
of Bacchus--it was the last style of thing you would have 
looked for at the 11 stoup 11 of a Du.tch homestead.l72 
Slingsby is taking pride in the fashionableness of his vehicle, 
conscious that there were few such in the colUltryside through which he was 
171Inklings, II, 105. 
172Inklings, II, 100. 
passing. He takes delight in being "stared at by the natives," and in 
"creating a great sensationnl73 as he drives up to the inn. At that 
place his condescension increases. 
The cook had probably never heard of more than three dishes in 
her life, but these three were garnished with all manner of 
herbs, and sent up in the best china as warranty for an unusual 
bill, and what with coffee, a small glass of new rum as an 
apology for a chasse ~' and a nap in a straight backtd chair, 
I killed the enemy to my satisfaction till the shadows of the 
poplars lengthened across the yard.l74 
As he leaves the inn, his conduct is still more intolerableL 
••• as I had begun the day ~ grand seigneur, I did not object 
to the bill, which considerably exceeded the outside of my cal-
culation, but giving the landlord a twenty-dollar note, received 
the change unquestioned, doubled the usual fee to the ostler, 
and let Tempest off with a bend forward which served at the 
same time for a gracious bow to the spectators.l75 
And then Slingsby adds as an aside to the reader: "So remarkable 
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a coxcomb had probably not been seen in the Village since the passing of 
Cornwallis's amy."l76 
Had he not acted so snobbishly, his passing of the counterfeit bill 
might have been attributed to ignorance, and he might have been given the 
chance to clear himself, but in the 1820s such a putting on of airs would 
at once make him suspect, and at his first slip up the villagers were 
ready for him. Later, after his capture, the American spirit of fair play 
and an innate sympathy with the underdog caused the crowd to switch sides 
and offer Slingsby a chance to clear himself, and the constable, aware that 
173Inklings, II, 101. 
174Inklings, II, 101. 
175Inklings, II, 101-102. 
176Inklin!:Os, II, 102. 
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his office depended on the will of the people, complied with their request, 
This whole scene has an American flavor to it. 
This story is extremely well knit for an early story of Willis's, 
Since it became one part of a two-part, and then a three-part story, perhaps 
Willis felt that he did not have to pad it when he republished it, Through-
out, the tone is light and witty, the action is rapid (except at Van Pelt• s 
when Willis is trying to show the ennui felt by the two young men), and 
there are almost no irrelevant details in the story. The ending is more 
artistically handled, especially in the final version, than some of Willis• s 
other early endings, 
"Saratoga Springs" 
"Saratoga Springs" is a continuation of "Driving Stanhope Pro. Tern." 
The story starts with the arrival of Van Pelt and Slingsby at Congress Hall, 
Saratoga, just at tea time. Because they are covered with the grime of 
travel, they drive up to the side door and make their i'lay to the bachelors• 
wing via the backstairs to make themselves presentable. Slingsby discovers, 
to his chagrin, that his appearance is extremely distasteful. Sunburned 
"from the temples to the chin, 11 his hair plastered down because he had had 
to "deluge" it "like a mop to get out the dust,n177 he is called by Van Pelt 
"The most hideous thing my eyes ever looked upon,n178 But Slingsby•s hunger 
is stronger than his vanity, so dressed, he says, "in a roundabout, a checked 
cravat, my hair plastered over my eyes a la Mawwonn,179 and a face like the 
177Inklings, II, 107. 
178Ink1ings, II, 108. 
179Mawwonn is the sanctimonious hypocrite in Isaac Bickerstaffe' s 
~Hypocrite (1769), a play based on Colley Cibber•s ~Non-Juror, which 
in turn was based on Moliere's Tartuffe. 
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sign of the • Rising Sun, rnl80 Slingsby descends to the grand salon, hoping 
that by seating himself unobtrusively no one will recognize him. 
Although it is tea which is being served, 
The table was covered with meats, berries, bottles of chalybeate 
water, tea appurtenances, jams, jellies, and radishes, and, but 
for the absence of the roast, you might have doubted whether the 
meal was breakfast or dinner, lunch or supper. Happy count:ryl 
in which any one of the four meals may serve a hungry man.l81 
This paragraph reveals the lavishness of the cuisine at Congress Hall, as 
well as the incredible appetites of the nineteenth-century Americans. But 
upon this occasion, Slingsby outdoes all the other guests, and soon, as he 
says, "The pigeon-pie stood ••• well quarried before me, the debris of the 
excavation heaped upon my plate. 11 When the meal is nearly over, a couple of 
late arrivals (they had "lingered too long at Barhydtrsnl82) seat themselves 
opposite Slingsby, and, painfully conscious of his appearance as he is, to 
his horror he recognizes the gentleman to be his "most intimate friend at 
the University, 11 Tom Ellerton.l83 Tom introduces the young lady as his sis-
ter, and Slingsby e:Jq>lains to the reader that, although he had never met her, 
A correspondence arising from my long and constant intimacy with 
Tom Ellerton, had been carried on for a year between me and his 
sister, and that, being constantly in the habit of yielding to me 
in matters of taste, he had, I knew well, so exaggerated to her 
my personal qualities, dress, and manners, that she could not in 
any case fail to be disappointed in seeing me. 
This incident illustrates Willis's ability to make the slightest social 
situation dramatic. Slingsby is mortified beyond help as he observes "Miss 
180Inklings, II, 107-108. 
181Inklings, II, 108. 
182Inklings, II, 109. 
183The number of intimate friends which Slingsby had at college of the 
name of Tom is phenomenal. 
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Ellerton1 s eyes resting inquisitively and furtively on the mountain of 
pigeon bones lifting their well-picked pyramid to my [his] chin," and he 
wishes himself "an ink-fish at the bottom of the sea.nl84 
Slingsby has committed two or the seven deadly sins, gluttony and van-
ity, but Willis is not interested in the moral question, merely in plunging 
Slingsby into a social contretemps so he can get him out again as cleverly 
as is possible. Slingsby flees the dining-room and pours out his tale of 
woe to his friend Van Pelt. Van Pelt is as ingenious in getting Slingsby out 
of scrapes as was Torn Fane in 11Tom Fane and I, 11 and, ordering Slings by to 
cover his face with unguent, he promises to help, informing Slingsby that 
Fhl.lip Slingsby, sunburnt, in a white roundabout, and Phil Slings by, 
pale and well drest, are as different as this potted cream and a 
dancing cOli. • • • Tall man as you are, you are as short-bodied as 
a monkey, (no offence, Phill) and when you sit at table, you are 
rather an under-sized gentleman. I have been astonished every 
day these three years, at seeing you rise after dinner in Commons t 
Hall. 
\-lith these words Van Pelt leaves the room, but Willis has prepared the 
reader for a successful disguise. Disguises are always difficult to make 
convincing in fiction, but the fiction of Willis's day was full of them, 
and he used them also. He has tried to make this one seem convincing. 
After a nap, Slingsby is awakened by the strains of "Hail Columbia, 11 
with much the band "patriotically" opens the evening's ball. Van Pelt's 
negro servant, Juba--who has not been mentioned up to this point--appears 
to arrange Slings by• s coiffure and toilet. 
With the cold cream disappeared entirely from my face the uncom-
fortable redness to which I had been a martyr, and, thanks to my 
ebony coiffeur, my straight and plastered locks soon grev1 as dif-
ferent to their 11umquhile guise" as Hyperion•s to a satyr•s. 
184Inklings, II, 110. 
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Having appeared to the eyes of the lady , , , in red and ~rhite, 
{red phiz and •lhite jacket,) I trusted that in 1-1hite and black, 
(black suit and pale viznomy,) I should look quite another person,l85 
In his nimble style vlillis has prepared the reader for Slingsby• s transfor-
mation in an attempt to make his new role credible, "Proteus redivivus1"186 
is Van Pelt's remark as Slingsby descends to the dra"l-ling-room, In due course 
Slingsby is introduced to Miss Ellerton as Hr, Wrongham, The classical 
allusions continue: the chaperone is a "female Argus," Fanny Ellerton and 
''Wrongham" are Io and her Jupiter, who are allowed (alliteratively) to 
"range at liberty in the fertile fields of flirtation, 11 and Slingsby is 
tenned "Tom's fidus Achates," and Fanny pronounces him not a "H;yperion, 11187 
Fanny, like several of Willis's heroines, is from Alabama, and again 
Hillis refers to the effect of the tropical climate on love: "Vegetation is 
rapid in Alabama, and love is a weed that thrives in the soil of the 
tropics • ul88 
In the course of the evening, Wrongham, alias Slingsby, courts Fanny 
Ellerton on the colonnade at Congress Hall, even slandering Slingsby in 
the process, and despite the fact that "she had as many negroes as" he "had 
dollars, made, and won from her, a frank avowal of preference." 11l1atches 
have been made more suddenly, 11 connnents Slings by ,189 
In his description of Fanny Ellerton, Willis keeps the metaphor appro-
185Inklings, II, lll. The allusion to Shakespeare is obvious, but 
"umquhile guise" is not readily identified, However, both umquhile and 
viznomy, which Willis also uses here, are words found frequently in Scott, 
186Inklings, II, ll2. 
187Inklings, II, 113. 
188Ink1ings, II, 114. 
189Inklings, II, ll5. 
priate to the southern belle, and, as was his custom, thinks of her in 
terms of painting, 
A single gold thread formed a fillet about her temples, and 
from beneath it, in clouds of silken ringlets, floated the 
softest raven hair that ever grew enamored of an ivory shoulder. 
Her 1 s was a skin that seemed woven of the lilly-white,l90 but 
opaque fibre of the magnolia, yet of that side of its cup turned 
toward the fading sunset. There is no term in painting, because 
there is no touch of pencil or color, that could express the 
vanishing and impalpable breath that assured the healthiness of 
so pale a cheek, 
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Section III of "Saratoga Springs" occurs the next morning in the music 
room, In the original version of this story there is a lapse of six weeks 
between the two sections and section III takes place in Alabama. When 
Willis changed the time and setting of this scene to provide more unity 
for his story, he neglected to effect a few obvious changes, and the reader 
may be somewhat confused, 
Willis continues his description of Fanny with his stereotype of 
Southern beauty. 
She was slight as all southern women are in America, and of a 
flexile and luxurious gracefulness equalled by nothing but the 
movings of a smoke curl, Without the elastic nerve remarkable 
in the motions of Taglioni,l91. she appeared, like her, to be 
born with a lighter specific gravity than her fellow creatures, 
If she had fl.oated away upon . sane chance breeze you would only 
have been surprised upon reflection,l92 
During their morning conversation, Fanny prevents "pauses in a rather 
interesting conversation, by a running accompaniment upon the guitar. 11 
1.90As stated in an earlier footnote, Willis 1 s spell.ing and punctua-
tion have been retained throughout this work. Her•s and lilly-white in 
this sentence are Wil.l.is' s errors, 
1.9l.Maria Tagl.ioni (1804-1884) was a celebrated ballerina, famous for 
her light and airy style. 1-lill.is saw many of her performances and referred 
to her often in his writings. 
192Tnklings, II, ll5. 
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Slingsby picks up a scrapbook of Van Pelt's "which she [Fanny] had brought 
home with her.ul93 In it is one of Slingsby•s own poems copied in Van Pelt•s 
handwriting. He asks her to read it to him, and she reads Willis's "SUn-
rise Thoughts ·at the Close of a Bau.ul94 
Autobiographically this poem seems to indicate that Willis was 
bothered by his gay and irresponsible life in London, and felt that he was 
spending too much time in his travels, and that thoughts of Mary Benjamin 
and his mother bring him pangs of conscience. Excerpts will illustrate 
this point. 
Morn in the Eastl How coldly fair 
It breaks upon my fever•d eyel 
How chides the calm and dewy airl 
How chides the pure and pearly skyl 
* * * * * * * 
I turn from the rebuking mom, 
The cold, grey sky and fading star, 
And listen to the harp and horn, 
And see the waltzers near and far; 
* * * * * * * How can a scene so bright beget 
The mournful thoughts we bear away. 
•Tis something that thou art not here, 
Sweet lover of my lightest wordl 
•Tis something that my mother's tear 
By these forgetful hours is stirr'dl 
But I have long a loiterer been 
In haunts where Joy is said to be; 
193Inklings, II, 115-116. This is one of the discrepancies in the 
revised story, for the characters are actually at Saratoga, not "home" 
in Alabama, and it is strange that Fanny would carry a scrapbook of Van 
Pelt•s to Saratoga. 
194written in London, June 11, 1835, this poem was first entitled, 
"Thoughts on the Balcony of revonshire House at Daybreak," and was orig-
inally published in the~ (September 5, 1836), 76. See also~ (1844), 
pp. 185-186. 
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And though with Peace I enter ~ 
The nymph ""'Caiie'S'iieVer forth ~ !!!,2.1195 
J.leanwhile Juba has brought a letter from Slings by qua Slings by, in 
which he requests permission to pay his addresses, and Fanny asks "Wrongham" 
what she is to do about Slingsby. He advises, 
However painful the task, I must tell you that the encourage-
ment you have given J.lr. Slingsby, the admiration you have 
expressed in your letters of his talents and acquirements, and 
the confidences you have reposed in him respecting yourself, 
warrant him in claiming as a right, a fair trial of his attrac-
tions. You have known, and approved J.lr. Slingsby•s mind for 
years--you laiow me but for a few hours. You saw him under the 
most unfavorable auspices • • • and I feel bound in better 
justice to ass~e you that you will like him better upon 
acquaintance.19 
Again Willis is insisting on the difference between intellectual accom-
plishments and physical attractiveness. The fact that Willis himself was 
unusually handsome and excessively attractive physically presents a problem 
as to why he made so many of his characters physically unattractive and 
mentally superior. He may have felt that the emphasis which the world 
placed upon his physical appearance was prejudicial to an appreciation of 
his genius and that he wished to be appreciated for his intellectual attain-
ments. 
lfuile Slingsby is presenting his own defense in an attempt to resolve 
the mistaken identity, Fanny has "drawn herself up ••• as erect and cold 
as ligrippina upon her marble chair, n197 but consents to the interview with 
195Inklings, II, ll6. 
196Inklings, II, 118. 
197Ink1inH, II, 118. 'l'he reference to ligrippina here is 
example of Wil s' s comparing his heroines to infamous females 
antiquity. 
another 
of 
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the stipulation that her brother be present. Slingsby rushes to his room 
and recreates the toilet he had appeared in the day before and returns 
to the music room. He is now presented to Fanny as Slingsby, but she, 
discerning the deception, leaves the room, It is all over with Slingsby, 
and although Fanny ultimately forgives him, she later marries Van Pelt. 
This is one of the stories in which the ~lillisian hero does not win 
the girl or throw her over; in this story he is turned down for his 
unchivalrous deceit by the girl herself. The trick >-rhich has been played 
on Fanny is enough to cool her ardor toward Slingsby, and his reference 
in his poem to his "SWeet lover of my lightest wordl" reveals to Miss 
Ellertonl98 his inconstancy, and she uses it as an excuse to keep Slingsby 
at a distance, 
In this story Willis has employed his knowledge of the social set 
at Saratoga. It was written to please the tastes of the magazine readers, 
and its main purpose was popular appeal, A ne~• class of society was 
growing in America, and the actiVities of the members of this class as 
they frequented the summer resorts were of interest to the many who did 
not. The life of the li'atering-place aristocracy seemed glamorous to 
those who worked hard for a living, and the wit and brilliance of the 
gatherings at Nahant, lebanon Springs, and Saratoga, told in lfillis•s 
facile style, fascinated those who could not participate in the social 
whirl, as well as those who could and did, The reading public of the 
1830s and 1840s could not help being interested in stories in lfhich the 
l98rn this section Fanny is called Ellen by her brother; in the 
earlier version Tom and Fanny were called Harry and Gertrude, and Slings by 
was called st. John, although he was obViously not the St. John of "The 
Cherokee • s Threat • 11 
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author informed them that in the main salon of Congress Hall "Two 
intenninable tables extended down the hall, filled by all the beauty and 
fashion of the United states," and their disappointment at not being 
part of this world received some consolation when they read that "there 
are distinctions in the republic of dissipation, and the upper end is 
reserved for those who have servants to turn down the chairs and stand 
over them,nl99 
Those who did frequent the social centers of America were, no doubt, 
pleased to read that they were so fascinating, so beautiful, or handsome, 
and so witty, It was Willis who discovered the fascination of life in 
the upper classes of American society, and the interest attendant upon 
his descriptions of scenery and society at the fashionable resorts made 
his writings popular, Later he was to discover the importance of pre-
senting his material through the perspective of a sensitive mind, usually 
that of an artist, but at the time he wrote "Saratoga Springs, 11 he felt 
little need for improvement in his technique; the novelty of his subject 
matter, his powers of description, his ability to create clever situa-
tions, and the effervescence of his style were sufficient warrant for 
popularity. 
l99Inklings, II, 108. 
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"Mrs • Captain Thompson" 
Chapter III of "Larks in Vacation" is entitled 11!1rs. Captain Thompson," 
It had originally appeared in the American Month1y Magazine the month 
before "Driving Stanhope Pro. Tern.. 11 and two months before "The Alias--or 
11r. st. John," later entitled "Saratoga Springs," so it is doubtful that 
Willis originally intended this story as a sequel to the other two, but it 
follows them chronologically, for it concerns Slingsbyts return to Boston 
from Saratoga, and since liillis has unified the main character in all 
three of these stori~s, it serves as a logical sequel. 
The story opens 1f.lth a vignette of the end-of-season activities at 
Saratoga. 
The stars disappeared gradually from the ball-room; the bar-
keeper grew thin under the thickening accounts for lemonades; 
the fat fellow in the black band, who 11vexed11 the bassoon, had 
blown himself from the girth of Falstaff to an "eagle's talon 
in the waist; 11 papas began to be waylaid in their morning lialkS 
by young gentlemen with propositions; and stage-coaches that 
came in with their baggageless tails in the air, and the driver's 
weighr-pressing the foot-board upon the astonished backs of his 
l'l'heelers, went out with the trim of a Venetian gondola, the 
driver's up-hoisted fi~ answering to the curved proboscis of 
that stem-laden crart,200 
By a careful selection of detail Willis has reproduced the atmos-
phere of the last days at a summer resort, and has accCllllplished this 
primarily by a series of graphic antitheses. The description continues 
through another paragraph, which leads to a brief mention of Fanny 
Ellertop., "hanging confidingly" on Van Pelt's ann, thus tying this episode 
in with the previous one. Slingsby takes his farewells and entered "that 
small epitome of the inheritance of the Prince of Darkness, an American 
200rnklings, II, 121. 
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stage-coach ••• as its ninth inside passenger. u201 Willis maintains 
his allusion to Dante•s Inferno with an account of' the tortures of' con-
temporary coaching conditions. 
Of' the nine places inside this "dilly," the four seats in 
the comers are so far preferable that the occupant has the 
outer edge of' his body exempt from a perspirative application 
of human flesh, (the thermometer at 100° of F.arenheit,) while, 
of the three middle places on the three seats, the man in 
the centre of the coach, with no support for his back, yet 
buried to the chin in men, women and children~ is at the 
ninth and lowest degree of human suffering.20~ 
This is one of very few allusions which \'Iillis makes to Dante, and 
it effectively, if facetiously, recreates for the reader the uncomfort-
ableness of Slingsbyts position. The absurdity of the comparison between 
Satan up to his chin in ice and Slingsby up to his chin in sweltering 
humanity is typically Willisian. This canparison is followed by a 
facetious Biblical comparison. Sitting directly behind Slingsby is a 
young woman with "a fat, and very hot child of three years of age," in 
her lap, 11whan she called John, Jackey, Johnny, Jocket, Jacket, and other 
enduring diminutives of the great apostle. Like the saint who had been 
selected for his patron, he was a •voice crying in the wilderness.' ,203 
Slingsby' s white roundabout is soon bedaubed with "a compost of soft 
gingerbread, tears, and perspiration." His relief is great when the coach 
reaches Troy and he changes jackets and coaches; he is even willing to 
forgive "little Pickle his freedans. 11 As he mounts the east-bound coach, 
however, he finds it already occupied by the child and its mother, "as 
201Inklings, II, 121-122. 
202Inklings, II, 122. 
203Inklings, II, 123. 
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the voice I Cslingsby] was just beginning to forget cried out with a 
chuckle, 1 dadal 11•204 This is too much for Slings by, and, he infonns the 
reader, 
"Madaml" I said, picking the gingerbread from my shirt as 
the coach rolled down the street, "I had hoped that your 
infernal child--" 
I stopped in the middle of the sentence, for a pair of large 
blue eyes were looking wonderingly into mine, and for the first 
time I observed that the mother of this familiar nuisance was 
one of the prettiest women I had seen since I had become 
susceptible to the chams of the sex. 
Willis's use of the word infernal reminds the reader of the Satanic 
imagery used earlier. The attractiveness of the mother of the bothersome 
imp changes the complexion of the situation for Slingsby, and he is soon 
on familiar tenns with the young lady and no longer tries to protect his 
"valencia waistcoat and linen roundabout," in spite of the fact that his 
"sham shirt-bosom was reduced to the complexion of a painter• s rag after 
doing a sunset in gamboge. n205 In the course of their conversation 
Slingsby discovers that the husband of the young mother had been at sea 
for three years and is just now arrived in Boston whither the wife and 
son are traveling, This infonnation dampens Slingsby•s enthusiasm, as 
he says: 11I was equally attentive to Mrs. Thompson after this illunina-
tion, though I was, perhaps, a shade less enamored of the interesting free-
doms of Master John. One • s taste for children depends so much upon one • s 
love for their mothers.n2o6 
204Inklings, II, 124. 
205Inklin!f, II, 124-125. The OED gives no date earlier than 1850 
for the word v encia as it is used here, 
206Inklings, II, 125. 
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The coach arriving in Boston at Midnight, Slingsby bribes the coach-
man to leave Mrs. Thompson at her husband • s hotel, the Marlborough. 
Because of the lateness of the hour the hotelman is loath to disturb 
Captain Thompson: "They may wake Captain Thompson as likesl I never 
heal"!!. of no Mrs. Thompsonl 11207 Having no choice in the matter, Slingsby 
himself rouses the Captain and informs him that his wife and child are 
below. The captain drives him from the room. 
"I'll tell you what, Mr. Milk-and-water, 11 said he with an 
emphasis on every word like the descent of a sledge hammer; "if 
youtre not out of this room in two seconds with your tMrs. 
Thompson and little John~• I•ll slam you through that window, 
or the devil take. me 111200 
Since the Captain has "a fist like the end of the club of Hercules, n209 
and since Slingsby feels that after being "thrown down to Mrs. Thompson 
from a fifth story window, 11 he "should not be in a state to render her 
the assistance she required, n210 Slingsby retires precipitously. The 
coach proceeds to its destination. 
We pulled up with the noise like the discharge of a load of 
paving stones, and I was about to say something both affectionate 
and consolatory to my weeping .charge, when a tall, handsome 
fellow with a face as bro<m as a berry, sprang to the coach-
door, and seized her by the arm. A shower of kisses and tender 
epithets left me not a moment in doubt. There was another 
Captain Thompsons211 
Having been unable to secure a room at the Marlborough as planned, Captain 
Thompson, the husband, had put up at another hotel and had waited for his 
wife and child at the post office. 
207Inklings, II, 126. 
208Ink1ings, II, 127-128. 
209Inklinfils, II, 127. 
210Inklin~s, II, 128. 
211Ink1infilS> II, 129. 
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Willis could have ended the story here with the happy reunion, but 
he adds one more incident to round out the story. A few days later 
Slingsby drops in at the Marlborough to inquire for the other Captain 
Thompson, only to find that he had gone to sea, his having been 
frightened, so the "Boniface" ini'onns Slingsby, 11by a wife and child from 
some foreign port • 11 
This story is very slight; the plot is neither complicated nor 
original. It employs the ancient device of mistaken identity because of 
an identity of names. Willis manipulates the plot so that it is per.fectly 
natural that Mrs. Thompson and the wrong captain do not meet. Slingsby, 
who has never seen either, cannot tell that the one he Visits in the 
hotel is the wrong one. The fonnidable nature of the wrong Captain 
Thompson is carefully built up: the bar-keep refuses to awaken him, and 
his actions when Slingsby gets to his room are such that Slingsby makes 
no attempt to effect a reconciliation on the spot. The disappearance of 
the wrong captain at the end of the story provides a filip without which 
the story would have ended tamely. 
There is also in this story one of Willis • s few attempts to reproduce 
the New England dialect: the bar-keep uses hearn for heard and skeared 
for scared. In this story also is one of Willis's few attempts to present 
children. The ii:mocent John Thompson is presented as being a monster, 
presumably for the purpose of humor. 
The three episodes of "larks in Vacation" are loosely strung together 
to make a longer story. The continuity is primarily chronological with 
Slingsby appearing in all three sections, though his name is not mentioned 
in the third. Van Pelt appears in the first two and is mentioned in the 
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third. By itself each episode is slight, but together they constitute 
an interesting exposition of certain aspects of American life in the 
third and fourth decades of the nineteenth century. With the garnish 
of Willis's breezy style, the three episodes become, like many of 
Willis's stories, vignettes, or 11sketches 11--that is, realistic pictures--
of experiences which Willis had lived through or at least was familiar 
with. They do not have the antiquarian chann of Irving, the Gothic 
fascination of Poe, nor the psychological penetration of Hawthorne, hut 
they have something which those writers lack--scenes from contemporary 
fashionable life. This is not to claim for Willis a place in American 
literature comparable to these three masters, nor to detract one whit 
from their superior accomplishments, but merely to point out that Willis 
was not trying to cultivate their fields; he had his own particular area 
to till which produced for him fruit commensurate with his labor. His 
talents seem to lie in his ability to record the passing scene, or portions 
thereof, and American life was not to receive such fresh and fluent treat-
ment until o. Henry's timely and topical stories of the four million. 
Willis wrote of the upper ten thousand, and the oxt'ord Dictionary of 
Quotations still reminds its twentieth century readers that it >ras Willis 
who coined the phrase 11the upper ten thousand. 11212 
212~ oxt'ord Dictionary of Quotations, 2d. ed. (New York, 1955), 
P• 571. 
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"A Log in the Archipelago" 
During the summer of 1833 Wl.llis cruised the Mediterranean aboard 
the u.s.s. United States as guest of its officers. The account of this 
cruise was part of the original Pencillings, and was also later reprinted 
separately as A Sunnner Cruise in the Mediterranean, 213 At Smyrna Wl.llis 
- - -- :.:==== 
met an old friend from Portland, Maine, Octavius Langdon, and together 
they toured Asia Minor, from which jaunt came the early sections of "The 
Gipsy of Sardis." From Smyrna Wl.llis sailed to Halta on an American 
merchant vessel, 214 barely escaping shipwreck on the way. His letters to 
the Mirror recounting this adventure were lost in transit, but Wl.llis later 
rewrote them under the title 11A Lost Letter Re-written, 11 which was pub-
lished in two installments in the Mirror in the spring of 1836.215 These 
two letters appear in Inklings as "A Log in the Archipelago,n216 This 
story was later reprinted as "The Archipelago in a Levanter" to accompany 
an engraving with that title in the New Hirror,217 It is Wl.llis•s only 
sea tale. 
213Nathaniel Parker Willis, A Sunnner Cruise in the !1editerranean 
(New York, 1853). - --
214Beers gives the name of the ship as Metamora (NP<l, p. 130), and 
this is the name which Willis gives the ship in his story; but William 
Armstrong Fairburn in his !·1erchant rl, 6 vols. (Center Lovell, Naine, 
1845-1855), lists no such ship. He amora was the Indian name for King 
Philip, a name made famous by John Augustus Stone 1 s Hetamora, £E_ ~ 
Last of the vlampanoags, which opened at the Park Theatre, New York, 
~ber"E, 1829. 
215xrri (May 14, 1836), 364 and (June 11, 1836), 396-391. 
216Inklings, II, (133]-149. 
217r (July 22, 1843), 241-244. 
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The account opens on the pier at Smyrna where Slingsby-218 is wait-
ing for passage on any ship which should leave port. Two ships, "lying 
off the Marina" and about ready to sail to Slingsby• s "native town in 
America, n219 are owned by "an old schoolfellow ••• one of the most dis-
tinguished and hospitable of the Smyrniote merchants," and if nothing 
better materializes Slingsby can sail aboard one of them to Malta or 
Gibraltar. In the meantime he is bored. 
My heart ••• began to uncoil with the absence of adventure, 
and eXpose its sluggish pulses to the "Greek fire, 11 still 
burning in those Asiatic eyes, and I felt sensible, that if, 
Telemachus-like, I did not soon throw myself into the sea, I 
should yield, past praying for, to the cup of some Smyrniote 
Circe. 
Willis has confused the classical elements in this allusion. It was 
to avoid the allurements of Calypso that Telemachus, urged on by Minerva, 
the goddess of wisdom, disguised as Mentor, leapt into the sea. If Willis 
had not read Fenelon • s TelE!inaque, he certainly had read canto II, stanza 
Xld.x, of Byron's Ch:tlde Harold's Pilgrimage in which the incident is 
referred to. 
But not in silence pass calypso's isles, 
The sister tenants of the middle deep; 
There for the weary still a haven smiles, 
Though the fair goddess long hath ceased to weep; 
1\nd o'er her cliffs a fruitless watch to keep 
For him who dared prefer a mortal bride : 
Here, too, this boy essayed the dreadful leap 
Stern Mentor urged from high to yonder tide; 
While thus of both bereft, the nymph-queen doubly sighed. 
It is surprising if Willis was not reminded of this stanza as he was writ-
ing this story, for Slingsby is headed for Malta, one of "Calypso's isles, 11 
218The protagonist is not denominated in this sketch, but ldll be 
referred to as Slingsby in this discussion. 
219Inklings, II, (133]. 
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and Willis was thoroughly familiar with Byron• s poem and referred to it 
frequently in Pencillings. If he was raminded, and hence this reference 
to Telemachus, he momentarily confused Calypso with Circe. 
Once more in his fiction, when his protagonist is hovering between 
moral right and wrong, Willis uses a famous son image. In "The Gipsy of 
Sardis" he had called Job Smith Slingsby• s Mentor; in this story he com-
pares his hero to the son of Ulysses himself. 
While suffering from boredom, Slingsby, not waiting for one of 
1-----n•s ships to sail, accepts an offer from the skipper of the brig 
Metamora, who promises to take him to Halta. Slingsby would have recognized 
this skipper as 11a townsman" (from Portland, Maine) if he 11had seen him on 
the top of the minaret of the mosque of Sultan Bajazet. 11220 He wore "a 
pair of Woodstock gloves that might have descended to him from Paul Jones 
tthe pilot,tn221 
As the brig sets sail, Slingsbyts last view of Asia Hiner fuses the 
Christian and non-Christian: "I saw a line of foam stretching behind us 
far up the gulf, and the ruins of the primitive church of Smyrna, mingled 
with the turrets of a Turkish castle, far away on the horizon," 
Slingsby sits on deck trying to conjure up the historical associations 
of the scenes they pass; he finds this feat to be "the Ixion labor of the 
imagination of travel, 11 primarily because of the lack of historical associa-
tions in America. 
I know not whether it is easy for a native of old countries to 
people these desolated lands from the past, but for me, accustomed 
220Inklings, II, 135. The Mosque of Sultan Bajazet in Constantinople, 
completed in 1505, is an excellent example of Moslem architecture. 
22~e allusion to Cooper's The Pilot is obvious. 
to look an the face of the surrounding earth as mere vegeta-
tion, \Ulstoried and \Ulassociated, it is with a constant mental 
effort alone that I can be classic an classic ground--find 
Plato in the desert wastes of the Academy, or Priam among 
the Turk-stridden and prostrate columns of Troy.222 
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In "Pedlar Karl" Willis lsmented the lack or historical associations 
in America because it hampered the native writers; here he is implying 
that it also hampers one's appreciation of lands which do have historic 
associations. 
The skipper announces that a levanter (a strong easter:cy wind) is 
coming up and they will have to put up for its duration in the "sheltered 
Bay of Fourgas,n223 This delay gives Slingsby a chance to go ashore, 
and Willis describes the View as Slingsby looks towards Lesbos and 
Hitylene. He comes to the conclusion that, "admitting the worst with 
regard to the private character of Sappho, it would have been very pleasant 
to have known her, 11 and even dares bring up the question "~ Sappho 
publica fuerit." Willis's nd.nd having been stirred by the scene, in spite 
of his protestation to the contrary, the classical allusions begin to 
pile up. 
Four or five Greek wcmen were picking up olives in a grove 
lying half way down the hill, and on our coming in sight, they 
made for us with such speed that I feared the reverse of the 
Sabine rape--not yet having seen a man on this desolate shore. 
They ran well, but they resembled Atalanta in no other possible 
particular. We should h!we taken them for the Furies, but 
there were five.224 
This allusive paragraph, describing an incident which leads nowhere, 
seems to contradict one which had cane earlier in the story in which Willis 
222InkJ.in~s, II, 136. 
223InkJ.in~s, II, 137. 
224InkJ.in~s, II, 138. 
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had tried to show that even in romantic surroundings he was prosaic. 
In my recollections of Athens, the Parthenon and the Theseion 
and the solemn and sublime ruins by the Fount of Callirhoe 
stand forth prominent enough; but when I was on the spot--a 
biped to whom three meals a day, a washerwoman, and a banker, 
were urgent necessities--! shame to confess that I sat dangling 
my legs over the classic Pelasgicum, not "fishing for philosophers 
with gold and figs," but musing on the mundane and proximate 
matters of dailY economy. I could see my six shirts hanging to 
dry, close by the temple of the \iinds, and I knew my dinner was 
coold.ng three doors from the crumbling capitals of the 
Agora,225 
The sun having come out, the captain and Slingsby hurry back to the 
ship and sail into the ~!editerranean, This act, however, proved to be 
"more from impulse than judgment, u226 for they are soon in the midst of a 
violent stonn, Willis describes the stonn as Slingsby e:xperiences it 
locked in his cabin--the crashing of the trn.ves on the deck above, the 
shald.ng of the ship, and the rolling of the loose cargo in Slingsby•s 
improvised cabin, which threatens to ld.ll him, Yet the experience is 
treated with a lightness: "If I was not to be drowned like a dog in a 
locked cabin, I feared, at least I should have my legs broken by the leap 
of a fig-box into my berth, My situation was wholly uncomfortable, yet 
half ludicrous." Willis builds up the excitement as the stonn reaches a 
climax. 
"On deck for your lifel" screamed the hoarse voice of the 
captain. 
I sprang up through the streaming water, barefoot and bare-
headed, but the pitch of the brig was so violent that I dared not 
leave the ropes of the companion ladder, and, almost blinded 1-lith 
the spray and vdnd, I stood 1rn.iting for the stroke. 
225Inklings, II, 136. 
226Inklings, II, 140. 
"Hard downl" cried the captain in a voice I shall never for-
get, and as the rudder creaked with the strain, the brig fell 
slightly off, and rising with a tremendous surge, I saw the sky 
dimly relieved against the edge of a ragged precipice, and in 
the next moment, as if with the repulse of a catapult, we were 
flung back into the trough of the sea by the retreating wave, 
and surged heavily beyond the rock. The noise of the breakers, 
and the rapid commands of the captain now drowned the hiss of 
the wind, and in a few minutes we were plunging once more through 
the uncertain darkness, the long and regular heavings of the 
sea alone assuring us that we were driving from the shore.227 
Not used to uriting of such exciting and violent incidents, Willis 
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has handled his material well here in order to secure the reader's interest. 
He apparently is writing from memory and presents the incident precisely 
as it happened, but he has taken advantage of the suspense inherent in 
the situation. 
After this exciting episode, immediate danger of Shipl-rreck is over, 
but the storm lasts for three nights, and only at noon on the fourth day 
does it die down to any extent. The brig finally reaches !1alta, but the 
ship's insurance does not cover a landing there. The pilot boat refuses 
to take ashore a passenger from Smyrna since this •·rould necessitate a 
t1-1enty days' quarantine for the boatts creu. The crew does offer to tm-1 
Slingsby ashore in the ship's jolly boat, but that has been lost in the 
storm. The captain, sensing Slingsbyts disappointment says, in iiillis's 
approximation of the down-East dialect, "I can't bear to see you take it 
so much to heart, sir, • • • and I'll do for you what I wouldn't do for 
another man on the face ot the tarth. 11 228 He allovrs Slingsby to be towed 
ashore in the long-boat, the crew not objecting to the delay. This is no 
227Inklings, II, 143-144. 
228Inklings, II, 148. 
inconsiderable favor, since the long-boat is firmly set on the deck and 
stowed with all manner of cargo and ship's furniture. Had Slingsby not 
been able to land at Malta, he would have had to return immediately to 
America, a course he was not yet ready to follow. As he says, "Those 
who know the reluctance with which a merchant captain lays-to to pick 
up a man overboard in a fair wind, and those who understand the meaning 
of a forf'eited insurance, will appreciate this instance of difficult 
generosity. 11229 Thus Slingsby is taken ashore to begin his three weeks' 
quarantine. 230 
Here ends Willis's brief' sketch. In all probability the most of this 
story is an accurate account of Willis's actual adventure. It was first 
published in the Mirror as one of his 11Pencillings, 11 although, since the 
original letter was lost, it was not printed in its chronological posi-
tion. One not acquainted with the facts, however, would accept this as 
a work of fiction, and Willis's treatment of the relation makes it such. 
The looseness of the plot only adds to the sense of verisimilitude, the 
whole story having a ring of sincerity and a sense of reality. Willis 
tried, sanewhat inadequately, to make the dialogue realistic with such 
spellings as nvtyage" for voyage, "a'n't" for ain•t, and 11 tarth11 for 
earth. Hi.s description of the stonn is adequate, but not outstanding. 
This kind of description was not Willis's forte, and others have handled 
it better. He apparently did not intend this to be a story when he wrote 
229Inklings, II, 149. 
230 At the beginning of "Flirtation and Fox-Chasing, 11 the anonymous 
narrator has just completed seven days• quarantine at J1alta. If that story 
be considered one of the Slingsby Papers, it becomes a sequel to "A Log in 
the Archipelago," and these two stories fit into the Slingsby saga between 
"The Gipsy of Sardis" and "Tom Fane and I." 
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it, but made a place for it in Inklings, where it is not out of place, for 
it has all the elements of a short story. 
"Hiscellaneous Papers" 
The last four stories in the second volume of Inklings are grouped 
together under the title "Miscellaneous Papers." They are "The Revenge of 
the Signor Basil, 11 "Love and Diplomacy, 11 "The Hadhouse of Palermo," and 
11Hinute Philosophies." 
"The Revenge of the Signor Basil" 
"The Revenge of the Signor Basil11231 appeared in the New Honthl.y Haga-
zine in two installments,232 in the New York Mirror in five installments,233 
and in the Museum in one installment. 234 As it appears in Inklings it is 
divided into two parts, each part being subdivided into sections. 
This is .the first story in Inklings which does not come directly out 
of Willis• s own e:xperience and the first story Hith an artist as the pro-
tagonist. These two facts are significant taken together: in the first 
story to come out of 'tTillis t s imagination, the hero is an artist, and the 
story has as its central theme the revenge motif, which had already been 
used at the end of "Edith Linsey," and was to be important in many of 
Willis's future stories, including his novel. Not the least vindictive 
in his personal life, \dllis seemed to have enjoyed creating characters 
231Inklings, II, [15~-190. 
232XLVI (January 1836), 40-50; (February 1836), 204-212. 
233xrii (February 20, 1836), 265; (February 27, 1836), 273; (March 5, 
1836), 281; (~larch 26, 1836), 305; (April 2, 1836), 313. 
234xxvrii (May 1836), 517-526. 
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who sought, and usually achieved, revenge. These characters are fre-
quently artists or persons from the lower social classes, or both, who 
are trying to seek status among the upper classes and who feel the need 
to avenge themselves for some social slight. One gets the impression 
that Willis, consciously or unconsciously, used this way to justify 
himself against a feeling of insecurity, either self-induced or imposed 
from the outside. 
"The Revenge of the Signor Basil" starts with a quotation from I.e 
P~re Goriot. Willis has wasted no time in reading this novel of Balzac's, 
for it had been published in 1835 and the first installment of liillis' s 
story appeared in January of 1836 with the motto: 11Un hOOlllle capable de 
faire des dominos avec les os de son pere.n235 
The setting of the opening scene is Venice in August. ivillis • s 
description combines his usual method of painting a serious scene ;lith 
just enough lightness to engage the reader's interest. 
It was in the golden month of August, not very long ago, that 
the steamer which plies between St. Hark's Stairs, at Venice, 
and the river into which Phaeton turned a somerset with the 
horses of the Sun, started on its course over the lagoon with 
an unusual Godsend of passengers. The moon <ras rising from 
the unchaste bed of the Adriatic, (wedded every year to Venice, 
yet every day and night sending the sun and moon from her 
lovely bosom to the sky,) and while the gold of the west was 
still glowing on the landward side of the Campanile, a silver 
gleam was brightening momently on the other, and the Arabic 
domes of St. Marc and the flying Hercury on the D>gana paled 
to the setting orb and kindled to the rising with the same 
Talleyrand-esque facility. 
Underneath the surface description of this paragraph, there is 
symbolism worthy of comment. This is a story of duplicity, and the imagery 
235Ink1ings, II, [153] ; Honore de Balzac, I.e Pare Goriot, Oeuvres 
Completes, 39 vols. to date (Paris, 1912-1938),VI;27i2. 
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of this first paragraph prepares the reader for it: the general impression 
is one of ambiguity--it is neither night nor day; the Adriatic is faith-
ful to none of her lovers; the Campanile receives the light of both the 
sun and moon; the Christian church of St. Markt s is topped trl.th Arabic 
to.rers; on the Dogana is the statue of Mercury, the deceitful god of 
liars, which in the twilight seems as changeable and treacherous as the 
politics of Talleyrand. There is an implied duality in this scene which 
is very like the one observed in "The Gipsy of Sardis, 11 and it is 
achieved partly by the same cause, the double light of the sun and the 
moon. In the discussion of the former story it was suggested that this 
duality was a projection of the ambivalence in Willis which resulted in 
the break trl.th his father. There may be a similar projection here. 
In the first place, the motto to this story concerns a father and 
son, in this instance, a particularly ungrateful son. Is it possible 
that 1-lillis felt that he had committed a similar sacrilege in turning 
away from the religion of his father, that he had in a sense been playing 
dominoes with the bones of his father?236 The novel from which this 
motto is taken deals with the shocking way in which two daughters treat 
their aged father. Could Willis have made a more than ordinary identifica-
tion with the characters in this novel? He certainly would have had little 
trouble in identifying himself with another character in Le !'6re Goriot, 
236It is interesting to note that the word domino itself, coming 
from the Latin dominus, has religious connotations. From the 1wrd 
dominus, by a different route, also religious, comes the homonym domino 
signifying mask, an object which might easily signify the world of balls 
and entertainments toward which Willis inclined. Webster's llictionary 
(1848) defines domino in this sense as "A long, loose cloak, of black 
silk, with a hood removable at pleasure, ~~!!:general disguise at 
masquerades. 11 (Italics added.) 
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Eugene Rastignac, who transfonns himself from a proVincial nobody into 
an acceptable gentleman and man of fashion, When one recalls that the 
purpose of Eugene's transfonnation is to avenge himself on the daughters 
of Goriot, one begins to suspect that Balzac' s novel was the inspiration 
for "The Revenge of the Signor Basil," 
The mention of Phaeton in the first paragraph, although appropriate 
to the setting, is interesting in view of the fact that Fhaetonts tragedy 
sprang from his disobedience to his fathert s commands and that he was 
destroyed by the tlnmderbolt of Jove. Here is another son who, like 
~Iillis, did not follow the "career" his father had set for him. Aside 
from the possible autobiographical significance of this image, it is 
appropriate to the story, for the Signor Basil is young and proud, and 
he, too, is destroyed at the end of the story. In the most of 'Jlillists 
stories of revenge the avenger is successful, but in this one he is 
not, perhaps because of the enonnity of his revenge, 
The combination of day and night which is so strongly felt in this 
first paragraph perhaps symbolizes the two worlds which Basil frequents, 
the world of art and the world of fashion. It is also the two worlds 
1-rhich 1-lillis frequented. The combination of Christian and pagan imagery 
found in the paragraph is similar to that found in "The Gipsy of Sardis," 
The reference to the chameleon-like activities of Talleyrand would have 
been extremely topical in 1836 when that statesman was a considerable 
figure in European politics. As is frequent in \f.i.llis•s opening para-
graphs, the symbolism and imagery are very well managed; unfortunately 
the whole of his stories do not match their best parts in quality, 
On board the steamer (the Hangia-foco, as Willis calls it), are 
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representatives of two worlds, separated by "the usual unconscious 
crystallization of society,n237 One of these is a party of nobles return-
ing to Ferrara, "stomaching, with what grace they might, the contact of a 
vulgar conveyance," Among these nobles the Marchesa del Mannore238 stands 
out as 11one of the women of Italy upon which the divinest gifts of love-
liness are showered with a profusion which apparently impoverished the 
sex of the whole nation," She is "what Venus would have been after the 
contest for beauty on Ida, had the weapons of her antagonists, as in the 
tournaments of chivalry, been added to the palm of victory," but "she 
might have been an incarnation of the morning star[:!:·~· Lucifer] for 
pride and brightness," The Marchesa is another of ivillists characters 
who are proud and beautiful, and like them she is described in tenns of 
Satanic imagery, She is very beautiful, but, as one gathers from her 
name, very cold also, 
The other group aboard the Mangia-foco is 
a group of young men, who, in their carelessness and rather 
shabby dress, but pale and intellectual faces, were of that 
class met in every public conveyance of Italy.--The portfolios 
under their anns, ready for a sketch, should have removed a 
doubt of their profession, had one existed; and with that proud 
independence, for which the class is remarkable, they had 
separated themselves equally from the noble and ignoble--dis-
qualified by inward superiority from association with the one, 
and by accidental poverty from the claims cultivation might 
give them upon the other,239 
237Inklings, II, 154. 
238m Inklings her title is spelled consistently Marchesa, but in the 
New York Mirror, XIII (February 20, 1836), 265, it appears variously as 
Marquisa, Marquese, Marquesa, and Marchesa, Arter 'the first installment 
it is spelled Marchesa consistently. 
239Inklings, II, 154-155. 
The tension felt in the first paragraph is now recognized as 
symbolizing the limbo to which society relegates its artists. Willis is 
sincere in his belief that the artist is a special member of society. His 
understanding of nature and his sensitivity to beauty separate him from 
the plebeians and qualify him for entrance into the upper classes of 
society; but his economic status is such that he cannot mingle freely 
with those whose cultivation is ald.n to his own. Willis believed that 
artists should be treated with deference, for, in Coleridge's phrase, 
the artist 11on honeydew hath fed, and drunk the milk of Paradise." 
Among this second group of passengers is the Signor Basil, "a young 
man who ••• with less of the pallor of intellectual habits on his face, 
was much better dressed than his companions, and had ••• the und:isguisable 
air of a person accustomed to the best society.n24° This is a clue to 
the reader that although Basil is artistic enough to associate 1dth 
artists, he is something more, a born aristocrat. Basil watches a sketch 
of 'the Marchesa being made by one of the artists, and when it is finished, 
he buys it. 
Toward midnight all on deck are asleep except the Harchesa and 
Basil. The latter retrieves a bouquet of tuberoses which the Harchesa 
has dropped, and the two fall into conversation. She asks to see his 
sketches, and as he is showing her his own indifferently executed views 
of Venice, she sees the portrait of herself. She is impressed by it: 
"You may easier tread on Titian's heels than Canaletti•s.241 Bezzuoli 
240Ink1ings, II, 155. 
241Antonio Canaletto (1697-1768) was a celebrated Italian painter of 
Venetian scenes. Giuseppe Bezzuoli (1784-1855) was a professor at the 
Academy of Florence who painted a well-known portrait of Leopold II, 
Grand Duke of Tuscany. 
has painted me, and not so well. 11242 She offers to purchase the sketch, 
but Basil refuses to part with it. She is intrigued by this young artist 
who, she thinks, has caught her likeness so ;rell. Making sure they are 
not observed, she allows the conversation to continue. Basil is fully 
aware of her condescension: 11 • You would be less gracious if you were 
observed, proud beauty,' thought Basil: •but while you think the poor 
painter may while away the tediousness of a vigil, he may feed his eye 
on your beauty as well.' 11 She listens to him "with mingled curiosity and 
scorn," but conscious that on Basil's "lip, with all its .submissive 
tenderness, there sat a shadow of something she could not define, but 
which rebuked ever and anon, as with the fierce regard of a noble, the 
condescension she felt towards him as an artist. n243 That Basil is a 
noble is later revealed, but the Harchesa is unaware of this, and looks 
on him as an artist. and, therefore, an inferior. Basil, however, feels 
that his artistic ability should enable him to be considered the equal of 
the Harchesa. It is true that he did not create the portrait which she 
so admired, but she is under the impression that he did. 
The scene now shifts to the cathedral in Bologna. Willis again pro-
vides symbolism suitable to the main theme of the story: 
Upon the lofty dome of the altar in the cathedral of Bologna 
stands poised an angel in marble, not spoken of in the books 
of travelers, but perhaps the loveliest incarnation of a 244 blessed cherub that ever lay in the veined bosom of Pentelicus. 
wst and unobserved on the vast floor of the nave, the group of 
artists, who had made a day's journey from Ferrara, sat in the 
242Inklings, II, 157. 
243Ink1ings, II, 158. 
244Pentelicus is a mountain near Athens, famous for its marble. 
wicker chairs hired for a baioch [during] 245 the vesper, and 
drew silently from this angel, while the devout people of 
Bologna munnured their Ave Marias around. 
In this setting Basil meets the Marchesa for the second time, as 
she is leaving the cathedral after the vesper service, He accosts her 
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"with a salutation which, though respectful as became a gentleman, was 
marked with the easy politeness of one accustomed to a favorable recap-
tion, ••• and fix:ing his eyes with unembarrassed admiration on her own 
liquid but frowning orbs, n246 congratulates her upon her safe journey 
across the marshes, The }larchesa is surprised at his presumption: "The 
color mounted to the temples of the Marchesa, and • , • she bowed coldly 
to the Signor Basil, and continued down the aisle, n247 accompanied by her 
husband and two cavaliers. 
It is this cut imperious which sparks Basil's desire for revenge, 
He has been insulted by the Marchesa in the presence of her husband and 
two of her cavaliers, just as Eugene de Rastignac in ~ ~re Goriot 
received his rebuff from the Countess Anastasia de Restaud in the presence 
of her husband and her lover, and, from motives similar to Eugene's, 
Basil seeks to avenge the indignity practiced on him. 
The next episode occurs in Florence. As Basil's companions are 
crossing the Piazza, 
A thundering rap upon the gate of the adjoining Palazzo arrested 
the attention of the artists as they were about to enter the 
Birra, and in the occupant of a dark green cabriolet, drawn by 
a pampered horse of the Duke's breed, they recognized, elegantly 
245This word was carelessly omitted from the story as it appeared in 
Inklings. 
246Inklings, II, 158-159. 
247Inklings, II, 159. 
dressed and posed on his seat ! la DIOrsay, the Signor Basil. 
His coat was of an undecided cut and color, and his gloves 
were of primrose purity,248 
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There can be little doubt that this description of the Signor Basil is a 
romanticized self-portrait of Willis himself. George William curtis has 
said of Willis, 11\fillis I s heroes, like Byron 1 s, were largely himself, and 
it was but a thin veil that covered in them persons familiar in the 
society that he knew, and the incidents drawn from his own experience, u249 
and a comparison between this description of Basil and the one of Willis 
by George Tichnor curtis quoted above w.i.ll show remarkable similarity, 250 
At the time of which the two curtises were writing Q-830) Willis had, 
no doubt, taken his ideas of what a dandy should be from the popular novels 
of the period, Pelham and Vivian Grey, both of which contain characters 
patterned on Beau Brummell and Count DIOrsay. G. w. curtis speaks of 
'"Nat. Willis' ••• in a high-collared coat and an ample cravat such as 
Brummell wore, and even DIOrsay,n251 By the time vlillis was •rriting this 
story, he had met Bulwer, Disraeli, and the fabulous DIOrsay himself, and 
knew what a true dandy looked like. Not only was Willis a dandy himself; 
many of his characters have similar inclinations: Slingsby is one example, 
the Signor Basil another. 
At this point in the story, when seen by his friends, Basil is wait-
ing pennission to enter the Pitti to call upon the Lady Geraldine, "a 
248Inklings, II, 162, 
249George \iilliam Curtis, 11The Editorls Easy Chair," Ha.rperls 
Magazine, LXXXI (August 1890), 474. 
250see above p, 7, and below p. 326, 
251Harperls, LXXXI, 475. 
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descendant of one of the haughtiest lines of English chivalry, n252 who 
"had long been the worshipped ascendant cynosure ,n 253 She is to perfonn 
for Basil a function similar to the one Madame Beausi§ant perfonns for 
Eugene de Rastignac in Le P'ere Go-riot : she is to provide the means of 
his securing his revenge by supplying the l-!archesa entree into the select 
circles of Florence, Amid the "conventional corruption" of Florence, the 
Lady Geraldine has "maintained the spotless character of an English wife," 
In this she differs from !1adame de Beausa"ant in Balzac's novel, who had 
had her lovers, This fact reveals a popular American prejudice in that 
the Italian Marchesa is allowed to have her lovers, but the Lady Geraldine 
remains pure, English, and undefiled, It also reveals the difference 
between the French attitude toward morality and the American one: whereas 
Balzac apparently saw nothing wrong in Madame de Beaus~ant• s illicit affairs, 
even though she is a sympathetic character, Willis is careful to establish 
the virtue of the charitable lady Geraldine, 
There may be a third reason why Willis stresses the purity of Lady 
Geraldine. Here is his description of the meeting between Geraldine and 
Basil: 
With her feet upon a sofa covered with a gossamer cashmere, 
her lovely head pillowed on a cushion of silk, and a light 
stand within ann's length holding a vase of flmrers and the 
volume from which she had been reading, the lady Geraldine 
received the Count Basil Spirifort, some time attache to the 
252Iriklings, II, 162. It should be noted that Elizabeth Barrett 
Browning's "Lady Geraldine's Courtship" (1844) has, besides a heroine with 
the same name as one of Willis's, several Willisian characteristics: a 
love affair between a woman of high rank and a man of low station, revenge 
taken by the man when he thinks he has been slighted, and the ultimate 
reconciliation and marriage of the lovers. 
253Ink1ings, II, 163. 
Rulssian embassy at Paris, (where he had first sunned his 
ey1es upon her beauty,) and at present the ne;;ly appointed 
secretary to the minister of the same monarch near the court 
or: Tuscany. 
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The following passage describes Lady Blessington as she received, for the 
first t:Lme, Nathaniel Parker Willis, some time attache to the American 
embassy at Paris: 
a :Lady of remarkable beauty half buried in a fauteuil of yellow 
sa1~in reading by a magnificent lamp suspended from the centre 
of
1
the arched ceiling , •• a delicate white hand relieved on 
thEI back of a book, to which the eye was attracted by the blaze 
ot its diamond rings,254 
The~re is a similarity between these two descriptions, and it is 
possible1 that Willis had Lady Blessington in mind as he wrote this story, 
and that. may account for his emphasis upon the moral principles of Lady 
Geraldine, It is certain that Willis would not be a party to the 
slanderous rumors circulating about London concerning the relationship 
between Lady Blessington and Count D•Orsay, 
Basil Spirifort enlists the aid of Lady Geraldine in securing his 
revenge •dthout telling her his plans. 11I owe her a certain debt of 
courtesy, n255 he explains equivocally. He requests a ticket for the 
Marchesa to the supper in the "Saloon of Hercules 11 after the court ball 
on the following evening. 11 La 1-la.rchesa ••• has, with all her rank and 
beauty, never been able to set foot within those guarded penetralia--~ 
her malicious tongue, soit the interest against her of the men she had 
played upon her hook too freely." This situation is similar to the one 
from Le lire Goriot in which Eugene de Rastignac is offered the help of 
254pencillings, II, 182-183. 
255Inklings, II, 16), 
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Madame de Beause'ant in order to introduce the Baroness de Nilcingen into 
the exclusive Parisian society after he has been slighted by the Countess 
de Restaud. There is also a parallel between Willis's connection with 
the Countess of Blessington and Eugene's with Madame de Beaus~ant, 
It hardly seems possible that Willis could have failed to see the 
similarity between Eugene's reaction to his first visit to Hadame 
de Beause'ant and •rhat must have been his own reaction to his first visit 
to Lady Blessington. Balzac describes Eugene's reaction as follows: 
Il venait de reconnittre en madame la vicomtess de Beauseant 
l•une das reines de la mode ~ Baris, et dont la maison passait 
pour ~re la plus agre'able du faubourg St-Gennain, Elle <3tait 
dfailleurs, et par son nom et par sa fortune, l•une des 
sommit6s du monde aristocratique, Gr~ce a sa tante de 
l1arcillac, le pauvre 6'tudiant avait ete bien repu daJ}.S cette 
maison, sans conna1.tre l•entendue de cette faveur, ll.'l;re admis 
dans ces salons dores equivalait ~ un brevet de haute noblesse, 
En se montrant dans cette soci6t6, la plus exclusive de toutes, 
il avait conquis le droit d•aller partout. Ebloui par cette 
brilliants assembles, ayant a peine e'chang€ quelques paroles 
avec le vicomtesse, Eug'ime s•etait contentEf de distinguer, 
parmi la foule des de'ites parisiennes qui se pressaient dans ce 
A 
raout, WJe de ces femmes que doit adorer tout d'abord un jeune 
. homme,2~o 
Surely the Countess of Blessington was a queen of fashion, Seamore 
Place was one of the pleasantest salons in London, and Willis must have 
felt that he had appeared in the most exclusive circle of London society. 
Under such circumstances, 11qui ne l•aurait comme Ehlgene sonde l'avenir 
par une m6ditation, qui ne ltaurait meuble de succes?11257 It is not sur-
prising that shortly after he had read ~ !'ilre Goriot Willis worte a story 
with a similar plot, and it is hardly possible that Willis failed to 
notice the similarity between some of the events in the novel and some in 
256Balzac, Oeuvres Completes, VI, 245. 
257Balzac, Oeuvres Completes, VI, 246. 
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his own life. " The more one compares ~ Pere Goriot and "The Revenge of 
the Signor Basil," the more parallels became noticeable. 
In the next section of his story, Willis describes in same detail 
the interior of the Boboli gardens, the Pitti Palace, and the conduct of 
the ball. He had already explained that "in the season of gaiety, almost 
any presentable person, resident in Florence, may procure entree to the 
court balls, and start fair with noble dames and gentlemen for grace in 
courtly favor, n258 and had further stated that 
The royal quadrille may be shared without penn:!.ssion of the 
grand chamberlain, and the royal eye, after the first one or 
two dances of ceremony, searches for partners by the lamp of 
beauty, heedless of the di§lllonds on the brow, or the star of 
nobility on the shoulder.2!:>9 
The beauty of the setting and the night is in contrast to the human 
relationships inside the Palazzo, for "Within waJked !<!alice and Hate, and 
light and perfume that might have fed an angel's heart with love, but 
deepened in many a beating bosom the consuming fires of Envy.n26o 
The plot of Basil Spirifort advances. At the ball he is seated with 
the guests of honor on a dais beside Lady Geraldine. The !1archesa seeing 
him in this elevated position is at first shocked and then forgets her 
treatment of him, for now 
this chance-won •-rorshipper, this daring but gifted plebeian, 
as she had thought him, had suddenly shot into her sphere and 
become a legitimate object of love; and, beautified by the 
splendor of his dress, and distinguished by the preference and 
favor of those incomparably above her, he seemed tenfold, to 
258Inklings, II, 159-160. 
balls while he 1.ras in Florence. 
259Inklings, II, 160. 
26oinklings, II, 167. 
Willis had attended at least one of these 
See Pencillings (1852), pp. 331-335. 
her eyes, the perfection of adorable beauty, As she 
remembered his eloquent devotion to herself, and saw the 
interest taken in him by a woman whom she hated and had 
calumniated--a woman who she believed stood between her and 
all the light of existence--she anticipated the triumph of 
taking him from her side--of exhibiting him to the rrorld as 
a falcon seduced from his first quarry--and never doubting 
that so brilliant a favorite would control the talisman of 
the paradise she had so long wished to enter, she panted for 
the moment when she should catch his eye and draw him from his 
lure, and already heard the Chamberlain's voice in her ear 
commanding her presence after the ball in the saloon of 
Hercules, 261 
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Basil pretends to ignore the Marchesa, while actually watching her 
closely. After midnight he leaves the company of the Duke's entourage 
and steps onto the balcony, Knowing that she is within earshot, he 
delivers a soliloquy on the unique ability of painters to achieve immortality 
for their subjects, ending with the following sentiments: 
Rafaelle and Buonarotti were companions for a pope and his 
cardinals;--Titian was an honored guest for the D:>ge, The 
stimulus to immortalize these noble friends was in the love 
they bore them; and the secret of their power to do it lay 
half in the knowledge of their characters, gained by daily 
intimacy, Painters were princes then, as they ~e beggars 
now; and the princely art is beggared as well,262 
Although the Marchesa•s sudden interest in Basil is caused by her 
desire for social advancement and the fact that she sees in Basil a means 
of achieving acceptance in the highest court circle of Florence, Basil 
is unwilling to let her forget that the issue is still his acceptance as 
an artist, not his prominence as a socialite, By means of Basil's speech, 
Willis has presented the case for the artist, which is the central theme 
of the story, 
261Inklings, II, 169, 
262Inklings, II, 171. 
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Basil is now introduced to the Marchesa, at her request, by the 
Grand Chamberlain. He walks with her in the garden; she asks his for-
giveness; she sups by his side in the Saloon of Hercules, A comment made 
by Willis in this scene shows that he has consciously given the Marchesa 
the name Marmora. ''With many faults of character, she was an Italian in 
feeling, and had a capacity, like all her country-women, for a consuming 
and headlong passion. She had better have been born of marble,n263 
As her carriage lets the Count Basil off at his door at sunrise, 
Basil remarks to himself of the H.a.rchesa, "I have lifted you to heaven • 
but it is as the eagle soars into the clouds with the serpent, ':le will 
see how you relish the fal1, 11264 The Marchesa expressed her strategy in 
tenns of falconry; Basil expresses his also in tenns of a bird of prey. 
Here Willis ends Part I of "The Revenge of the Signor Basil," 
• • 
Part II, like Part I, opens at sunset, It is the hour for the gather-
ing of the world of fashion in the Cascine. The park is filled with 
carriages and horses. This scene is described with the deliberate vague-
ness of many of the novels and stories of the period, a technique whereby 
whole scenes are presented without an identification of the characters 
taking part in them, Here the reader is told only that 11A shmzy caleche 
with pannels of dusky crimson • • • was drawn up near the southern edge 
of the piazza, n26S and near it is 11 a dark-green and very plain chariot, 
placed with a bold violation of etiquette directly across the line, and 
263Inklings, II, 172. Italics added, 
264Inklings, II, 173. For one possible source for the image of the 
eagle and serpent, see Percy Bysshe Shelley, "The Revolt of Islam, 11 I, 
vi-xiv, 
26Sinklings, II, 175. 
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surrounded just novr by two or three persons of the highest rank leaning 
from their saddles in earnest conversation with the occupant.n266 Leaving 
the reader to identify the occupants of these t'·ro vehicles, Willis per-
plexes the reader further with the infonnation that "Not far from the 
calache • • • a young man had just drawn rein • • • and was paying his 
compliments to the venerable Poniatowski,267 at that time the Amphytrion 
of Florence.n268 None of the characters in this scene, with the exception 
of Prince Poniatow·ski, is identified. 
The next section of this story is primarily exposition, recounting 
the changes that have occurred in Basil since he arrived in Florence. He 
has become high in favor with the Thlke, and has won the hearts of the 
women of the court. The Ma.rchesa has fallen in love with him, and he 
waits the time for his revenge. He has fallen in love with Iady Geraldine, 
and "She had fonned an attachment for him that had all the earnestness of 
love without its passion. 11269 When they had met in Paris, 
the lovely Englishwoman, newly arrived from the purer atmosphere 
of her own country, was moving in the dissolute but skilfully 
disguised society of the Faubourg St. Gennain, with the simple 
266rnklings, II, 175-176. 
267nane of the most hospitable houses here [in Florence], is that of 
Prince Poniatowski, the brother of the hero of Poland. He has a large 
family, and his soir~es are thronged with all that is fair and distinguished. 
He is a venerable, greyheaded old man, of perhaps seventy, very fond of 
speaking English, of which rare acquisition abroad he seems a little vain. 
He gave me the heartiest welcome as an American, and said he loved the 
nation." Pencillings (1852), p. 327. 
268Inkli~s, II, 176. The allusion is to Holihe•s Amphitryon 
(1668), 11 Le v rltable Amphitryon est l•Amphitryon oh l'on dine," and 
refers to Prince Poniatovrski's reputation as a host. 
269Inklings, II, 178. 
unconsciousness of the pure in he~, innocent herself, and 
naturally unsuspicious of others. 
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In his comments on the Faubourg st. Germain, \dllis had perhaps in 
his mind the loose sexual behavior of the characters in Le P~re Goriot, 
but he is also expressing the native American suspicion of French morality. 
vlillis came from the strongly Protestant middle class, both by inheritance 
and education. Although he looked upon the southern Europeans and the 
!1ohammedans with fairly unbiased ju~ents, their morality both shocked 
and fascinated him. !H.s ambivalent attitude •"~as expressed dramatically 
in the conflict bet.veen Job Smith and Philip Slingsby in "The Gipsy of 
Sardis." In this story his attitude is expressed in the handling of his 
material. Lady Geraldine and the !1archesa del Harmore represent two 
types of women; the ideal of pure womanhood and the corrupt ~fatale. 
Geraldine is English; the l1archesa is Italian. Although Geraldine has 
associated with the corrupt circles of Paris, she has come through the 
experience unscathed. When Basil meets her in Florence, "the 'knowledge 
of good and evil' had by this time driven the Lady Geraldine from her Eden 
of unconsciousness."271 Whereas in Paris her innocence kept her pure, in 
Florence her knowledge preserves her from harm. "Still as irreproachable 
in conduct, and perhaps as pure in heart as before, an acquaintance with 
the forms of vice had introduced into her manners those ostensible cautions 
which, while they protect, suggest also what is to be feared." Willis 
was certainly of the opinion that European society had its evil and 
corrupt elements, but if Paris was wicked, Italy was downright vicious, 
270Inklings, II, 177. 
271Inklings, II, 178. 
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perhaps because it was nearer the papal seat, Basil "had left the 
vitreous and mercurial clime of France, with its volatile and superficial 
occupations, for the voluptuous and indolent air of Italy and the study 
of its deifications of beauty," 
1"illis had commented on Italian morality, particularly Florentine 
morality, in Pencillings, In his discussion he had included the anecdote 
• 
of 
a Genoese marchioness, who has left her husband to live with 
a I.ucchese count, who has lei't his wife, He is a very 
accomplished man, with the look Of Mephistopheles in the "Devil' s 
ifalk, 11 272 and she is certainly a most fascinating vroman, She is 
received in most of the good society of Florence--a severe, 
though a very just comment on its character,273 
The above anecdote uas omitted from the first edition of Pencillings, 
but the follmling paragraph was not, and this paragraph, besides throWing 
light on vlillis•s attitude toward Florentine morality, shows that, although 
1fillis•s Hen England conscience would not let him cond.one the current 
Italian social mores, he uas not squeamish about reporting them, 
One gains little by his opportunities of meeting Italian ladies 
in society, The cavaliere servente flourishes still, as in the 
days of Beppo,274 and it is to lliln only that the lady con-
descends to talk, There is a delicate, refined-looking little 
marchionesse""'ii'ere, who is remarkable as being the only known 
Italian lady without a cavalier. They tell you, with an amused 
smile, that "she is content with her husband," It really seems 
to be a business of real love between the lady of Italy and 
her cavalier; naturally enough too--for her parents marry her 
without consulting her at all, and she selects a friend after-
272 11The Devil•s "'alk, or Pluto in london" by w. T. Montcrieff was 
a masque presented at the Surrey Theatre in 1830. Alardyce Nicholl, ! 
Ri.stTo of English Drama, 1660-1900, 6 vols, (Cambridge, 1952-1959), 
pp. 4 0 and 623, 
273Pencillings (1852), p, 360, 
274see Byron's 11Beppo: A Venetian Story" (1817). 
wards, as ladies in other countries select a lover, who is to 
end a husband. The married couple are never seen together 
by any accident, and the lady and her cavalier never apart. 
The latter is always invited with her as a matter of course 
and the husband if there is roam, or if he is not forgotten: 
She is insulted if asked without her cavalier, but is quite 
indifferent whether her husband goes with her or not. There 
are points really settled in the policy of society, and the 
rights of the cavalier are specified in the marriage-contracts. 
I had thought, until I came to Italy, that such tl]ings were 
either a romance, or customs of an age gone-by.275 
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This paragraph reveals another reason why \i:illis, in "Pedlar Karl," 
criticized the European system of matrimonial selection. In "The Revenge 
of the Signor Basil" Willis is utilizing extensively his knowledge of 
Italian customs to help him with plot and characterization. He dis-
tinguished between the Lady Geraldine who remains aloof from the local 
mores and the Marchesa who appears in public with her cavaliers and her 
husband. The friendship between Lady Geraldine and Basil is primarily 
intellectual, but Basil is about to secure his revenge of the Harchesa 
by taking advantage of the custom of the cavaliere servente • In Pencillings 
Willis makes a further comment on Italian manners, which has a bearing on 
this story. 
The society is dissolute, I think, almost without exception. 
The English fall into its habits, with the difference that they 
do not conceal it so well, and have the appearance of knowing 
it is •n-ong--which the Italians have not, The latter are very 
much shocked at the want of propriety in the management of the 
English. To- suffer the particulars of an intrigue to get 
about is a worse sin, in their eyes, than any violation of the 
commandments, It is scarce possible for an American to con-
ceive the universal corruption of a society like this of 
Florence, although, if he were not told of it, he ;.rould think 
it all that was delicate and attractive. There are external 
features in i'rhich the sogiety of our country is far less 
scrupulous and proper,27 
275Pencillings, I, 31-32. 
276pencillings, I, 32-33. 
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i-J'illis is using lmo1iledge acquired in Florence as a background to 
his story. His intimacy with the social customs of Florence may explain 
why he used Italy as the setting for his story rather than Paris where 
~ P~re Goriot occurs. Even though in Pencillings Willis said that the 
English in Florence fall into the ways of the Italians, he is careful to 
keep the Lady Geraldine above reproach, partly for artistic reasons, 
partly because of his conscience, partly, perhaps, because he was writing 
for a British periodical, and, finally, partly because he may have had 
the Countess of Blessington in mind. 
One of the sentiments expressed in Pencillings he repeats in the 
story. 
In other countries, the crime of infidelity is punished--in 
Italy it is the appearance only that is criminal. In pro-
portion as the sin is overlooked, the violation of the outward 
proprieties of life is severely visited; and while a lover is 
stipulated for in the marriage-contract, an open visit to that 
lover's house is an offence which brands the perpetrator with 
irremediable shame.277 
These statements are important because through inducing the Marchesa to 
violate these proprieties Basil secures his revenge. 
viillis continues to show the changes which have taken place in Basil. 
Art, which has been a hobby tdth him, is now his ruling passion, and to 
it he devotes all his time. Art for him is 11a thirst both of the senses 
and the imagination," and it has "usurped the very throne of his soul.n278 
277Inklings, II, 183. One is reminded here of the words of Iago to 
Othello: 
I kno;; our country disposition well; 
In Venice they do let heaven see the pranks 
They dare not show their husbands; their best conscience 
Is not to leave•t undone, but to keep•t unknown. 
othello, III, iii, 201-20lt. 
278Inklings, II, 178. 
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His close attention to the study of art has developed in him a sense of 
intellectual beauty. 
He had fed his eyes upon the divine glories of the pencil, and 
upon the breathing wonders of love in marble, beneath the sky 
and in the dissolving air in ~rhich they rose to the hand of 
inspiration; and with his eye disciplined, and his blood fused 
with taste and enthusiasm, that idolatry of beauty, uhich had 
before seemed sensual or unreal, kindled its first fires in his 
mind, and his senses were intoxicated Hith the incense. 
Art for \'Iillis not only intoxicates; it refines: "There is a kind of 
compromise in the effects of the atmosphere and arts of Italy. If the 
intellect takes a warmer hue in its study of the fair models of antiquity, 
the senses in turn become more refined and intellectual." But only in 
Italy does this happen: "In other latitudes and lands woman is loved 
more coldly. Af'ter the brief reign of passion of instinct, she is 
happy if she can retain her empire by habit, or the qualities of the 
heart.n279 The reason for this is that outside Italy the female form 
is not appreciated. Willis never tired of Hriting about the female fonn 
as the epitome of ideal beauty: "That divine form, meant to assimilate 
her to the angels, had never been recognized by the dull eye that should 
have seen in it a type of her soul. 11280 To the artist who studies forms, 
the female figure makes a fascinating study: "To the love of the painter 
or the statuary, or to his [sic] 1-1ho has made himself conversant with 
their models, is added the imperishable enthusiasm of a captivating and 
exalted study." The reason for this is that the artist's intellect and 
his emotions are united, and 11the mistress of his heart is the mistress 
of his mind." Thus a woman becomes the personification of intellectual 
279Inklings, II, 178-179. 
280Inklings, II, 179. 
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beauty. "She is the breathing realization of that secret ideal which 
exists in f!llery mind, but which, in men ignorant of the fine arts, takes 
another fonn, and becomes a woman t s rival and usurper •" Most men search 
for their ideal in other actiVities which dissipate their strength and 
leave them incapable of love. 
She is like nothing in ambition--she is like nothing in science--
nothing in out-of-door pleasures. If politics, or the chase, or 
the acquisition of wealth, is the fonn of this ruling passion, 
she is unassociated with that which is nearest his heart, and he 
returns to her with an exhausted interest and a flagging fancy. 
It is her strongest tie upon his affection, even, that she is 
his refuge when unfit for that which occupies h:iln most--in his 
fatigue, his disappointment, his vacuity of head and heart. 
He thinks of her only as she receives him in his most worthless 
hours; and, as his refreshed intellects, a1-1ake, she is forgotten 
with the first thought of his favorite theme--for what has 
womants loveliness to do with that? 
It is her "singular and adorable beauty" that attracts Count Basil 
to Geraldine. Willis describes that beauty in frank and graphic language. 
The exquisitely turned head, the small and pearly ears, the 
spiritual nostril, the softly moulded chin, the clear lofti-
ness of expression yet inexpressible delicacy and brightness 
of the lips, and a throat and bust than which those of Faustina 
in the delicious marble of the Gallery of Florence might be 
less enVied by the Queen of Love--his gaze wandered over these, 
and followed her in the hannony of her motions, and the native 
and unapproachable grace of every attitude; and the pictures he 
had so passionately studied seemed to fade in his mind, and the 
statutes [sic] he had half-1-1orshipped seemed to descend from 
their pedestals depreciated.281 
Aesthetic or not, Basil's close scrutiny of Geraldine's channs is 
resented: "The lady Geraldine, for the first t:iJne, felt his eye, For the 
first t:iJne in their acquaintance, she was offended 1dth its regarct,n282 
This sensitivity of hers awakes in him an increased passion: "Her 
281Inlclings, II, 179-180. 
282Inklings, II, 180. 
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embarrassment was read by the quick diplomate, and at that moment sprang 
into being a passion, which perhaps had died but for the conscious 
acknmrledgment of her rebuke." 
At this point in Basil's career, affairs are going well: "The daily 
and deadly agony of the l1archesa del Mannore was a dark ground from which 
his love to the Lady Geraldine rose to his own eye in heightened relief," 
Having ended this exposition with a characteristic and appropriate meta-
phor, Willis ends this section with the claim that this story is "simply 
a true tale." 
The next section reverts again to the scene in the Cascine with the 
words, "The conversation between the Russian Secretary [Basil] and Prince 
Poniatowski ended at last," The reader now learns that the man on horse-
back is Basil, that the occupant of the "showy caleche 11 is the Narchesa, 
and that Lady Geraldine occupies the "plain chariot," As Basil spurs his 
horse toward Geraldine's carriage, the Marchesa orders her carriage for-
ward, and at this sudden obstacle Basil's horse rears dangerously; but 
Basil remains in control, and, giving the !1archesa a bow and a look suffi-
cient to acquaint all Florence with their relationship, Basil crosses to 
Lady Geraldine's carriage. 
Basil and Geraldine remain absorbed in conversation until everyone 
else has left the park and darkness has overtaken Florence. As he is ret1ll"'rlng 
home, a figure springs from the shrubbery and attacks Basil, slashing him 
across the breast with a dagger; it is the l1archesa, who, twice this day, 
has tried to murder Basil. He soon convinces her that he loves her, and 
says to her, "Drive to my palazzo at noon [ tomorrmij , and remain with me 
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until the Ave-l1aria. 11283 Even though this indiscretion will ruin her 
reputation and lose for her "her station, her fortune, her friends," and 
her husband, she promises. After they separate, Basil goes to the Cafe 
Colonna to find Giannino Speranza, who, the reader learns, is the artist 
who sketched the Marchesa so well in the first section of the story. 
At the beginning of the next section, lvillis informs the reader that 
''while the Count Basil's revenge sped thus merrily, the just fates were 
preparing for him a retribution in his love. 11284 The Lady Geraldine, now 
aware of Basil's purpose, feels indignant that he has used her, as she 
thinks, merely to further his revenge, and she begins to feel pity for 
the Marchesa. She orders her doorman never to receive Basil again. 
Shortly after this resolve, she receives a letter from Basil in which he, 
knmdng that she must by now be a;;are of his plot, explains his situation 
and declares his love for her. He excuses his conduct by revealing that 
he was born a serf: "Had I been honorably born, like yourself, I feel 
that I could have been, like you, an angel of light: as it is, the con-
tumely of a look285 has stirred me to a revenge which has in it, I do not 
need to be told, the darkest elements of murder. 11286 In other words, 
Basil is aware of the enonnity of the revenge he is planning, but he is 
sensitive to the baseness of his origin and the look ..rhich the l1archesa 
gave him offended him greatly, and he must go through with his plan. 
283rnklings, II, 183. 
284Inklings, II, 184. 
285Paul Fane ;ras also inspired to revenge by "the contumely of a 
look," but, perhaps because he was an American citizen and not a !russian 
serf, his revenge turns out differently. 
286Inklings, II, 186. 
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The following afternoon the Harchesa arrives at Basil's apartment ' 
where she is met by Speranza who hands her a note from Basil explaining 
that he has been called away on official business and requesting her to 
let Speranza paint her portrait during his absence, 
And while the hours wore on, and her face paled, and her eyes 
grew bloodshot with doubt and fear, the skilful painter, for-
getting everything in the enthusiasm of his art, and forgotten 
utterly by the unconscious subject, transferred too faithfully 
to the canvas that picture of agonized expectation,287 
One or two points should be made here about the way in which Willis 
is handling his story. This is his first story of many in which an artist 
is the protagonist. There may have been several reasons why Willis chose 
artists as the leading characters in so many of his stories. One is, of 
course, that most of his heroes are himself thinly disguised, and he 
thought of himself as an artist--a poet and writer. He was also very much 
interested in sculpture as the incident in Greenough's studio testifies, 
He thought often in tenns of painting and sculpture, indeed, as a painter 
or sculptor, F.is descriptions abound in comparisons bet>reen scenes or 
characters and well knmm paintings or pieces of sculpture. Willis was 
also convinced that an artist had high powers of perception and deep 
sensitivity, and this perception and sensitivity enabled the artist to see 
through the external appearance into the inner reality of the soul, The 
painter, for instance, in painting the facial features of his sitter, is 
able to express the innermost personality, which may not always be dis-
cernible to the common man, 
1-lillis was also interested in the workings of the !roman mind, He was 
not a consummate diviner of the human personality as Ha>ithorne was, but he 
287Inklings, II, 189. 
was, to the best of his ability, trying to see beneath the surface qualities 
of individuals to the hidden depths beneath, or as he mieht have expressed 
it, using one of his favorite words, into the spirituelle qualities of 
human existence. This is why so many of his characters have two sides 
to their personalities. 
PJ.though this is a story of revenge, there is very little stress on 
melodramatic action in the plot. The main emphasis throughout is on the 
personality of the characters, and the whole series of incidents is pro-
voked by a look. The picture which Speranza paints is used ftmctionally: 
it exposes the innermost personality of the Marchesa, and Basil uses it 
as part of his revenge. 
As the Marchesa sits in Basil's apartment waiting for Basil's·retum, 
her carriage stands outside for all the world to see, and those in the 
fashionable circle of Florence observe with astonishment through the 
window of the Casino dei Nobili the Cotmt Basil playing billiards. 
There was but one deduction to be drawn from this sequence of 
events; and when they remembered the demonstration of passionate 
jea.J.ousy on the previous evening in the Cascine, Count Basil, 
evidently innocent of participation in her passion, was deemed 
a persecuted man, and the Marchesa del Marmora was lost to her-
self and the world.288 
Count Basil has accomplished one half of his scheme for the complete 
ruin of the Marchesa: he has brought permanent disgrace upon her. But 
his plan is only partly executed. Three days later a picture by a young 
artist, "The Lady expecting an Inconstant," was ordered to be htmg in an 
exhibition of modem painting. Before it could be officially removed, 
it had been seen by sufficient numbers to make "the name of the unhappy 
288Inklings, II, 189-190. 
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Marchesa ••• a jest on the VUlgar tongue, n289 So Basil has his revenge, 
but retribution follows, and is an important part of the story. It is 
explained in one paragraph, 
This tale had not been told, had there not been more than a common 
justice in its sequel, The worst passions of men, in common life, 
are sometimes inscrutably prospered. The revenge of Count Basil, 
however, was betrayed by the last which completed it, and while 
the victim of his fiendish resentment finds a peaceful asylum in 
England under the roof of the compassionate Geraldine, the once 
gay and admired Russian wanders from city to city, followed by 
an evil reputation, and stamped unaccountably as a Jattatore.290 
It is very easy to fabricate all kinds of theories about this story, 
but caution must be made to keep speculation within the bounds of possi-
bility. In the first place, the tendency of Willis to use himself as the 
main character in his stories gives a clue at least to the identity, per-
haps unconscious, of Count Basil Spirifort, Like \villis, he is an attach/; 
like VIillis he is a dilletante artist. His name, Basil, is a synonym for 
one of the pen names which Willis used in his early poetry, Roy. His last 
name reminds one of the French esprit fort, a free-thinker or a self-
opinionated man, or, at the very least, a strong spirit. 
The motto at the head of the story links the theme of this story with 
the money lender in Le PBre Goriot who was capable of making doorl.noes out 
of the bones of his father, Basil does not betray his father, but neither 
does Gobseck in Balzac's novel, but the motto strongly suggests that what 
Basil does in this story makes him capable of doing such a thing, Basil 
tries to avenge himself on a person who has insulted him because he was 
289Inklings, II, 190. 
290Inklings, II, 190. A footnote discloses that a Jattatore is a 
man ,lith an eVJ.l eye, but research has failed to find this word elsewhere, 
The closest word to this is the Italian giatture which means ill-luck. 
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thought not to be of noble blood, but merely an artist. The fact that 
Basil should not have presumed upon so casual an acquaintance is beside 
the point; neither Willis nor Basil makes anything of it. The chief issue 
is that Basil feels insulted because the Marchesa, in spite 'of her 
impression that he is a superior artist, looks down on him because he is, 
as far as she knows, a plebeian. One wonders if Willis felt that his 
father looked dorm on him because he wanted to be a writer. By this time 
in his career Uillis was committed to a course •lhich his father could not 
have approved, and he could not have helped expressing his opinion. Is 
this story an attempt on Willis• s part, consciously or unconsciously, to 
justify his career? Did he start out to tell a story of revenge in which 
the hero was successful, only to find at the end that the storywouldn•t 
work out that way? In his later stories of revenge, the hero is usually 
successful. This is a moot point, because the basic situation in Paul 
Fane is very similar: there again the hero is an artist slighted by a 
lady of quality who sets out to seek revenge. But here the sitttation 
differs, for in the case of Basil Spirifort he accomplished his revenge 
only to suffer a worse punishment himself, whereas Paul Fane, by the time 
he has obtained the pot.;er to avenge himself, finds that it no longer seems 
important. \.fuat he has learned in the meantime has taught him his own true 
worth. 
other elements in "The Revenge of the Signor Basil" might be used as 
internal evidence for a biographical interpretation of this story. A num-
ber of important scenes occur at twilight : the opening scene in which 
Basil first sees the Marchesa, the one in which she insults him, the scene 
in the Cascine in which he slights her, and the scene in uhich the Harchesa 
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and Basil separate after the ball in the Palazzo Pitti. These important 
events occur between the light and the dark, and in the very first para-
graph <Iillis had stressed the crepuscular atmosphere. This feeling per-
vades the story. Basil is trying to live in two worlds at once, the world 
of fashion and the world of art, but his desire to be known as a gentleman 
comes from his pride and ambition, both ignoble motives to \·Iillis. He 
appears to both the Harchesa and Lady Geraldine as a friend, whereas in 
reality he is using both of them. In both cases he is betraying friendship 
in spite of the fact that he comes to love Geraldine. 
It is possible that Willis felt uncertain as to his position in 
respect to his father, that he was right in pursuing his artistic bent, but 
1n'ong in not following the course his father would have liked him to pursue. 
This may explain why Willis allows Basil to be struck dmm by a terrible 
Nemesis. It is possible that Willis had not yet learned to reconcile his 
mm career with the expectations of his father. Later he seemed able to 
do so. 
The downfall of Pha!!thon in the first paragraph is appropriate as 
forewarning the downfall of Basil, who, like Pha~thon effects his own 
destruction through pride. The application to Willis's ille may be inter-
preted in several <;ays. Willis (Phal!thon), against the wishes of his father 
(Phoebus), pursued his own career (not the one traveled by Phoebus daily), 
only to be destroyed by his conscience (Zeus--God). In another sense lo/illis 
(Phallthon) in trying to follow the arts (the path of Phoebus Apollo) upsets 
the design of his father (Zeus), and suffers thereby. 
It must be remembered that there were two other possible reasons for 
the revenge motif in \-Iillis' s stories: the breaking up of his love affair 
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with Mary Benjamin by her parents, and the attacks on Hillis by the Tory 
press which had been particularly vehement in the seven or eight months 
just prior to his writing "The Revenge of the Signor Basil." 
One other possible influence on this story should be mentioned, that 
of Cooper's The~ (1829). That Willis had read this novel is evident 
from his remarks in Pencillings : 
I realized the truth of the force of Cooper's inimitable 
description of the (gondol~ race in the Bravo, The whole of 
his book gives you the very air and spirit of Venice, and one 
thanks him constantly for the lovely interest which he had thrown 
(lv'er everything in this bewitching city,29l 
~ Bravo rras in Willis's mind when he was visiting Venice, and it is not 
too much to assume that the novel came again to his mind as he was writing 
this story which opens in Venice, The sunsets of Venice had impressed 
Willis, and he had described several of them in Pencillings. 
The sunset happened to be one of those so peculiar to Italy, 
and which are richer and more enchanting in Venice than in 
any part of it, from the character of its scenery,292 
We pushed from the post-office stairs in a gondola with six oars 
at sunset, It was melancholy to leave Venice. A hasty farewell 
look, as we sped down the grand canal, at the gorgeous palaces, 
even less famous than beautiful--a glance at the disappearing 
Rialto, and we shot out into the Giudecca in a blaze of sunset 
glory. Oh how magnificently looked Venice in that light--
rising behind us from the sea--all her superb towers and 
palaces, turrets and spires, fused into gold; and the waters 
about her, like a mirror of stained glass, without a ripple.293 
It will be noticed that in this description of the Venetian sunset the 
duality of the light is not mentioned, Later on in the second description 
he does say, '"tlith a drive of two or three hours, half twilight, half moon-
29lpencillings (1852), p, 239. 
292Pencillings (1852), p. 240. 
293Pencillings (1852), p, 254. 
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light, li'e entered Padua.n294 There is also in Pencillings a description 
of the Venetian moonlight, 295 but at no time, not even in his description 
of his departure from Venice, ..rhich may be the e:xperiential source for 
the first scene of "The Revenge of the Signor Basil, 11 does Willis mention 
the presence of both sun and moon. 
The Bravo, ho..rever, opens and closes with references to the twilight. 
The sun had disappeared behind the summits of the Tyrolean 
Alps, and tge moon was already risen above the lo-w barrier of 
the Lido.29 . 
At the usual hour the sun fell behind the mountains of the Tyrol, 
and the moon reappeared above the Lido •••• The mild light 
fell athwart the quaint architecture, and the g;j,ddy to..rer, throli'-
ing a deceptive glory on the city of islands.2Y( 
The deceptive glory which this twilight symbolizes is the central theme 
of the novel which is summarized in the paragraph following the sentences 
just quoted: 
The porticoes became brilliant with lamps, the gay laughed, the 
reckless trifled, the masker pursued his hidden purpose, the 
cantatrice and the grotesque acted their parts, and the million 
existed in that vacant enjOJ'lllent which distinguishes the 
pleasure of the thoughtless and the idle. Each Jived for him-
self, while the state of Venice held its vicious sway, corrupt-
ing alike the ruler and the ruled, by its mockery of those sacred 
principles which are alone founded in truth and natural justice. 
Not only is Willis's description of the Venetian sunset in "The 
Revenge of the Signor Basil" similar to Cooper's in The Bravo, but the 
specific imagery used by Willis resembles Cooperts also. In his first 
294Pencillings (1852), p. 255. 
295Pencillings (1852), p. 246. 
296James Fenimore Cooper, The Bravo, Leather-stocking Edition (New 
York, n.d.), p. 1. 
297Bravo, p. 413. 
chapter Cooper states, 
l>lhile all beneath the arches was gay and brilliant with the 
flare of torch and lamp, the noble range of edifices called 
the Procuratories, the massive pile of the Ducal Palace, the 
most ancient Christian church, the granite columns of the 
Piazetta, the triumphal masts of the great square, and the 
giddy tm~er of the Campanile were slumbering in the more 
mellow glow of the moon, 298 
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And on the next page he writes, "The base of the Campanile lay in shadow, 
but a hundred feet of its gray summit received the full rays of the moon 
along its eastern face,n299 
That two authors in picturing Venice should single out the Gampanile 
as a feature to be commented upon is inevitable, but that each should 
comment an the effect of the moon on its eastern face seems more than 
coincidence, particularly since Willis had read Cooper. 
"Love and Diplomacy" 
"Love and Diplomacyn300 was first published in the London Court 
Magazine in August of 1834, and is, therefore, one of the first of lvillis•s 
stories to be published in England, "Incidents on the Hudson" appearing 
in the New Monthly Magazine in the same month, "Love and Diplomacy" later 
appeared in the New York Mi.rror)Ol The title is one of a series of 
similar titles used by Willis which became almost a formula with him: 
"Love and Pistols," "Love and Speculation, 11 and "Love and Passion." The 
story is headed with a motto identified as coming from 11Ford or Webster," 
298Bravo, p. 2. 
299Bravo, p • 3 • 
300Jnklings, II, [191]-201. 
30lxri (September 6, 1834), 73-74. 
11 Pray pardon me, 
For I am like a boy that hath found money--
Afraid I dream stiu.n302 · 
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The reader is immediately introduced to Anatole 1-----, who, like 
the Signor Basil, is both colUlt and attache'. The profession of attache, 
says Willis, is "impertinent and particularly useless, 11 a strange senti-
ment to come from one whose entree into much of European society came 
fran this very position. 
It is a September evening within the lifet:iJne of the author, and 
Count Anatole is residing at the "Archduke Charles" hotel in Vienna.303 
"One of the handsomest coxcombs errant through the ••orld, 11 he has "been 
idling away three golden summer months in the TyTol, for the sole purpose, 
as far as mortal eye could see, of disguising his fine Phidian features 
in a callow moustache and whiskers. 11 Few Americans at this time could 
afford to "idle away three golden SUI1llller months" anywhere, and the fact 
that the protagonist of this story is able to identifies him as a member 
of the aristocracy, and hence, very romantic. 
Having discovered that his valet, Attilio, and he wear the same size 
clothing, Anatole orders Attilio to exchange clothes with him. The valet 
11had for some days been rather curious to know what course of events would 
next. occupy the diplomatic talents of his master,n304 and Anatole is nOll' 
ready to reveal his scheme. Three months earlier, more like a knight 
errant than a coxcomb errant, Anatole had rescued a damsel in distress 
302Inklings, II, (191]. 
303Willis had visited Vienna during the summer of 1833, and in this 
story and in "The Bandit of Austria" and "A Revelation of a PreVious Life" 
makes use of that experience. 
304rnklings, II, (191] -192. 
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in the forest of Friuli. The carriage in ~rhich she and a gentleman had 
been riding had sustained an accident in which the gentleman had been 
ldlled. 
She had fainted quite away, and taldng her, like a child, into 
his arms, he placed her on a bank by the roadside, bathed her 
forehead and lips, and chafed her email white hands, till his 
heart, ;dth all the d:i,stress of the scene, was quite mad ;dth 
her perfect beauty.305 
Like the knight errants of days of yore, he had aided a damsel in distress, 
but, in the excitement of the moment, he had neglected to discover her 
name, and he has spent three months endeavoring to discover the where-
abouts and the identity of the young lady, He has finally ascertained that 
"she is the Princess Leichstenfels,3o6 and," he infom.s Attilio, "by the 
death of that old man [the gentleman in the carriage], a widow,n307 
Attilio replies, "'Veramente?t ••• for he kne1-r his master and French 
morals too well not to foresee a damper in the possibility of matrimony." 
Willis is connnenting here, as he did in "The Revenge of the Signor Basil, 11 
as an American, on European morality. As usual, his remarks are made with 
the utmost frankness, 
Count Anatole's plot is this: Attilio, dressed as a noble, is to hire 
the Princess's servant away from her, take him to Paris, and recommend 
Anatole as his replacement. The basic plot of this story becomes immediately 
305Inklings, II, 193. 
306Liechtenstein was the name of the most prominent family in Austria 
at this time, and 'tf.illis had described the family palace in Pencillings, II, 
194-199. He has chosen the name Leichstenfels for the Princess to suggest 
her nobility; in so doing he has made a pun on the two names, for 
Liechtenstein, or Lichtenstein, as it also appears, means "light (bright) 
stone," whereas Leichstenfels suggests "light (not heavy) rock. 11 
307!nklings, II, 194. 
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clear. It is the old one of the master and servant exchanging identities 
so that the master may woo the lady in the guise of a menial. It goes 
back at least as far as Ariosto•s .!. Suppositi {1509), and was introduced 
to the 3nglish stage by Gascoyne•s translation, Supposes, in 1556, whence 
Shakespeare borrowed it for the Bianca-Lucentio plot of The Taming of the 
~ (1595). 
The reader is now introduced to the Princess Leichstenfels. The 
description of her boudoir is a key to the popular taste of the period, 
and is similar to several of Willis's interiors. 
The light from a single long window opening dmm to the floor 
and leading out upon a terrace of flowers, was subdued by a 
heavy crimson curtain,308 looped partially away, a pastille 
lamp was sending up from its porphyry pedestal a thin and just 
perceptible curl of smoke, through which the lady musingly 
passed backwards and forwards one of her slender fingers, and 
on a table near, lay a sheet of black-edged paper, crossed by 
a small silver pen, and scrawled over irregularly with devices 
and disconnected words, the work evidently of a fit of the 
most absolute and listless idleness.309 
The old servitor, 'William, is given pennission to leave the employ 
of the Princess. Eltpressing "his thanks with an effort that showed he 
had not obeyed the call of Mammon without regret, n310 he then begs per-
mission to introduce his proposed successor. The Princess asks, 
"And why does he leave the gentleman with whom he came to 
Vienna?" 
"ll est amoureux d•une Viennaise, madame, 11 answered the ex-valet, 
resorting to French to express what he considered a delicate cir-
cumstance. 
308The apartment of Lady Geraldine in "The Revenge of the Signor 
Basil" also had "crimson curtains" and a "window opening on the terrace." 
Inklings, II, 162. 
309Inklings, II, 194. 
310!nkl1ngs, II, 195 .• 
"Pauvre enfantl" said the Princess, with a sigh that partook 
as much of envy as of pity; ['~let him come inl" 
The Princess is, of course, unaware that the Viennaise of whom 
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Anatole is enamored is herself, The fact that she appears listless and 
is envious of her future valet forewarns the reader that she is in a mood 
receptive to courtship. Anatole enters. 
The Princess looked carelessly up as he approached, but her 
eyes seemed arrested in passing over his features. It was but 
momentary. She resumed her occupation of winding her taper 
fingers in the smoke curls of the incense-lamp, and with half 
a sigh, as if she had repelled a pleasing thought, she leaned 
back in the silken fauteuil, and asked the ne1;comer his name, 
Here are the trappings of nineteenth-century romance, the subtle glance, 
the indolent attitude, the taper fingers, and the silken fauteuil, Only 
in a general way does this story come fran Willis's experience, and he is 
filling in ;lith material ;1hich he knows will delight the reader, Two 
follO',rl.ng statements heighten the ranantic aspects of the story, She pro-
nounces his name: "Oh, how the sound of his own name, munnured in that 
voice of music, thrilled through the fiery veins of the disguised lover,n3ll 
Then she remarks, 11 I have a fancy for the dress of the Tyrol--you may Hear 
it instead of my livery, if you ;rl.ll." The mustache and whiskers are 
sufficient to conceal from the Princess the fact that her valet is none 
other than the young gentleman who had aided her three months previously 
in the Friuli forest. 
Months pass with Anatole living 11in a bewildering dream of ever deep-
ening passion, One day in April, the arrival of a carriage 1dth the anns 
3llinklings, II, 196. 
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of E-----312 on the panel arrives to complicate Anatole's plot: the Prince 
of E---- has arrived to vroo the Princess. He is seen by Anatole to kneel 
at the Princess's feet, and later leaves, his face expressing "delight, 
hope, triumph." The Princess calls Anatole to her, 1-Jillis nO'" explains 
to the reader that the Princess is falling in love 1dth Anatole: 11 Hi.s 
demeanor, the propriety of his language, and that deep devotedness of 
manner which wins a woman more than all things else, soon gained upon the 
confidence of the Princess. 11 313 She had been "married from a convent 
• • • 
to an old man who had secluded her fran the world, 11 and 11the voice of the 
passionate Count in the forest of Friuli was the first sound of love that 
had ever entered her ears." Again Willis is demonstrating his disapproval 
of the European system of loveless marriages, In "Pedlar Karl" he had 
explained his displeasure, but in this story he lets it func·~ion struc-
turally. 
As time has passed, Anatole has reminded the Princess more and more 
of the Count who had aided her, and that reminiscence has reinforced her 
attachment to him. Willis now describes the exquisite delight 1fhich has 
been Anatole's during the months in which he has been privileged to serve 
the Princess, F.aving taken care of this exposition, Willis returns to his 
story. 
As Anatole stands by the Princess, awaiting her orders, she suddenly 
bursts into tears. In the conventional manner of a gentleman of the period, 
he drops to his knees on a. cushion at her feet and kisses her hand 11fer-
312w:tllis is being conventionally vague as to the name of Anatole t s 
rival, but the initial E in connection with Vienna immediately brings to 
the reader's mind the name Esterhazy. Paul Anton von Esterhazywas an 
ambassador at London from 1830 to 1838. 
313Ink1ings, II, 197. 
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vently. ,,314 The Jmowledge that she is loved by one she thinks a menial 
drives "all the blood of her proud race in a torrent upon her heart," but 
before she can dismiss hiln, Anatole prevents her with a dramatic exit line, 
"I leave you forever,n315 and the scene ends uith the following comment, 
"And again, with the quick revulsion of youth and passion, her woman•s 
heart rose within her, and she buried her face in her hands, and dropped 
her head in utter abandonment on her bosom," 
The next scene occurs at Schoenbrun Palace, uhich \;Tillis had seen and 
mentioned in Pencillings)l6 It is the birthday of the Emperor,317 and the 
fete will be marked by two special events: the first public appearance of 
a new ambassador ("uhose reputed personal beauty , •• had set the whole 
court • , • in a flame of curiosity"), and the reappearance of the Princess 
Leichstenfels, by special request of the Emperor, after her period of 
mourning. But, Willis adds, "it was to be her last day of splendor. Her 
heart and hand ;~ere plighted to her Tyrolese menial," Hillis has omitted 
the scene in which Anatole and the Princess become engaged, 
It is a dazzling fete, Present are "the wily Hetternich" and "the 
young ])lke of Reichstadt. n318 Prince E---- and the Princess are engaged 
in conversation, the Prince says, 
314Inklines, II, 198. 
315rnklings, II, 199. 
316I, 200. 
317Francis I (1738-1835), 1-rho had earlier presided over the Congress 
of Vienna, 
318Inklings, II, 199-200. The Duke of Reichstadt, as well as being 
the son of Napoleon, was the grandson of Francis I. He died in 1832 and 
Hillis had visited his tomb in 1833 (Pencillings, I, 179-181 ). The 
tenninus ~quem of the time of this story is 1832. 
I nmst contrive ••• to show you the new Envoy •••• Beauti-
ful as Narcissus, modest as Pastor Corydon, clever as the prime 
minister himself, this paragon of diplanatists has been here in 
disguise these three months, negociation about--Metternich and 
the devil knows what--but ~ed at last with an ambassador's 
star.319 
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The ambassador, of course, turns out to be Anatole without his "silky, 
but prurient moustache, and a pair of the very sauciest dark ,;hiskers out 
of Coventry. n320 The Princess, however, recognizes "the Hephaestion mouth 
and dark eye." She will not have 11to lay aside the costly bauble from her 
shoulder, and the glittering tiara from her bro;r, and forget rank and for-
tune as the wife of his bosom1"321 
This story contains the typical Willisian situation, the lady of high 
degree wooed by a man below her socially. Here the gentleman is not below 
her in rank, but he is disguised as such throughout the story, and she learns 
to love him for what he is, not for his social position. As is usual in 
plots of disguise, the disguise is not really convincing, although Willis 
has so presented the facts that it seems convincing. The Princess has seen 
Anatole only once before the story opens, and that was briefly at a time 
when she was under a strain and not likely to observe t.he features of 
strangers. The next time she sees Anatole he is wearing a mustache and 
beard, and is in Tyrolean costume, which he wears throughout his tenn as 
her valet. Although she is reminded by his voice and features of the Count 
she had met in the Friuli forest, she is not, of course, suspicious, not 
being in the habit of seeing noblemen disguised as servants. 
319Inklings, II, 200. 
320Inklings, II, 201. 
321Inklings, II, 199. 
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Though there are obstacles placed in the path of true love in this 
story, they are not serious. The Prince E---- is hardly a serious rival 
of Anatole's. He is introduced suddenly and >dthout cormnent. At the end 
he is used as a means of proViding the humorous Willisian filip : Hillis 
says that he was "unfortunately prevented by illness from attending the 
nuptials," and thereby "lost a handsome opportunity of singing ;lith effect, 
'If she be not fair for [sic] me,' 
supposing it translated into Gennan. n322 The story is, hcmever, light and 
easy reading, and suitable for magazine publication as an antidote to the 
more melodramatic and sentimental fare then in vogue. The characters are 
thin; they behave like puppets; one can almost see Willis pulling the strings. 
This may be the reason Beers says, 
"Love and Diplomacy" and "The Revenge of the Signor Basil" 
were less successful, because more remote from their author's 
experience. He had not the kind of imagination necess~J to 
transport him into alien characters and situations. His fancy 
required some contact ;lith the object before it would take off 
the electric spark.323 
This is a just cormnent, but, though the stories are lacking in depth 
and sincerity, they are examples of a kind of story uhich >ias popular in 
the 1830s. Love among the upper classes, and the assurance that creatures 
of humble birth could, if they wanted to, prove themselves uorthy on their 
oun merits interested the readers of that time, in fact, interest those of 
almost any time. Anatole <ri.ns the Princess, not by his blood and name, but 
by his mm personality. 
322!nklings, II, 201. 
323Beers, NPW, pp. 213-214. 
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"The Madhouse of Palenno11 
Willis had contributed "The Hadhouse of Palenno"324 to captain 
Y~t•s Metropolitan Magazine in late summer of 1834325 shortly after 
he arrived in England, and it was reprinted in the New York Hirror in 
September,326 Willis had visited the Sicilian asylum during his 
Mediterranean tour, and had described it in detail in Pencillings,327 
This madhouse was apparently no Bethlehem, and 1o/illis 1-ms ilnpressed by 
the humane treatment afforded the inmates, From his description, as shall 
be seen later, the miner of the hospital had learned the value of occupa-
tional therapy, and the inmates were busy preparing food, cooking, thatch-
ing, spinning, all seemingly ;lith complete freedom, 
The story itself opens aboard an American war vessel in the Bay of 
Palenno. A ship's ball is in progress, Willis had described a ship's 
ball aboard the U.S,S, United States during his summer cruise on the 
Hediterranean, In his account he gives the following description: 
The guns were run out of the ports; the main and mizen-masts 
were wound 1dth red and white bunting; the capstan was railed 
with anns and wreathed with flO'I'lers; the liheel was tied with 
nosegays; the American eagle stood against the mainmast with 
a star of midshipmen's swords glittering above it; festoons of 
evergreens were laced through the rigging; the companion-way 
was arched with hoops of green leaves and roses; the decks were 
tastefully chalked; the commodore' s skylight was piled ;lith 
cushions and covered with red damask for an ottoman; seats were 
324Ink1ings, II, 202-216. 
325:1-!etropolitan Hagazine, X (August 1834), 356-373. This story is 
signed 11Uncas." 
326xri (September 27, 1834), 97-98. 
327I, 152-159. 
laid along from one carronade328 to the other; and the whole was 
enclosed with a temporary tent lined throughout with showy 
flags, and studded all aver with bouquets of all the flowers 
of Illyria, Chandeliers made of bayonets, battle-lanterns, and 
candles in any quantity, were disposed all aver the hall. A 
splendid supper was set out on the gun-deck below, draped in 
with flags, Our own and the •Constellation•s•329 boats were 
to be at the pier at nine o'clock to bring off the ladies; and 
at noon everything promised of the brightest.330 
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That Willis could have used this passage from his travel sketches in his 
story shows how close to his own experiences his stories were, how much 
like fiction his travel sketches read, and how it was sometimes difficult 
to distinguish the two. That he did not use this passage in his story 
shws that he felt that his readers would be familiar with the earlier 
passage and that it would destroy the unity of the story, the purpose of 
this scene being to introduce the characters to the reader and the specific 
details of the setting would be ~ trop. Acquaintance with the passage 
does, hwever, enable the reader to fill in the details for himself, and 
gives ah excellent idea as to the contemporary concept of festive decor. 
At the beginning of 11The Hadhouse of Palenno11 Slingsby331 is standing 
on the deck at twilight: "The first star had just sprung into its place 
like a thing created with a glance of the eye,n332 The ladies are just 
caning aboard for the ball, and since Sllngsby is merely a passenger he is 
328A t~1)6 of light cannon. 
329The u.s.s. Constellation was the consort of the United states 
during its summer cruise. 
330Pencillings, I, 212-213. 
331T!le narrator is not denominated in this story, but he will be 
called Slingsby in this discussion to distinguish between the narrator 
(Sll.ngsby) and the author (Willis). 
332Jnklings, II, 202. This quotation illustrates Willis's ability 
to create striking imagery at times. 
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content "with sitting on the side of a carronaden333 and observing the 
activities, The foms and dark eyes of the ladies "might have tempted 
the devil out of Stromboli. 11 Willis had already explained that "the 
snoke of stranboli alone [was) sta:l.n:l.ng the unfathomable blue of the 
sky,n334 Many Bostonians of the period would probab~ have agreed that 
where 11the waltz, the gallopade, and the mazurkan33.5 were being enjoyed 
the devil could not be far away. 
One young lady captures Sl:l.ngsby• s attention, and Willis • s descrip-
tion of her for~~s the reader of her true condition. 
Heaven& what a vision of beauty! Solemn, and full of subdued 
pain as the countenance seemed, it was radiant with an almost 
supernatural light of mind. Thought and feeling seemed steeped 
into every line. Her mouth was large--the ~ departure from 
the severest model of the Greek--and stamped with calmness, as 
if it had been a legible word upon her lips. But her eyes--
what can I say of their unnatural lighting--of the depth, the 
fulness1 the wild and maniac-like passionateness of their every look?33o 
Sl:l.ngsby requests the favor of a waltz, but she declines and leaves the 
ball, taking Sl:l.ngsbyts heart with her. 
The next day Slings by and the officers prepare to go ashore, but 
they are undecided how to spend the day. The choices include the follow-
ing grotesque possibilities, which perhaps throw sane light on the concept 
of amusement in those days: a visit to the Palace of Monsters, a 11111seum 
conta:l.n:l.ng "hmdreds of statues of • • • woman in every possible canbina-
333Inkl:l.ngs, II, 203. 
334 Inkl:l.n~s, II, 202. 
33.5Ink)jngs, II, 203. 
336Inklings, II, 204. 
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tion, with beasts, fishes and birds" ;337 a large monastery in which could 
be seen ~•ax-figures of monks "engaged in every possible =clerical avoca-
tion" ;338 the capuchin Convent with its "dried friars--six or eight 
hundred bearded old men, baked, as they died in their cowls and beards, 
and standing against the walls in ghastly rows"; or, what nmst have seemed 
an anticlimax, a visit to the garden in Monreale filled with jets ~· 
Foregoing each of these opport1Ulities, however, Slingsby, having been in 
Sicily before, accepts an invitation fran the ship's surgeon to visit the 
famous madhouse, thus topping the bizarre recreations of the day. 
At the end of the story \-Iillis states that his purpose in writing 
the story was to advocate more humane treatment of insane patients, and he 
begins his h1.llllanitarian appeal with the statement that the proprietor of 
this asylum "was the first to try the system, now, thank God, generally 
approved, of winning back reason to these most wretched of wretched 
sufferers by kindness and gentle treatment." Slingsby is impressed by 
the way the house is managed: 11Here were no chains, no whips, no harsh 
keepers, no cells of stone and straw. 11339 As a matter of fact, the villa 
is like something out of a romantic novel. 
The walls of the long corridors were painted in fresco, represent-
ing SlUlnY landscapes, and gay dancing figures. Fountains and 
shrubs met us at every turn •••• It was like "What it might 
have been in the days of the Count's ancestors--a gay chateau, 
filled with guests and dependents, with no more apparent constraint 
than the ties of hospitality and service. 
Slingsby is surprised to discover that the owner of the asylum, whose 
331Ink1ings, II, 205. 
338Inklin§IS, II, 2o6. 
.-
339Inklin~s, II, 207. 
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hobby it is, is none other than the gentleman who accompanied the young 
girl to the ball the night before. 
cne paragraph of the story is a revision of a passage in Pencillings, 
and will sel'V"e to show Willis•s habits of revision. The original version 
is rather matter of fact. 
it. 
The kitchen was occupied by eight or ten people, a1l at work, 
and a11, the baron assured us, mad. One man, of about forty, 
was broiling a steak with the gravest attention. Another, who 
had been furious till employment was given him, was chopping 
meat with Violent industry in a large wooden bowl. i\ro or three 
girls were about, obeying the little orders of a middle-aged 
man, occupied with several messes coold.ng on a patent stove. 
I was rather incredulous about his insanity, till he took a 
small bucket and went to the jet of a fountain, and, getting 
impatient from some cause or other, dashed the water upon the 
noor. The baron mildly called him by name, and mentioned to 
him as a piece of information that he had wet the floor. He 
nodded his head, and, filling his bucket quietly, poured a little 
into one of the pans, and resumed his occupation.340 
In the fictional account Willis changes the action and sentimentalizes 
We went first to the kitchen. Here were ten people, all, but 
the cook stark madl It was one of the peculiarities of the Count•s 
system, that his patients led in his house the lives to which they 
had previouszy been accustomed. A stout Sicilian peasant girl 
was employed in filling a large brasier from the basin of a 
fountain. While .we were watching her task, the fit began to come 
on her, and after a fierce look or two around the room, she 
commenced dashing the water about her with great violence. The 
cook turned, not at all surprised, and patting her on the back, 
with a loud laugh, cried, 11Brava, Pepinal braval" ringing at the 
same moment a secret bell. 
A young girl of sixteen with a sweet, smiling countenance, 
anSirered the swnmons, and immediately canprehending the case, 
approached the enraged creature, and putting her arms affectionatezy 
round her neck, whispered something in her ear. The e:xpression of 
her face changed irmnediatezy to a look of delight, and dropping 
the bucket, she followed the young attendant out of the room· 
340Pencillings, I, 1.53. 
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with peals of laughter,341 
Willis has attempted to economize in his fictional account by com-
bining two incidents from his original experience. In the original version 
he later sees a patient being soothed to sleep in a hammock. In the story 
Pepina is later seen being swung in a hammock as a means of recalling her 
to her senses. But he has not improved over the first version by having 
Pepina•s fit cane upon her unprovoked rather than as the result of frustra-
tion, and the sentimental treatment by the female attendant is not as 
effective from an artistic or realistic point of view as the casual treat-
ment_ of the incident by the baron in the earlier version, But Willis is 
trying to show how much can be done with insane patients with a little 
tender loving care, and has allowed the concern for his theme to conquer 
his aesthetic sense. 
Willis is so carried away by the memory of the beauty of the garden 
that he describes it in detail in his story in a delineation of unconcealed 
admiration, 
We followed [the Count] to an extensive garden, opening fran 
the back of the chateau, laid out originally in the formal 
style of an Italian villa. The long walks had been broken up, 
however, by beautiful arbors with grottos in their depths, in 
which wooden figures, of the color and size of life stood or 
sat in every attitude of gaiety or grotesqueness,342 It was 
difficult, in the deep shadow of the vines and oleanders, not 
to believe them real, We walked on through many a winding 
shrubbery, perfumed with all the scented flowers of the 
luxuriant climate, continually surprised -rlith little deceptions 
of perspective, or figures half concealed in the leaves, till 
we emerged at the entrance of a channing smmner theatre, with 
sodded seats, stage, orchestra, and scenery complete, Orange 
341Inklings, II, 207-208. 
342rt would appear that Pa.lemo had its share of grotesque statues, 
trees, roses, and clematis were laced together for a wall in 
the rear.343 
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In the course of his visit, Slingsby discovers that the girl who had 
so entranced him the night before at the ball is a patient at the hospital, 
and he hears her almost incredible story. She is the daughter of a Greek 
prince who had left Constantinople before a recent uprising, during which 
relatives and friends of the family had been massacred. Upon hearing the 
news of this calamity, the girl had fallen into a coma fran libich it 
seemed she never would recover. Admitted to the madhouse, she had been 
surrounded with all the luxuries of the East. As she began to respond to 
this treatment, the Count began making love to her in disguise, and his 
canplirnents to her beauty brought her back to her sanity. She then began 
to go mad again because he did not marry her. To preserve her sanity, a 
mock wedding is held, and after the ceremony the girl--her name is Katinka-
recovered canpletely.344 
Fantastic as this story seems to the modern reader, it is a faithful 
retelling of a supposedly veracious story Wich was told to Willis when 
he was in Palem.o and which he recorded in Pencillings )45 
As an excursion into the macabre this story is not successful; it is 
too diffuse, and the emphasis is not upon horror. The description of the 
asylmn itself is too detailed and irrelevant to contribute to the horror 
343Inklings, II, 208-209. This nineteenth-century asylmn seems even 
more modern than many twentieth-century sanatorimns, with its complete 
freedom for the patients, occupational therapy, amateur theatricals, and 
its outdoor theatre. 
344Her father's name is Prince Ghika, "a princely name, of Albanian 
origin, which furnished many rulers to Wallachia and Moldavia in the 17th, 
18th, and 19th centuries." ~Century G:yolopedia of Names, Benjamin E. 
Smith, ed. (New York, 1894). 
345r, 155-157. 
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of the story. The main emphasis in this story is where Willis wanted it, 
on the wa:y in which the madhouse was conducted. The episode of the ship 1 s 
ball at the beginning of the story gives Willis a chance to introduce 
Katinka to Slingsby, and the reader, in an envirOillllent other than the 
madhouse, in order to establish her nonnal appearance. The incidents 
within the grounds of the asylUIIl a1l tend toward showing the kind treatment 
shown toward the patients. O:lly at the end of the story does Willis give 
extended comment. 
To say more would be trespassing perhaps on the patience of my 
readers, but certainly my own feelings. I have described this 
singular case of madness and its cure, because I think it con-
tains in itself the seeds of IIIUCh philosophy on the subject. 
It is only within a very few years that these poor sufferers 
have been treated otherwise than as possessors of incarnate 
devils, whan it was necessary to scourge out with unsparing 
cruelty. If this literal statement of a cure in the private 
mad-house of the eccentric Conte ---- of Palenno, induce the 
friends of a single unfortunate maniac to adopt a kind and 
rational system for his restoration, the writer will have been 
repaid for bringing circUIIlstances before the public, which have 
since had much to do with his own feelings.346 
This story illustrates Willis's hU!Ilanitarian concern for his fellow 
man. In this story madness is not treated as a subject for a horror tale 
as it was in "The Mad Senior, 11 but as muted propaganda for S}'lllpathetic 
treatment for the afflicted. 
J46Inklings, II; 216. 
"Minute Philosophies" 
The last story in IVillis•s first collection of sketches, "Minute 
Philosophies, n347 is one of the first stories which he ever wrote. It 
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first appeared under the 
piece to a sketch called 
title "Unwritten Philosophyn348 as a companion 
"Unwritten Poetryn349 in The Legendary a short-
- ' 
lived periodical which Willis had edited for Samuel G. Goodrich. The 
Legendary, Goodrich said, was "designed as a periodical, and to consist 
of original pieces in prose and verse, principally illustrative or Ameri-
can history, scenery and manners," but after two issues "the work proved 
a miserable failure.n350 Mary R. Hitford chose both of these stories of 
Willis's for inclusion in her Stories £!_American ~,351 but Willis him-
self never republished "Unwritten Poetry." He had reused the title 
"Minute Philosophies" for the essay in the American Monthly Magazine352 
which he later incorporated into "Edith Linsey," but there is nothing in 
cormnon between the story and the essay except the title and the fact that 
each has a motto from lfordsworth. 
The motto to "Minute Philosophies" is from 11\fhen to the Attractions 
of the Busy \forld," 
347Inklings, II, 217-236. 
348~ Legendary, II (December 1828i, 223-242. 
349~ Legenclary, I (Hay 1828), 36-52. 
350Samuel G. Goodrich, Recollections or a Lifetime, 2 vols. (New York, 
1857 ), I, 257. - -
351Mary Russell Mitford, ed., stories or American Life ~ American 
Authors, 3 vols. (London, 1830), II, 228-2~ III, 70-9r:--
352I (November 1829), 517-522. 
Nature there 
Was rlith thee; she who loved us both, she still 
Was with thee; and even so didst thou become 
A silent poet; from the solitude 
Of the vast sea didst thou bring a watchful heart 
Still couchant, an inevitable ear 
And an eye practiced like a blind man's touch,353 
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Since the story deals with the education of a young girl, the .motto is 
applicable. Slingsby354 explains that while on his senior vacation in New 
York State, he had met a young man who had 
a peculiarly still and collected eye, and a forehead more like 
a broad slab of marble than a human brow. His mouth was small 
and thinly cut; his chin had no superfluous flesh upon it; and his 
whole appearance was that of a man whose intellectual nature pre-
vailed over the animal. He was evidently a scholar. 
The motto has prepared the reader for a story about characters who 
are unusually sensitive to nature in the Wordsworthian sense, and this 
acquaintance of Slings by's seems to be a truly Wordswcrthian hero. His 
sensitivity to literature is revealed more fully as the story develops. 
A close friendship develops between Slingsby and the young scholar: 
11We wandered down a long creek together, mineralizing here, botanizing 
there, and examining the strata of ravines, with that sort of instinctive 
certainty of each other's attainments, which scholars alNays feel, and 
thrusting in many a little way-side parenthesis, explanatory of each 
other's history and circumstances,n355 In the course of time the young 
man reveals his history to Slingsby; in fact, the main part of the story 
consists of an excerpt fran a letter written by the scholar to Slingsby, 
at the latter's request, in which he gives his full history. He beg;Lns 
353Inklin~, II, 217; Wordsworth, "When to the Attractions of a Busy 
World," 11. 77 3. 
35~e narrator is not denominated in this story. 
355Inklings, II, 218. 
by portraying the secluded li.f'e which he lives and the delights of the 
scholarly li.f'e, 
I keep a room at a country tavem, It is a quiet out-of-the-
way place, with a whole generation of elms about it; and the 
greenest grass up to the very door, and the pleasantest view 
in the whole country round frm my chamber window, Though it 
is a public-house, and the word 'Hotel' swings in golden 
capitals under a landscape of two hiJ.ls and a river, painted 
for a sign by some wandering Tinto,356 it is so orderly a 
town, that not a lounger is ever seen about the door; and the 
noisiest traveler is changed to a guiet man, as if it were by 
the very hush of the atmosphere,35·r 
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In this idyllic, nineteenth-century, rural setting, the scholar shuts him-
self up with his books and studies twelve hours a day, At night, he 
explains, 11when my mind is unbound , , • I go out and give it up to the 
reckless associations, and lay myself open unreservedly to the influence 
of nature,n358 
The scholar's letter is studded with what Willis has called "minute 
philosophies," pithy remarks pregnant with sentiment concerning the work-
ings of the human mind, The following are two examples: 
Few men know the treasures in their own bosCJIIS--very few, the 
elasticity and capacity of a well-regulated mind for enjo;yment, 
The mind is like the appetite; when healthy and well-toned, 
receiving pleasure from the camnonest food; but becoming a 
disease, when pampered and neglected,359 
It becomes clear at this point that the purpose of this sketch is 
to weave together various of Willis's observations on life and literature. 
Written by Willis in his didactic period before he had been driven by the 
Boston press into his more frivolous pose, this sketch is a patchwork of 
356nick Tinto is the itinerant artist who narrates to Peter Mattieson 
the story of Lucy Ashton in Scott's ~ Bride .2£ Iammennoor (1819). 
357Ink1ings, II, 218-219. 
358Inklings, II, 219. 
359Ink1ings, II, 220, 
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ideas gathered fran his college reading with enough suggestion of plot to 
hold the reader's interest. 
After two pages of such randan sentiments as are quoted above, the 
scholar's letter tells how he became interested in the landlord's twelve-
year-old daughter. Like him she is "rather disposed to be contemplative, 
very inquisitive and curious.•t36o He is suddenly struck by the thought 
that he ndght be instrumental in "leading her to a love for study." The 
rest of the story is a detailed account of the way in which he educates 
the young girl. His first step is to persuade her father 11to send her to 
a better school than she had been accustomed to attend." 
All this time I kept out of her wa:y everything that would have a 
tendency to destroy a taste for mere knowledge, and had the 
pleasure to see that she passed with keen relish from her text-
books to my observations, which were as dry as they, though 
recommended by kindness of tone and an interesting manner. She 
acquired gradually, by this process, a habit of reasoning upon 
everything which admitted it, which was afterwards of great use 
in fixing and retaining the leading features of her attainments.361 
Having developed her intellectual curiosity and a desire for uncircumscribed 
inquiry, he leads her to a study of epistemology. 
I began to talk to her of the mind. I spoke of its grandeur, 
and its capacities, and its destiny. I told her instances of 
high attainment and wonderful discovery. • • • I then touched 
upon the duty of self-cultivation--the pride of high conscious-
ness of inq>roved time, and the delicious feelings of self-
respect and true appreciation.362 
The next day the girl embarks on the study of the science of the 
mind. The training which she has already received enabled her to rely upon 
36o!nkling s, II, 221. 
361 InkJ.i.ngs, II, 222. 
362Ink:lin~s, II, 226. 
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her own mind, and she was SOotl thinking for herself, not merely parroting 
the ideas implanted in her mind by her mentor. Her contemplative 
countenance makes the scholar wish he had been a painter. 
To one familiar with the study of the human face, there is, in 
the look of a truly intellectual woman, a keen subtlety of 
refinement, a separation from everything gross and material, 
which comes up to our highest dream of the angelic •••• I 
can see it in every pulse of my being. It is not a peculiar 
susceptibility. Every man who approaches such a woman feels 
it. He may not define it; he may be totally tmconscious what 
it is that awes him, but he feels it as if a mysterious and 
invisible veil were about her, and every dark thought is 
quenched suddenly in his heart, as if he had come into the 
atmosphere of a spirit. 
The landlord's daughter is the first of a series of Willis's intellec-
tual heroines, and the comments which Willis makes here help to explain 
why so many of them appear in his fiction. The landlord's daughter is 
not, however, typical of the blue-stockings found in the literature of 
this period. In his stories, Willis presents intellectual women as a 
special kind of female, worthy of admiration. 
When the young girl is ready for poetry, her mentor reads to her first 
Wordsworth • s "sublime • Ode upon Intimations of Immortality, • 11 and then 
without hesitation "passages in Childe Harold, and Manfred and Gain--and, 
from that time, poetry has been her world1"363 One might think these 
selections rather hearty fare as introductions to poetry, but the girl 
apparently thrives on them. The mentor assures Slingsby that had she been 
introduced to poetry earlier, she would not have relished it so well, 
because "It needs the simple and strong nutriment of truth to fit us to 
relish and feel poetry. The mind lllllst have strength and cultivated taste, 
and then it is like a language from heaven." Willis felt that a period 
363Inklings, II, 227. 
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of careful cultivation was necessary for the true appreciation of poetry, 
which to him was one of the highest human attaimnents. He expresses a 
similar idea in the essay on books and reading in "Edith Linsey." 
A taste for reading canes canparati vely late. 'Robinson Crusoe • 
will turn a boy• s head at ten. The • Arabian Nights 1 are taken 
to bed with us at twelve. At fourteen, a forward boy will read 
the 'Lady of the Lake, ' 'Tom Jones, ' and I Peregrine Pickle; ' 
and at seventeen (not before) he is ready for Shakespeare, and, 
if he is of a thoughtful turn, Milton. Most men do not read 
these last ;lith a true relish till after this period.364 
The ages cited here at which a boy may enjoy these works may seem a 
little young; in the earlier version of the essay Willis ascribed some of 
these works to chronological ages more consistent with experience: he says, 
"At sixteen a forward boy will read the Lady of the Lake, Tom Jones and 
Peregrine Pickle; and at twenty, not before, he is ready for Shakespeare, 
and, if he is of a thoughtful turn, }!ilton.n365 
Having been introduced to the study of poetry, the young pupil--
her name, Caroline Grey,366 is at last revealed--begins the study of 
nature, primarily through the expedient of long walks with her mentor. 
In connection with Caroline's study of nature, Willis takes the opportunity 
to insert an essay on the effects of the different times of day upon the 
individual. He refers to this essay in "The Gipsy of Sardis" as if it 
364Inklings, I, 123. 
365 AM}!, I (March 1830), 858-859. 
366Grey was a favorite surname with 'tlillis. Gerald Grey appears in 
one of Willis's earliest sketches, "The Fancy Ball," AMM, I (!1ay 1829), 
93-107. He also wrote a poem entitled "Florence Grey," Poems (1844), 
169-172. The name was no doubt suggested by Disraeli 1 s Vivian ~;iY• In 
an article on females• names in the Home Journal for Harch 6, 1 , iVillis 
shows he is aware that Caroline mean'Siibrave soUled" or "courageously 
patient." 
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were yet to be written.367 The device of the interpolated essay Willis 
used three times in "Edith Linsey, 11 and one would not be surprised to find 
this one published separately in sane of !:Iillis's earlier works, but so 
far no such discovery has been made. It is similar in tone and treatment 
to several essays which Willis published in the .American Monthly Magazine. 
Caroline's course of instruction lasts five years. At the age of 
eighteen she is a young lady who has been allowed to develop naturally 
except for the training of her ndnd. The scholar confesses: 
You might object to her want of fashionable tournure, and find 
fault with her unfashionable impulses. I do not. She is a high-
minded, noble, impassioned being--with an enthusiasm that is 
not without reason, and a common sense that is not a regard to 
self-interest. Her motion was not learnt at schools, but it is 
unembarrassed and free; and her tone has not been educated to a 
refined whisper, but it expresses the meaning of her heart, as 
if its very pulse had become articulate. The many micllt not 
admire her--! know she would be idolized by the few.358 
Caroline Grey is the prototype of Willis's ideal heroines: intelligent, 
intellectual, unaffected. She has not been introduced to the artificialities 
of the conventional social mores, but has been allowed to develop her per-
son and manners naturally. But her maturity now causes problems in the 
relationship between her and her mentor. He explains: 
OUr intercourse is as intimate still; and I could not change it 
without being less so-for we are constantly together. There 
is--to be sure--lately--a slight degree of embarrassment--and--
sanehow--we read more poetry than we used to do--but it is 
nothing at all--nothing. 
Here the letter of the scholar ends, and Slingsby picks up the thread 
367nit is sanething in the influence of the hour, and I shall take 
trouble, some day, to maintain that mom, noon and midnight have their 
ministry as well, and exercise each an unobserved but salutary and peculiar 
office on the feelings." Inklings, II, 9. 
368Inklings, II, 232. 
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of the story to reveal what the reader has already expected, that Caroline 
and her mentor are now married. Willis now prolongs the story for four 
pages in order to picture the domestic happiness of the couple, the hus-
band poring over his books, glancing from time to time at his wife, who 
devotes as Jllllch time to the perusal of books as her wifely chores will 
admit. She is, and will ''be always as well fitted as not for the companion-
ship of an intellectual being. n369 Willis goes on to discuss what he con-
siders the usual course of matrimony in which the husband and wife drift 
apart because of a lack of mutual interests. He then leaves the reader 
with the following warning, which, written in 1828, was not revised in 
1836 after Willis himself had been married. 
Heed this, ye who are winning by your innocent beauty, the 
affections of high-minded and thinking beings! Remember that 
he will give up the brother of his heart with whom he has had, 
ever, a fellowship of mind--and frequently, in his passionate 
love, he will break away from the arena of his burning ambition, 
to come and listen to the "voice of the channer. n370 It will 
bewilder him at first, but it will not long; and then, think 
you that an idle blandishment will chain the mind that has been 
used for years, to an equal communion? Think you he will give 
up, for a weak dalliance, the animating themes of men, and the 
search into the fine mysteries of knowledge! Ohl no, ladyl-
believe me--not371 
Willis feels that true happiness in marriage consists in a meeting of minds, 
that physical attraction is not permanent or substantial enough to be the 
single basis for marital companionship. He also advocates a doctrine which 
was not popular in his day, education for women: 
369Inklings, II, 233. 
370nEven like the deaf adder that stoppeth her ears; 
Which refuseth to hear the voice of the channer: 
chann he never so wisely." The Book of Common Prayer, Psalms, 
lviii, 4-5. The King James version haSnciianiiers." 
37l!nklings, II, 235-2)6. 
Credit not the old-fashioned absurdity that woman• s is a 
secondary lot--ministering to the necessities of her lord and 
masterl It is a higher destiny I would award you. If your im-
mortality is as complete, and your gift of mind as capable as 
ours of increase and elevation, I would put no wisdom of mind 
against God's evident allotment. I would charge you to water 
the undying bud, and give it healthy culture, and open its 
beauty to the sun--and then you may hope, that when your life 
is bound up with another, you will go on equally, and in a 
fellowship that shall pel"lade every earthly interest.372 
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This is sound advice, and W:l.llis saw no reason to revise it when he 
prepared this story for publication in Inklings. He had seen too many 
marriages which had ended unhappily because of this lack of lliUtual interest, 
or so he says. 
I have seen young and beautiful women, the pride of gay circles, 
married--as the world said-welll Sane have moved into costly 
houses, and their friends have all come and looked at their fine 
furniture and their splendid arrangements for happiness, and 
they have gone away and committed them to their sunny hopes, 
cheerfully, and without fear. , •• I go forward for years, and 
see her luxuriant hair put soberly away from her brow, and her 
girlish graces ripened into dignity, and her bright loveliness 
chastened with the gentle meekness .of maternal affection. • , • 
I say I love to dream thus when I go to give the young bride 
joy. It is the natural tendency of feeling touched by love-
liness that fears nothing for itself, and, if I ever yield to 
da.rl:er feelings, it is because the light of the picture is 
changed. • • • I trust that my simple pages will be read by 
some of the young and beautiful beings who move daily across my 
path, and I would whisper to them as they glide by, joyously and 
confidingly, the secret of an unclouded future)73 
The idea that a wife is not merely a menial but a partner is an idea 
which was not prevalent at this time, but apparently Willis was not only 
completely in favor of the equality of husband and 1dfe, but he felt that 
it was the only sound basis for a perfect marriage. 
The closing situation in "Minute Fhilosophies" is in striking contrast 
372Inklings, II, 236. 
373Inklings, II, 234-235. 
\ 
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to the ending of one of ldllis•s early poems, "The 1-lifets Appeal.n374 The 
poem is of interest here, not only because of the light which it sheds on 
this story, but because it contains another expression of Willis's ideas 
on ambition. It tells the story of a scholarly man content in the perusal 
of his books until his wife, unsympathetic to the intellectual life, fires 
him with the spirit of worldly ambition in an appeal to him to display his 
talents to the world. She says, 
Thou has the secret strange 
To read the hidden book, the human heart--
Thou hast the ready writer's practiced art--
Thou hast the thought to range 
The broadest circles Intellect hath ran--
• • • • • • 
And yet-thou slumberest here 
Like a caged bird that never knew its pinions, 
And others track in glory the dominions 
Where thou hast not thy peer 
Setting their weaker eyes into the sun, 
And plucking honor that thou shouldst have won, 
Oh, if thou lov•dst me ever, 
Ernest, my husband! If th• idolatry 
That lets go to heaven to fling its all on thee--
If to dismiss thee never 
In dream or prayer, have given me aught to claim--
Heed me--oh, heed mel and awake to fame.375 
Not only is this wife incapable of intellectual companionship ~lith her 
husband, but she has also what lofillis considers the most cardinal of sins, 
ambition, After a year of searching for fame as a writer, the husband 
muses bitterly over the changes that have taken place. In a sense this is 
Willis musing over the effects of the attacks of his brother journalists, 
and may help explain why ldllis renounced lasting fame to settle for what 
he considered mediocre use of his talents. 
374Poem, pp. [42]-51. 
375Poem, pp. 47-48. 
He bad walked 
Steadily upward in the eye of Fame, 
And kept his truth unsullied-but his home 
Had been invaded by envenomed tongues: 
His wife--his spotless wife--had been assailed 
By slander, and his child had grown afraid 
To come to him--his manners were so stern, 
• • • • • • • 
His friends ;rere half estranged, and Vulgar men 
Presumed upon their services and grew 
Familiar with him • 
• • • and with his heart in fetters, 
He bore deep insults silently, and bowed 
Respectfully to men 1-rho knew he loathed them! 
And when his heart was eloquent with truth, 
And love of country and an honest zeal 
Burned for expression, he could find no words 
They would not misinterpret With their lies. 
ifuat were his many honors to him now? 
The good half doubted, falsehood was so strong--
His home was hateful With its cautious fears--
His wife lay trembling on his very breast 
Frighted with calumnyi--And this is FAME)76 
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lvillis apparently felt that the only true place for the scholar was 
in an ivory tower where his obscurity protected him from the calumny of 
the world, In this poem is seen the disastrous effects of a wife • s attempt 
to change the habits of her husband; in "Minute Philosophies" the happiness 
of a marriage is secured because the wife, properly trained to share her 
husband's intellectual life, adjusts her life to his, 
This sketch is on the border line between a story and a didactic essay. 
The plot is used to make more palatable the expression of l'lillis's ideas, 
especially his theories on education and marriage, The sketch is filled 
with philosophical observations and sentiments which made it attractive to 
the reading public of the period and with sufficient appeal, apparently, to 
Miss Mitford so that she included it in her collection of lunerican stories, 
The story is didactic and the theme is not really dramatized, It is, how-
ever, one of Willis's earliest stories and shows with what seriousness 
of purpose lfillis started his writing career. 
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Inklings of Adventure 
Critical Summary 
At the end of the discussion of <nllists first collection of short 
stories, certain general conclusions can be drawn. In these stories are 
evidenced Willis! s early attempts to deal with the short story forin. He 
has tried writing various kinds of stories, but the most successful ones 
are those dealing With high life in America. This was his true province, 
and he himself was to come ultimately to that conclusion, for as he con-
tinued to write, his stories dealt more and more with the upper classes 
of society; in fact, his third collection, Dashes ~ Life with ~ Free 
Pencil was divided into two parts, "High Life in Europe" and "American 
Life." 
Willis has already begun to write stories with both American and 
Eurasian backgro1mds, although in this collection the former predanina.te. 
He has been learning how to integrate the settings of the stories with 
the plots in order that they may become flmctional parts of the stories. 
In his earliest stories scenic descriptions were introduced per ~ and 
although their charm and excellence helped make Willis popular, they 
detract fran the unity of his tales. 
He has begun already to rely heavily upon his own experiences for the 
plots of his stories. Like Irving, Cooper, and Hawthorne, but 1IDlike Poe 
in many of his tales, Willis is exploring the American scene for possible 
material for his stories, but 1IDlike the three former writers, he deals 
primarily with the contemporary scene. And this was to become his presel"le. 
His experiences and natural inclinations prompted him to explore the fashion-
3lh 
able circles of society, especially those which in America frequented the 
watering places. Willis had mingled with this set and knew it from first-
hand experience. This was a field relatively untouched in America up to 
this time, and it interested Willis's contemporaries. 
Several of the stories in this collection are revisions of earlier 
stories which Willis reworked only slightly. Because of this, and because 
they were written while Willis was still quite young, an adolescent, 
sophomoric flavor permeates them. The stories >dlich he wrote in 18.34 and 
1835 have a maturity which the others lack. "Pedlar Karl," "Niagara," and 
"The Mad Senior" may be cited as examples of the former, and "The Gipsy of 
Sardis" and "The Revenge of the Signor Basil, 11 as examples of the latter. 
Willis has developed a stock character in many of his tales, the 
Slingsby-type; a fashionable man-about-town, who frequents the spas, calls 
upon the reigning belles of the season, and either pursues them or is pur-
sued by them, he is obviously a projection of Willis himself. Another 
character has appeared in same of these stories, the alter ego of the pro-
tagonist who complements him and acts as a foil by presenting a conflicting 
philosophy. Hence in these stories an intellectual or psychological conflict 
frequently appears which seems to be a projection of the tensions of Willis's 
own mind. 
In one of these early stories, "The Revenge of the Signor Basil," the 
protagonist is an artist, or, at least, a man with artistic tendencies. 
Later on Willis is to combine the Slingsby-type character with the artist, 
to create a more sensitive and perceptive hero for his stories. This 
character will be an even more obvious projection of Willis himself. 
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In "The Revenge of the Signor Basil, 11 as well as in the conclusion 
to 11 Elli.th Linsey, 11 Willis has used the revenge motif and 1dll continue to 
use it in later stories, This motif may quite logically be the result of 
a sensitivity of Willis to the attacks of his critics, Although he was 
ridiculed unmercifully on various occasions during his lifetime, very 
seldom did he retaliate directly, but in his stories there seems to be a 
desire to avenge himself upon the world, which may indicate the method 
Vlillis employed to relieve his offended feelings. 
Most of all, Willis has begun to develop his own individua.l style, 
A lightness of touch, a delicacy of sentiment, a jauntiness of tone, and 
a facility of expression characteristic of his mature style, 
The reviews of Inklings were, on the whole, favorable, C, C, Felton, 
writing in the North American Review, felt that in general the book was 
admirable, but he objected to the sketches as true portrayals of American 
life, He remarks: 
There are many admirable passages in these "Inklings." The 
language is rich and varied; many of the characters are 11ell 
dravm, But, so far as they are considered in the light of 
the delineation of American society, they must be pronounced 
unsuccessful, Cons~dered ~n the light of tales and sketches, 
many of them are extravagant and improbable, They arc colored 
falsely and glaringly; character, incident, and catastrophe, in 
most of them, are out of keeping with American thought, Ameri-
can morals, and American life,377 
Felton 1 s remarks on what he considers Willis Is "worldly and voluptuous 
spirit" have already been quoted above.J7B It is true that the majority 
of the stories do not concern themselves 1iith what Professor Felton wculd 
probably call the more serious aspects of American life; presumably he 
377NAR, XLIII (October 1836), 411-412. 
37Bsee above, p. 66, 
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would consider stories dealing with flirtations extremely frivolous, and 
stories such as vlillis 1 s would seem to lack moral seriousness. He concludes 
his review favorably. 
We have spoken thus of what we consider the faults of the , 
"Inklings. 11 Of their numerous excellencies, their gorgeous 
descriptions, their brilliant wit, it is mmecessary to speak 
more at large; they speak for themselves, We must content 
ourselves with merely referring to two short passages, the 
first a description of Nahant,379 and the second a rich and 
daintily worded essay in the story Edith Linsey, in the first 
volume..,380 as favorable specimens of the better parts of the 
book.3ol 
Apparently Felton was not disturbed by the digressive nature of the 
two passages singled out for special mention, Poe's review of Hawthorne's 
Twice ~Tales (Second edition, 1842), in which he defined the form of 
the short story, was not published until six years after Inklings,382 and 
few Americans rrere aware of a developing sense of form in this new genre. 
The Westminster Review treated Inklings kindly, although in the same 
review it condemned Pencillings. The reviewer was not unaware of the auto-
biographical content of these tales, for he wrote, 
These tales purport to be the Rambles, in the New and Old World, 
of Hr. Fhl.lip Slingsby; and, as he is often the hero of the 
adventure, we may be permitted to congratulate him on the general 
success of his adventurous wanderings; the more so as we have 
good reason to believe that some of the incidents, although 
highly coloured, and displaced from their original scene of 
action, have a slight foundation in truth.383 
379In "F. ~th." 
380rhe essay on books and reading in imitation of Lamb. 
381NAR, XLIII (October 1836), 412. 
382Edgar Allan Poe, "Twice Told Tales, 11 Graham• s Magazine, XX 
(May 1842), 298-300. 
383c.A.H., ''Willis's Sketches," Westminster Review, III and 7J)l 
(July 1836), 364. 
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The reviewer in the Spectator identified Willis t s sources of inspira-
tion: "He has taken his ideas of romantic feeling from BYRON; the 
incidents of romance he invents for himself; his notions of manners and 
'irresistible' behaviour are borrowed from Mr. ·EDWARD BUUIER: and he has 
infused into the whole production the spirit of a refined man-illilliner." 
His "tone is that of an under-bred, self-sufficient good-natured dandy." 
The sketches contain "absurdities of taste and composition": however, 
the bettermost points are twofold,--description of landscapes, 
and indirect pictures of American manners; each of which have 
more freshness and reality than any other parts of the volumes, 
though we often see that they are dashed by an affectation of 
smartness, and may likely enough be altered and cooked-up for 
effect. 
The poems which are interpolated in the sketches 1fere found by the reviewer 
to possess a "fluency of diction, harmony of verse, and mechanical elegance 
of statement. But they want pith and originality." This reviewer is also 
aware of the autobiographical nature of the sketches. 
The proper title of this bock would have been "Passages of My 
Life Manufactured for Sale; 11 for it chiefly consists of scenes 
and commonplace incidents that fell, or might have fallen, under 
the writer's observation. An excursion to Niagara is turned into 
a sort of story. • • • he elaborates an incident which occurred 
at some American Star and Garter or Conduit House. 
The reviewer finds in the stories a certain "flimsiness and artificial 
character, and the undue pretensions and coxcombical obtrusiveness of the 
writer, n but praises them for "lightness and readableness, 11 and "facility, 
vivacity and point in the author•s style; a kind of elegance in his 
manner; and he seems to possess a natural tenderness of sentiment, which 
he spoils by affectation.u384 
LOoking back at Inklings a half century after its publication, Beers 
384The Spectator, IX (May 7, 1836), 443. 
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pronounced the stories "clever," and "with the possible exception of 
•letters from Under a Bridge• and •Pencillings by the Way,"' they seemed 
to him Willis's best work, comparing favorably <lith "such lighter fiction, 
in the way of short tales or sketches of travel and adventure," as had 
been produced in .America since Willis • s day. Although they are "readable," 
"their cheerful avoidance of all the responsibilities imposed upon the 
dwellers in this workaday l·Torld" make them "misleading and false. n385 But 
it is just this avoidance which made them so readable and popular in their 
'own time, and Beers was writing, it 11lUSt be remembered, at the height of 
an age of realism when fidelity to the realities of commonplace experience 
was the~~~ of serious fiction writers in the United states. 
That which constituted reality to Americans in 1836 would not fulfill the 
requirement of the post-Civil War generation. Compared to the romantic 
elements in the stories of Irving, Cooper, Hawthorne, and Poe, IV:i.llis•s 
sketches of contemporary manners and society must have seemed realistic 
indeed to those living in the 1830s. 
In another sense, hmrever, Willis's tales may have seemed romantic 
because life in the circles of fashionable society was not the experience 
of the majority, and Willis's European sketches ;rere remote in place, as 
far as most Americans were concerned, but they were not remote in time. 
Only in one or two sketches does Willis even hint at the supernatural, which 
makes him seem more realistic than Irving, Hawthorne, or Poe. P..s Beers 
admits, "their air is the air of everyday, n386 and this would tend to make 
them seem realistic to Willis's contemporary readers. Beers counters this 
385NFW, pp. 207-208. 
38~, p. 208. 
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statement 1-d.th one 1-rhich is not quite fair: "their happenings are those 
of the 1-d.ldest romance," If one compares Willis's stories 1-rl.th those of 
his contemporaries, his rananticism does not seem to tend toward ''wild-
ness," The incidents in the majority of \-Tillis's stories are more plausible 
than the incidents in the stories of Irving, Cooper, Poe, or Hawthorne, 
These comparisons are not intended to be construed as an attempt to 
place Willis on the same literary level as his more famous contemporaries; 
they are employed merely to show wherein Willis differed in subject matter 
and treatment from writers who are sufficiently well kn01m to enable them 
to be used for this purpose, 
Beers' s final comments on Inklings are just. 
This freshness and youthfulness, this air of stir, and 
adventure, excitement, hope which was impressed upon American 
life, books and society of {the 18.30s] are reflected from Willis's 
sparkling pages and gives them even a sort of historical interest, 
apart fran their claims as literature. There is a breath of 
morning wind in them, With the hanelier side of life he had 
little concern, his 1-Triting lacks gravity and simplicity. When-
ever he grows serious, it is to grow sentimentaJ.,387 
Beers recognized the importance of vl:l.llis • s sketches as vignettes o£ 
social history, The manners and morals o£ the period, as well as the 
attitudes and opinions, are interestingly recorded in Willis's stories, 
ROMANCE OF TRAVEL 
Four years after the publication of Inklings, Willis brought out 
a second collection of short stories simultaneously in England and America 
rmder the separate titles Loiterings of Travel1 and Romance ~Travel, 
Canprising Tales ~ ~ Lands. 2 This work contained seven short stories3 
and several of Willis's travel letters, which were included to make the 
book of sufficient length, As the titles suggest, the action of these 
stories occurs in various cormtries, England, Rome, Venice, Austria, and 
the United states, Like Inklings, the book is designated as being 11by 
the Author of Pencillings by the Way , 11 It is inscribed to "Rufus ])!.wes, 
with the sincerest friendship of the author,n4 
lNathaniel Parker Willis, Loiterings of Travel, 3 vols, (London, 
1840). 
2Nathaniel Parker Willis, Romance of Travel, Comprising Tales of 
F.Lve Lands (New York, 1840). Sl.Ilce copies of these volumes are difi'icult 
tolocate, all references to the stories contained in them will be made 
to the more readily accessible The Miscellaneous Works of N, P. Willis 
(New York, 1847). If 356 be added to these page references, they will 
fit ~~Works of~· .!:• Willis (Philadelphia, 1854). 
3ntady Ravelgold, n "Paletto•s Bride, 11 11Violanta Cesarini, 11 11 Pasquali, 
the Tailor of Venice, 11 "The Bandit of Austria, 11 11 0onder Hoofden, 11 and "The 
Picker and Piler. n 
4Practically rmknown today, Rufus La1-1es (1803-1859) was highly regarded 
as a poet by his contemporary Americans. 
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"Lady Ravelgold" 
The first story in Romance, "Lady Ravelgold, n5 had been published in 
the New York Mirror in November and December 1836 in five installments 
under the title "The Junior Partner. 116 It then appeared in the ~ ~lonthly 
Hagazine in !1arch of 1837 entitled "Lady Imogen Ravelgoldts Romance.n7 
As it appears in Romance it is divided into six chapters. Two mottoes 
are prefixed to this story. The first is from "Dutchess of l'.talfy [sic] .n8 
What would it pleasure me to have my throat cut 
With diamonds? or be smothered quick 
With Cassia, or be shot to death with pearls?9 
The second motto is from Fletcher's "Rule a Wife:" 
Itve been i' the Indies twice, and seen strange 
things--
But two honest womeni--One, I read of once.lO 
As this story appeared in the Mirror, the mottoes were repeated at the 
beginning of each installment. Neither of them is particularly apt. Since 
the story deals with the 1-1ealthy class, the first motto applies in a general 
>my. There are two honest vromen in the story, but they are not "honest" in 
the sense Fletcher uses the word. 
Sr,!isc. Works, pp. [lld] -118. 
6xrv (November 26, 1836), 172; (December 3, 1836), 180-181; 
(December 10, 1836), 188; (December 17, 1836), 296 [misprint for 196]; 
and (December 24, 1836), 204. 
7XLIX (March 1837), 346-360. 
8Since liillis invariably spells duchess with a t, future examples 
of this obsolete orthography will not be noted. -
9Misc. \forks, p. [110]; John \vebster, The Duchess of }lalfi, IV, ii, 
222-22~ 
lOJohn Fletcher "Rule a Wife and Have a Wife," I, 1, 51-52. 
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The story opens with a magnificent paragraph descriptive of London 
on a :foggy day. 
A thin gray mist drizzled down through the smoke which darkened 
the long cavern of Fleet street: the sidewalks were slippery 
and cla."lli!Y; the drays slid from side to side on the greasy pave-
ment, creating a perpetual clamor among the lighter carriages 
with which they came in contact: the porters wondered that 
"gemmen" would carry their umbrellas up when there was no rain, 
and the gentlemen wondered that porters should be pennitted on 
the sideualks: there were passengers in box-coats, though it 
<ras the first day of May, and beggars Hith bare breasts, though 
it was chilly as November: the boys ;rere looking wistfully into 
the hosier•s windows who were generally at the pastry-cook•s~ 
and there were persons -vmo wished to see the dial of St. Paul•s 
through the gamboge atmosphere, 
This is the first time Willis had tried to present a scene of this 
kind, and it is successful, There is an obvious tension in this paragraph 
which gives the reader an ominous feeling. There is an insecurity in the 
way in which the heavy carts are sliding about the streets, and the feeling 
is intensi.fied by the use of onomatopoeia, There is an implication of 
discontent between the two social classes represented, a resentment and a 
lack of understanding on the part of one and snobbery and antagonism 
expressed by the other. Even the weather reflects this conflict of 
extremes: it is neither raining nor is the sun shining, and though it is 
May, it is so cold that the young boys are drawn fran their accustomed 
actiVity, The fog, which envelops all, conceals the clock and gives to 
the scene a sense of timelessness. The paragraph ends with an extremely 
effective color image as the use of the 1-rord. gamboge--with the exception 
of gray the only color word used in the paragraph--imbues the scene with 
the ominous atmosphere of suppressed excitement,ll This is not a random 
llBesides being used in paint, gamboge is also employed as a power-
ful purgative, but Willis may not be mald.ng use of the connotations thus 
supplied to the word gamboge. 
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description of a London street scene; every detail has been selected to 
contribute to the single effect of suppressed conflict. 
The second paragraph continues this description: 
It was twelve o'clock, and a plain chariot with a simple crest 
on the panels, slowly picked its way through the choked and 
disputed thoroughfare east of Temple Bar, The smart glazed 
hat of the coachman, the well-fitted drab greatcoat and gaiters 
of the footman, and the sort of half-submissive, half-contemptuous 
look on both their faces (implying that they were bound to drive 
to the devil if it were miladi' s orders, but that the rabble of 
Fleet street was a leetle too vulgar for their contact), expressed 
very plainly that the lady within was a denizen of a more 
privileged quarter, but had chosen a rainy day for some com-
pulsory visit to "the city." 
Again social conflicts are stressed in the attitudes of the servants 
toward the pedestrians. This is ironic for it implies a caste system even 
among the lower class. !1iladi' s coach seems out of place on Fleet Street, 
this side Temple Bar; it would be completely at home on the side toward 
the Strand. 
It would seem from the first two paragraphs that Willis has started 
to tell a story with weighty social implications. But the seriousness of 
the opening paragraphs is not sustained by the story which follows, a tale 
of the love of a junior partner for an impoverished noblewoman. As will 
appear later, somewhere in the telling of this story the serious theme 
which Willis proposes to deal with is overwhelmed by his delight in pre-
senting the fashionable set, and the tale of social conflict becomes one 
of social manners in high society, 
In the third paragraph the carriage arrives at Throgmorton street, 
and 11a closely-veiled lady" alights and enters firkins and Co. At her 
request she is shown into the office of the junior partner, 1-rho "made a low 
bcm, with the air of a gentleman, who is neither surprised nor embarrassed," 
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That there is conflict between these two characters is evidenced by the 
statement that 
There was that forced complaisance in the lady's manner ••• 
which produced the slightest possible elevation in a very scorn-
ful lip otmed by the junior partner, but the lady was only 
forty-five, high-born, and very handsome, and as she looked at 
the fine specimen of nature's nobility, who met her with a look 
as proud and yet as gentle as her otm, the smoke of Fleet street 
passed away from her memory, and she became natural and gracious. 
~lillis 1ms of the opinion that there were at least two kinds of 
nobility in the world, aristocracy, which results from centuries of breed-
ing and training, and the natural nobility of genius, This theory pervades 
many of his stories and becomes one of the major themes of his novel. Per-
haps he had noticed particularly the following sentences in Vivian Grey: 
"In England, personal distinction is the only passport to the society of 
the great. Whether this distinction arise from fortune, family, or talent, 
is immaterial; but certain it is, to enter into high society, a man must 
have either blood, a million, or a genius,nl2 
Lady Ravelgold--the reader soon is told the name of the lady--delivers 
to the junior partner (Firkins) "an inVitation to the dutchess of 
Hautaigle's ball,nl3 and then asks for a loan of five hundred pounds, 
which Firkins immediately grants, though she is already in his debt for 
thirty thousand pounds, In return for the loan he requests a card for 
Lady Roseberry's Me champStre, which he is immediately given. Her busi-
ness transacted, Lady Ravelgold leaves, On her way back to Grosvenor 
Square, she is troubled lest the alacrity with which Firkins has provided 
her with money indicates that he is in love with her and ~dshes her to 
fall under his power. 
12p, 24 (Bk. I, Ch. 6). 
13Willis is being satirical in his choice of the name Hautaigle, 
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The first chapter has introduced the reader to two important charac-
ters, indicated that the theme will be one of social conflict, and, at the 
end, has hinted at a specific clash between Lady Ravelgold and Firkins. 
Also, the reader is prepared for the next episode in the story. Chapter II 
transfers the reader directly to the fete: 
The morning of the fifteenth of May seemed to have been appointed 
by all the flowers as a jubilee of perfume and blossom. • • • 
That portion of London that had been invited to Lady Roseberry• s 
f@te, thought it a very fine day! That portion which ;ras not, 
wandered how people could go sweltering about in such a glare 
for a cold dinner. nl4 
\Villis describes the progress of Firld.na's carriage as it approaches the 
scene of the garden party. 
At about half past two, a very elegant dark-green cab without a 
crest, and with a servant in whose slight figure and plain blue 
livery there was not a fault, whirled out at the gate of the 
Regent•s Park, and took its way up the >fell-watered road lead-
ing to Hampstead, The gentlemen wham it passed or met turned to 
admire the performance of the dark-grey horse, and the ladies 
looked after the cab as if they could see the handsome occupant 
once more through its leather back. Whether by conspiracy among 
the coach-makers, or by an aristocracy of taste, the degree of 
elegance in a tum-out attained by the cab just described, is 
usually confined to the acquaintances of Lady -----; that list 
being understood to enumerate all "the nice young men" of the 
\fest End, besides the guardsmen, • • , The junior Firkins seemed 
an exception to this exclusive rule. No "nice man" could come 
from I.othbury, and he did not visit Lady ------; but his horse 
was faultless, and >ihen he turned into the gate at Rose-Eden, 
the policeman at the porter's lodge, though he_did not know him, 
thought it unnecessary to ask him for his name. Awa:y he spattered 
up the hilly avenue, and giving the reins to his groom at the end 
of a green arbor leading to the reception-la>in, he walked in and 
made his bow to Lady Roseberry, who remarked, ''How very handsome I 
Who can he be?"--and the junior partner walked on and disappeared 
dO>in an avenue of laburnums. 
This scene is in direct contrast to the second paragraph of Chapter I, 
in which the carriage of Lady Ravelgold is described. In that incident a 
14usc, \-/orks, p. 111. 
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gentlewanan was seen driving through the business district of London; here 
a commoner is entering the gates of an aristocratic estate. Even the 
weather is contrasted. 
1-lillis was very nmch opposed to the habit of judging individuals by 
their external appearance. He believed that each individual should be 
rated according to his own merits. The main theme of his novel concerns 
itself >dth the problem of Paul Fane, who, slighted by Lady Ashley because 
she thought him negligible socially, tries to prove himself her equal 
because of his genius. \iillis felt that in America these hasty judgments 
were not made, and yet, out of '.Villis•s own past, comes an incident in 
which he himself took advantage of just such a situation described above. 
This incident, reminiscent of one in "The Revenge of the Signor Basil, 11 
as well as resembling the one in this story, reveals how closely Willis 
identified himself with his heroes. George Tichnor Curtis records the 
follmdng event : 
One Commencement J:By at Cambridge--1-1e did not say "Harvard" in 
those days [c. 1830] , •• the Governor's procession arrived at 
the front door of the meeting-house, and from each of the carriages 
successively the solemn officials alighted and walked in, The 
last vehicle in the procession, and as if it Here part of it, 
contained l·lillis, seated in his gig, dressed in a green frock-
coat, li'hite waistcoat, buff-colored nankeen trousers, low cut 
shoes, and 1-1hite stockings, all supremely fine; his broad-
brimmed Leghorn hat lay on the seat by his side. With an air of 
supreme nonchalance he tossed his reins to a hostler who stood 
there waiting for such chances, put a quarter into the man's 
hand, and told him to take Thalaba to a certain livery-stable. 
He then passed up the broad aisle in the wake of the procession, 
and if he did not ascend the stage and seat himself among the 
dignitaries, it must have been because there was no room,lS 
The situation described by curtis and the one described by Willis in 
lSnReminiscences," Harper's l1agazine, LXXXI (October 1890), 718-719. 
"lady Ravelgold" are parallel. In both instances a young man gains 
entrance into an exclusive gathering because his external appearance 
indicates that he is "acceptable." 
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\fillis' s description of the grounds and the activities of the fete 
at Rose-Eden contains an obvious allusion to Paradise ~· 
Ahl but Rose-Eden looked a paradise that dayl Hundreds had 
passed across the close-shaven lawn, with a bow to the lady-
mistress of this fair abode, Yet the grounds ,;ere still 
private enough for Hilton 1 s pair, so lost were they in the 
green labyrinths of hill and dale ,16 
Hillis is referring to Adam and Eve in this last sentence, but his clause, 
"so lost were they in green labyrinths of hill and dale, 11 is similar to 
Hilton's line, "And found no end, in ii"ander:i..ng mazes lost,nl7 even though 
l1ilton is referring to metaphysical mazes. This line of !1:Lltonts occurs 
in the midst of his description of the activities of the fallen angels as 
they await the return of Satan from his exploration of God's newly-made 
world,l8 Willi.s follows his sentence, with its mention of 11}fi.lton•s pair" 
and its echo of the passage describing the diabolical pastimes, with a 
description of the activities of the guests at Rose-Eden, and the structure 
of this passage parallels that of l1ilton•s. 
Some had descended through heavily-shaded paths to a fancy 
dairy, built over a fountain in the bottom of a cool dell; and 
there amid her milk-pans of old and costly china, the prettiest 
maid in the country round pattered about upon a floor of Dutch 
tiles, and served her visiters with creams and ices--already, 
as it were, adapted to fashionable comprehension, Some had 
strayed to the ornamental cottages in the skirts of the flower 
garden--poetical abodes, built from a picturesque drawing, ~r.ith 
l~fi.sc, Works, p, 111, 
17 Paradise Lost, II, 561. 
18Paradise ~' II, 521-629. l1ilton uses the word labyrinth in line 
584. 
imitation rouglmess; thatch, lattice-window, and lot; paling, 
all complete; and inhabited by superannuated dependents of 
Lord Roseberry, whose only duties were to look like patriarchs, 
and give tea and new cream-cheese to visiters on rete-days. 
Some had gone to see the silver and gold pheasants in their 
wire houses, stately aristocrats of the game tribe, who carry 
their finely-pencilled feathers like "11a.nnalet !1a.durus," 
strutting in hoop and farthingale. Same had gone to the 
kennels, to see setters and pointers, hounds and terriers, 
lodged like gentlemen, each breed in its otm apartment-the 
puppies, as elsewhere, treated with most attention, Some were 
in the flower-garden, some in the greenhouse, sane in the 
graperies, aviaries, and grottoes; and at the side of a fir-
grove, with her foot upon its marble lip, and one hand on the 
shoulder of a small Cupid who archly made a drinld.ng-cup of his 
•;ing, and caught the bright water as it fell, stood Lady Imogen 
Ravelgold,l9 the loveliest girl of nineteen that prayed night 
and morning within the parish of May Fair, listening to the very 
passionate language from the young banker of Lothbury, 20 
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Whether Willis was aware of the resemblance between his description 
and Milton's is impossible to determine, but the obvious reference to ~filton 
at the beginning of the paragraph would tend to show that he was. If so, 
there is a subtle irony implied in the contrast between the occupations 
of the fallen angels in the infernal regions and the amusements of the 
guests at the Roseberry fete. Underneath the surface romanticism of this 
scene, there is also a definite irony implicit in the contrast between the 
menial tasks of the retainers as they perform for the amusement of the 
guests, and the idle loiterings of the guests themselves. To an American 
the dependence of the menials would seem humiliating. 
viillis was able to make his description graphic because he had attended 
just such a party at Holly Lodge, the country estate of the Duchess of 
19<..allis neglects to inform the reader that Lady Imogen is the 
daughter of Lady Ravelgold; Imogen was the name of Willis's own daughter. 
20m.sc. 1-Jorks, p. 111. 
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St. Albans, 21 lihile he was in England. Among the other entertainments 
at this fete were an exhibition of falconry, fireworks, dinner in a tent, 
and dancing. 22 
Willis cannot forego the pleasure of picturing the ladies at the fete, 
and his description demonstrates his ability to delineate the female form 
graphically without lapsing into bad taste, and illustrates his penchant 
for employing comparisons to painting and paintings. 
Those airy hats, sheltering from the 61lll, yet not enviously 
concealing a feature or a ringlet that a painter would draw for 
his exhibition-picturel Those summery and shapeless robes, 
covering the person more to show its outline better, and pro-
voke more the worship, which, like all worship, is made more 
adoring by mysteryl Those canplexions lihich but betray their 
transparency in the 61lll; lips in lihich the blood is translucent 
when betueen you and the light; cheeks finer-grained than 
alabaster, yet as cool in their virgin purity as a tint in the 
dark corner of a Ruysdael: the human race was a'l{ less perfection 
in Athens in the days of Lais--in Egypt in the days of Cleopatra--
than that day on the laKn of Rose-Eden.23 
One is at a loss to detenn:l.ne whether Willis is being serious or ironic 
in the climax to this paragraph. The suggested comparison between the 
young girls at the fete with two of the most voluptuous women of antiquity 
2lHarriet Mellon, Duchess of st. Albans (1775-1837 ), was a comic 
actress, who, before her marriage to the ninth Duke of st. Albans, was the 
wife of the banker Thomas Coutts. The fact that Willis was at her fete 
indicates the exclusive circles to lihich he was admitted in England. One 
wonders if the occupation of Firkins in this story was influenced by that 
of the Duchess•s first husband. 
22Beers, NPW, p. 167. 
23The references to Lais and Cleopatra are further examples of Willis•s 
habit of comparing beautiful ladies to notorious females of the ancient 
world. Lais was 11a celebrated courtesan ••• the mistress of Alcibiades • 
• • • She first began to sell her favors at Corinth, for 10,000 drachmas, 
and the immense number of princes, noblemen, philosophers, orators, and 
plebeians who courted her embraces, show how much commendation is owed 
to her personal charm." Lempriere, ! Classical Dictionary. 
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would seem ironic; yet the tone of the rest of the paragraph does not lead 
one to that conclusion. 
The remainder of the chapter describes the dancing, the theatricals, 
and, finally, "the flight of my lord's falcons.n24 This last amusement 
Willis uses symbolically as he advances the plot. The chapter ends with 
the sentence, 
As the proud bird stood upon his victim, loold.ng around with a 
lifted crest and fierce eye, Lady Imogen Ravengold [si?] heard, 
in a voice [Firld.ns' s] of which her heart !mew the mus~c, "They 
who soar highest strike surest; the dove lies in the falconts 
bosom." 
This statement verifies Firld.ns' s plot for the reader and is intended to 
provide foreshadowing for later action. 
In Chapter III Willis describes Lady Ravelgold's appearance at the 
fete. It is at this point that the reader !mows for certain that there 
are two Lady Ravelgolds, Imogen and her mother. 
In a white chip hat, Hairbault• s last, a few lilies of the 
valley laid amongst her raven curls beneath, a simple white 
robe, the chef-d'oeuvre of Victotine in style and tournure, 
Lady Ravelgold would have been the belle of the fete, but for 
her daughter. 
The effect produced in Willis's day by Lady Ravelgold's white chip hat is 
lost on the modern reader. The contemporary connotations of this type of 
hat, "made of wood split into thin filaments, n25 is best demonstrated in 
one of Willis's own poems, "The White Chip Hat." 
I passed her one day in a hurry, 
When late for the Post with a letter--
! think near the corner of Murray--
And up rose my heart as I met herl 
2lmsc. Works, p. ll2. 
2.5webster, An American Dictionary (1848). 
I neter saw a parasol handled 
So like to a dutchess's doing--
! neter saw a slighter foot sandall'd, 
Or so fit to exhale in the shoeing-
wvely thingl 
Surprisingl--one woman can dish us 
So many rare sweets up togetherl 
Tournure absolutely delicious--
Chip hat without flower or feather--
Well-gloved and enchantingly bodiced, 
Her waist like the cup or a lily--
And an air, that, while daintily modest, 
Repelltd both the saucy and silly--
Quite the thingl 
For such a rare wonder you'll say, sir, 
There's a reason in straining one's tether--
And, to see her again on Broadway, sir, 
Who would not be lavish or leatherl 
I met her again as yot know 
I'm sage as old Vol aire at Ferney--
But I said a bad word--for my Juno 
Lock'd sweet on a snea.ki.ng attorney--
Horrid thingl 
Away flies my dream I had nourish'd--
My castles like mockery fall, sirl 
And, na<n, the fine airs which she flourish' d 
Seem varnish and crockery all, sirl 
The bright cup which angels might handle 
Turns earthy when finger'd by asses--
And the star that "swaps" light with a candle, 
Thenceforth for a pennyworth passes! 
Not the thingl2o 
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Willis's reference to the white chip hat in his description or Lady Ravel-
gold would make her seem enchantingly smart to his contemporaries. 
lady Ravelgold, unaware that firldns is acquainted with her daughter, 
proposes to "breakfast" with him and introduce him to Imogen. She objects 
to firkins's plebeian name, and when he suggests Tremlet as a substitute 
she replies, "Too effeminate for your severe style or beauty--but it will 
do." This remark of hers is evidence that vlillis considered the meaning 
26poems (1844), pp. 254-255. 
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of the names he gives his characters, even though the names themselves 
are not dictionary tenns; the word Tremlet suggesting tremor, tremulous, 
tremble (Latin, tremere) with the diminutive -let added. Similarly, the 
name Fi.rld.ns suggests the business world and Ravelgold, perhaps, the 
financial predicament in which Lady Ravelgold finds herself. These names 
are far less obvious than some Willis had used earlier, such as Raffleoff, 
Snufflegreek, or even Forbearance. 
Lady Ravelgold demands to know why Firkins had loaned her so much 
money without security. iiillis now explains that she is deeply in debt, 
partly because of her late husband • s extravagances, and partly because of 
her own. He also reveals that Fi.rld.ns had met Lady Imogen at a ball where 
he used the alias Tremlet, his mother's maiden name by which he is known 
outside the banking house. He and Imogen had fallen in love. Willis 
implies that Firkins • s love for Imogen is the reason why Lady Ravelgold 
has been able so easily to secure her loans from Firkins and Go. 
Fi.rld.ns--or Tremlet as he is now called--avoids answering Lady Ravel-
gold's question directly. She slips a diamond ring over the ends of his 
cravat, saying, "The men at Crockford• s slip the ends through a ring of 
their lady-love•s, if they chance to have one--thus1n27 Before he can 
politely remove the ring, Lady Imogen passes by, and her mother introduces 
her to 11Mr. Tremlet." Imogen, who has observed the conversation between 
her mother and Tremlet, sensing that she has a rival in her mother, gives 
him a 11cold and scarce perceptible bow." 
27Misc. Works, p. 113. 
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The evening comes on. "Grisi and Lablanche [sic]28were singing a 
duet from .!. Puritani, 11 and the evening's festiVities are to be climaxed 
with a display of fireworks. The fireworks also function as the climax 
to the story, as in the brilliant illumination of the finale Imogen sees 
11in a small opening at the end of a long avenue of lilacs • • • a gentle-
man drawn up to his fullest height, with his anns folded, and a lady 
kneeling on the ground at his feet with her azms stretched up to his 
bosom, n29 and Lady Imogen is carried unconscious into the house. Though 
Willis does not explain it at this point, the two characters in the 
"tableau Vivant" were Lady Ravelgold and Mr. Tremlet. With the climax of 
the day•s entertainment comes the climax of the story, and, as might be 
expected in the work of an author who was about to write two moderately 
successful five-act verse drsmas, it occurs at the very midpoint of the 
story.30 
At the beginning of Chapter IV, Tremlet is waiting outside .Almack•s 
in his cabriolet, waiting for his ticket to that evening's ball. AJmack• s 
and Crockford's were two of the most exclusive places in London in the 
1830s, and since Willis refers to both establishments in several stories, 
an explanation of their nature and importance is not out of place. A 
contemporary account of Almack•s reads, 
28aiulia Grisi (1811?-1899), a famous operatic soprano of the period, 
cousin to Carlotta Grisi, the celebrated ballerina. Willis refers to 
these celebrated performers often in his newspaper columns. Luigi 
Lablache (1794-1858) was a well-known and highly-esteemed operatic basso. 
29!-ti.sc. Works, p. 114. 
3Dai.anca Visconti (New York, 1839), first produced at the Park 
Theatre, New York, August 25, 1837, and Tortesa :!:!!!:. Usurer (New York, 
1839), first produced at the National Theatre, New York, April 8, 1839. 
To throw wide the door of Almack• s is to put the crowning 
fiat upon the opening of the London Season; to be accepted by 
its Patronesses is to bask in the very glow of fashionable 
sunshine; to be the habitue of the brilliant salons is to be 
:2!:: excellence of the haUt monde--to be excluded is to expire 
on the tllreshold of ton and"'"'O'ii"'ariven to the company of less 
recherchi haunts.31 ---
Almack•s was "until the late •5o•s, the meeting place of the most 
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exclusive society in London, if not in Europe •••• For the first four 
decades of the century an invitation to AJmack•s was ••• a passport to 
the very highest circles of Mayfair and was every whit equivalent to a 
presentation at Court. n32 Upon one occasion the J)]ke of Wellington was 
refused admission because he was wearing trousers instead of the requisite 
knee-breeches.33 
11Almack•sl ••• delightful word! Does it not make your heart beat 
even to hear it? There is nothing worth living for in town till the lady 
patronesses are arrived, and dear Lady Haunton is bu:,7 with her committees 
and her tickets, 11 remarks a character in a contemporary novel which deals 
in detail with the inner workings of this fashionable institution.34 
Another character in the same novel interprets it differently: 
Almack• s is a system of tyranny, • • • which would never be sub-
mitted to in any country but one of such complete freedom that 
people are at liberty to make fools of themselves. No govern-
ment would ever have had the effrontery to suppose that people 
would, on their knees, crave permission to pay their money into 
a junto, self-elected, whose power exists but by courtesy; who 
make laws, and enforce them without any sort of right. A cabal 
may attempt a monopoly, ~I can understand; but that sub-
3~oted from a newspaper of the early 1840s in Arthur L. Hayward, 
~ ~ !?!_ Ili.ckens (New York, 1926), P• 19. 
32Hayward, p. 19. 
33Ha.yward, p. 20. 
34[Marianne Spencer stanhope], Almack•s, 2 vols. (New York, 1827), II, 10. 
mission to it should be considered as a subject for congratula-
tion, is indeed past my comprehension,35 
Crockford's was a gaming-house frequented by the wealthier men. 
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"The number of candidates being out of all preportion to the vacancies, 
a man of large fortune and good birth might often have to wait some years 
before a chance of being admitted,n36 
Willis takes the epportunity in this story to criticize the distribu-
tion of cards to Almackts, All Tremlet is waiting for his ticket he 
obs~rves that "a fat dowager and three very over-dressed daughters • 
with all the best blood of England in her own and her daughters' red 
• • 
faces ••• sat aghast, in all the agonies of disappointed hopes;" while 
"a beautiful woman of reputation better understood than expressed in the 
conclave (of patronesses] above stairs" drove off with 11an Almack's ticket 
lying on the unoccupied cushion beside her,n37 This woman, Mrs. st. Leger, 
is to figure prominently later in the story ,38 
Willis now shifts the scene to the evening's activities at Almack•s, 
"the cynosure of the world for adorable and radiant beauty. n39 He 
summarizes the situation in terms of the plot, 
There were three ladies who had come to Almack' s with a 
definite object that night, each of whom was destined to be 
surprised and foiled: Lady Ravelgold, who feared she had been 
too abrupt with the inexperienced banker, but trusted to find 
him softened by a day or two•s reflection; !1rs, St. Leger, iiho 
35Almack•s, II, 15. 
36Hayward, P• 125. 
37~. Works, p, 114. 
38Presumably her name, Leger, applies to her morals. 
39Misc. Works, p. 115. 
had ordered supper for two on her arrival home from her morn-
ingls drive, and intended to have the company of the handsome 
creature [Tremlet] she had near:cy run over in King street : and 
Lady Imogen Ravelgold as will appear in the sequel. 
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At this point in the story Tremlet is in the usual situation in which 
Willisls heroes find themselves: he is beloved of three women. Though 
Hillis hints here at the outcome of the story, he leaves the reader in 
doubt as to what is going to happen as far as Lady Imogen is concerned. 
During the evening, Tremlet is first monopolized by Mrs. St. Leger 
until Lady Ravelgold sends the Russian secretary to free him. Willis then 
explains that Lady Ravelgold, in an attempt to explain the compromising 
position in which she had been seen at the fete, had told Imogen that 
Tremlet had "taken advantage of her obligation to him to push a dishonorable 
suit." Lady Imogen has believed her and has "detennined to give up 
Tremletls acquaintance altogether." Before Tremlet leaves her side, 
Mrs. St. Leger elicits from him a promise to "sup" with her. 
At this point Willis employs a technical cliche, which mars the story, 
and Vitiates the seriousness of the earlier parts of the story. Imogen 
tells Tremlet that she has had a letter from Firkins, Sr., which infonns 
her that Tremlet, alias Firkins, is really the son of a Russian count, and 
that a princely fortune and title have been restored to him. Dumbfounded 
by this uneJq>ected news, Tremlet goes to supper with Lady Ravelgold and 
her daughter, while Mrs. St. Leger must, perforce, be satisfied with the 
company of the Russian secretary. 
Chapter V opens with a detailed description of Lady Ravelgoldls 
boudoir where Tremlet waits for the ladies to change their toilets. Willis 
once wrote to the Countess of Blessington that she would recognize in this 
scene a description of her own boudoir.40 As an accurate inventory of 
the interior of the boudoir of a gentlewoman of the period, this scene 
is interesting. Willis even remembered to include the portrait by 
Lawrence, with "the clear, classic outline of the head and bust.n41 
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Willis also describes in detail Lady Ravelgold, as she appears to Tremlet 
after having changed her costume. 11 Her admirable figure, gracefully 
defined by the satin petticoat and boddice, showed against the gorgeous 
purple as it flowed back in her advancing motion, with a relief which 
would have waked the very soul of Titian.n42 
Discovering that the Lady Imogen has retired, Count !1antruffel, 
alias Firkins, alias Tremlet, asks for her hand. Lady Ravelgold, aston-
ished, but 11too well bred to be taken by surprise • • • pale but 
decided, n43leaves the Count alone for half an hour. At the end of this 
time he is invited to sup with Lady Ravelgold and her daughter, who, 
Willis interjects, has a wrist "with a band of its slender and alabaster 
lines which would have drmm a sigh from Praxiteles.n44 
During the supper the Count is bitten on the lip by the Ravelgoldts 
pet trulian.45 Imogen takes him into the garden to wash off the blood at 
40Willard Connely, Count D10rsay, ~Dandy pf Dandies (London, 1942), 
p. 321. 
41t1isc. Viorks, P• ll5. 
42~. Works, p. U6. 
43j.lisc. 'liorks, pp. ll6-ll7. 
4~risc. Works, p. ll7. 
45Although Willis refers to trulians several times in his writings 
(as editor of the American Monthq Magazine he had one as a pet, or pre-
tended to have), research has failed to find the word trulian in any 
the fountain, Here they "sat out the night till the stars began to 
pale,u46 Later, as the Count is sauntering home in the early morning 
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through Hyde Park, he is accosted by the Russian secretary and challenged 
to a duel for having insulted i1rs, st. Leger, A policeman prevents him 
from accepting the challenge, and later he writes the follmdng letter 
to the secretary: 
BARON: Before tald.ng the usual notice of the occurrences of 
this morning, I ~lish to rectify one or two points in which 
our position is false, I find myself, since last night, the 
accepted lover of Lady Imogen Ravelgold, and the master of 
estates and title as count of the Russian empire, Under the 
etourdissement of such sudden changes in feeling and fortune, 
perhaps my forgetfulness of the lady, in whose cause you are 
so interested, admits of some indulgence, At any rate, I am 
so newly in love with life, that I am unwilling to suppose for 
an hour that had you knmin these circumstances, you would have 
taken a different vi~T of the offence in question. I shall 
remain at home till two, and it is in your pO"Aer till then to 
make me the reparations necessary to my honor. 
Yours, etc. 
11 Tremlet 11 
The two lovers are married the follmdng Nonday with the Baron as 
groomsman, 1-lillis ends the story with his characteristic light touch: 
"The trulian, on that day, was fed with wedding-cake, and the wound on 
Mr, Tremlet' s lip was not cured by letting alone, 11 
"~d such romantic excesses ends the story which started out with the 
promise of becoming a penetrating commentary on social conditions, switched 
to a satire on the aristocracy, but finally succumbed to the machinery of 
dictionary, Willis's referent for this word can best be explained by a 
quotation from "Lady Ravelgold11 : "As the bell sounded, a superb South .Ameri-
can trulian darted in from the conservatory, and, spreading his gorgeous 
black and gold wings a moment over the alabaster shoulder of Lady Ravel-
gold, as if he took a pleasure in prolonging the first touch as he alighted, 
turned his large liquid eye fiercely on Tremlet. 11 ~. Works, p. ll6. 
4~sc. Works, p. ll8, 
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romantic fiction, complete Hith mistaken identity, sudden restoration 
of title and fortune, a threatened duel, and the happy termination of a 
love affair, The first half of the story, ho;1ever, is written seriously. 
From the point where the reader learns who Firkins really is, the plot 
becomes >Ieak; yet the scene at Almack•s is successful, a:1d the description 
of the supper at Lady Ravelgold•s is well done, At the end of the story 
Willis includes one detail which shows that, though wavering, his purpose 
is still serious: he has not forgotten the sacrifice which Lady Ravelgold 
has made in relinquishing Count Mantruffel to her daughter, and he remarks 
that at the wedding 11Lady Ravelgold had never been so pale, but her face 
was clear of all painful feeling; and it oms observed by one who knew her 
well, that her beauty had acquired • • , a singular and undefinable eleva-
tion. n 
Besides this psychological observation, there is also near the end of 
the story a paragraph which contrasts •lith the opening paragraph. 
It was broad daylight when Trernlet, on foot, sauntered slo>rly 
past Hyde Park corner on his way to the Albany. The lamps 
were still struggling with the brightening approach to sunrise, 
the cabmen and their horses slept on the stand by Green Park, 
and with cheerful faces the laborers went to their work, and 
with haggard faces the night-birds of dissipation crept 
wearily home. The well-ground dust lay in confused heel-marks 
on the sidewalk, a little dampened by the night-dew; the 
atmosphere in the street was clear, as it never is after the 
stir of the day commences; a dandy, stealing out from Crock-
ford's, crossed Piccadilly, lifting up his head to draw in 
long breaths of the cool air, after the closeness of over-
lighted rooms and excitement; and Tremlet, marking none of 
these things, was making his way through a line of carriages 
slowly dra;Iing up to take off their wearied masters from a 
prolonged fete at Devonshire house ••.. 
It is evident, however, that Willis has not told the story he started 
out to tell, His original design may have proved more suitable to a longer 
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story than one written for immediate publication in a magazine. The 
extremely leisurely pace of the first two chapters would tend to uphold 
this theory. There is evidence all through the first two chapters that 
Willis intended Firld.ns to wreak some kind of vengeance upon Lady Ravel-
gold. The cryptic remark overheard by Imogen at the fete, "Those who 
soar highest strike surest; the dove lies in the falcon t s bosom," would 
indicate that Firld.ns was going to demand Imogen in marriage as payment 
for the loans he had made her mother. But nothing comes from this. He 
merely asks for her hand and she is handed over to him, He has not even 
had to prove himself worthy of entrance into the fashionable set; he is 
already accepted at the beginning of the story, and later Willis suddenly 
provides him with a pedigree and a fortune. 
In spite of its defects, however, this is a very interesting story, 
Its exposition of life among the inner circles of London society gives 
the story some worth and interest, In spite of his use of hackneyed 
situations, 'i'lillis 1s manner of telling a story provides his tales with 
an originality which overshadows the triteness of his material. His dex-
terity in the use of 1-rords, his flair for descriptive detail, his unerring 
sense of popular taste, and his knowledge of social manners imbue his 
stories with a fascination which frequently make other considerations 
irrelevant. 
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"Palette's Bride" 
"Palette• s Brideu47 was first published in the New York 11irror in 
1838 in two installments, the second being called "Love before Pride, A 
Sequel to Paletto,n48 It is headed by a motto from Jeremy Taylor >mich· 
states the theme of the story. 
As a fish will sometimes gather force, and, with a longing, 
perhaps, for the brightness of the upper air, leap from its 
prescribed element, and glitter a moment among the birds, so 
will there be found men whose souls revolt against destiny, and 
make a fiery pluck at things above them. But, like the fish, 
who drops, panting, with dry scales, backward, the aspiring 
man oftenest regrets the native element he has left; and, with 
the failure of his unnatural effort, drop back, content to 
obscurity.49 
As the motto indicates, 11 Paletto•s Bride" is a story in trhich the 
protagonist attempts to climb socially only to drop back to his own social 
level at the end of the story. Willis, like many of his characters, 
"leaped from his prescribed element, 11 puritanical Boston, 11to glitter a 
moment among the birds," the world of fashion in America and Europe, but, 
although after his marriage his activities in the social world >-rere some-
what curtailed, he remained for many years America• s arbiter elegantiarurn.50 
47~. Works, pp. ll8-122. 
48xv (May 26, 1838), 380-381, and XVI (July 7, 1838), 12. 
49~. \<forks, p. 118, 
5oui was not much of a judge of these g:ymnastics (FannY Elssler• s J, 
but I thought the lady perfection of grace until Mr. N. P. Willis, then 
our arbiter elegantiarum, solemnly declared that she danced like a pair 
of tongs. After that, of course, I was in doubt," Charles T. Congdon, 
Reminiscences of a Journalist (Boston, 1880), p. 195. OVerwhelming 
popular opinion-to the contrary, Willis preferred the dancing of Carlotta 
Grisi to that of Fanny Elssler. 
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At the beginning of this story Count Spinola and his daughter 
Francesca have returned home from a fete in the Boboli Gardens where the 
Grand Duke ("this was in the days of his first marriage 1151) had paid 
tribute to Francescats beauty by presenting her with a bouquet of flowers 
gathered by his own hands. Another incident of the evening has so dis-
turbed the Count that he has "thoughts that were more imperative than 
sleep. 11 A stranger, "dressed with magnificence that seemed more fitted 
for a masquerade than a court ball, 1152 has devoted his time at the ball 
to Francesca. (The fact that the stranger is somewhat too showily dressed 
may be taken as subtle forewarning that he is not actually a member of 
the nobility.) The Count's reflections are suddenly interrupted by the 
sound of a Venetian barcarole sung in the street below as a serenade to 
Francesca. The next day the Count leaves Florence with his daughter for 
his summer place in the Apennines. It is clear that Francesca is in love 
with the stranger, but, like Meeta in "Pedlar Karl, 11 she goes with her 
father willingly. 
The scene now shifts to the Arno valley where the Count is describing 
his love for his daughter in tenns of the sunset. This would indicate that 
i'iillis was aware of the symbolism he was using, and he is making the setting 
a functional part of his story. The Count expresses concern over the 
stranger, and Francesca swears her devotion to her father. No sooner has 
she done this than Willis relates, 
5l].fisc. \forks, p. 118. By his reference to the actual Grand Duke of 
Tuscany, IeopO:i:di'I (1797-1870), Willis is providing his story with 
verisimilitude. 
52~. Works, p. 119. 
The Count rose fran the Jmee on which he had fallen, gave his 
daughter a long embrace, and led her in [from the flowery 
terrace beneath the portico] • And that night she fled over 
the Tuscan border, into neighboring Romagna, and, with the 
stranger at her side, sped away, under the cover of night, 
toward the shores of the Brenta.53 
This information comes as a surprise to the reader, even though it has 
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been made clear that Francesca is in love with the handsome stranger who 
possesses 
one of those faces that are of no degree--that may belong to 
a barbaric king, or to a Greek slave--that no refinement tiould 
improve, and no servile habits degrade; faces which take their 
changes from an indomitable and powerful soul, and gre beyond 
the trifling impression of the common uses of lii'e,54 
The elopement of Francesca, following immediately the scene in t'lhich she 
swears devotion to her father, shocks the reader and leaves him in some 
doubt as to the quality of her filial devotion, But this is a love tale, 
and lovers are ever forgiven for their duplicity to the rest of the world, 
So far in this story there has been very little attempt to dramatize 
the action, and the most important scenes have been revealed incidentally. 
It is clear that \dllis is not taking particular pains with this story, 
that he is telling it in a hurry. It is to be thus with several of 
Willis • s later stories as he turns out more and more material for magazine 
publication. 
The story not; turns to Venice where Francesca and the stranger, 
Paletto, have been married and are living in a palace of "gorgeous magnifi-
cence. 11 It is a beautiful moonlight night, and Paletto and his bride are 
riding in their gondola, Paletto mysteriously dressed as a fisherman 
5~sc. Works, p. 120. 
54Misc. Works, p. 119. 
and rowing the gondola himself. He then tells his bride that he is really 
the son of a fisherman and was reared as a gondolier, On his father's 
death, he had sold boat and nets, staked the whole sum in one "night of 
chalice," and had won a fortune. He "became a gay signore," with "an 
insane hatred to the rank in which1155 Francesca had been born, He had 
gone to Florence with the sole purpose of revenge, had won Francescats 
heart, and had carried her off to his newly-acquired palace, He has since 
fallen in love with her, but on this evening he has again gambled and 
lost all his fortune. In view of this happening, he tells Francesca, 
she is free to leave him, 
Fly to the governor's Palace, announce your birth, declare that 
you were forced from your father by brigands, and claim his 
protection. The world will believe you, and the consequences 
to myself I will suffer in silence, 
Francesca is silent, and 11the superb daughter of Spinola stepped 
over the trembling side [of the gondola], and ;.lith a half-wave of her 
hand, strode past the Lion of St. Mark, and approached the sentinel at 
the palace-gate. 11 Here Willis ends the first part of his story. 
The sequel occurs during the carnival of Florence, and opens with a 
description of the horse races which reminds one of the description ar 
the gondola race in Cooper's ~ Bravo. Willis employs a technique in 
this scene which Cooper and other writers of the period were fond of using, 
and which he himself had used in "The Revenge of the Signor Basil" : he 
describes the scene without identifying the characters whom the reader has 
already met. Four characters are presented as being important to this 
scene, One of them is described as follows: 
5~4isc, ~' p. 121. 
She was something above the middle height of the women of 
Itacy, and of the style of face seen in the famous Judith 
of the Pitti56--ctark, and of melancholy so unfathomable as 
almost to affray the beholder. She looked a brooding proph-
etess; yet through the sad expression of her features there 
was a gleam of fierceness, that to the more critical eye 
betrayed a more earthly gleam of human passion and suffering.57 
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The reader suspects that this is Francesca, but as Count Fazelli is 
introduced as her husband, one cannot be sure. ~10 other characters are 
mentioned in this scene, a prima donna to whom the unfaithful Fazelli 
has been "paying a too open homage," and a captain of the duke•s guard. 
The horse of the prima donna, a gift of Fazelli, w.i.ns the race, and 
Willis comments : 
It is thought to be pleasant to succeed in that for which we have 
most struggled--that for which our ambition and our efforts are 
known to the world--to be eminent, in short, in our m~tier, our 
vocation. I am inclined to think it natural to most men, how-
ever, and to all possessors of genius, to undervalue that for 
which the world is most unwilling to praise them, and to delight 
more in excelling in that which seems foreign to their usual 
pursuits, even if it be a trifle. It is delightful to disappoint 
the world at excelling in anything. Detraction, that follows 
genius to the grave, sometimes admits its triumph, but never 
without the "back-water" that it could !!2 !!2. ~· 
The envy of the world toward men of genius is an idea which Willis has 
expressed before. There is felt, however, in the last two sentences of 
this paragraph a bitterness not usual in Willis. The sentence, "It is 
delightful to disappoint the world by excelling in anything, 11 could have 
been 1-rr:i.tten by the aging Hark Twain. Willis had been a tremendous 
success in England, not merely in his metier as a writer, but as a person 
acceptable to certain portions of the aristocracy. This must have given 
56Judith with the Head of Holofernes by Christofano Allori (1577-
1621). ----
57~. Works, p. 122. 
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him satisfaction when he remembered how his social pretensions had been 
treated in Boston, and how he had been attacked by the Tory press in 
England for what was considered his overweening social assurance. The 
success of the prima donna in this story in a field far removed from her 
vocation may have reminded Willis of his own extra-vocational successes. 
At any rate, the prima donna in 11 Paletto•s Bride" is overjoyed when 
her horse wins the carnival race and when, as the result of her triumph, 
Count Fazelli deserts his wife and drives off with her. 
An hour before the dawn the next morning, the captain of the guard 
is accosted by Francesca. She explains that she has "tried the splendor 
and the love of my own rank, but one is hollow and the last selfish, n58 
and requests to be taken back as his wife, for the captain is none other 
than Paletta. The story comes to an abrupt conclusion. Paletta "boldly 
claimed his wife at the duke•s hands, and bore her triumphantly from 
Florence. 11 
Willis has woven into this story two of his favorite themes, but 
they have not been integrated, and the story, although interesting, is 
weak because of lack of focus. One theme deals with the desire for revenge 
• 
on the part of Palette, but it is merely hinted at and comes to nothing. 
The second theme deals with the man from the lower class who tries to enter 
the upper class. Paletto is successful in gaining the lave of Francesca, 
but his revenge is thwarted when he himself falls in love. The theme which 
dominates this story, the idea that a person should be loved for himself 
alone, not because of his social position, was popular with Willis. 
58w.sc. Works, p. 123. 
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Unlike the junior partner in "Lady Ravelgold, 11 Palette marries the 
daughter of a count without falling heir to a title and fortune himself. 
Like St, John in "The Cherokee's Threat, 11 he wins a large amount of money 
by gambling, and his winnings enable him to pass as a nobleman in the 
fete in the Boboli Gardens, but, as was forewarned in the motto, Palette 
returns at the end of the story to his 01m social level, and in his 
fonner occupation he is happy, as Willis e:xplains at the end of the story. 
I heard this story in Venice, The gondolier Palette, they 
say, still rows his boat on the lagoon: and sometimes his 
wife is with him, and sometimes a daughter, whose exquisite 
beauty, though she is still a child, is the wonder of the 
Rialto as he passes under, I never chanced to see him, but 
many a stranger has hired the best oar of the Piazza, to pull 
out toward the Adriatic in the hope of finding Paletto' s 
boat and getting a glimpse of his proud and still beautiful 
wife--a. wife, it is said, than whom a happier or more con-
tented one with her lot lives not in the 'city of the sea.• 
It is entirely possible that Willis did hear just such an anecdote 
while in Venice. The story is the sort that would appeal to him 
immediately, for there is in it a gathering of his favorite themes, But 
he has not spent the time to develop it into what might have been an 
excellent story. 
In some respects this story seems to be a justification of Willis's 
own actiVities, He himself had climbed to the heights and had been 
admitted into the best families of England, but on his return to 1\merica 
he had retired with his bride to Glenrnary on the banks of the Susquehanna, 
feeling that he had had enough of the gay life, He had been laughed at 
and ridiculed for his social pretensions, and there is a bitterness of 
feeling hinted at in this story which has not shown itself in Willis's 
earlier stories, as if he were trying to justify himself. 
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11Violanta Cesarini 11 
The six chapters of "Violanta Cesarini"59 were published serially 
in the New York Hirror in March and April, 1837,60 each installment after 
the first haVing a separate subtitle. The first chapter is headed by a 
motto from Timon of Athens. 
--
\Vhen every feather sticks in its own ~g, 
Lord Timon will be left a naked bull. 1 
The story opens on an 11 eve fit for an angel's birthnight, 11 on a balcony 
overlooking the Corso in Rome. The scene is described in metaphor 
appropriate to the story: "The moon, as if slrl.ning only for artist• s eyes, 
drew the outlines of palace and chapel, stern turret, and serenaded bel-
vedere, Hith her silver pencil on the street." Since the protagonist is 
an artist, it is fitting that the opening scene be vie>fed from an artist•s 
perspective. Among the crowd in the Corso are individuals who prefigure 
important characters to be met later in the story, 11 an artist with his 
tablet, catching chance effect perhaps in the drapery of a marble saint, 
perhaps in the softer drapery of a sinner, 11 and "hunchbacks, 11 who "con-
tend testily for the wall." 
On the balcony are "two grave signors, guardians in their own veins 
of the blood of two lofty names known long in Roman story. 11 They have 
just completed affiancing 11 a fair and noble maid of seventeen summers to 
59Misc. Works, pp. 123-130. 
6oxrv (r~rch 18, 1837), 300; (March 25, 1837), 308; (April 1, 1837), 
313; (April 8, 1837), 324; (April 15, 1837), 332; (April 22, 1837), 340. 
The first installment carries a subheading, "In Three Parts--Part the 
First," but the story ran for six installments. 
61,'1:!.sc. 1rlorks, p. 123; ~ of Athens, II, i, 31. 
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a gentleman whose character you shall learn. 11 A reference to the cardinal 
and the atmosphere at this point is reminiscent of the Jacobean drama. In 
fact, the name Violanta Gesarini is similar to that of Vittoria Corombina 
in~~~' and Malaspina, the villain of this story, has a name 
similar to that of Malatesta in ~Duchess of ~· As the two gentle-
men leave the balcony because of the chill air, Violanta enters. Like many 
characters in early seventeenth-century British drama, she has been con-
cealed behind the curtains. She has heard her herself affianced by her 
father to Malaspina. She is 11a countess in her own right, and beautiful 
by heaven's rare grace ••• with her heart as full of perplexity as her 
silk boddice-lace liOuld bear without breaking.n 
By means of a device more theatrical than practical-- 11a thread ran 
across from the balcony ••• to an old palace opposite, inhabited ••• 
by a decayed family and several artists 11 --she receives a letter from an 
artist in the upper story of the building opposite. 
The scene now transfers to the room opposite, and vlillis describes in 
some detail a typical atelier of the period, in which stands 11a nevr canvass, 
on which ;;as outlined the figure of a nymph, with the head finished in a 
style that would have stirred the wann blood of Raphael himself with 
emulous admiration, 11 and 11an unfinished group in marble • • • representing 
a youth with a dagger at his heart, arrested in the act of self-murder by 
a female whose softened resemblance to him proclaimed her at the first 
glance his sister.n62 The room also contains 11a pair of foils and a rapier. 11 
At this point iV:I.llis interrupts the narrative, "while the adventurous 
Violanta is preparing herself to take advantage of the information received 
62Misc. Works, p. 124. 
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by her secret telegraph, n63 to provide the reader with the history of the 
Gesarini family. For four generations the Gesarinis had received special 
dispensation to marry peasant girls in return for large sums paid to the 
Holy See. The marriage of the latest marquis, the father of Violanta, 
was sanctioned ~lith the stipulation that the son would be legitimized 
only if the next child should be a daughter. The marchioness retired 
("from mortification it is supposed") to the Gesarini mountain estate for 
her second accouchement, and two years later returned to Rome with a three 
months old infant daughter, Violanta. The older son, because of his 
''Violence and atrocity," ultimately became an outlaw and brigand in the 
Abruzzi. Violanta became the heiress-apparent to the Gesarini estates. 
Her mother had died >lhen Violanta was still young and had left her in the 
charge of Bettina, a faithful attendant from Rornagno. 
Six years previous to the beginning of the story, Violanta had made 
the acquaintance of a hunchback, Giulio, whose kindness has 1ron her friend-
ship. Giulio is a young sculptor, and 1-1hen Gesarini discovered that 
Violanta had been to his studio, he forbade all future intercourse between 
the two. Bettina has revealed to Violanta that Giulio is the second son 
of Gesarini and, therefore, Violanta•s older brother and heir to the 
property. Gesarini is unaware of this fact. Giulio shares the studio with 
a painter, Biondi Amieri. The marble figures in the studio are Giulio•s, 
and the reader now sees that Willis is using the unfinished statue func-
tionally. Through Giulio, Violanta has met Amieri. It is Giulio who has 
63Samuel F. B. Morse had designed his electric telegraph five years 
previous to the writing of this story, and was to receive his patent in 
1837. 
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sent the letter to Violanta. 
By the end of Chapter I the reader can see that Willis is writing a 
story of intrigue suggested by the Italian novellas and the dark tragedies 
of the Jacobean and Carolinian drama, but, though the plot is complicated 
and Italianate, 11Violanta Cesarini11 is not a tragedy. 
In the serialized version, Chapter II is entitled "The Deformed 
Sculptor in His Studio. 11 It is ironic of course that Giulio, the artist-
brother or Violanta, is the hunchback, whereas the noble lord to wham 
Violanta is affianced bears the name "Malaspina." This chapter relates the 
visit of Violanta and Bettina to Giuliot s studio. Giulio feels that he can-
not become a great artist because of his deformity, In "The Gipsy of 
Sardis" was discovered a suggestion that Willis felt within himself a con-
flict between his religious training and his worldly inclinations. He may 
be eJqJressing here, unconsciously, what he felt were hampering effects or 
his inheritance and training. One of Giulio's statements about his art 
applies equally to the early stories of Willis: 
Violantal there is a link wanting in this deformed frame of 
minel The sense or beauty, or the power to body it forth, wants 
room in me •••• Look at that statue! Parts or it are like 
nature--but it wants unifonnity--it wants grace--it wants what 
I want--proportion! ••• Yes, the soul inhabits the whole body, 
and the sentiment of beauty moves and quickens through it all. 
My tenement is cramped16h 
When Violanta tells him that she loves him as he is, Giulio, in his 
melancholymood, replies: 
But I thirst to be loved like other menl I would pass in the 
street and not read pity in all eyes •••• I would be beloved 
by some one that is not my sister, Violantal I would have my 
64Misc. Works, p. 125. 
share--of human joy and regard. I we~e better dead than a 
hunchback, I would die, but for you,65 
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The complete significance of the sculptured group now becomes obvious. 
It represents Giulio being stayed from suicide by his sister, If the 
artistic productions of the characters in Willis's stories reflect situa-
tions in the lives of their creators, is it perhaps not too much to 
suppose that the stories of Willis reflect psychologically situations in 
his own life Z One wonders if perhaps Willis himself felt warped as an 
artist by the inheritance of his father's religion, 
SUddenly .Amieri rushes into the studio, seizes his rapier, and in 
spite of Violantats protests, rushes out with it. 
This chapter has dealt primarily with the conversation on art between 
Viola.nta and her brother, in which Giulio discusses his failure as an 
artist. He feels that he cannot paint beauty because he is not beautiful 
himself, that he does not have the freedom of movement to assume the poses 
which he imitates in marble. His mood is one of self-pity, and he persists 
in his self-flagellation, even though Violanta tries to change the conversa-
tion, 
Chapter III, originally titled "The Painter's Duel," concerns the 
duel between Biondo .Amieri and Lamba Malaspina. Amieri has overheard 
Nalaspina utter an insulting observation concerning Violanta, and has 
challenged him. .Amieri 11was accounted the best foil in the ateliers of 
Rome • • • but his antagonist • • • had just returned from a long residence 
in France, and had the reputation of an accomplished swordsman," Nalaspina 
runs his rapier through Amieri' s wrist, and the doctor pronounces, "I may 
65r1:i.sc. Ttlorks, p. 126. 
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save the hand ••• but he will never use it more1"66 
---- ---
A duel is a necessary part. of a romantic story of this kind, but 
~Iillis plays it down, perhaps because he himself had been challenged by 
Frederic Marryatt to a duel which had been settled in time to prevent 
bloodshed. In Paul Fane also the duel is played down. 
In Chapter IV, "The Masquerade, 11 as originally titled, the story 
turns almost into farce. All the leading characters attend a masquerade 
at the Teatro della Pergola. The action, as in most stories of intrigue, 
is extremely canplicated, and Willis makes the most of the complications, 
which shcms his ability in this genre. In brief the situation is as 
follows. Violanta goes to the masquerade disguised as a hunchback with 
Bettina dressed as a palmer. In the dressing-room Violanta quickly changes 
her costume, and Giulio, the true hunchback, takes her place on Bettina• s 
arm. Gesarini and }!alaspina arrive later, the latter disguised as a red-
cross knight. The reader is informed that Violanta has agreed to the 
match with Lamba Malaspina provided she should not be presented to him 
until she was of age. This stipulation makes the girl all the more fasci-
nating to Malaspina, and he hopes at the masquerade to make her acquaintance 
incognito. Vi olanta knows of Malaspina • s scheme and has arranged her plot 
with her brother to foil it. During his delirium following the duel, 
Amieri has revealed the cause of the duel and his love for Violanta, and 
Giulio has hopes that Amieri and Violanta can be married. 
At the beginning of Chapter V, Willis enters a complaint about the 
type of fiction which he is forced to write for the magazines, and, as 
6%sc. Works, p. 127. 
usual, he expresses it metaphorically. 
The reader will long since have been reminded, by the trouble 
we have to whip in and flog up the lagging and straggling mem-
bers of our story, of a flock of sheep driven unwillingly to 
market. Indeed, to stop at the confessional (as you ;rl.ll see 
many a shepherd of the Campagna, on his way to Rome), this 
tale of many tails should have been well elaborated, embar-
rassed with difficulties, relieved by digressions, tipped with 
a moral, and bound in two volumes, with a portrait of the 
author. We are sacrificed to the spirit of the age. The 
eighteenth [sic] century will be known in hieroglyphics by 
a pair of shears. But, 11to return to our muttons.n67 
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By the eighteenth century Willis obviously means the 1800s. He is 
complaining that the demands of periodical publication necessitate his 
cutting his stories down to the length of a short story, rather than 
taking the time to develop them into novels. This is a common complaint 
of Willis's. He seems to feel, also, that the difference bet;;een a novel 
and a short story is one of elaboration: a short story is a novel with 
parts cut out of it. Host of the stories in this collection are of this 
kind. They are long stories with canplicated plots, which are divided 
into chapters. In this they are like several stories in Inklings which 
;rere divided into numbered sections and parts. The stories in Romance, 
hOifever, are much more unified and have fewer digressions. The elements 
in these stories are more integrated so that they function as essential 
parts of the whole story. There are few digressions (and these 'rlillis 
seems to deplore) 1fhich are irrelevant and included per ::.::_. Willis's 
plots are becoming more complicated, as can be seen, because he is imi-
tating stories with complex situations. 
67~. Works, p. 128. 
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In Chapter V (like Chapter IV originally entitled "The Masquerade") 
the ball continues. Amieri and his fomer second, Lenzoni, are seated in 
the balcony, and Lenzoni recognizes the hunchback and observes the advances 
of the red-cross knight. Amieri believes the hunchback to be Violanta, and 
when Lenzoni descends to investigate the truth, Violanta in a black domino--
she is not identified to the reader--seats herself beside Amieri. To this 
beautiful stranger llmieri confesses his love for the one he thinks is dis-
guised as the hunchback, and Violanta, saying to him, "Violanta Cesarini 
loves you, u68 lifts her mask so that he recognizes her. The chapter ends 
>dth the sentence: "And while the red-cross knight still made eloquent 
love to Giulio in the saloon of the masquerade, Amieri and Violanta, in 
their unobserved retreat, exchanged v~rs, faint and choked with emotion 
on his part, but all hope, encouragement and assurance on hers," 
Chapter VI, entitled "The Black Domino--The Surprise--The HUnchback's 
Recognition--Conclusion, 11 brings the story to its climax and conclusion, 
Violanta asks Malaspina to 1-raltz, and he accepts, not knowing who she is. 
Cesarin.i. approaches Giulio, thinking him to be Violanta. Giulio is visibly 
agitated by the approach of his father, and Cesarini takes him out on the 
balcony for air and to remove, as he expects, the hump. "A Cesarini with 
a hump indeed! Straighten yourself, my life, my child, and you will breathe 
more freely," he say"S to the unfortunate Giulio. Once on the balcony Giulio 
is given a chance to test his father. 
"I cannot bear this deformity, my Violanta ••• you look so 
unlike my child with it; I need this little hand to reassure me," 
"Should you know that was my hand, father?" said Giulio. 
61\usc. Works, p. 129. 
"Should I notl I have told you a thousand times that the 
nails of a Cesarini were marked--let me see you again--by the 
arch of this rosy line! See, my little Gobbol They are like 
four pink fairy shells of India laid over rolled leaves of 
roses. What \ilLS the poet' s name who said tgat of the old 
countess Giulia Cesarini--~ ~ Giulia?" 9 
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Uillis has included here another of the stock tricks of the Italian story 
of intrigue--the hereditary mark. The conversation continues as Giulio 
leads his father to prove that he is a Cesarini and that he would recognize 
him as his ~nn child. Gesarini's positive identification proves too much 
for Giulio, and he faints. Bettina tells the count that the 11 gobbo 11 is 
his own son. Violanta arrives on the scene and tries to revive Giulio 
while Cesarini tries to draw her away. With the help of !1alaspina, 
Violanta takes Giulio home. ~Tillis ends the story neatly in two paragraphs. 
It would be superfluous to dwell on the incidents of the sequel, 
which were detailed in the Dario eli Roma, and are known to all 
the ,;orld. The hunchback Count Cesarini has succeeded his 
father in his title and estates, and is beloved of all Rome. 
The next heir to the title is a son (nmr of two years of age) 
to the countess Amieri, who is to take the name of Cesarini on 
coming to his majority. They go to see their gallery of pic-
tures, of which none are bad, except some Hell intended but 
not very felicitously executed by one Lenzoni. 
vlillis might have ended his tale here, but he adds one more paragraph 
which terminates the story on a lighter tone, providing the story rith an 
amusing finish. 
Count Lamba Halaspina is at present in exile, having been con-
victed of drawing a sword on a disabled gentleman on his way 
from a masquerade at Ia. Pergola. His seclusion is rendered the 
more tolerable by the loss of his teeth, which were rudely thrust 
down his throat by this same Lenzoni (fated to have a finger in 
every pie) in defence of the attacked party on that occasion. 
You will hear Lenzoni's address (should you wish to purchase a 
69Hisc. \'forks, p. 130. 
picture of his painting) at the Caff6 del Gioco, opposite 
the trattoria of La Bella Donna ~n the Co~ 
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1Villis has attempted in "Violanta Cesarini" to tell a story of intrigue 
against an Italian backgr01md. He has included all the usual elements, love, 
disinherited sons, mistaken identity, hereditary marks, a duel, and a 
happy and retributive ending. He has handled the plot uith skill, although 
most of the story is narrated, not presented dramatically. The story is, 
of necessity, imitative, but it contains some of :'lillis•s typical themes: 
an interest in art and artists, the love for a member of the upper class 
for one in a louer, and vice versa, and the hypotheses of <Iillis's that 
the artist is worthy of being a gentleman. 
The story is not typical of Willis, although he has told it adequately. 
It does not come out of his experience, and he feels that he needs to pro-
vide it with authenticity by his reference to the ~ ~ ~ and fre-
quent references to well-Jmown places in Rome. viillis is under the spell 
of a foreign school of ·,rriting, and he tries to adapt his style to the work 
of that school. 
"Pasquali, The Tailor of Venice" 
"Pasquali, The Tailor of Venice, n70 first printed in the !Jew York 
Mirror in July, 1837,71 is a short, tightly-knit story, atypical of Willis, 
but one of his best. 
Pasquali is not happily married to the middle-aged Fiametta, whom 
he has married for money, but is smitten by the charms of the blooming 
?~·lise. Uorks, PP• 130-133. 
7lxv (July 1, 1837), 5; (July 8, 1837), 13-14. 
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Turturilla, ..rho was "like the blonde in Titian's picture of the Mary•s.n72 
It is the feast of San Antonio, and Pasquali has made his wife promise 
that she Hill 1-1ear her wedding dress to the ceremonies in spite of the 
rawness of the 1-1eather and the gossamer texture of the gotm. As they are 
about to leave in their gondola for the festivities, Fiametta notices that 
their neighbor's daughter, Turturilla, is obviously not planning to go, so 
she proposes that the pretty young neighbor share their boat. Although 
this is exactly what Pasquali has planned, he pretends to protest, but his 
wife insists, and the three set out for the fiesta. 
There is to be a boat race in the Giudecca--similar to the one in 
Cooper's The Bravo73--between the Padovese and the Venetians, but Pasquali 
and Turturilla care nothing for the outcome, they 11trouvaient autres chats 
a frotter. n74 There is to be a "scrub race" with a roasted pig as the 
prize, and Pasquali, according to his predetermined scheme, suggests that 
they set Turturilla ashore so he can contend for the prize 1-lith Fiametta 
serving as his "make-weight. n75 In the race Pasquali chooses center posi-
tion, although the other gondoliers offer him outside place where Fiametta 
will be less likely to be splashed with spray. Pasquali 1dns the race, but 
his wife is drenched to the skin, and Pasquali is in no hurry to take her 
home that she may change her clothes. 
In Chapter II, Fiametta becomes very ill from her dousing and finally 
contracts rheumatic fever. As she starts to recover, "her loving husband 
72~. Works, p. 130. 
73chapters VIII-X. 
7Lr1i.sc. l•orks, p. 131. 
75~!isc. Works, p. 132. 
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took occasion to shudder at the responsibility of taking care of her"; 
therefore, he commits her, while she is in a delirium, to the hospital of 
st. Girolamo, which was "impregnated with a saline dampness from the canal, 
which, as Pasquali remarked, was good for the rheumatism, 11 and from which 
Pasquali hopes never to see her emerge alive. Pasquali returns home to 
wait with Turturilla for the news of Fiametta' s death. Father Gasparo 
finally brings the word that she has died, and consents to perfonn the 
marriage ceremony for Pasquali and Turturilla a week later. The wedding 
scene is one of the most delightful scenes in Willis's writings, 
Away mumbled the good old father upon the matrimonial service, 
thinking of the old wine and rich pastries that were holding 
their sweetness under cork and crust only till he had done his 
ceremony, and quicker by sane seconds than had ever been achieved 
before by priest or bishop, he arrived at the putting on of the 
ring. 76 His hand ;ras tremulous, and (oh unlucky omen I) he dropped 
it within the gilded fence of the chancel. The choristers were 
called, and Father Gasparo dropped on his knees to look for it--
but if the devil had not spirited it away, there was no other 
reason why that search was in vain. Short of an errand to the 
goldsmith on the Rialto, it was at last determined the wedding 
could not proceed. Father Gasparo went to hide his impatience 
;rithin the restiary, and Turturilla knelt down to pray against 
the arts of Sathanas.77 
When Pasquali returns to the church from his trip to the goldsmith•s, 
he is accompanied by none other than his wife Fiametta herself! On his way 
to the Rialto, he had knocked down an old •~oman in his haste, and when he 
stopped to help her, to his astonishment he discovered her to be Fiametta. 
The explanation of the false report of her death is convincingly given. 
When patients die in st. Girolamo, "their clothes are sent to their surviving 
7~his incident of the priest hurrying through the mass in order to 
enjoy the feast which is to follow is exactly the plot of Alphonse Daudet•s 
"les Trois Hesses Basses," Gentes du Lundi, Oeuvres Gompl~tes Illustrees 
(Paris, 1912), IV, 133-140. --
77}ti.sc. Works, P• 133. 
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friends, and this affecting memorial, besides communicating the melancholy 
nSl-rs, affords all the particulars and consolation they are supposed to 
require upon the subject of their loss.n78 Fiametta•s clothes, mistaken for 
those belonging to the patient who had died in the next bed and "brought to 
the door by mistake, were recognized by Father Gasparo and taken to Pas-
quail. n79 ~Tillis needs but one paragraph to wind up the story in his usual 
tone. 
The holy monk, chop-fallen and sad, took his solitary way to the 
convent, but with the first step he felt something slide into the 
heel of his sandal. He sat dotm on the church stairs and absolved 
the devil from theft--it was the lost ring, which had fallen upon 
his foot and saved Pasquali the tailor from the pains of bigamy. 
This story is an unusual one for Willis. First, the leading characters 
are not members of the upper class, socially, but \.Villis finds them worthy 
because of their physical beauty. Turturilla "was as fair a maid as ever 
bloomed in the garden of beauty beloved of Titian, and the tailor was nearer 
worth nine men to look at, than the fraction of a man considered usually the 
exponent of his profession. 11 Pasquali "had a consequence on the Piazza, 11 
and in the rear of his shop, "attached to a post of the water-gate on the 
canal side, floated a small black gondola, the possession of Hhich afforded 
the same proof of prosperity of the Venetian tailor t·rhich is expressed by a 
horse and buggy at the door of a snip in London. nBO 
Secondly, Pasquali is the only real villain in all of Uillis•s stories, 
the only character with genuine malevolence in his heart. But 'rlillis never 
lets on that he has anything but love for his wife, thus heightening the irony 
78~. Works, p. 132. 
79Misc. Works, P• 133. 
BOMisc. ~. p. 130. 
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of the story. The first paragraph describes him as "smart" and prosperous, 
and tlV"enty years younger than his •fife. These facts establish the conflict. 
Furthennore, "Pasquali was up early [on the Feast of San Antonio] and waked 
Fiametta uith a kiss, and by way of tenderness, or by way of ensuring the 
lfedding dress, he chose to play dressing maid, and arranged with his own 
hands her jupon and fezzoletta. nBl 1-lillis pretends not to know for sure 
that Pasquali has planned that his ;rife should catch cold. In speaking of 
the thinness of the wedding dress liillis asks, "Is it possible you could 
have rernembered that, oh, wicked Pasquali?" The night that Pasquali takes 
Fiametta to the hospital, lfillis reports, "Lightly and smoothly the winner 
of the pig pulled away with his loving burden, and ••• arrived, like a 
thought of love to a maid's mind in sleep, at the door of St. Girolamo. n82 
The incongruity of the simile increases the irony. 
The type of humor 1-lhich 1</illis uses in this story is not his usual 
variety; it is much more like the humor of a foJl(-tale or the Decameron, 
and \.allis's use of the name Fiametta shows that Boccaccio was probably 
his source of inspiration. The paragraph descriptive of the wedding cere-
mony and the follouing paragraph illustrate the type of humor rJillis employs 
in this story. 
Toward night the monk and Dame Ben toccata [Turturilla' s mother] 
uere comfortably dozing Vlith each other• s support (having fallen 
asleep at table), and Pasquali with a kiss from Turturilla, stole 
softly up stairs. F:i.ametta lias muttering unquietly, and uorldng 
her fingers in the palms of her hands, and on feeling her pulse 
he found the fever tvas at its height. She took him, besides, for 
the prize pig of the fiesta, for he kneH her .,·its uere fairly abroad. 
He crept do..nstairs, gave the monk a strong cup of coffee to get 
him ;Jell aV~ake, and, between the four of them, they got poor 
F:i.ametta into the litter, drew the curtains tenderly around and 
deposited her safely in the bottom of the gondola. 
8l}usc. \'lforks, p. 131. 
82r-1:i.sc. cforks, p. 132. 
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"The Bandit of Austria" 
"The Bandit of AustrianS) was first published in the New York Mirror 
in four installments in 1837: the first three were entitled "Percie, My 
Page--or, A Legacy of a Lady," the fourth, "The Pirate's Cave; or, A 
Sequel to •Percie, My Page,rn84 According to Beers, the story was suggested 
to Willis by an anecdote related to him by Count D•Orsay,85 The story is 
headed by two mottoes, The first is identified as coming from !1arlowe, 
but is actually from Lyly, and contains the theme of the story, 
Affection is a fire which kindleth as well in the brambles 
as in the oak, and catcheth hold where it first lighteth, not 
where it may best burn, Larks that mount in the air build 
their nests below in the earth; and wanen that cast th~ir 
eyes upon kings, may place their hearts upon vassals, So 
The second motto is from La Bruyere: "L' agrement est arbitraire: la 
beaute est quelque chose de plus reel ~ de plus independent du gout et 
de l' opinion, n 
The story opens as the narrator is arriving in Vienna, and the bells 
of st. Etienne's (st, stephen•s) are ringing matins,87 Leaving his valet 
BJ~ftsc, Works, pp. 133-145. 
84m (January 7, 1837), 220-221; (January 14, 1837), 228; (January 21, 
1837 ), 236-237; (February 5, 1837), 260; and (February 18, 1837), 268, 
85NI:w, p, 251 
86msc, Works, p, 133; John Jqly, C~aste Played before the Queenes 
maiestieon twelfe E~ at night, ~ her es ies Children, ~ ~ Children 
of Paules"""[London, i}. Sig. FY. (v, ii, 11-14). 
87 The narrator of this story is an Englishman named Tyrell. Although 
his name is not mentioned until the end of the story, for convenience he 
will be referred to as Tyrell throughout this discussion. Sir John Tyrrell 
is the name of one of the important characters in Bulwer•s Pelham, but there 
the resemblance between Willis's Tyrell and Bulwer 1s Tyrrell ceases, Willis 
had arrived in Vienna at six o'clock in the morning, Pencillings, I, 178. 
to find roams for him, he goes immediately to the cathedral where, as he 
enters, he is impressed by a lady • 
• • • just before me, followed closely by a female domestic, 
a veiled and slightly-fanned lady stepped over the threshold 
of the cathedral, and took her way by the least-frequented 
aisle to the altar. I gave a passing glance of admiration at 
the 1fl ankle and dainty chaussure betrayed by her hurried 
step. 
Once Tyrell is inside the church, lti.llis describes the peasants and the 
mass, and expresses an opinion that was broad minded for a New Englander 
of the period: 
I confess my soul gets nearer to heaven, and my religious 
tendencies, dulled and diverted from improvement by a life of 
travel and excitement, are more gratefully ministered unto, 
in the indistinct worship of the catholics. It seems to me 
that no man can pray well through the hesitating lips of 
another •••• The religious architecture of the catholics 
favors the solitary prayer of the heart. 
In spite of the religious atmosphere, however, Tyrell's attention wanders 
from the service to the statuary and from the statuary to the fonn of the 
young woman he had noticed before, and he observed that "close behind 
knelt a gentleman, ~lho • • • was paying his devotions exclusively to the 
small foot that peeped from the edge of a snowy peignoir, the deshabile 
of uhich was covered and betrayed by a lace-veil and mantle." Tyrell, 
surprised to see the gentleman lean forward and kiss the shoe of the young 
lady, immediately feels the man to be his enemy. Realizing that the lady 
is annoyed, Tyrell steps in between the two, and begins "to study the 
architecture of the roof uith great seriousness." Though he feels certain 
sympathies with the Catholic fonn of worship, his (Willis's as well as 
88m.sc. Works, p. 134. 
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Tyrell• s, presumably) Protestant soul will not accept the images of the 
architecture. 
The gothic order, it is said, sprang from the first attempts 
at constructing roofs from the branches of trees, and is more 
perfect as it imitates more closely the natural wilderness 
with its tall tree-shafts and interlacing limbs, With my eye 
half shut I endeavored to transport mYself to an American 
forest, and convert the beams and angles of this vast gothic 
structure into a primitive temple of pines, with the sunshine 
coming brold.ngly sic through, but the delusion, othenrise 
easy enough, was destroyed by the cherubs roosting on the 
cornices, and the apostles and saints perched as it were in 
the branches; and, in spite of myself, I thought it represented 
best Shylock• s 111-rilderness of monkeys." 
This comment is obviously coming from Hillis, not Tyrell, for Tyrell, an 
Englishman, 1-rould hardly try to picture an J\merican forest, there being 
no indication in the story that he had ever been in America. 
Tyrell's supposed train of thought is interrupted at this point, and 
the scene rrhich follows shovrs that \•Tillis expected his readers to under-
stand French, for he offers no translation for the subtle verbal insults 
in this emotionally-charged dialogue. 
"S'il vous plait, monsieur!" said the gentleman, pulling me 
by the pantaloons as I nas loosing myself in these ill-timed 
speculations. 
I looked dmm, 
"Vous me genez, monsieur I" 
"Jten suis bien sure, monsieurl"--and I resumed my study of 
the roof, turning gradually round till my heels uere against his 
knees, and backing peu-a-peu. 
The sheer impudence of Tyrell t s reply is lost on the reader ;mo does not 
understand French. To the reader Tyrell excuses his conduct by saying 
that he was hungry, and then expresses the theory that fm·1 crimes are 
committed on a full stomach. At this point the lady rises, curtseys to 
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Tyrell and leaves the cathedral. Tyrell is struck by the melancholy 
expression on her face which contrasts 1dth her 11riante figure and air." 
After the lady leaves, the gentlemen exchange cards, and Tyrell hurries 
to breakfast, with a new love and a quarrel on his hands, though he has 
been, as he confesses, "in Vienna but fifty-four minutes by Br~guet. 1189 
TJTell decides to permit his valet, Percie, to act as his second. 
11He <ras tall for his age, and every word and action reflected upon the 
handsome seamstress in Cranboume Alley, whom he called his mother-for 
he shoued blood. His father was a gentleman, or there is no truth in 
thorough-breeding.n9° It is possible that Willis is showing a slight 
social prejudice here. In "Love and Diplomacy, 11 the valet Anatole was 
allowed to impersonate his master successfully, even though he was a mere 
valet, but he did not marry into the aristocracy. Percie, hOHever, is 
going to marry a member of the nobility at the end of this story, and 
~lillis makes him the son, though perhaps illegitimate, of a gentleman. 
89B~guet was the name of a family of celebrated eighteenth- and 
nineteenth-century French horologists. Abraham-Louis Breguet (1747-1823) 
invented, among other mechanical devices, ·~atches that need not be wound 
up, provided they are occasionally worn about the person." Encyclopaedia 
.Americana (186o [1831) ) • For the comotations which the name had in 
Willis's time, the following quotation from Bulwerts Pelham (pp. 25-26) 
will illustrate. 
"Dear mel" said Hiss Paulding, "what a pretty chain that is 
of yours, Hr. Alberton." 
"Yes, 11 said Mr. Albertan, 11 I know it must be pretty, for I got 
it at Breguetts with the watch." (How common people al1~ays buy 
their opinions with their goods, and regulate the height of the 
former by the mere price or fashion of the latterl) 
"Pray, Hr. Pelham," said Miss Paulding turning to me, "have you 
got ane of Breguet' s watches yet?" 
90Misc. ~. pp. 134-135. 
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Tyrell arrives at the spot selected for the encounter in no frame 
of mind for a duel: he has breakfasted, and "could have wept, with \fords-
worth, over a Violet.n91 He fully intends to 1mste his shot, but one look 
reveals that his antagonist is of no such mind. His opponent t s shot 
glances off Tyrell's turquoise ring and grazes the side of his head, or, 
as he expresses it phrenologically, his "left organ of causality.n92 Willis 
then comments on the giver of the ring, tiho may have been Mary Benjamin: 
"Friend of those days, regretted and unforgottenl days of the deepest sad-
ness and heart heaviness, yet somehow dearer in remembrance than all the 
joys I can recall--there was a talisman in thy parting gift thou didst not 
think would be, one day, my angell" 
The opponent is not satisfied after the first exchange of shots because 
Tyrell had fired into the air. As they are about to fire again, a horse-
man rides up; he is the lady's husband and insists upon taking Tyrell's 
place. The second exchange of bullets is fatal. The opponent is killed 
and the husband is hit, and shows his mettle by extracting the bullet from 
his own flesh. Having revealed his courage and fortitude, he is lifted 
into Tyrell's caleche and is taken hane to 11a dark-looking house" with a 
porte-coch~re where Tyrell and Percie are "ushered into apartments of 
extraordinary magnificence •" This brings the reader to the end of 
91~. Works, p. 135. 
92willis was interested in several of the pseudo-sciences popular 
in the nineteenth century. Phrenology particularly interested him; he 
had had his own head read by Dr. Kaspar Spurzheim (1776-1832) in Paris 
(Pencillings [1.852), pp. 157-158) only months before that phrenological 
expert died. On several occasions Willis uses tenns fran this pseudo-
science in describing his characters, sometimes seriously, sometimes 
facetiously. 
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Chapter I, in which Tyrell has arrived in Vienna, attended mass, rescued 
a lady from the unwelcomed attentions of a cad, fought the first half of 
a duel, and accompanied the lady's husband home to a sumptuous dwelling. 
\·lillis is crannning as lllUCh romantic adventure into this story as it will 
possibly stand. 
At the beginning of Chapter II, Hillis describes the interior of the 
dwelling in some detail, and Tyrell and his page become acquainted with 
the husba.'1do Fearing that it might be "infra dig to the chevaliern93 to 
know that a valet has been his second, Tyrell introduces him as a gentle-
man. A picture of a young girl capturing Tyrell's attention, the 
chevalier offers to tell her story. 
It >las a full-length portrait of a young and excessively 
beautiful girl, of apparently scarce fifteen, entirely nude, 
and lying back upon a black velvet couch, Hith one foot on a 
broken diadem, and her right hand pressing a Hild rose to her 
heart. 
This picture is a startling one to grace the dra•·ling-room of a chevalier, 
especially when, as the reader learns later, the nude model is his own 
<life. The broken diadem is symbolic of her lost social position, and the 
>lild rose, of her love for the chevalier, ;iho, it is soon disclosed, is a 
bandit. It should be noted that 'rlillis is using this picture in order to 
lead easily into some necessary exposition, and that he provides the pic-
ture vii th functional s;y111bolism ld thout conment. 
The girl is the daughter of a Hungarian noble vrho had eloped with an 
outlavr. .An itinerant artist had discovered her one day as she 1vas bathing 
in a mountain stream and started, unperceived, to sketch her picture. So 
93r.fisc. 1-lorks, p. 136. 
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intent Trras he on his sketching that he did not hear the outlm-r as he crept 
up behind him admidng the portrait, This situation leads to a rather 
startling clima.">C, 
"The sketch, excellent as it seemed, >·las still un?inished 
when the painter, enamored as he might ;rell be, of the S\feet 
limbs, glossy with the shining water, flung cimm his book and 
sprang towards her, The outlaw •• , Has a student of the 
human soul, and deferred his vengeance, • , • He >·Tas not 
un1dlling since her person had been seen irretdevably, to 
know how his shdnking Iminild (this was her name of melody) 
<Tould have escaped, had she been found alone. • . , The 
painter flew over the rock and brake, and sprang into the pool 
in which she was half emersed; and my brave girl--" 
He hesitated, for he had betrayed himself. 
"Ay--she is mine, gentlemen; and I am Wain, the outlmr--
my brave ;r.ile, !Say[,] with a single bound, leaped to the 
rock ;rhere her dress was concealed, seized a short spear Hhich 
she used as a staff in her climbing rambles, and struck it 
through his shoulder as he pursued," 
This is a frank scene to be found in an American .rork of the period, 
for, although not unprecedented and told in the best possible taste, it is 
not the usual subject for the short stodes of the period, The malefactor 
in this incident is not a savage Indian nor a drunken boor, but a French 
artist, with presumably some cultivation, The nife has acted more 
worthily in this episode than the husband, for she has defended her honor 
while he has stood by to see whether she would, or, at least, how she 
rrould, This episode prepares the reader for the capable and daring actions 
of Iminild in the latter part of the story. 
Wain continues his story. Incapable of killing a wounded man, he 
had taken the artist to his ruined castle where, during his convalescence, 
he was alloued to finish the painting--with a few alterations, Iminild 
was painted on the black velvet sofa with the symbols of her situation, 
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The picture finished and the artist recovered, the t•m men duelled with 
broadswords, and the painter was killed. 
As YVain finishes his story breakfast is announced and the two English-
men are ushered into a garden filled with exotic flowers and described in 
detail by \villis. Dlring breakfast Irninild explains that, in the absence 
of her husband, she, expecting that a duel would follow the quarrel in the 
cathedral, had spent the day disguised as a gentleman, follotdng the 
seconds as they completed their preparations. Thus, •-rhen her husband 
returned to Vienna the night before, she was able to apprise him of the 
situation. If he had not overslept, he would have been at the duelling 
ground at the commencement of the contest. It is also explained that the 
house they are living in actually belongs to Irninild's father, viho, of 
course, has disinherited Irninild, but who, being for some time absent from 
Vienna, has rented the house to them, thinking them strangers. Throughout 
the entire scene Percie acts the part of a perfect gentleman. 
The garden is suddenly invaded by anned men, led by the slain dueller's 
second, viho surround YVain, and in the ensuing struggle ld.ll him, but 
before he dies he makes Tyrell St-rear (on the cross) that he vlill protect 
Irninild as long as he lives. 
At the beginning of Chapter III, ~Jrell is being kept under guard for 
four days because of his part in the duel. Irmnediately after the guards 
are removed, an outlaw dressed in the emperor's livery delivers a letter 
from Irninild requesting Tyrell and Peroie to ride out toward Gratz. They 
set out, and on the way Percie confesses that he has fallen in love with 
Iminild. A horseman approaching accompanied by six attendants dressed in 
the imperial livery proves to be Iminild in disguise. She makes an appoint-
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ment to meet them at Gratz, and rides off to decide the future of her late 
husband's band of outlaws, 
At Gratz Iminild tells Tyrell that there is a price an her head but 
that she will easily avoid the police, So far she has been successful, 
once disguised as a horseman and the second time as a German craftsman, 
The next morning the two Englishmen leave Gratz, Seated in his carriage, 
Tyrell has to wait for Percie, who finally "ran into the large court of 
the hotel, and, crying out to the postilions that all was right, jumped 
into his place with an agility, it struck me, very unlike his usual gentle-
manlike deliberation,n94 At the gate Tyrell is forced to swear "Foi 
d •honneur11 that 11the servant behind my (Tyrell's] carriage >-ms an English-
man, and the same person mentioned in my passport. 11 They are not far on 
their 11trajet 11 when Tyrell discovers that the servant behL~d his carriage 
is Iminild disguised as Percie, Iminild is amused at the trick they have 
played an Tyrell in order to get her out of Gratz. She exclaims, 
Kind, generous Perciel , , , I would scarce believe him last 
night when he informed me, as an inducement to leave him behind, 
that he •ras only a servant! • , , But he is a gentleman, in 
every feeling as ,;ell as in every feature, and by Heavens! he 
shall be a menial no longerl 
Tyrell agrees that "Nature has certainly done her part to make him 
[a gentleman]," By this conversation the reader knows that Percie is not 
serving Iminild under false pretenses: he has told her his social position, 
\Vhen the 11 eil-1-raggen" for Trieste arrives at the inn where Tyrell has 
stopped for breakfast, 11 out jumped a petticoat which I sa'' at a glance, gave 
a very embarrassed motion to gentleman Percie," Percie is travelling under 
9lJt.lisc, ':forks, p, 140. 
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the name of Cunegunda Von f.rakenpatel "And with the sort of caricatured 
elegance with which women always assume in their imitations of our sex, 
Countess Iminild, in frock-coat and trowsers, helped into the diligence, 
in hood and petticoat, my •tiger•95 from Cranbourne-alley." 
Tyrell is persuaded by Iminild to detour to the house of a l>!ynheer 
Von Krakenpate, who lives nearby. Here Iminild changes into Albanian 
costume, and liillis describes it in detail. 
She was dressed nmr in the Albanian costume, with the additional 
gorgeousness of gold embroidet"'J, w~ch might distinguish the 
favorite child of a chief of Suli.9 It was the male attire, 
with a snmry uhite juktanilla reaching to the knee, a short 
jacket of crimson velvet, and a close-buttoned vest of silver 
cloth, fitting admirably to her girlish bust, and leaving her 
slender and pearly neck to rise bare and swan-lil(e into the 
masses of her clustering hair. Her slight 1-laist was defined by 
the girdle of fine linen edged 1dth fringe of gold Hhich was 
tied CO({Uettishly over her left side and fell to her anl(le, and 
beloH the embroidered leggin appeared the fairy foot, which had 
drmm upon me all this long train of adventure, thrust into a 
Turkish slipper uith a sparkling emerald on its instep. A 
feroni~re97 of the yellowest gold sequins botmd her hair back 
from her temples, and this was the only confinement to the dark 
br01m meshes which, in wayy lines and in the richest profusion, 
fell almost to her feet.98 
95nA servant in livery, <Tho rides with his master or mistress. 11 
Hebster, f!! American Dictionary (1848). This word is frequently used by 
\·lillis in this sense. 
96willis t s contemporaries 1·rould have immediately recognized Suli 
from the folloldng lines (12-15) in Fitz-Greene Ha.lleckts popularlii1'ilrco 
Bozzaris" (1825): 
At midnight, in the forest shades, 
Bozzaris ranged his Suliote band, 
True as the steel of their tried blades, 
Heroes in heart and hand. 
Byron hired 5oo Suliotes to aid him in an expedition against Lepanto. 
97 A ferroniere [sic] is a frontlet worn on the forehead. 
98r.'fisc. vlorks, P• 142. 
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This is the ldnd of picturesque description which was popular with \Villis'S 
contemporaries, The gift-books and annuals were filled with elegant 
engravings of ladies and gentlemen, as well as peasants and other rustic 
folk, in what ;rould have seemed exotic and bizarre costumes, and the 
fiction of the period abounded in description of the same. Iminild is 
not the onJ,y one capable of numerous costume changes, for a moment later, 
enter Percie in the counterpart dress of Iminild, ;lith a silver-
sheathed ataghan at his side •••• To do the rascal justice, he 
11as as handsome in his ne;r toggery as his mistress, and carried 
it as gallantly. They would have made the prettiest tableau as 
Juan and Jlaidee,99 
But more romantic delights are still in store for \villis t s readers: 
descending a secret stai~•ay, the guests are conducted into an underground 
cavern, ;,'ith a sumptuously appointed dining-room. ·vlillis favors his 
readers with a full description, of 1•hich the follmdng quotations are 
only a part. 
I stepped over the threshold of the door and stood upon a car-
pet in a gallery of sparkling stalactites, the dazzling reflec-
tion of innumerable lamps flooding the air around, and a long 
snow-white vista of the same brilliancy and effect stretching 
downward before me, Two ridges of the calcareous strata running 
almost parallel over our heads, formed the cornices of the 
descending corridor, and from these with a regularity that 
seemed like design, the sparkling pillars, white as alabaster, 
and shaped li\{e inverted cones, dropped nearly to the floor, 
their transparent points resting on the peaks of corresponding 
stalagmites, which seemed designed as bases to a new order of 
architectural columns. The reflection from the pure crJstalline 
99B,yron describes Haidee as follm•s: 
Her hairts long auburn waves do;rn to her heel 
F101,red like an Alpine torrent, >rhich the sun 
Dyes with his morning light, and would conceal 
Her person if allowtd to run at large, 
Don Juan, III, lxxiii, 1-4. \Villists description of Iminild's and Percie's 
Albanian costumes does not resemble B,yron t s description of Juan's and 
Haidee's, but, later in Byron's poem, Juan, like Percie, is disguised as 
a t~oman. 
rock gave to this singular gallery a splendor l>hich only the 
palace of 1Uaddin could have equalled, The lamps Here h1mg 
betneen irregular but effective ranges, and in our descent, 
like Thalaba, who refreshed his dazzled eyes in the sno..r by 
looking on the green •r.Lngs of the spirit bird,lOO I was com-
pelled to bend my eyes perpetually for relief upon the soft, 
dark masses of hair uhich floated upon the lovely shoulders 
of Iminild,l0l 
It takes ten minutes to traverse the passage, but when the party 
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finally arrives at the underground apartment, it is as fabulous as the 
pleasure dome of 1\ublai Khan, Hhich may have inspired some of the descrip-
tion. This passage illustrates 'villisls ability to describe scenes of 
romantic picturesqueness: 
The cavern was of an irregular shape, but all studded above 
•lith the same sparry incrustation, thousands upon thousands 
of pendant stalactites glittering on the roof, and shmrering 
back light upon the clusters of blazing torches fastened 
every..rhere upon the shelvy sides, Here and there vast 
columns, alabaster vrhite, 1dth bases of gold color, fell from 
the roof to the floor, like pillars left standing in the 
ruined aisle of a cathedral, and from corner to corner ran 
their curtains of the same brilliant calcareous spar, shaped 
like the sharp edge of a snow drift, and almost white, It 
Has like laying bare the palace of some king-1-lizard of the 
mine to gaze down upon it, , • , I bent my gaze on a broad 
platform, rising high above the river on its opposite bank, 
the rear of Hhich <IaS closed in by perhaps forty irregular 
columns, leaving between them and the sharp precipice on the 
river-side, an area, in height and extent of about the 
capacity of a ballroom. A rude bridge, of very light construc-
tion, rose in a single arch across the river, forming the only 
possible access to the platform from the side 1-rhere we stood, 
and follmr.Lng the path with my eye, I observed a narrmr and 
spiral staircase, partly of uood and partly cut in the rock, 
ascending from the bridge to the gallery vre had follm·led 
lOOsouthey, Thalaba the Destroyer, XI, 6: 
And •men beneath the noon 
The icy glitter of the snow 
J.Rzzled his aching sight, 
Then on his arm alighted the Green Bird 
And spread before his eyes 
Her plumage of refreshing hue, 
l01tD_sc, \iorks, p, 142. 
thither, The platfom was carpeted richly, and flooded with 
intense light, and in its centre stood an array of smok:i.ng 
dishes, served up in Turld.sh fashion, 1-1ith a cloth upon the 
floor and surrounded with cushions and ottomans of every 
sha:pe and color, A troop of black slaves, 1-rhose silver 
anklets, glittered as they moved, were busy bringing 1-rines 
and completing the arrangements for the mea1,102 
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These underground caverns which \·lillis is describing are a part of the 
Grotto of Adelsberg, which he had visited while in Austria, Excerpts 
from his description of the actual caves will shmr by contrast how .he 
has elaborated profusely upon his original report in order to provide a 
romantic setting for his story, 
lie descended for ten or fifteen minutes, through a capacious 
gallery of rock, up to the ankles in mud, and feeling continually 
the drippings exuding from the roof, till, by the echoing mur-
murs of dashing water w found ourselves approaching the bed 
of a subterranean river, We soon emerged in a vast cavern, 
whose height, though we had twenty torches, was lost in the 
darkness, The river rushed dimly below us, at the depth of 
perhaps fifty feet, partially illuminated by a row of lamps 
hung on a slight wooded bridge, by which 1-re were to cross to 
the opposite side, 
l·le descended by a long flight of artificial stairs, and 
stood upon the bridge, The wildness of the scene is indescrib-
able, A lamp or two glimmered faintly from the lofty parapet 
from »hich <re had descended • • , and beneath us leaped and 
foamed a dark river, which sprang from its invisible channel, 
danced a moment in the light of our lamps, and was lost again 
instantly in darkness, It brought with it from the green 
fields through which it had cane, a current of soft wam air, 
peculiarly delightful after the chilliness of the other parts 
of the cavern; there was a smell of ne~-r-mown hay in it which 
seemed lost upon the Tartarean blackness around, , •• 
vle came after a while to a deeper descent, which opened into 
a magnificent and spacious hall. It is called the "ball-roam, 11 
and is used as such once a year, on the occasion of a certain 
Illyrian fiesta. The floor had been cleared of stalagmites; 
the roof and sides are ornamented beyond all art 1-rith glittering 
spars; a natural gallery with a balustrade of stalactites con-
tains the orchestra; and side-rooms are all around uhere supper 
l02Hisc, oiorks, pp, 142-143. 
might be laid, and dressing-rooms offered in the style of a 
palace. I can imagine nothing more magnificent than such a 
scene. A literal transcription of it would read like a 
fairy tale.l03 
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Willis's idealized description of the caves reads even more like a 
fairy tale, but it w.l.ll be noted that Hith a feu exceptions, his descrip-
tion in "The Bandit of Austria" remains close to his description of the 
actual caverns. He has removed some of the unpleasant aspects--the mud, 
for instance--but has added oniy improvements Hhich the natural setting 
itself suggested. 
The domestic arrangements of the bandits in the cavern are as amazing 
as the interior itself. The kitchen is d01mstream, so that the smoke <lill 
not stain the alabaster walls of the dining-room; the cook, "having lost 
his nose in a sea-fight, is reconciled to fors1.;ear sunshine and mankind 
and cook rice for pirates;nl04 and, as for fuel, they "have only to cut it 
by moonlight and commit it to the current." The booty of the bandits lies 
in confused heaps in one comer of the room. 
The idyllic repast is interrupted by the entrance of Tranchecoeur, a 
pirate friencUy to Yvain and privy to the secrets of the cavern, an English-
man 11ith a French "~de guerre," who nmr has designs on Iminild. He 
attacks Percie, but is shot by one of Iminild1 s free-riders. Satisfied 
that he is not mortallY "rounded, Tj-rell, Iminild, and Percie leave 
immediately on their journey to Venice where Iminild and Percie are 
married. 
"The Bandit of Austria" is a highlY romantic story of adventure with 
103Pencillings, I, 209-211. 
lOlJt.fisc. vlorks, p. lh3. 
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all the elements of such: bandit chieftains, duels, a lady in distress--
who later turns out to be perfectly capable of taking care of herself--
disguises, transvestitism, secret passages and underground apartments, 
narrow escapes and sudden death, The story has several characteristics of 
w~llis•s stories: a heroine unconventional and able, a valet whose gentle-
manly qualities shm; through his menial guise, romantic descriptions of 
costumes and scenery, The story is loosely constructed, but there are no 
digressions in it, It is one of Willis's fe;r stories in which the narrator 
aids in the uniting of t1m lovers; "Pedlar Karl" is another example of a 
story using this plot, As in 11 Love and Ili.plomacy, 11 the valet successfully 
poses as a gentleman, 
Just hmr much of this story Willis obtained frCill the D•Orsay anecdote 
is not !mown, but most of the details are his mm, He has made use of his 
Visit to Austria to fill in the skeletal plot with local color, The scene 
in the cathedral and the one in the Adelsberg caverns are surely Willis • s, 
as are the descriptions of the interior and garden of the house in Vienna. 
\-Tillis has made the most of the romantic possibilities of the story to 
tell a tale of high adventure in a country 1-rhich in itself was highly 
romantic, it being infested with brigands and conveniently supplied with 
secret caverns. 
This story also contains an incomplete poem, 11 Ye are Not What Ye \vere 
to He, nl05 1vhich Willis never thought it worth while to finish or republish, 
It is composed by Tyrell on the way frCill Gratz to Leybach. He is prevented 
from finishing it when Iminild, disguised as Percie, climbs into the carriage 
from the rear box, 
l05Misc. Works, p, 140. 
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"Oonder-Hoofden, or The Undercliff, 
A Tale of the Voyage of Hendrik Hudson" 
110onder-Hoofden"l06 was first published in the New York !fdrror,l07 
and later appeared under the title "Beneiden der Berg; or, The Undercliff" 
in the !!!:!, Monthly ~1agazine.l08 One of Willis's few attempts at historical 
fiction, its subject matter is similar to Irving's and Cooper•s, but the 
treatment is similar to Cooper• s alone. Willis is telling a tale of the 
Dutch exploration of the Hudson River. The 11 Halve-}1ane" is sailing up 
the river, fifty miles from the ocean with Hudson its master. Three 
Indians in a canoe who come alongside are welcomed aboard by Hudson as 
he is navigating a treacherous part of the river with a seamanship worthy 
of Cooper's sea captains. One of the Indians suddenly steals a pillow, 
and, jumping overboard, swims for shore. The mate, Jolm Fleming, shoots 
the Indian and he sinks. The other Indians leave hurriedly in their 
canoe, and the captain orders a double watch for the night. This incident 
occupies all of.Chapter I. 
The shooting of the Indian was not perpetrated solely by his stealing 
the pilloti'. Fleming had been arguing with the captain as to whether the 
body of water were a river or an arm of the sea. When the dangerous 
passage had been maneuvered successfully and "the rocky point that jutted 
into the river with the grace of a lady's foot dallying with the water in 
her bath, 11 had been safely passed, and 11the apparent inlet, barely deep 
l~sc. Works, pp. 145-148. 
107XIV (November 4, 1836), 148-149, and (November 18, 1836), 164-165. 
l08XLVIII (December 1836), 26-32. 
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enough, it seemed to the irritated steersman Fleming , to shelter a 
canoe, 11 had been safely navigated, there appeared 11the broad Haters of 
the mighty river, extending far through the gorge beyond."l09 Fleming 
having been proved Hrong, "To seize a musket, >·rhich lay ready for attack 
on the quarter-deck, and fire upon the poor savage, uas the sudden thought 
and action of a man on the watch, for a vent to incensed feelings." Hudson, 
realizing the seriousness of the unnecessary slaughter, is "grieved and 
alanned inexpressibly •" 
The next morning the Half ~ is approached by a chief alone in a 
canoe, who makes signs of peace and is welcomed aboard. During the morn-
ing another canoe comes to the ship, paddled by an Indian maiden. 
She was taller than is common for females of the savage tribes, 
and her polished limbs, as gracefully moulded in their dark 
hues as those of the mercury of the fountain, combined, with 
their slightness, a nerve and steadiness of action which 
betrayed strength and resolution of heart and frame. Her face 
was highly beautiful, but the voluptuous fulness of the lips 
was contrasted by a fierce fire in her night-dark eyes, and a 
quickness of the brow to descend, which told of angry passions 
habitually on the alert.llO 
Willis has portrayed in the Indian girl the characteristics of the idealized 
savage: she is well-fonned, beautiful, and passionate. In so doing, \'Iillis 
has forewarned the reader of the capacity for terrible revenge which the 
Indian is to manifest later in the tale. Fleming, hmrever, is, by this 
time, too intoxicated to notice the hints of danger in the expression of 
the Indiants face. 
The chief asks Hudson and his men ashore for a feast, and Hudson 
accepts without suspicion, but not without precaution: "Arm yourselves 
l09J.usc. Works, p. 145. 
llOJ.!:i.sc. \{orks, p. 146-147. 
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well • • • though I look for no treachery from this noble pagan; and if' 
chance should put us into danger, <Te shall be more than a match for the 
vthole tribe.nLll After the feast and during the "trial of sldll with the 
bow and arr01f, 11 Fleming and the Indian girl, Kihyalee, disappear, and, 
after an hour has passed, Hudson becomes anxious. He is aware of the 
seriousness of the steersman's absence, and his fears are soon realized 
as vTillis comes to the inevitable catastrophe of his story. 
A distant and prolonged scream, as of a man in mortal agony, 
drew all eyes to the summit of the beetling cliff, vThich over-
hung them. On its extremest verge, outlined distinctly against 
the sky, stood the tall figure of Kihyalee, holding from her, 
j~t poised over the precipice, the writhing form of her victim, 
1-rhile in the other hand, flashing in the rays of the sun, 
glittered the bright hatchet she had plucked from his girdle. 
Infuriated at the sight, and suspecting collusion on the part 
of t,he chief, Hudson drew his cutlass and gave the order to 
stand to arms, but as he turned, the gigantic savage had 
drawn an arrw to its head 1dth incredible force, and though 
it fell far short of its mark, there ~s that in the action 
and his look Hhich, in the passing of a thought, changed the 
mind of the sldpper. In another instant, the hesitating ann of 
the widmied Kihyalee descended, and loosening her hold upon the 
relaxed body of her victim, the doomed mate fell heavily d01fn 
the face of the precipice. 
' The chief turned to Hudson, who stood trembling and aghast at 
the awful scene, and plucked [sicl the remaining arrws from his 
quiver, he broke them and thr9W'lti.mself on the ground. The 
tribe gathered around their chief, Hudson moved his hand to 
them in token of forgiveness, and in a melancholy silence the 
cre1·1 took their way after him to the shore.ll2 
So ends vlillis•s first attempt to write a historical tale of his mm 
country, The story in itself is not much more than the outline for a 
story. None of the characters is really developed. The reader is told 
that Kihyalee is proud and revengeful, but \olillis does not present any 
lllJ.asc, ':Jerks, p. 147 • 
112Misc. lvorks, p. 148 . 
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proof that she is until the final scene, The reader knows too little 
about Fleming to be able to sympathize with him or to be satisfied with the 
justice of his death, The scenic descriptions are well handled, but Willis 
might have improved them had he waited to 1n'ite the story until after he had 
moved to his country place, Idlewild, on the banks of the Hudson. 
There is none of Willis's sparkle in this story; it is as if he were 
trying to follow models rather than create in his 01-m style, The story 
inevitably invites comparison with Irving and Cooper, 1,fillis does not 
have the amiable charm of Irving, nor the sense of dramatic form that 
Cooper had, The scene on the precipice is similar to many in Cooper, the 
climactic scene in The Last of the Mohicans, for example, in which Cora, 
----
Uncas, and Hagua are killed, Willis may also have had in mind the scene 
in Chapter XXV of ~Yemassee, written the year before by lfilliam Gilmore 
Simms, in which Natiwan slays her 01-m son, Occonestoga, with a hatchet to 
prevent him from being tortured, Willis's story seems to have been written 
especially for the scene on the cliff, and revenge and spectacular death 
were essential elements in stories of Indians, 
"The Picker and Piler" 
"The Picker and Pilerull3 was written originally for The Corsair, llh 
the frankly piratical magazine which Willis edited in collaboration with 
Dr, \'1", T. Porter, and the story was later reprinted in the New York 11irror,ll5 
ll3~. \.forks, PP• 148-151. 
llhi (March 16, 1839), 10-13. The most important contributor to this 
short-lived periodical was Thackeray, 
115xvii (l4arch lh, 18ho), 297-298. 
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It is a Gothic tale of revenge in the American frontier, in which Willis 
utilizes some of the unique aspects of life on that frontier. 
\"Iillis attempts to achieve suspense and verisimilitude in the first 
sentence by stating, "The nature of the strange incident I have to relate 
forbids me to record either place or time.nll6 He then builds up the atmos-
phere in true Gothic tradition: "On one of the wildest nights in which I 
had ever been abroad," the narrator recounts, he arrives at a frontier 
tavern where he is stared at 1dth "grim reserve and ferocity" by the occu-
pants of the bar. Willis explains an indigenous backwoods practice which 
accounts for the silent belligerence of the customers. 
The timber-tracts which lie convenient to the rivers of the west, 
offer to the refugee and desperado of every description, a 
resource from want and (in their 01m opinion) fran crime, which 
is seized upon by all at least who are willing to labor. The 
o;mers of the extensive forests ••• consider their pine-trees 
as liable to nothing but the laws of nature, and leave them 
unfenced and unprotected. • • • It is natural enough that soli-
tary settlers, living in the neighborhood of miles of apparently 
unclaimed land, should • • • grow to the opinion • • • that • • • 
the land, the air, and the water ••• are free to all alike. 
Furnishing the requisite teams and implements, therefore, the 
inhabitants • • • collect a number of stragglers through the 
country, and forming what is called a "bee," go into the near-
est woods, and for a month or more, 1-10rk laboriously at 
selecting, and felling the tallest and straightest pines. 
The mmers, it is explained further, send out agents to catch the 
thieves in the act, and the men at the tavern mistru'e the narrator for such 
a one. He is, hOI;ever, loold.ng for "hands to fell and burn, and m~e a 
clearing for a farm." He is told that all the men in the vicinity are 
busy -,dth the possible exception of one 1ihom they designate as the "Picker 
and Filer." "As the words were pronounced, a shrill neigh outside the door 
pronounced the arrival of a new-comer, 11 emphasized by the remark of one of 
ll611isc. \<lorks, p. 148. 
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the men : "Talk of the deVil. n 
This introduction to the chief character of the story gives the 
reader a hint as to his character, He is at present engaged in burning off 
an area of forest in the Vicinity and has cane to the tavern to refill his 
keg, .~ous to return to his work, he proposes that the narrator shall 
go with him in order that they may talk business, 'rhe landlord, explains 
the narrator, 
decided the question for me by telling me in so many words that 
I had better go, His beds were all taken up, and my horse would 
be taken care of till my return. I saw that my presence had 
interrupted something, probably the fonnation of a "bee," and 
more willingly than I would have believed possible an hour 
before, I resumed my furs and wrappers, and declared that I was 
ready. 
The desperate character of the men at the tavern has built up the 
suspense for the reader, and the association of the Picker and Filer with 
the deVil proVides forewarning for his diabolical action later in the story, 
He is also described as haVing "features blackened with smoke," In spite 
of his roughness, however, he inspires the narrator with respect and liking. 
Willis includes a detailed description of the burning forest, then 
such a common sight on the frontier; 
•• , after a half hour's tramp • , • we , , , were met by a 
column of smoke, which, lifting, the moment after, disclosed 
the two slopes of a considerable valley enveloped in one sea 
of fire. A red lurid cloud, overhung it at the tops of the 
tallest trees, and far and wide, above that, spread a cover-
ing of black smoke, heaVing upward in vast and billowy masses, 
and rollin~:; a1·ray on every side into the darlmess. 
We approached a pine of gigantic height, on fire to the very 
peak, not a branch left on the trunk, its pitchy knots dis-
tributed like the eyes of the lamprey [!·~· laterallY'), burn-
ing pure and steady amid the irregular flame, ••• The burning 
tree, hOI·rever, ;ras the first of thousands, and ••• I glanced 
into the glowing labyrinth beyond, and my faith gave way,ll7 
ll7~1isc, Works, p. 149. 
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Through this terrifying and spectacular inferno, with its symbolic 
blacks and reds, the Picker and Filer leads the narrator until they arrive 
at a rude, temporary shack where the Picker and Piler lives, At the hut 
are a young girl and a young man, "both evidently confused at the sudden 
appearance of the Picker and Piler. 11 The girl is introduced as the daughter 
of the Picker and Filer, and is described by the narrator as 
light like her father, in form, and as far as I had been able 
to distinguish his blackened features, resembled him in the 
general outline. But in the place of his thin and determined 
mouth, her lips were round and voluptuous, and though her eye 
looked as if it might ~nlke, it expressed, even in the presence 
of her moody father, a drowsy and soft indolence, common enough 
to the Asiatics, but seldom seen in America. Her dress was 
coarse and careless, but she was beautiful with every possible 
disadvantage, and, whether married or not, evidently soon to 
become a mother • 
. ~ter a meal of venison and a draught from the keg, the Picker and 
Filer leaves his hut, and the girl hints to the narrator that his presence 
is ~ ~· The narrator wanders off into the forest, and a further des-
cription of the burning process follows, When the Picker returns, the 
narrator asks him for an hour•s conversation, but the Picker, replying that 
he has "another guest to dispose of, 11 ll8 returns to the hut. The narrator, 
follmdng at some distance, sees him angrily separating his daughter and 
the stranger. When it is time to retire, the stranger, refusing the shake-
down offered him, 
gathered a slight heap of brush, and threw it into a hollow left 
in the earth by a tree, lfhich, though full grmm and green had 
been borne to the earth and partly uprooted by the falling across 
it of an overblown and gigantic pine. The earth and stones had 
followed the uptorn mass, forming a solid upright ;rall, from 
which, like struggling fingers, stretching back in agony to 
the ground from uhich they had parted, a few rent and naked roots 
ll8Hisc. Works, p. 150. 
pointing into the cavity. The sequel will sho;r uhy I am so 
particular in this description. 
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Hillis has been very particular in his description in order that the 
reader may understand the scene completely and be fore<Iarned of the terrible 
action to follOlf. 
The Picker now gives his history. During the Revolution he had been 
a privateer; at the termination of the War he had been set ashore in the 
\vest Indies as the rest of the crew were planning to becQJne pirates. His 
motherless child was being educated at the expense of his brother, and he 
determined to make his fortune before reclaillling her. After ten years, he 
discovered that the daughter was being treated as a slavey in her uncle's 
household. Bitter at mankind, he had taken his daughter and set out for 
the \'lest. Some months previously, the 01mer of the land he Has clearing 
had appeared, and, as the Picker phrases it, "Time has betrayed the wrong 
he has inflicted on me." 
The narrator wakes early the next morning to discover that during the 
night the Picker has burned the gigantic pine which lay across the uprooted 
tree under ;rhich the owner of the forest slept. It is now nearly burned 
through, and before the narrator can cry out a warning, 
Do;m came the axe into t.he very heart of the pitchy flame, and 
trembling ;rith the tremendous stroke, the trunk slowly bent 
utnfard from the fire •••• One half of the dissevered pine fell 
to the earth, and the shock startled him [the owner] from his 
sleep. A 1fhole age seemed to be lapsing while the other rose 
with the sloo lift of the ash. As it slid away, the vigorous 
tree righted, like a giant springing to his feet. I saw the 
root pin the hand of the seducer to the earth--a struggle--a 
contortion and the leafless and ;raving top of the recovered and 
upright tree rocked 1-rith its effort, and a long, shaiT cry had 
gone out reechoing through the woods, and ;ras still.l 9 
119Misc. Works, p. 151. 
When the narrator recovers from the shock, "the Picker and Piler, 
with a clearer brow than I had yet seen him wear, was kindling fires 
beneath the remnants of the pine," 
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The restraint achieved by the objective description of the death of 
the seducer helps enormously to emphasize the horror of the Picker and 
Piler1 s deed, and the caJJnness with which the Picker and Piler resumes 
his customary duties re-emphasizes it. 1-l.i.llis has the opportunity at the 
end of the story to indulge in exclamatory histrionics, but he refrains, 
and the ending comes with the correctness of a plagal cadence. 
This is one of l;fillis' s most unified stories; he has wasted no time 
with digressions, From the time the narrator arrives at the tavern, all 
the action builds up significantly to the climax: the descriptions and 
explanations are pertinent to the story and aid either the exposition or 
the atmosphere, Willis has made use here of native materials in a story 
of revenge in which the catastrophe is as horrible as it is original, and 
has made the motive for the revenge of such nature that the reader will 
feel that, though terrible, it is sufficiently provoked, and that, although 
the father is a murderer, his deed of violence is justifiable, The lack 
of sentimentality at the end of the story helps underline the justness of 
the retribution. Willis has made use of scenes, customs, and situations 
conunon to the American frontier of his time, although the story itself 
apparently takes place shortly after the Revolution. He has used native 
materials in such a way that the setting, action, characters, and atmos-
phere, all become integrated, 
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Romance of Travel 
Critical Summary 
The seven short stories collected in Romance of Travel are among 
the most technically perfect of \'lillis Is stories. The long scenic and 
philosophical digressions of his earlier stories are not found in these. 
\"lherever the scenery is described, it is integrated f1lllctionally into the 
story and not interpolated in the manner of a travel sketch. Hillis is 
still making use of scenes he has visited, but he ueaves them into the 
basic fabric of his story. b'Ven in "The Bandit of Austria" the lengthy 
description of the Adelsberg caverns is adapted to the purposes of the 
story. 
Hillis has vrritten more diversified types of stories in this collec-
tion than in Inklings. He has used other models from those employed in 
his earlier stories, and for that reason they seem less original. "Lady 
Ravelgold" is the most typical of \1illis Is stories in this grot.'P, but 
though parts of the story are typical of ':lillis 1 s social comedy, other 
parts are influenced by the popular romantic tales of his day. 
In this group of stories ~Tillis displays a greater tendency to-ward 
satire than before, and his later stories are to shm1 increasing use of it. 
"Lady Ravelgold" and "Palette• s Bride" both contain the usual 1-lillisian 
theme, the love of a lady of the uealthy class for a man from a lo;{er class, 
although in the former story. he proves to be a nobleman. Because \;'illis 
1-1rote so many stories r."ith this theme, it is possible that \Ulconsciously 
he ;;as projecting into these stories a feeling of inferiority and a need 
for self-justification, provoked by the attacks of the contemporary 
press. 
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In "Violanta Cesarini" 1-J'illis is writing a ccrnedy of intrigue, 1-rhich, 
in places, borders on the farcical, and this farcical clement is to be 
coupled 1-Tith a satirical tone in many of his later stories. Into the 
frameuork of the plot of intrigue, 1-J'illis has, in "Violanta Cesarini," 
injected theories about art and artists, a common habit of his. Aesthetic 
problems are not usually discussed in this t:y-pe of story, but thare is to 
be an increasing concern for such problems in \'Iillis' s fiction, particularly 
the problem of the position of the artist in society. 
\-Tillis vrrites another kind of story in 11 Pasquali, the Tailor of 
Venice. 11 This time he is probably inspired by The JJecameron. He uses the 
plot of the unhappily married man vrho tries to get rid of his wife in order 
that he may marry his young and pretty neighbor. He employs the proper 
amount of ironical humor, 1-Tithout vrhich no story of this kind can be 
successful. The story is considerably removed from Hillists own experience, 
and his objectivity contributes much to the effect. Pasquali's diabolical 
scheme is tln-rarted by fate, and Hhat might have been grisly horror becomes 
ui tty satire • 
"The Bandit of Austria" is a tale of exciting adventure in a tradi-
tionally romantic setting. vJillis has used the stock equipment for such a 
story, and he has woven into it his first-hand kn01-lledge of places he had 
visited, and has manipulated the plot to take aclvantage of his experience. 
Though the story is based on an anecdote told him by Count D•Orsay, Hillis 
has made the story his ovrn. 
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In 11 0onder-Hoofden" and "The Picker and Piler" \~illis returns to his 
native country, but neither story is typical of his .J\merican stories, The 
fonner, influenced by Irving and Cooper, is a tale of revenge told against 
the background of Henry Hudsonts exploration, in •rhich <Iillis tries to 
create an American myth, but the tale becomes one of an Indian squat.-•s 
revenge, and the presence of Hudson is not particularly significant, One 
reason for its failure is that Willis has not developed it sufficiently, 
It is his one essay at writing a story of the American past, and he profited 
by this experience and urote no more, 
"The Picker and Piler" makes much better use of native materials and 
becomes a story of revenge on the American frontier, Told against the back-
ground of life in western New York state uhen that area was a primitive 
wilderness, the story presents a realistic, if lurid, picture of backwoods 
experience •rhere Violence t>as to be expected, 
In this group of stories, with the exception of "Lady Ravelgold," 
\iillis is less the hero than the narrator, \~ereas in the stories collected 
in Inklings, the protagonist is a thinly disguised Willis, in those in 
Romance, for the most part, he has divorced himself from his heroes, and 
has not projected himself into the stories as completely as he did in his 
earlier stories, This makes them less interesting autobiographically, but 
shmrs that Willis is relying more on his imagination and less and less on 
specific events of his own experience, 
Nearly all of these stories are concerned with revenge, a motive 
popular 1-1ith Willis, but, because these stories are less autobiographical 
than many, the vengeance seems to be more a convention than a projection of 
Willis• s own animosity against his critics, 
"LOITERINGS OF TRAVEL" 
In 1845 Willis republished Romance of Travel as part of 'l"ne 
- -
11iscellaneous ~ of !!.• f· Willis. To the seven stories originally 
published in Romance, Willis added eight others, which he had written in 
1842 and 1843,1 as uell as four travel sketches.2 This enlarged collec-
tion is entitled 11 Loiterings of Travel, 11 the title he had used for the 
British edition of Romance. 
lnKate Crediford, 11 "Flirtation and Fox-Chasing, 11 "The Poet and the 
Mandarin, 11 11Meena Dimity, or Why Mr. Brown Crash took the Tour, 11 11The 
P01·rer of an 'Injured Look,'" "Beware of Dogs and ':Ialtzing, 11 "The Inlet 
of Peach-Blossans," "The Belle of the Belfry, or The Daring Lover." 
2upassages from an Epistolary Journal Kept on a Visit to England, 11 
"Ny Adventures at the Tournament, 11 "Sketches of Travel, 11 "The Four Rivers--
The Hudson--The Mohawk--The Chenango--The Susquehannah." 
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"Kate Crediforcl-'1 
"Kate Crediford113 was first published in Godey•s for September, 
1843,4 and appeared in the New MirrorS the same month, The first scene 
of this story occurs at one of Willis's favorite places, the theatre, 
where the narrator becomes so fascinated by the back of a ladyt s head 
that at intermission he places himself in a position to be able to see 
her face: she is an old flame of his, Kate Crediford. The narrator then 
confesses, "Of course I had been a lover of l1iss Crediford•s, or I could 
not have turned with indifference from the handsomest woman in the theatre," 
and then adds aphoristically, 
Flirtation is a circulating library, in which we seldom ask 
twice for the same volume, and I gave Kate up to the next 
reader, feeling no property even in the marks I had made in 
her perusal. A little quarrel sufficed as an excuse for the 
closing of the book, and both of us studiouslt avoided a 
reconciliation.6 
Willis seems to be hiding behind a metaphor in order to avoid what in 
literal language might be in bad taste. But expressed thus it reads like 
a pretty motto from an elegant keepsake. 
The narrator continues, unperceived, to study Kate carefully. She 
looks sad. Throughout the next act of the play he worries about her, for 
"she was the most volatile, light-hearted, care-for-nothing coquette that 
ever held up fingers to be kissed. n7 The narrator manages during the 
3~. Works, pp. 151-153. 
4nThe Inner Chamber, 11 Godey• s, XXVII, 118-120. 
5I (September 2, 1843), 348-350. 
6Mtsc. Works, p. 151. 
7Misc. Works, p. 152. 
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course of the play to occupy the box next to Kate in order to study her 
more closely. A pilaster separates them, but the narrator is disappointed 
that she does not sense his presence: 11 Hou could she--Kate Crediford--sit 
next to me as she was doing, with only a stuffed partition bet<reen us, and 
her head leaning on one side of a pilaster, and mine on the other, and 
never start, nor recognize, nor be at all aware of my neighborhood?" 
l·lillis is indulging here in the romantic sentimentality of which he was 
accused, but he is not m'iting seriously; he is burlesquing the sentimen-
tality so prominent in the ladies' magazines of the period. The paragraph 
in •rhich the narrator rhapsodizes over Kate• s hand, if read carefully, will 
be seen to be a travesty. 
I looked upon the small white hand lying on the cushioned 
barrier bet..reen us I I knew every vein of it, like the strings 
of my mm heart.--! had held it spread out in my own, and 
follo•red its delicate blue traceries with a rose-stem, for 
hours and hours, while imploring, and reproaching, and reason-
ing over love's lights and shadows. I knew the feel of every 
one of those exquisite fingers--those rolled up rose-leaves, 
1dth nails like pieces out from the lip of a shellS Oh, the 
promises I had kissed into oaths on that little chef-d'oeuvre 
of nature's tinted alabaster I the psalms and sennons I had 
sat out holding it, in her father's pawl the moons I had tired 
out of the sky, making of it a bridge for our hearts passing 
backward and forwardS And now could that little 1fretch of a 
hand, that knew me better than its own other hand (for He had 
been more together) lie there unconscious of my presence? 
Surely if \iillis were serious here he could have found a more romantic spot 
for holding hands than in church. The exaggeration of this paragraph would 
seem to be parody, not a serious meditation. The use of the word 1-rretch 
near the end of the paragraph would seem another clue to Willis's method, 
for the romantic extravagance of the earlier part of the paragraph, if 
taken seriously, is destroyed by the word 1-rretch, and the irony of the para-
graph is revealed by that word. The none-too-sensitive reader might not 
consciously grasp the subtle irony of this passage, and perhaps \-Iillis 
>-Tas counting on just that, for he was .rriting this story for a ladies• 
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magazine, and sentimentality was the vogue. In "Nora Hehidy" Hillis employs 
this same type of exaggeration, and since both these stories build up to a 
surprise ending, it 1muld seem that >-Tillis is using satire to thrm·r the 
reader off the scent. 
As the narrator thus muses over his fonner love for Kate, he suddenly 
realizes that he still loves her, but he dares not speak to her. vlhile he 
is summoning up enough courage to make his presence lmmm to her and before 
the end of the play, she leaves the theatre. The narrator sits up all 
night 1·Iriting Kate a letter, telling of his love, and imploring her to 
let him pay his addresses. 
At noon the next day he receives the follcming reply. 
Dear Sir: Hy wife ;fishes me to write to you, and inform you 
of her marriage, which took place a week or two since, and of 
which she presumes you are not aware. She re.rnarked to me, that 
you thought her looking unhappy last evening, Hhen you chanced 
to see her at the play. As she seemed to regret not being able 
to ansHer your note herself, I may perhaps convey the proper 
apology by taking upon myself to mention to you, that, in con-
sequence of eating an imprudent quantity of unripe fruit, she 
felt ill before going to the theatre, and 1-ras obliged to leave 
early. Today she seems seriously indisposed. I trust she will 
be uell enough to see you in a day or t1-10--and remain, 
Yours, truly, 
Samuel Smithers.8 
vlillis has 1-rritten here one of the first American short stories •·rith a 
surprise ending. It is a story •·rith almost no physical action Hhatever. 
The main part of the story deals with the thoughts and impressions of the 
narrator, and it may be for this reason that Willis employed parody in 
8~. ':lorks, p. 153. 
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order to bring more interest to his stO!"'J, The plot is, then, extremely 
simple, and the ending comes as a surprise to the reader, 
The plot of this story was later used by Thomas Bailey Aldrich-..:vrho 
<rorked for a time under Hillis on the Home Journal--in his famous ston 
- ·' 
11Tlfo Bites at a Cherry . 11 In that story Harcus ':Jhitela<r sees his old S\feet-
heart Rose Hason in the cathedral at Naples, During the religious ceremony 
!·!arcus manages to get close enough to speak to her. She io very happy to 
see him, and during their conversation he realizes that he is still in 
love with her. Knmd.ng that she has been a HidOlf for same time, he declares 
his love for her only to be told by her that she has recently remarried,9 
"Kate Crediford" is one of Willis's most unified stories; the story 
starts uith the first sentence, "I found myself looking Hith some interest 
at the back of a lady's head, 1110 and continues 1nthout deviation to the 
last sentence: "But I never called on !1rs, Samuel Smithers," ifillis 
does not even describe the interior of the theatre, except incidentally 
in connection with the narrator's thoughts and actions, 
In this story is found a characteristic 1-rhich is to mark \fillis' s 
later fiction, the use of satire, Especially is satire used -.,rhenever 
·,Tillis <Trites a story with a surprise ending, Not only does he satirize 
the extravagant rhetoric of the popular fiction of the period, but also 
the mores of his contemporary society. 
9rhamas Bailey Aldrich, "TI-ro Bites at a Cherry," ~ Bites at !!; Cherry 
~ other Tales (Boston, 1894), (J;J ~54. 
lOf.li sc, l-Torks, p. 151. 
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"Flirtation and Fox-Chasing" 
"Flirtation and Fox-Chasingnll appeared simuJ.taneously in Godey•sl2 
and in the Dollar Magazinel3 in November, 1842, the latter acknov1ledging 
that the story was "From Godey•s Book." The story starts with a quotation 
from Bulwer which has little relation to the story. 
The only heart that I have known of late, has been an easy, 
excitable sort of gentleman, quickly roused and quickly calmed--
sensitive enough to confer a great deal of pleasure, and not 
sensitive enough to give a moment•s pain. The heart of other 
days was a very different person indeed.l4 
At the beginning of this story, the narrator is in quarantine at 
Maltal5 when he sees a French ship arrive and is pleased to see his friend 
Tom Berryman disembark. "I had not seen him since 1ve were suspended from 
college together ten years before, 11 reports Slingsby.l6 Forgetting that he 
is in the lazaretto for a three weeks• quarantine, having come from fever-
ridden Smyrna, Slingsby rushes up to Berryman, thus adding a week to Berry-
llMisc. Works, pp. 153-156. 
12xxv, 224-228. 
13rr, 334-336. 
lllM:I.sc. Works, P• 153. 
15The narrator is undesignated in this story, but since this story 
picks up where "A Log in the Archipelago" leaves off, it may be assumed 
that he is Slingsby, and that this story comes between "A Log in the 
Archipelago" and "Tom Fane and I 11 in the Slingsby saga. For the pur-
pose of distinguishing between the narrator of this story and the author, 
the narrator will be called Slingsby for the remainder of the discussion. 
16willis had been suspended from 1ale for a short time during 1823-
1824 for refusing to name the students who had smoked him out of his room 
and squirted water on him. He considered his silence a point of honor. 
Beers, ~' pp. 41-43. 
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man 1 s two-weeks' quarantine, The two friends are allo~red to share the 
same room at the lazaretto, and spend the time swapping stories of their 
travel adventures, Tol'l, a Kentuckian, tells the follmling story in 
response to Slingsby1 s comments on "the approachability of noble ladies 
by such plebeian lovers as himself, l7 Slings by promising to "ten the tale 
as 'hras told to me. nl8 
Berryman had been spending a fortnight 1dth Lord ---- in the Scottish 
Highlands,l9 Feeling that he is going to be ill, "what <lith being freely 
wet outside everyday, and freely wet inside every n.i.ght, 11 he starts for 
Edinburgh, but reaches Carlisle, Part of Berryman's relation should be 
quoted to illustrate Willis's breezy style and his ability to reproduce 
the colloquialisms of his day, 
Unwilling to be ill in a bachelor's den, 1dth no solace 
tenderer than a dandy lord's tiger, I made a t1dlight flit to 
the nearest post-town, and tightening my scrmrs a little <rith 
the aid of a Village apothecary, started southward the next; 
morning ,,lith four posters. 
I expected to be obliged to pull up at Edinboro' but the 
doctor's opiates and abstinence, and quiet did more for me 
than I had hoped, and I went on very comfortably to Carlisle, 
I arrived at this place after nightfall, and found the taverns 
overflmling 1d th the crmrds of a fair, and no beds to be had 
unless I could make one in a quartette of graziers. At the 
same time there was a great political meeting at Edinboro•, 
and every leg of a poster had gone north--those I had brought 
<lith me having been transhitched to a return chaise, and gone 
off while I 1-1as looking for accommodations. 
From Carlisle Berryman is forced to take outside passage on the night 
l7~, 1;Jorks, p, 1.54. 
l8cf, Sir Walter Scott, The Lay of the Last Hinstrel, II, 1805: 
"I tell the tale as •twas said"to me,r--
l9willis had spent some time in Scotland as guest of the Duke of 
Gordon, September, 1834. Beers, NPW, pp, 151-152. 
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coach. The next night he arrives at Lord Tresethents "in time to hand 
in Lady Tresethen11 to dinner, the daughter, Lady Caroline, being confined 
to her bed in consequence of a fall from her horse. Even before Lady 
Caroline is introduced to the reader, Willis established the fact that 
she is a horsewoman. Berr;ymants condition having been aggravated by his 
exposure on the night coach, he faints "somewhere about the second remove," 
and gains consciousness only after several days of fever, 
During his convalescence he meets Lady Caroline, uhom he describes 
to Slingsby in gl01dng detail, "She would have been, in other circumstances, 
a maid of Saragossa20 or a Gertrude Von \iart; a heroine; perhaps a DeVil. 
But her fascination was resistless,n21 
After a half hour 1 s conversation >nth Caroline, Berryman is taken 
upstairs in a relapse which keeps him in bed for another week. The first 
day he is allowed outdoors again he goes riding with Caroline despite the 
doctor's orders. In a short time a hunting party with fox, hounds, horns, 
and red jackets crosses their path, Lady Caroline immediately joins the 
chase, and Curtal, the "invalid" horse Berr;yman is riding, takes off after 
her, Berryman being too weak to stop him. A description of that ride 
follmrs, too long to quote here, but as amusing as it is long, Berr;yman 
had never ridden to hounds before, and the account is at times as terrify-
ing as it is amusing. Berrymants horse keeps up with Caroline's Saladin, 
and Berr;yman does not collapse until the chase ends and he is able to 
20Augustina, the 11aid of Saragossa, was 11a young Spanish girl (d. 1857) 
noted for her bravery in the defence of Saragossa against the French, 1808. 
She was only tuenty-two uhen, her lover being shot, she mounted the battery 
in his place." Breuer's Ilictionary of Phrase and Fable, p. 804. 
21Misc. ~' p. 155. 
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present to Caroline her riding cap which had blmm off and landed in his 
face, 
During his third seige of illness, Berryman receives daily inquiries 
from Caroline and 
the cards of the members of the hunt, with many inquiries com-
plimentary to what they ;rere pleased to consider American 
horsemanship, and I fotmd that my seizure of the flying cap of 
lady Caroline and presentation of it to her ladyship at "the 
death," uas thought to be uorthy, in chiva:Jx'.r of Bayard, and 
in dexterity of Ducrrn;,22 
Caroline even gives up her daily rides to be <lith Berryman during his con-
valescence, and "books, and music, and conversation as frank and untrammelled 
as man in love could ask, uiled away the day, Wiled it away?--Hinged it--
shod it <lith velvet and silence, for I never kmm hoH it passed," Their 
conversation becomes philosophical, and 1;/illis, through it, takes oppor-
tunity to comment on the difference betueen the uorld of fancy and the 
uorld of reality, 
The starting point was a question in a magazine from Richter: 
'is not a man• s universe within his head, whether a king• s 
diadem or a tom scullcap be 1·1i thout?' --and I had insisted 
rather strenuously on the levelling privilege ue enjoyed in the 
eld.stence of a second world around us--the Horld of revery and 
dream--~rherein the tyranny, and check, and the arbitrary 
distinctions of the \·rorld of fact, ;rere never felt-and ;rhere 
he, though he might be a peasant, Hho had the consciousness in 
his soul that he lias a worthy object of love to a princess, 
could fancy himself beloved and revel in ordinary possession, 
"Why, 11 said I, turning ;Jith a sudden flush of self-confidence 
to Iady Caroline, 11':/hy should not the passions of such a 'rorld, 
the loving and returning of love in f~cy, have the privilege 
of lanvtage? 1;/hy should not matches e made, love confessed, 
vrn·rs exchanged, and fidelity sworn, valid Hithin the realm of 
22Misc, 1rlorks, p, 156. ,\ndrew Ducrow (1793-1842 ), an equestrian per-
former, appeared in circuses and, in 1833, in a spectacle "St. George and 
the Dragon, 11 and later "King Arthur and the Knights of the Round Table, 11 
both at nrur-.r La.tle, See Dictionary ~ National Biography, 
dream-land only? \·/hy should I not say to you, for example, I 
adore you dear lady, and in my world of thoueht you shall, if 
you condescend, be my bride and mistress; and uhy, if you 
responded to this and listened to my vous of fancy, should your 
bridegroom of this uorld of fact feel his rights invaded?" 
"In fancy let it be thenl" said Lady Caroline, -...1.th a blush 
and a covert smile, and she rang the bell for luncheon. 
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'1illis is trj'ing here to differentiate betueen the uorld of fact and 
the Horld of the imagination. To him the latter is just as real as the 
other 1·mrld, and perhaps far more practical, for it has infinite possi-
bilities. He uses this idea for the purpose of humor here, but it ·;.ras an 
idea he liked to play 1·Iith seriously. 
Berryman, auarc that he has no chance of rrinning the fair Caroline 
except in the Horld of fancy, leaves as soon as he is able to travel. \fuen 
Berryman reaches th;is point in the narration of his adventure, the boat 
brin1;s dinner to the tuo J\.mericans quarantined in the lazaretto in Malta, 
and Berryman finishes his story Hith an incident from Lady Caroline • s 
Hedding, by means of Hhich vlillis brings his story to an amusine finish. 
Bigarny--;rasn•t it?-after our little nuptials in the dream 
landl She told her husband all about it at the Heddine break-
fast, and his lordship (she married the Narquis of -----) 
begged to knmr the extent of my prerogatives. I was sorry to 
confess that they did not interfere very particularly 1dth his. 
Especially in his later stories, Willis frequently used the story-
uithin-a-story technique, the frame usually serving to introduce an idea 
uhich is illustrated by the inner story. In "Flirtation and Fox-Chasing" 
there is actually little justification for the frame. It is true that 
Berryman tells his anecdote in ans;rer to a question of Slingsby• s and that 
Slingsby "was very curious to know Tom•s experiences" in England as he 
''was bound thitherward, anxious to pick out of his descriptions some chart 
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of the rocks and shoals in the 'British channel• of society.n23 But unless 
Willis intended this anecdote to be an accurate mirror of British society, 
which seems hardly likely, the :framework is not a particularly fitting 
introduction. 
This is one of the stories in which the protagonist does not win the 
lady of his choice. The Kentuckian does not sweep the British gentlewoman 
off her feet to show his superiority, as so many of Willis's heroes do. He 
does, however, convince the gentry that he is a gentleman by his supposedly 
superior horsemanship, thus showing himself their equal. 
"The Poet and the Mandarin" 
11Loiterings of Travel" contains two stories based upon Chinese his-
tory, "The Poet and the Mandarin1124 and "The Inlet of the Peach Blossoms." 
The :first of these was published in Godey•s for April, 1842, with the sub-
title, 11 Le-Pih's Adventure in the Garden of Kwonfootse. A passage from 
Chinese History.n25 It was reprinted in the New Mirror in November, 1843.26 
The story opens with a description of Le-Pih which may be a subcon-
scious projection of Willis himself. 
The moon shone like glorified and floating dew on the bosom of 
the tranquil Pei-ho,27 and the heart of the young poet Li.-Pih 
23~. Works, p. 154. 
24Misc. Works, pp. 1.57-16o. 
2.5XXIV, 228-232. Le-Pih is a variant i'onn of Li. Po, or Li. Tai Po, 
the name oi' the Chinese poet (c. 700-762). If the name Kwonfootse does 
not look Chinese to the modem reader, it shouJ.d be remembered that one 
of the variant spellings oi' Confucius was Kung-i'u-tsi. 
26rr (November 2.5, 1843), 122-12.5. 
27The Pei-ho is a 11river in the province oi' Chi-li northern China, 
which unites with the Yun-ho at Tientsin and flows into the guJ.i' of Pe-chi-
li [Pohai]. Length, over 200 miles." Century Cyclopedia of Names. 
was like a cup running over with wine. It was no abatement 
of his exulting fulness that he was as yet the sole possessor 
of the secret of his own genius. Conscious of exquisite 
susceptibility to beauty, fragrance and music (the three 
graces of the Chinese), he was more intent upon enjoying his 
gifts than upon the awakening of envy for their possession--
the latter being the second leaf in the book of genius, and 
only turned over by the finger of satiety. Thoughtless of 
the acquisition of fame as the youthful poet may be, h~;ever, 
he is always ready to anticipate its fruits, and Le-Pih 
committed but the poet's error, when, having the gem in his 
bosom which could buy the favor of the world1 he took the favor for granted without producing the gem.~B 
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Even in this highly exotic love story, vlillis has inserted his conviction 
that the necessary result of fame is envy and the implied corollary that 
it is better to hide one 1 s light under a bushel than to invite animosity 
by making one's talent known. 
The action of the story opens during a fete given by General Kwonfootse 
in honor of his recent victories. It is a special occasion, for the Emperor 
Tang is present. Le-Pih is standing alone beside the river when a boat 
approaches and the boatman beckons him to enter. Ha is carried to a 
secluded spot, the hidden retreat of the garden reserved for the nobility 
"when fatigued or desirous of refreshment, n29 a place where they may remove 
their disguises and relax. In this forbidden spot Le-Pih sees Kwonfootse' s 
daughter, Taya, as she plays the lute and sings. 1¥illis describes this 
idyllic spot as 
a spacious area lying in a lap of the hill, the entire surface 
carpeted smoothly with Persian stuffs, and dotted here and there 
with striped tents pitched with points of silver. Garlands of 
flowers hung in festoons against the brilliant-colored cloths, 
and in the centre of each tent stood a low table surrounded with 
couches and laden >iith meats and wine •••• Under a canopy of 
2BMisc. Works, pp. 156-157. 
29Misc. Works, p. 157. 
gold cloth held by six bearers, stood the imperial chair upon 
a raised platform, 
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This i.s a variation of the sequestered paradise so popular in romance from 
Spenser through Shelley, though not ending with Shelley, 
Le-Pih falls in love with Taya on sight, smitten by her oriental beauty, 
The outer corners of her almond-shaped eyes, the dripping 
crescent of her forehead, the pencil of her eyebrow and the 
indented corners of her mouth--all these turned downward; and 
this peculiarity which, in faces of a less elevated character, 
indicates a temper morose and repulsive, in Taya• s expressed 
the very soul of gentle and lofty melancholy. There was some-
thing infantine about her mouth, the teeth were so small and 
regular, and their dazzling whiteness, shining between lips 
of the brilliant color of a cherry freshly torn apart, was 
in startling contrast with the dark lustre of her eyes,30 
Willis states that she is singing "a fragment of that celebrated Chinese 
romance from which Moore has borrowed so largely in his loves of the 
angels, " but Moore • s "The Loves of the Angels" is based on the Mohammedan 
legend of Harut and Marut)l When Taya finishes her song, Le-Pih takes 
the lyre and using the same air Taya had used, sings, 
When first from heaven's immortal throngs 
The earth-doomed angels downward came, 
And mourning their enraptured songs, 
Walked sadly in our mortal frame; 
To those, whose lyres of loftier string 
Had taught the myriad lips of heaven, 
The song that they forever sing, 
A wondrous lyre, •tis said, was given. 
•And go,• the seraph warder said, 
As from the diamond gates they flew, 
• And wake the songs ye here have led 
In earthly numbers, pure and new 1 
30m.sc. Works, p. 158. 
31Willis was familiar with at least two other versions of this legend, 
George Groly' s "The Angel of the World" (See AMH, I, [January 1830) , 
pp, 724-725. ), and Southey's Thalaba, IV, ix, 32-71. "\'Iillis himself had 
used this legend in a poem in 11Edith Linsey." See below p •. 113. 
And yours shall be the hallowed power 
To win the list to heaven again, 
And when earth's clouds shall darkest lower 
Your lyre shall breathe its holiest strain! 
Yet, chastened by this inward fire, 
Your lot shall be to walk alone, 
Save when, perchance, with echoing lyre, 
You touch a spirit like your own; 
And whatsoe' er the guise you wear, 
To him •tis given to know you there, • 
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Willis has made use of his own poetic powers to reproduce the song which 
Ie-Pih sings, rather than merely describing it, 
Taya is impressed by his singing, and she kisses a rose and tosses it 
toward him. Her father is furious, especially when he discovers that the 
poet's cap bears "not even the gold ball of the aristocracy, " and he orders 
Ie-Pih to be punished by the bastinado. But the Elnperor colllltermands the 
order, and, "swinging himself on the raised chair with an abandonment of 
imperial avoirdupois, which set ringing violently the hlllldred bells sus-
pended in the golden fringes, 11 requests the poet to sing again, It will 
be noticed that instead of describing the Emperor and the dais on which he 
is sitting, vlillis has introduced the information functionally by indirection. 
Ie-Pih sings of the beauty of Taya, This time Willis pretends to 
despair of translating the Chinese poetry into English meters, and presents 
the song in prose, The Emperor is so pleased with the song that he makes 
Ie-Pih his official bard, but as Taya is about to put the golden chain of 
office about his neck, Ie-Pih says, "Let it please your imperial majesty 
• • • to bestow upon me some gift less binding than a chain. • • • The 
chain of the mandarin would gall the neck of the poet." This last senti-
ment, more fitting had it come from the lips of the citizen of a nineteenth-
century democracy than fran those of a poet of the T•ang dynasty, is Willis's 
attempt to express his conviction that the artist nmst remain a free 
agent, unfettered by obligation to authority, political or social. 
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In place of the chain, J.e-Pih requests the broken spangle fran Taya• s 
slipper, nmch to the amusement of the court, which has been attracted to 
the scene by the ringing of the Emperor's bells. The Emperor, however, 
understands, "and in that moment probably commenced the friendship with 
which to the end of his peaceful reign, Tang distinguished the most gifted 
poet of his time.n32 Taya gives the spangle to J.e-Pih, and, as a display 
of fireworks distracts attention from the poet, he leaves the area. 
From then on Le-Pih is frequently at court, but he also continues 
his daily occupation of gathering rushes, thus showing that, unlike many 
of Willis's heroes, he is not a social climber. Taya falls into a 
melancholy, and her proud father tries to ignore the cause, but, at the 
same time, prepares for another festival, the preparations for which seem 
to indicate that it will include a wedding. In order that his daughter 
may not marry beneath her station, Kwonfootse arranges for Le-Pih to become 
a noble, but when the elaborate procession comes to present him with the 
cap of nobility, Le-Pih th~4S it aside and sends the following proud 
message back to Kwonfootse: 
• • • tell him that the emperor, to whom I know how to excuse 
myself, can easily :make a poet into a noble, but he cannot :make 
a noble into a poet. The male bird does not borrow its brighter 
plumage from its mate, and she who marries Le-Pih will braid 
rushes for his mother. 
When Le-Pih arrives home from the marshes that night, Taya is in his house, 
braiding a mat. Le-Pih' s mother delivers the moral of the story, 
32Mi.sc. Works, p. 159. 
"Ahl this is a wife for my boy, sent from heaven! No haughty 
mandarin 1 s daughter she I no proud minx, to fall in love w.i th 
the son and despise the mother! Let them keep their smart 
caps and gift-horses for those who can be bought at such 
prices! My son is a noble by the gift of his Maker--better 
than an emperor• s gold ball. n 
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Le-Pih does not tell his mother that Taya is a mandarin's daughter, and 
the tale ends in the best story-book fashion. 
Even though the setting of "The Poet and the Handarin" is outside 
Willis 1 s o.m eJQ?erience, one can easily detect the 1-/illisian elements of 
plot: the conflict between two classes of society and the position of the 
artist in society. In this story the hero does not rise to the ranks of 
the legal nobility, but he proves his worth as a poet and as a human being, 
and that adrni ts him to the court circles. The mandarin • s daughter willingly 
renounces her social position for his, as did Paletto• s bride. inllis has 
made his two points: the man with artistic talent is equal to one of noble 
birth, and true love is no respecter of social classes. It is not so much 
that love is the great leveller, but that artistic talent makes its own 
class. Le-Pih falls in love with Taya for her beauty; she loves him for 
his poetry. 
l·lillis has written an oriental ranance, and, although its incidents 
are presented realistically, there is much description that is redolent 
of the far away and long ago, and especially of Chinese antiquity. vlillis 
has woven together the various elements of the romantic love story, the 
earthly paradise, love at first sight, the temptation of the hero to leave 
his social caste, and finally the proof of love by the relinquishing of 
her nobility by; the beloved maiden. 
"Meena Dimity" 
"Heena Dimity; or Why Mr. Brown Crash Took the Tourn33 first appeared 
in Graham's in September, 1843,34 and in the New Mirror the same month, 35 
with the following paragraph of introduction. 
Some brother manufacturer of public opinion sent us his paper 
some time since, containing as pretty a little half-dozen of 
fault-findings (found with our scribblings) as a man HOuld need 
to spoil his omelette at breakfast, The leading rebuke was 
what he called the "toadyism of always writing about lords and 
ladies," We put this in our pipe and smoked it, and so made 
up our minds, with sainted resignation, to ;,rrite a story to 
please him, Not trusting our own judgment as to ~rhether He 
had done it well, we have submitted it first to the fifty 
dollar test of our friend Graham t s excellent solid approba-
tion.36 He read it, paid that much for it, printed it--and 
now we feel at liberty to copy it and be congratulated on our 
safe introduction to our critical friend's level.37 
It is entirely possible that Willis was taken to task for his pre-
occupation with the upper classes of society, That this criticism was his 
motive for writing "Meena Dimity" is doubtful, but his introductory para-
graph, taking the reader into his confidence, is an effective device to 
prepare the reader for the story, as well as to focus his attention on the 
social level of the characters. This introduction is indeed ironical, for, 
although the story is not about "lords and ladies, 11 it demonstrates the 
rigid social stratification in the United States, which has its own 
33~. Works, pp, 160-162, 
34xxrrr, 134-136. 
35I, 347-35o. 
36This statsment HOuld indicate that Willis was paid only fifty 
dollars a story, not one hundred as reported by Congdon, Reminiscences, 
p. 127. 
37New Mirror, I, 137, 
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aristocracy in spite of its ostentatious republicanism. 
"Meena Dimity" also appeared in the Home Journal for January 13, 1849. 
The story opens with an explication of social pretensions in the United 
States. 
Fashion is arbitrary, we all !mow. What it was that 
originally gave Sassafras street the right to despise 
Pepperidge street, the oldest inhabitant of the village of 
Slimford could not positively say. The courthouse and jail 
were in Sassafras street; but the orthodox church and female 
seminary were in Pepperidge street. Two directors of The 
Slimford bank lived in Sassafras street--two in Pepperidge street. 
The ~er family lived in Sassafras street--the Dimity family 
in Pepperidge street;38 and the fathers of the Dyaper girls 
and the Dimity girls were worth about the same money, and 
both had made it in the lumber line. There was no difference 
to speak of in their respective modes of living--none in the 
education of the girls--none in the family gravestones or 
church-pews. Yet deny it who liked, the Dyapers were the 
aristocracy of Slimford.39 
In its selection of detail and presentation of material this para-
graph reads like one written by a writer of the later local color school. 
Willis is aware of the inexplicable way in which social status is acquired 
in small towns in America, and the importance which the inhabitants attach 
to such social distinctions. In England lords and ladies can be defined 
and have the qualifications of family or wealth. In the United States no 
such definition can be given, and Willis is satirizing this aspect of 
American life. 
3~llis could not lmo~7 that posterity would restrict the meaning and 
change the connotation of the word dya.per (diaper). In his day it signified 
"figured linen cloth; a cloth wove in flowers or figures, nmch used for 
towels or napkins. Hence a tm·rel or napkin," Webster's Ili.ctionary (1848). 
It was an appropriate word to use in contrast with dimity, "a white cotton 
cloth, ribbed or figured." Willis is making ironical use of proper names 
in this story. Both sassafras and pepperidge are, of course, names of 
American trees. Slimford would indicate the relative insignificance of 
the village. 
39Misc. Works, p. 160. 
The second paragraph sustains the irony and the humor of the first, 
The most stylish of the Miss Dyapers--Harriet D,yaper--had a 
nose like the Duke of Wellington.40 Neither her father nor 
mother had such a feature; but there was a foreign umbrella 
in the family with exactly the same shaped nose on the ivory 
handle, Old D,yaper had once kept a tavern, and he had taken 
this umbrella from a stranger for a night t s lodging. But 
that was neither here nor there. To the nose of Harriet 
D,yaper, resistlessly and instinctively, the Dimity girls 
had knocked 1mder at school. There was authority in it; 
for the .American eagle had such a nose; and when, to those 
two warlike instances, was added the nose of Harriet Dyaper, 
the tr,ypod stood finn. 
In spite of the advantage of her nose, Harriet Dyaper was forced to 
share the "Sunday and evening attentions" of Mr. Brown Crash.41 During 
eleven months of the year the local swains had their sway, but in the fall 
the drygoods "drummers" came to town, and they proved "too much for the 
provincials." Mr. Brown Crash had been pranoted to stage agent because 
of his ways with the ladies. 
He , • • had been laughed at in his boyhood for what they 
called his "airs." He loved, even as a lad, to be at the 
tavern when the stage came in, and help out the ladies • • 
with a seductive smile which began, as the landlord said, 11to 
pay, 11 ••• Brown Crash had sanething in his composition "above 
the vulgar." , , • I should say that his two principal ingredi-
ents were a dictionary and a dunghill cock--for his language 
was as ornate as his style of ambulation was deliberate and 
imposing, •• , lrlords, with Brown Crash, were susceptible of 
being dirtied with use. He liked a clean towel--he preferred 
an unused phrase. 
Mr. Brown Crash courts Harriet Dyaper because 11he has an ambitious 
weakness for the best society," and he courts Meena Dimity because of "a 
secret charm which made him wish she was an ever-to-be-handed-out lady-
stage-passenger." He is thus caught between pride and affection, It 
40Tbe Duke was still living when Willis wrote this. 
41erash is "a coarse hempen cloth." Webster's Dictionary (1848). 
hoe 
requires all his diplomatic sld.ll to woo the two belles s:l.multaneous:cy. 
"He went on light evenings to the Dyapers--on dark evenings to the Dimitys. 
He took town walks with the Dyapers--country walks with the Dimitys.n42 
"But a change came o•er the spirit of Brown Crash's dream,"43 The drununers 
are in tovm and he is reduced to courting Meena on:cy. As he is walking by 
the Dyapers one night with Meena ("Meena would walk up Sassafras street 
when she had his ann") he heard Harriet identifying them for one of the 
drummers as "!Mr. Crash, and a girl fran the back streett 11 Fran that 
night on, Mr. Crash accepted tips, treated no one, and saved his money. 
This story is primarily a satire on small town society, but the reader 
is now aware that the protagonist is one of Willis's heroes who, slighted 
social:cy, plan revenge. The setting is American, but the conflict is one 
Willis finds to be universal. 
The scene shifts brief:cy to Saratoga where Hr. Crash is creating a 
sensation. At the end of the season a New York newspaper reported that 
the Vice-President and Brown Crash, Esq., have already left 
for their respective residences. The latter gentleman, it is 
understood, has formed a matrimonial engag!lffient with a fami:cy 
of wealth and distinction from the south.44 
On Crash•s return to Slimford, he devotes his time to the Dyapers. 
The paragraph in the New York paper was enough to make him famous. Willis 
shows his lmowledge of the working of the small to.m FJ:i.nd: "And nm-;, what 
office would he like, from Assessor to Pathmaster, and would he be good 
42~. Works, pp. 160-161. 
43Misc. Works, p. 161. The line, "A change came oter the spirit of 
my dreaiii;"is repeated several times in Byron • s 11 A llt"eam, 11 and is a 
favorite liith Willis. 
44!1i.sc. Works, p. 161. 
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enough to name it before the next town-meeting. Mr. Brown Crash was king 
of Slimf'ord. 11 Furthezmore, "Brown Crash and Harriet Dyaper were engaged, 
if haVing the front parlor entirezy given up to them of an evening meant 
anything--if' his being e:xpected li!Very night to tea might mean anything--
if his devoted (though she thought very cold) attentions meant anything," 
Willis was apparentzy aware of the gossip, the social stratification and 
pretensions, the politics, and the general attitudes of the small town in 
America, and his cosmopolitanism enabled him to satirize it. .~,a was 
noticed in "Kate Crediford, 11 Willis indulges in satire when he intends to 
surprise the reader, and he does it again in this story. Having led the 
reader in the above paragraph to belili!Ve that Crash is about to marry 
Harriet Dyaper, vlilJis surprises him in the next. "They didntt ~ ~­
thing1 What does the orthodox minister do, the third SUnday after Brown 
Crash's return, but read the banns of matrimony between that faithless man 
and Meena Dim:i. ty. n 
Social humiliation apparently is something the Dyapers cannot endure; 
Harriet's cousin is sent for, 11a tstrappert , , • the boss of a sawmill." 
There is a fight, but the two combatants are pulled apart by their coat-
tails, Crash then makes a speech to the citizens in lfhich he appeals to 
their republican sentiments in justification of his actions, and in which 
Willis satirizes the rampant republicanism of his day. 
Gentlemen! ••• you are all republicans! You go in for 
magnificent principles, gentlemen! You scorn high-and-mighti-
ness, and supercilious aristocracy! ••• In what I have done, 
I have deserved well of a republican country! True--it has 
been my misfortune to roll my Juggernaut of principle over the 
sensibilities of that gentleman's respectable female relative. 
But, gentleman, she offended, remedilessly and grossly, one of 
the sovereign people1 She scorned one of earth's fairest 
daughters, ~m.o lives on a back streetl Gentlemen, you know 
that pride tripped up Luciferl Shall a tiptop angel fall for 
it, and a young woman who is nothing particular be left 
scorni'ully standing? Shall Miss Dyaper have more privileges 
than Lucifer? I appreciate your indignant negativel 
But • • • I had also my republican private end, • • • If 
it be my weakness to be sensitive to the finger of scorn, be 
it so, ••• At a particular crisis of my acquaintance 1-lith 
Miss Dyaper, I found it expedient to transfer my untrammelled 
tenderness to Pepperidge street. But •• , to have done it 
uithout removing from before my eyes the contumelious finger 
of the scorn of Sassafras street, was beyond my capabilities, 
••• I felt I must remove •sour grapes• from my escutcheon. 
• • • To have Slimford believe that if I preferred their 
No. 2, it was because I like it better than their No. 1 •••• 
I am a republicanl ••• I want the liberty to choose, Having 
been honored by the dignitaries of a metropolis--haYing con-
sorted uith a candidate for gubernatorial distinction--having 
been recorded as a companion of the Vice-President of this 
free and happy country-you \1111 believe me when I declare 
that I prefer Pepperidge street to Sassafras • • ,45 
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Willis has included in this speech all the cliches, all the rhetorical 
and oratorical tricks of political and patriotic speeches, and, as might be 
expected, Crash's eloquence brings a cheer from the crowd, Crash has justi-
fied his conduct upon two grounds in particular, political and religious, 
Apparently American political oratory had by 1843 become so hackneyed that 
Willis could satirize it, 
Willis ends the story uith an ironic tmst which shows horr much faith 
he had in the levelling process in .tmlerican society: 11The reader \1111 not 
be surprised to learn that Mr. Brown Crash is now a prominent member of 
the legislature, and an excessive ar:Lstocrat--Pepperidge street and very 
democratic speeches to the contrary notmthstanding. 11 
In a delightful and inoffensive way \\Tillis has in 11Meena Dimity" 
satirized certain aspects of American life in the 1830s, political, social, 
45~. Works, pp, 161-162. 
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religious, and economic, It hardly matters that the reader knows so little 
about the ladies, especially Haena for whom the story is named; from the 
infonnation Willis has given, he can supply the details, and Crash is the 
important character, and his characteristics are sufficiently delineated. 
The story is so crammed with interesting detail that one almost overlooks 
the fact that this is one of Willists stories of revenge, The reader 
feels when he has finished the story that he has been given a humorous 
and realistic account of American life, 
Willis has used the anniscient point of view throughout, which is 
not his common usage, but he has used it successfully, and it has helped 
him emphasize the satire, As Willis continues to write he is to use the 
omniscient point of view more and more, and he is also to continue 
satirizing American life. 
"The Power of an t!njured Look"' 
"The Power of an t!njured Looktn46 is divided into three chapters. 
In Chapter I the reader is introduced to a "candle-light acquaintance" of 
the narratorts, Hlilip McRueit, whom he "seldom saw • , • expect [sic, 
except) as one of a club oyster-party of six,n47 He is 11a short, sharp, 
satirical man (nicknamed tmy cruet, t by his cronies--rather descriptively!) 
but as plausible and as vindictive as Mephistopheles before and after the 
ruin of a soul. 11 Willis makes whimsical use of Neoplatonism in his des-
cription of the relationship between the narrator and McRueit. 
4%sc, vJorks, pp. 162-164. 
47~. Works, p. 162. 
In some other state of existence I had probably knmm and 
suffered by Fhil McRueit--.for I knew him like the sleeve of 
·an old coat, the first day I laid eyes on him; ••• Oh, we 
uere not new acquaintances--from whatever star he had been 
transported, for his sins, to this planet of dirt. 
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Late one night at the Astor, the narrator encounters McRueit standing 
in the corridor staring at a pair of lady1s slippers placed outside a door. 
He comments that the feet which '<Tear them are 
"Not merely • small,' my dear fellow! Do you see where the 
pressure has been in those slender shoes, how straight the 
inside line, ho..1 arched the instep, how confidingly flat the 
pressure do-wnward to the little great toe 1 Itt s a woman of 
sweet and relying character who wore that shoe to-day, and I 
must knou her. More, sir, I must marry her I" 
It is ironic that such delicate sentiments should be expressed by so unfeel-
ing a villain as McRueit, but Willis is indulging in romantic sentimentality 
here for the purpose of irony. The narrator is somewhat concerned for the 
innocent young lady who is about to be accosted by this brute, for he knows 
that "from that moment was levelled point-blank, at the lady, whoever she 
might be (if single) a battery of devilish and pertinacious ingenuity, 
which would carry most any fort of a heart, most any vmy barricaded and 
defended." 
The following day he sees the two of them together, and discovers that 
she is a Hiss Jonthee T1dtt. As he watches, he remarks a change in Hiss 
Twitt•s expression. The central action of this story hinges on the power 
of this look, and in this passage Willis acquaints the reader with its 
qualities. 
She sat just as still; she did not move her head from its 
negligent posture; her eyebrows did not contract; her lips did 
not stir; but the dull, sickly colored lids descended calmly 
and fixedly till they hid from sight the upper edges of the 
pupils! and from this slight but infallible sign I kn<31-r--
but the story will tell what I knew.48 
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Chapter II recounts incidents which occur at Saratoga where the narra-
tor finds Mr. and Mrs. McRueit honeymooners sixty days since. His first 
View of Mrs. McRueit tells him much. 
Her eyelid ~ ~ ~ ~ ~--motionless, concentrated, 
and vigtlant as a coiiC!led pan~-and from beneath the hem 
of her dress curved out the high arched instep of a foot pointed 
with desperate tension to the carpet; the little great toe • • • 
now rigid with as strong a purpose as spiritual homeopathy could 
concentrate in so small a tenement. I thought I •·rould make 
Mr. and Mrs. McRueit the subject of a quiet study while I 
remained at Saratoga. 
And, like one of Henry James's reflectors, this is just what the narrator 
does. He observes these two indiViduals and tries to interpret their 
relationship from their actions and facial expressions. He notices that 
the present emotional state of Mrs. McRueit was due to her husband's 
attentions to 
a certain Mrs. Wanamaker, a widow, who was a better -,roman than 
she looked to be, as I chanced to know, but as nobody could 
know without intimate acquaintance with Mrs. Wanamaker upon 
which I base this remark. With beauty of the most voluptuous 
cast, and a passion for admiration which induced her to throw 
out every possible lure to men in any way worth her time as 
Victims. J1rs. \vanamakert s blood was as "cold as the flow of 
Iser, n49 and her propriety, in fact, vrholly impregnable •••• 
. It was not wonderful, 1;herefore, that both the bride and her 
(usually) penetratious50 bridegroom had sailed over the widow's 
48msc. 1-Iorks, p. 163. 
49nan Linden, ;.rhen the sun was low, 
All bloodless lay the untrodden snow, 
And dark as winter was the flow 
Of Iser, rolling rapidly." 
Thomas Campbell, "Hohenlinden" (1801) 1 ~Complete Poetical~ of 
Thomas Campbell (Oxford, 1907), p. 196. 
SOA not too successful coining of Willis's. 
shallows, unconscious of soundings. She was a "deep" woman--
but in the love line.Sl 
Though the narrator is "perfectly certain ••• that •the whirligig 
of time' would 'bring about the revengestS2 of Hrs. McRueit, uS3 he pities 
her. He is introduced to her and tries to infonn her of the hannlessness 
of the widow, but he discovers "that the slighted wife did not care six-
pence about the fact, and unlike Haml.et, she only knew •seems, t uS4 and the 
look which the narrator had noticed before appears again. Willis now 
attempts to describe the look in a passage which is unusual in its attempt 
to accomplish its purpose by analyzing not the look itself, but its effect. 
It would take a razor's edge of analysis, and a Flemish paint-
pot and patience, to carve that injured look into language or 
paint it truthfully to the eyel Juries would hang husbands, 
and recording angels "ruthlessly overcharge, 11 upon the unsupported 
evidence of such a look. She looked as if her heart must have 
suffocated vdth the forbearance long before she began to look so. 
She looked as if she had forgiven and wept, and was ready to 
forgive and weep again. She looked as if she would give her 
life if she could conceal "her feelings, " and as if she was 
nerving soul, and heart, and eyelids, and lachrymose glands--
all to agony--to prevent bursting into tears with her 
unutterable anguishl It was the most unresisting, unresentful, 
patient, sweet miserableness1 A lamb's willingness to "furnish 
forth another meal" of chops and sweet-bread, was testy to such 
meek endurancet She was evidently a martyr, a Victim, a crushed 
flower, a "poor thingl" But she dif• now and then--unseen by 
anybody but me-give a glance from hat truncated orb of a 
pupil of hers, over the top of her handkerchief, that, if 
incarnated, would have made a hole in the hide of a rhinoceros! 
It was triumph, venom, implacability--such as I had never before 
seen expressed in a human glance. 
S:q1isc. \..rorks, p. 163. 
S2nAnd tlrus the whirligig of time brings in his revenges," Twelfth 
Night, V, i, 338; A collection of stories by 0. Henry (1910) is entitled 
Whirligigs. 
S3Misc. Works, P• 163. 
54see Hamlet, I, ii, 79-81. 
In this paragraph, written before Henry James had discovered the vocabulary 
and technique of describing artistically such subtle mental states, \>Tillis 
is trying to describe the facial expression and the emotional state which 
causes it by means of the effect it has, or would have had, on other 
individuals and the interpretation others would have given it, He has not 
tried to describe the expression itself, or to attribute to it any meaning 
which the 1-roman herself has necessarily put into it, except to hint at a 
possible insincerity, He has not penetrated the mind of the \foman herself; 
he has merely allow·ed the narrator to state what the look suggested to him, 
This effect \-Ihich Willis describes is important, for it is the impression 
which others get of that look which provides the climax of the stor:<. 
The look has its effect on the guests at Saratoga, and they begin to 
shun McRueit: 11The women began to look black upon McRueit, The men •sent 
him to Coventry• more unwillingly, for he was amusing and popular--but •to 
Coventry• he wentl And at last the widow Wanamaker became a,.;are that she 
was wasting her time,n55 The McRueits leave Saratoga, 
Betvreen Chapter II and Chapter III, three years pass, The narrator, 
being in a western county, arrives in a tatm which is experiencing the fer-
ment of a political election, In the same hotel room is a Mr, Develin, who 
is concerned because if one of the candidates for the legislature is elected, 
''Van Buren•s doom is sealed,n56 The candidate is, of course, McRueit, The 
narrator tells Develin about Mrs, Wanamaker, and the Van Buren Committee 
works all night preparing placards, The next day Mrs, HcRueit receives a 
55~. Works, p, 163, 
56r.ttsc, Works, p, 164. This statement and other internal evidence 
would date this story as having occurred in 1836. 
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letter, the contents of tfhich are withheld from the reader, and the infonna-
tion in which causes her to turn pale, 
In the afternoon McRueit makes a speech, and in a very prominent 
place in the balcony sits his wife with "THAT INJURED LOOK" (Willis's 
upper-case letters) upon her face, McRueitts eloquence is ineffective; 
whispers pass through the hall; every eye is upon Hrs. NcRueit, Her hus-
band "descended at last from the platfonn in the midst of a universal 
hiss, u57 As "the meeting broke up , , • eyes were met at every corner 
<lith a large placard, in tdtich •injured w.ifel' •unfaithful husbandl' 'widow 
W-n-k-r,' were the words in prominent capitals," McRueit is defeated, and 
11Mr, Van Buren's election to the Presidency (if Mr, Develin knew anything) 
was made certain--brought about by a woman's INJURED LOOK. 11 
To salve his conscience, the narrator cultivates McRueit, and infonns 
the reader that that political aspirant, having learned his lesson, became 
so uxorious that before long the citizens were convinced that they had 
been misled by the rumors and that now 
McRueit is too powerful a person in the present government5B to 
follow any farther, SUffice it to say he might return to 
Mrs. Wanamaker and his old course if he liked--for his ;-1ife 1s 
D!JURED LOOK is entirely fattened~~ possibility by her 
happiness, She weighs two hun~d, and could no more look 
injured than Sir John Falstaff ,59 
57nSo having said, a while he stood, expecting 
Their universal shout and high applause 
To fill his ear; when, contrary, he hears, 
On all sides, from innumerable tongues 
A dismal universal hiss, the sound 
Of public scorn. 11 Paradise Lost, X, 504-509. 
5BPresumably this would be John Tyler's administration, 
59!-!isc, Works, p, 164. 
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Needless to say, the ending of this story does not sustain the 
promise of the first two chapters. Perhaps to the readers of the 1840s 
the ending 1-rould not seem so flat as it does today: the Harrison-Van Buren 
campaign uas one of the most violent of Presidential campaigns. The exposi-
tion of McRueit•s character in Chapter I leads the reader to suppose him 
to be nmch more of a villain than he turns out to be-unless being a Whig 
makes him diabolical. His neglect of his wife and his flirtation uith 
Hrs. Wanamaker would have been considered more heinous in ivillis•s day than 
today, but the reader is led to expect more fran McRueit•s villainy and 
fran !1rs. McRueit•s injured look than he finds. 
Though Willis has done much uith point of view in this story, he has 
not explored all its possibilities, and at one point seems hampered by it, 
for he has the narrator remark, 11vlill the reader permit me to follow him 
[Develin], like Asmodeus, giving with Asmodean brevity the knouledge I after-
ward gained of his use of my involuntary revelation.n60 Having up to this 
time limited himself to the point of view of an observer, lfillis now assumes 
an omniscient point of view. He bridges the transition adroitly here, and, 
if he is being ingenious, he is also thinking manentarlly of his technique. 
It is characteristic of ltlillis that he finds a solution to his problem by 
means of a literary allusion which enriches his story uhile simplifying 
his difficulty. 
6oin LeSage's Le D:i.able Boitteux (1707), Asmodeus takes Don Cleofas 
on a flight over thecity of !1adrld in which he shows him 1l'hat is going on 
uithin the buildings. The following paragraph is pertinent: 11 0 pa, reprit 
le demon vous ne savez pas pourquoi je vous amene ice: je pretends vous 
montrer tout ce qui se passe dans !1adrid; et canme je veux d60uter pas ce 
quartier-ci, je ne pouvois choisir un endroit plus propre ~ l•execution de 
mon dessein. Je vais, par mon pouvoir diabolique, enlever les to~s des 
maisons; et malgre les tenEibres de la nuit, le dadans va s•ouvrir a ces 
mots, il ne fit simplement qu•itendre le bras droit, et aussi~t tous les 
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The plot of this story employs the revenge motif so popular with 
lf.i.llis. This story differs from his others in that in this stor-.r it is 
a woman who secures the revenge, but as usual that revenge is secured by 
psychological means rather than by violent action. 
It is possible, too, that Willis is satirizing political machinery in 
this story. Develin, for instance is called "a great political schemer 
and partisan--one of those joints (of the feline political body), the next 
remove from a t cat t s paw. tn61 The importance which Develin puts on the 
significance of HcRuei t' s election is certainly meant to be exaggerated: 
"They are not aware ••• that this petty election, is, in fact, the grain 
of sand that is to turn the presidential scale. If HcRueit should be 
elected (as I am sorry to say there seems every chance he will be), Van 
Buren• s doom is sealed. 11 62 And surely Willis could not have expected the 
reader to take seriously the fact that Van Buren liaS elected President 
because of the pmrer of an injured look. 
"Beware of Dogs and Waltzing" 
"Beware of Dogs and Waltzingn63 was published in the Hew Hirror in 
September 1843.64 The scene of this story is at a f&te champ&tre at 
toits disparurent, Alors l•ecolier vit, comma en plain midi, l 1interieur 
des maisons de m~e , •• qu•on voit le dedans d•un patif dont on vient 
d•8ter le c~te. Oeuvres de A. Rene Le Sage, 12 vo1s. (Paris, 1828), 
I, 17. -----
61~, Works, p. 164. 
62Misc. vlorks, p. 165. 
63~, 1-lorks, pp, 165-168, 
64I (September 23, 1843), 385-389. 
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Beckton Park, SUrrey, similar to the one ~Tillis described in "Lady Ravel-
gold," 
The birds that flew over County SUrrey on the twelfth of 
June, 1835, looked down upon a scene of which many a "lord 
of creation, n65 travelling only by the roads, might well have 
envied them the seeing, ••• The lawn, as you see, has the 
long portico of the house on one side of it, a bend in the 
river on two other sides, and a thick shrubbery on the fourth. 
The dancing-floor is in the centre, inlaid at the level of 
the smooth sward, and it is just now vibrating to the measured 
step of the mazurka--beautifully danced, we ~ sayt66 
Having introduced his readers to this romantic and lively scene, 
\-Iillis now methodically introduces the three major characters in graphic 
detail, 
Hiss Blakeney--(and she was never called anything but Miss 
Blakeney--never Kate, or Kitty, or Kathleen, I mean, though 
her name was Catherine)-~1iss Blakeney is that very stylish, 
very striking, vecy magnificent girl, I think I may say, <lith 
the '·rhite chip hat67 and black feather, Nobody but Miss Blakeney 
could venture to wear just the dress she is sporting, but she 
must dash, though she is in half mounrl.ng, and, faithl there 
is nothing out of keeping, artistically speaking, after all, 
A white dress embroidered with black flowers, dazzling white 
shoulders turned over with black lace, white neck and forehead 
(brilliantly white), waved over and kissed by luxuriant black 
ringlets (brilliantly black), , • • and now
6
we have put her in 
black and white, where she will 11stay put." 8 
The chatty, infonnal tone and the emphasis on the details of toilet were 
certain to make this story appeal to the ladies of the 1840s, but under-
neath the apparently superficial details of this description, \-Iillis has 
managed to present characterization. He now contrasts Nabel Brown <lith 
65 11And there began a lang digression / About the lords of the crea-
tion," Robert Burns, "The Twa Dogs," 1. 13. 
66r.fisc, ~' p. 165. 
67Lady Ravel.gold also wore a white chip hat, See \'Iillis's poem, 
"The White Chip Hat," above, pp, 330-331, 
68Misc, Works, p, 165. 
Hiss Blakeney, 
••• no one looks so modestly pretty, half-couched on the 
richly-colored woof [of the Persian ruiJ, as that simply 
dressed blonde, with a straw hat in her lap, and her light 
auburn curls taking their saucy •dll of her blue-veined 
neck and shOillders, That lady's plain name is Habel Brmm, 
and like yourself, many persons have wished to change it 
for her. She is half-married, indeed, to several persons 
here present, for there is one consenting party, ~Wis l'autre 
~ ~ ~ as a French noVelist laments, it [sic, in] stat-
ing a similar dilermna. J.ieantime, Hiss Brmm is the adopted 
sister of the black and white Miss Blakeney, 
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The third member of the triangle is introduced, and since he is 
probably a self-portrait, the description is given below as constituting 
Willis's idealized and romanticized conception of himself, 
Lying upon the bank of the river, with his shoulder against 
that fine oak, and apparently deeply absorbed in the fate of 
the acorn-cups which he throws into the current, you may sur-
vey the elegant person of Mr. Linsay !·laud--a gentleman whom 
I wish you to take for rather more than his outer seeming, 
since he will show you at the first turn of his head, that he 
cares nothing for your opinion, though entitled, as the 
diplomatists phrase it, to your "high consideration." 
Hr. Haud is twenty-five, more or less-six feet, or there-
abouts. He has the sanguine011s tint, rather odd for so 
phlegmatic a person as he seems. His nose is ~ pe!jt peu 
retrousse, his lips full, and his smile easy and re y. His 
eyes are like the surface of a very deep well. Curling brown 
hair, broad and calm forehead, merry chin with a dimple in it, 
and mouth expressive of great good humor, and quite enough of 
fastidiousness, If this is not your beau ideal, I am very 
sorry--but experience went to show that Linsay Haud was a 
very agreeable man, and pleased generally where he undertook it. 
Of this story Beers says, 
It is quite plain to one reading between the lines, that the 
hero, Hr. Linsay Haud ••• is no other than vlillis himself; 
that the Surrey manor where the scene is laid is Shirley Park;69 
that its hospitable occupants, the Becktons, are in truth the 
Skinner family; that Habel Brown, the heroine is identified 
with Miss Mary stace; and lastly that Miss Blakeney, the 
69willis Visited Shirley Park in July, 1835, and there met Hary Stace, 
whom he married in October, 
dazzling but heartless heiress • • • is a certain belle of 
fortune ••• "trotted out" by !1rs. Skinner for his inspection 
with a View to his mald.ng a rich marriage)O 
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With this key to the dramatis personae, one looks at the description 
of Linsay Haud more carefully. One remark stands out as pertinent, "a 
gentleman whom I wish you to take for rather more than his outer seeming," 
1dllis is hinting here that the outward appearance of his character is not 
his true personality, and what he says about Maud would seem to apply to 
himself. As has been seen, the greater portion of \-l:i.llis • s characters 
have this double personality, with one side of which they face the world 
<ihile keeping the other side hidden from all but their closest friends. 
The air of blas6 indifference which Haud assumes is mere pretense; under-
neath he is serious. \'Iillis felt the same was true of himself, and to a 
great extent it was: the picture of N. P. Willis which the comman man had 
was, in all probability, a caricature of the flashy aspects of his personality 
with which he imbued his own fictitious dandies. 
Maud had been by himself all afternoon, reading "a volume of that 
clever novel, 'le Pere Goriot,' and, chapter by chapter, he cocked up his 
ear,• as the story-books say, hoping to hear the cheerful bell of the 
tolfer announce the serving of soup and champagne, "71 He is chided by 
Lady Beckton for his unsocial behavior, and he replies that he is tired of 
flirtations: "flirtation is such tiresome repetition--endless reading of 
prefaces, and never coming to an agreeable first chapter." Lady Beckton 
takes him under her <dng and leads him back to the fete, }!aud•s remark, 
70Beers, NPW, p. 278. 
71Misc. Works, p. 165. 
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"A penny for your thoughttn72 enables Lady Beckton to introduce the sub-
ject of "a money-and-love match, 11 She proposes that he stay on for a week 
and the Becktons will help him secure Hiss Blakeney. Haud wants time to 
think about it, 
Here follow several paragraphs of antecedent action in which the 
reader is told that Haud "had his unripe time like other youths, in 1-rhich 
he was ready to marry for love and no money 1 but his timid advances at that 
soft period had not been responsibly [sic, responsively?) met by his first 
course of sweethearts and he had congratulated himself and put a price on 
his heart accordingly, " and that he 11had long ago made up his mind that, 
if he did not marry rich, he could not marry at all." Like vJillis, "He 
was a fair candidate for the honors of a tgay man about town•--that untaxed 
exempt--that guest by privilege--that irresponsible denizen of high life, 
possessed of every luxury on earth except matrimony and the pleasure of 
payment," He had tried this life for a year or two and found justification 
in nature, "For the butterfly had his destiny like the bee, and 1ms neither 
pitied nor reproached that he was not a honey~aker. 11 But this life had 
lost its fascination: "A gay party, which was once to him as full of 
unattained objects as the festal mysteries of Elusinia to a rustic wor-
shipper of Ceres, was now as readable at a glance as the stripes of a back-
gammon board, 11 He 1-ras ready for matrimony, 
Hriting to his fiancee, Hary stace, in late summer, 1835, Wi.llis wrote: 
I have lived the last ten years in gay society, and I am sick 
at heart of it, I want an apology to try something else. I 
am made for something better, and I feel sincerely that this 
is the turning-point of both mind and heart, both of which 
72Misc, Works, p. 166. 
are injured in their best qualities with the kind of life I 
have been leading.73 
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In this respect 11aud resembles Willis: both are bored with the life of a 
social butterfly. It can be asStUned that in 1835 Willis, like !1aud, 
was now in a third lustrum of his existence, and it was tinted 
somewhat differently from the rose-colored epochs precedent. 
The twilight of satisfied curiosity had fallen imperceptibly 
around him. The inner veils of society had one by one lifted, 
and there could be nothing new for his eye in the world to 
which he belonged.74 
It is entirely possible that his abortive love affair uith l1ary 
Benjamin had, for a time, frightened \villis a;ray from matrimony and that 
he had decided to taste the pleasures of the haut monde until the novelty 
wore off during his residence abroad, and that his meeting with Mary Stace 
came at a psychologically opportune manent. Unlike ilillis, however, !"Jaud, 
by the time the dinner bell rings, has decided to take up Lady Beckton's 
offer of assistance in making a wealthy marriage. 
if.illis has obtruded into this story several times as author in his 
chatty way, keeping the story bubbling along, He now includes one of his 
typical transition paragraphs as he changes from one scene to another. 
And thus far, oh adorable readerl {for I see what unfathomable 
eyes are looking over my shoulder) thus far, like an artist mak-
ing a sketch, of which one part is to be finished, I have dwelt 
a little on"the touches of my pencil. But, by those same 
unfathomable eyes I know {for in those depths dwell imagination), 
that if the remainder be done ever so lightly in outline, even 
then there vTill be more than was needed for the comprehension 
of the story. Thou ready and boundless fancy, sweet lady, what 
fair creature who had loved, could fail to picture forth the 
sequel and its more minute surroundings, uith rapidity, and 
truth daguerreotypic&l? 
73Beers, N:FW, p. 177. 
71.1M:i.sc. Works, p. 166. 
Sketchily, then, touch we the unfinished denouement of our 
story. 75 
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In addressing himself directly to the· reader, Hillis is employing a con-
ventional device much in vogue in his time, He has couched his locution 
in terms of one of his favorite metaphors, and has enlivened it with a 
bizarre inflectional form of daguerreotypE;, a word which had entered the 
language only four years previously. He seems a;rare, too, that he is 
using a trite plot uhich the reader could easily complete for himself, 
even to the minute details. 'tlillis remains mthin the framet·IOrk of the 
conventional magazine story of his period, the type of story which tms 
popular, the kind ;rhich helped to sell periodicals, He seems to be bored 
>dth it, and this may account for the fact that so many of his later 
stories ~atirize this kind of fiction, 
Oddly enough, after telling the reader that he is about to summarize 
the conclusion of his story, lvillis now presents the most detailed scene 
in the story, It is a vignette of fashionable mores and polite conversa-
tion of the period, It is quoted here to show \'lillis 1s ability to handle 
subtleties of intercourse among the members of high society, 
Half blinded with the glare of numberless lights, he [Haud] 
stood a moment at the door. 
"Lady Beckton•s compliments, and she has reserved a seat for 
youl" said a footman approaching him. 
He glanced at the head of the table. The vacant chair was 
near Lady Beckton and opposite Miss Blakeney, "Is vis-a-vis 
better for love-making than a seat at the lady's ear?" thought 
Naud, But Lady Becktont s tactics were to ~are his ear and 
dazzle his eye, without reference especially to the corre~ond­
ing impression on the eyes and ear of the lady. And she had 
the secondary object of avoiding any betrayal of her designs 
till they were far too matured to be defeated publicly, 
75}~sc, Horks, pp. 166-167. 
"Gan you tell me, Hr. Maud, 11 said the sweet voice of Mabel 
Brown as he drew his chair to the table, "what is the secret 
of Lady Beckton' s putting you next to me so pertinaciously? n 
"A greater regard for my happiness than yours, probably n 
said Maud; "but why 'pertinaciously?' Has there been a skLnnish 
for this particular chair?" 
"No sldnnish, but three attempts at seizure by three of my 
admirers." 
"If they admire you more than I, they are fitter companions 
for a t~e-4-t~e than a crowded party, 11 said :·laud. "I am as 
near a love as I can be, and be agreeable." 
To this !•laud expected the gay retort due to a bagatelle of 
gallantry; but the pretty Habel was silent. Maud was hungry, 
and had sent a cutlet and a glass of Johannisberg to the 
clamorous quarter before he ventured to look toward his 
hostess. 
He felt her eye upon him. A covert smile stole through her 
lips as they exchanged glances. 
11 Yes?" she asked, with a meaning look? 
"Yes 111 
And in that dialogue of two monosyllables Lady Beckton pre-
sumed that the hand and five thousand a year of Hiss Catherine 
Blakeney, were virtually made over to Mr. Linsay Maud. And 
her diplomacy made play to that end without farther delibera-
tion.76 
In this scene \·Iillis has included the subtle refinements of behavior 
and expression common to cultivated society: a concern for the precise use 
of words, the pretty compliment, the ability to communicate by the least 
change of facial expression, the significance placed upon physical rela-
tionships and the slightest of gestures, a concern which was later to be 
Henry James's also. 
!·laud 1-ratches Hiss Blakeney as she convinces each of the admirers on 
either side of her that he is preferred to the other. "From the future 
76utsc. vlorks, p. 167. 
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Hrs. Linsay !1aud, he could have wished those pretty inveiglements very 
much reduced and modified. 11 After the meal, Hiss Blakeney and her Gennan 
partner vraltz so nell together that they are given the floor to themselves. 
"But the future !1rs. Linsay Haud must ~have ankles for general admira-
• • 
tion." Nearn..rhile, !1abel Brown•s conduct is so superior 11that Haud • 
could not but pay her a silent tribute of admiration." Lady Beckton 
finally interrupts the tGte-4-t<'lte between Habel and Haud to carry Haud 
off to Hiss Blakeney. 
After a week at Beckton Park, !1aud is not so keen on marrying Niss 
Blakeney. Every time he thinks of it, !1abel Brown scmehmr creeps into his 
thoughts. Before their departure from Beckton Park, Hiss Blakeney, Hiss 
Brmm and Linsay Haud make a final promenade through the grounds, accom-
panied by l.'l.dy Beckton. Habel is led away from the other tvro by her 
hostess, but Naud finds it difficult to propose to Hiss Blakeney. Suddenly 
a barking dog appears and the ladies nee >..rhile Haud chases the dog away. 
On his return he is pleased to find Habel Brown "partly recovered from her 
breathless flight • • • quietly a;..raiting him. 1177 This time the words come 
easily, and by the time !1abel and Haud arrive at the manor house, they are 
engaged. The best laid plans of Lady Beckton have not materialized, but 
she has the consolation of knowing "that Hiss Blakeney had long before 
secretly endowed her adopted sister !1abel with the half of her fortune." 
Despite the fact that this story is based upon an actual incident, 
perhaps because it ...ras too closely rooted in \nllis•s experience, it is not 
one of his best. The characters are too obvious, the story--as \'lillis was 
aware--is not really developed, the characters do not act for themselves, 
77Hisc. Works, p. 168. 
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only as Willis says they do, The plot is not fresh, although Willis does 
his best to save it from triteness by his sparkling treatment, respite 
its defects, it contains a glimpse into life in high-society and an attempt 
to present the personal relationships of individuals who are cultured and 
intelligent, It is of interest particularly because of the self-portrait 
of ~Iillis •·rhich gives more specifically than in some other stories \fillis•s 
conception of himself. 
"The Inlet of the Peach-Blossoms" 
"The Inlet of the Peach-Blossoms, ,.78 the first of Willis's Chinese 
tales, appeared in Godeyts in Narch, 1843,79 one month before "The Poet 
and the !1andarin." To it was affixed the subtitle, "The Frailty of Fair 
Teh-leen, 11 and an additional note, "A Passage from Chinese History, 11 The 
next year it 1vas reprinted in the Ne.v Mirror, 80 untitled, but with the 
follouing introductory paragraph: 
Some stories-~ost stories, indeed, by every writer are, in a 
measure autobiographical--in feelings and sentiment, if not in 
locality and incident, Here is one, on the contrary, of pure 
invent.ion--a dream such as sails through a man•s fancy as he 
lies on his back in the grass, watching the summer clouds as they 
are kaleidoscoped through the foliage of a tree. You'll dream 
fifty such in a day, The only bother is to put them down,8l 
That this story and its companion, "The Poet and the Mandarin, 11 are 
the farthest from Willis's experience is true, but that this story is one 
of pure invention is not. William P, Fenn has shown that it is a "most 
7~1isc, Works, pp. 168-172. 
79xrv, 134-138. 
80I (August 26, 1834), 332-334. 
81Ne.-r Hirror, I, 332, 
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interesting patcm·rork of ideas, names, and even of excerpts from Sir John 
Francis Davists The Poetry of~ Chinese,n82 This aspect of the story 
has been thoroughly covered by Fenn and need not be gone into here, This 
discussion tdll treat the story as a story: ':lillis•s material uill be 
treated as the donnee of a uork of fiction, even though Fenn has shoun 
that uith much of it Willis has been taking liberties with Chinese history. 
v/hat 1iillis meant by his introductory paragraph is that the incidents 
in the story do not come fran his own experience and that its remoteness 
in time and place from the author has forced him to recreate imaginatively 
the scenes and events, in the same way that a contemporary author would 
have to use more L~agination in writing a fictionalized version of Caesar•s 
Commentaries than in fictionalizing Mght D. Eisenhower• s Crusade in Europe, 
In other words, this story of \fillis•s is not a transcript from life as 
most of his stories were: the "feeling and sentiment" are not his oun. 
The statement that "most stories , • , by every writer are, in a 
measure autobiographical--in feelings and sentiment" is significant, for 
in it Willis is implying that his stories in the main are reflections of 
his oun emotional experience and philosophical attitudes. One reading them 
for this kind of information, then, is not fishing in a dry arroyo. 
At the beginning of the story, the :Emperor Yi.tentsoong has just quelled, 
early in his reign, a revolt promulgated by the eunuchs who had mistaken 
his "gravity and reserve" for "stupidity and fear,u83 Following the 
incident, the :Emperor and Szema, the rebel leader, have become "inseparable 
82william P. Fenn, "The Source of One of liillis• s Sketches," American 
Literature, VI (January 1935), 421-426, John Francis Davis, Poeseos Sinensis 
Commentarii, ~~Poetry of the Chinese (Hacao, 1834). 
83Misc, ~' p, 168. 
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friends." Suffering from a mood of melancholy, the Einperor has retired 
alone to one of his ancestral palaces, and, in disguise, passes the time 
in hunting and fishing, On one of his quiet sails on the lake he discovers, 
by chance the well-concealed inlet of the peach blossoms. The passage is 
filled with the romantic description of the earthly paradise. 'tl":i.llis is 
not here describing the scenery of Niagara Falls or the Bosphorus, but 
scenery he has never seen. 
After sldrting the fringed sheet of water in this manner for 
several hours, he suddenly observed that he had shot through a 
streak of peach-blossoms floating from the shore, and at the 
same m.anent he became conscious that his boat Has slightly 
headed off by a current setting outward. Putting up his helm, 
he returned to the spot, and beneath the drooping branches of 
some luxuriant willOHs, tlms early in leaf, he discovered the 
mouth of an inlet, which, but for the floating blossoms it 
brought to the lake, would have escaped the notice of the 
closest observer. The emperor now lowered his sail, unshipped 
the slender mast, and betook him to the oars, and as the 
current was gentle, and the inlet wider within the mouth, he 
sped rapidly on through what appeared to be a lovely and 
luxuriant vale of the forest. Still, those blushing betrayers 
of some flowering spot beyond, extended like a rosy clue before 
him, and with impulse of muscles swelled and indurated in war-
like exercise, the swift keel divided the besprent mirror 
winding temptingly onward, and, for a long hour, the royal oars-
man untiringly threaded this sweet vein of 1dlderness • 84 
Here is described the entrance to the forest paradise so popular with 
the writers of romance. A description of the secret place itself follows. 
Beyond, by the humming of bees, and the singing of birds, there 
should be a spot more open than the tangled wilderness he had 
passed, and disengaging his prOH from the alders, he shoved the 
boat again into the stream, and pulled round a high rock, by 
which the inlet seemed to have been compelled to curve its 
channel. The edge of a bright green meadow now stole into the 
perspective, and, still widening with his approach, disclosed 
a slightly rising terrace clustered with shrubs, and studded 
here and there with vases; and farther on, upon the same side 
of the stream, a skirting edge of peach-trees, loaded 1dth the 
gay blossoms which had guided him hither. 
Astonished at these signs of habitation in what was well under-
stood to be a privileged wilderness, YUentsoong kept his boat in 
mid-stream, and with his eyes vigilantly on the alert, slowly 
made headway against the current. A few strokes with his oars 
• • • brought into view a grove of ancient trees scattered over 
a gently ascending lawn, beyond which, hidden by [sic, from?] 
the river till mm by the projecting shoulder of a mound, lay 
a small pavilion with gilded pillars, glittering like fairy-
••ork in the sun. 
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YUentsoong has discovered a highly romantic earthly paradise, and it 
comes as no surprise to discover that as he approaches the pavilion he 
catches a glimpse of a beautiful maiden. An old man appears and the 
Emperor tells him that he is Lew-me lin, a prince of the empire. The old 
man, satisfied with his rank, reveals that he is Choo-tseen, 1;ho, being 
the terror of the reign of YUentsoong•s father, had been made an outlaw 
and long ago had retired to this isolated spot with a price upon his head. 
The girl is his daughter Teh-leen, 85 who (like 11iranda in The Tempest) has 
never seen a human face save her father's. He feels now that he has found 
a protector for his daughter since "I.ew-melin" has providentially arrived 
in the time of the peach blossoms, the traditional Chinese marriage season. 
YUentsoong is nmr introduced to Teh-leen 1dth the result that he takes her 
away with him. 
Willis skips over Teh-leen•s introduction to court and her marriage to 
the Emperor--if, indeed, she is married to him: no mention is made of a 
wedding and at no time is she referred to as his 1dfe, merely his "favorite" 
and ''mistress." In peaceful comradeship live YUentsoong, Teh-leen, and 
Szema, although the populace have their opinions as to the faithfulness of 
Teh-leen in this m€fnage ~trois. Returning early from hunting one day, 
B5Fenn eJq~lains that the Chinese word teh-leen means "ornamental 
labels to be hung in the house." Am Lit, VI, 422. 
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Yuentsoong discovers Szema slumbering "with the guilty Teh-leen upon his 
bosoml n86 The Th!peror immediately returns to the forest where he remains 
for an extended period of time. Days later a message from him appoints 
Szema governor of the remote province of Szchuen. After Szemats departure, 
Yuentsoong returns to the palace, "but to the terror of his co1Ulsellors and 
people, his hair ;ras blanched l<hi te as the head of an old man." From now 
on he sleeps alone. 
Six months later Szema leads an army against the capital, but is cap-
tured and brought before Yuentsoong, just as the latter, ;rho has brought 'l'eh-
leen into the field with him because of the popular feeling against her, 
has become reconciled to her, after having seen her asleep in her tent. 
fuentsoong orders Szema released fran his fetters. Freed, Szema seizes a 
sword, rushes into Teh-leents tent and kills her. Yuentsoong with his 
scimitar cleaves him to the chin. 
Here ends Willis's oriental romance. Both his Chinese tales are filled 
1dth the exotic mystery of a co1Ultry about vrhich little uas lmoem at the 
time 1-lillis 1ms ;.Iriting except for the strange tales brought back by the 
sailors in the Far-Eastern trade, and the 1Ulusual artifacts brought back 
by the ships. Of the history of the Far East almost nothing uas lmoem by 
the common person. Upon this 1Ullmoem co1Ultry Willis has superimposed the 
trappings of the Gothic romance. The earthly paradise, true and faithless 
love, crimes of passion and revenge figure prominently, as well as outlaws, 
revolts, and beautiful scenery. 
B~sc. ;forks, P• 171. 
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"The Belle of the Belfry" 
"The Belle of the Belfry; or, The Daring Lover,u87 the last story in 
"Loiterings," has as its setting the tiny French village of Rochepot,88 
which Ttlillis had discovered in his travels en route from Paris to Chalons, 
and had described in Pencillings, His description is quoted here to show 
the impression <Thich the village had on him and to show that he did not 
make specific use of his earlier impression in his story. 
Between these t;-ro places (Saulieu and Chagny) lay a spot, Hhich, 
out of my ~dn country, I should choose before all others for a 
retreat from the world. As it was off the route, the guide~ 
book gave me not even the name, and I have discovered nothing 
but that the hamlet is called Rochepot.89 It is a little nest 
of wild scenery, a mimic valley shut in by high overhanging 
crags, with the ruins of a battlemented and noble old castle, 
standing upon a rock in the centre, ;Tith the village of some 
hundred stone cottages at its very foot. You might stand on 
the toners of the ruins, and toss a biscuit into almost every 
chimney in the village, The round towers are still perfect, 
and the turrets and loop-holes and 1-Tindows are still there; and 
rank green vines have overrun the whole mass everywhere; and 
nothing but the prodigious solidity with which it ;ms built 
could have kept it so long from falling, for it is evidently 
one of the oldest castles in Burgundy. I never before saw any-
thing, even in a picture, ;rhich realized perfectly my idea of 
feudal position. Here lived the lord of the domain, a hundred 
feet in the air in his rocky castle, right over the heads of 
his retainers ;Tith the power to call in every soul that served 
him at a minutets warning, and with a single blast of the 
trumpet, I do not believe a stone has been replaced in the 
village for a h\Uldred years, The whole thing was redolent of 
antiquity. lie wo\Uld out of the place by a sharp narrow pass, 
and there, within a mile of this old and deserted fortress, 
lay the broad plains of Bea\Ule and Chagny--one of the most 
fertile and luxurious parts of France, I ;ras charmed altogether, 
87~. ~' pp. 172-174. 
88Rochepot is a small tmm betHeen Dijon and Chalons and east of Verd\Ul, 
B9l;lter, Baedeker ;rould have told ;lillis, "About 2fj- M. to the E. (of 
Holay] are the imposing ruins of the Ch~eau :!=. ~ Rochrtot (13th cent.), 
above the village of the same name." Karl Baedeker, llo hern France 
(Leipsic, 1905), p, 389, 
How many things I have seen this side the >later that I have 
made an involuntary vow in my heart to visit again, and at 
more leisure, before I diet90 
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One can see that '\-Tillis was impressed by the medieval to>m of Rochepot, 
and it is not surprising that he used it as the setting for one of his more 
romantic stories. 
llillis starts with a commentary on the grisettes of Rochepot, " a good 
fourth of the population, n91 and then concentrates on the prettiest one, 
The'nais, the heroine of the story. Her mother does not allow her the free-
dom the other vmrking-girls have. 
Old Dame Pomponney was the sexton I s widen, and she had the care 
of the great clock of St. Roch, and of only one daughter; and 
excellent care she took of both her charges, They lived all 
three in the belfry--dame, clock, and daughter--and it was a 
bright day for Thenais when she got out of hearing of that "tick, 
tick, tick," and of the thumping of her mother's cane on the long 
staircase, uhich al1-mys kept time with it. 
One can see from this excerpt that Willis is imitating the style of a 
children• s fairy tale in telling this story, and the story he is telling 
would perhaps seem incredible told realistically, There are also touches 
of humor in this romantic tale, almost as though tfillis were not taking the 
story seriously himself. Yet one believes this story as one believes a 
fairy-tale. 
It is the secret dream of the grisettes of Rochepot to have one flirta-
tion 1·1ith a gentleman before they settle down to marry a mechanic, but 
Dame Pomponney, having been deceived by a lover above her station, is deter-
mined that Thd'hais would have no sweetheart "above a journeyman mechanic." 
90pencillings (1852), pp. 171-172. 
91Mi.sc, Works, p. 172. 
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Like the "vigilant Fredegonda" in Irving's "The Legend of the Rose of the 
.Alhambra,n92 she keeps close watch over her charge, 
l.fith the infonnation that "four miles from Rochepot, stood the ch~teau 
of Brevanne, and that the old Count of Brevanne was a proud aristocrat of 
the ancien regime, with one son, the young Count Felix, u93 i-lillis ends the 
exposition, 
News arrives in Rochepot that the hussars are to be quartered there 
for a month, The grisettes are overjoyed, and ~1hen the hussars arrive, they 
are immediately appropriated by the working girls, Only Th6nais takes no 
part in the revelry; "she stood in one of the high >iindows of the belfry, 
looking down on the gay crowd below," One of the hussars "seemed an idiot 
vdth but one idea--looking for ever at st. Roch•s clock to know the time of 
dayl" Little infonnation about him can be gathered, for the hussars "sig-
nificantly pointed to their foreheads and whispered something about poor 
Robertin•s being a privileged follower of the regiment and a protege' of the 
colonel." 
The following Sunday when Dame Pomponney goes up to the belfry to wind 
the clock, she finds Robertin there, "And The'nais had been up to dust the 
wheels of the clock, And how did she knOt; that sc~lerat of a trooper was 
not there all the time,u94 But his gibbering grimaces soon convince her 
that he is hannless, interested only in the ticking of the clock, so she 
lets him run down the stairs, v/hen she herself descends, she finds the 
92The Alhambra, vlorks, IV, 1.57-170, 
93!1:i.sc, vlorks, p, 172. 
94~. Works, p. 173. 
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idiot on his knees before Thilnais, helping her wind yarn. Believing him 
innocent, she leaves him holding the yarn for her daughter while she hurries 
off to mass. From then on Robertin is allmred to see ThEmais often. 
One day <Then the soldiers and the grisettes are off on a picnic, 
Dame Pomponney hears a man's voice in the belfry, and discovers that 
Robertin has climbed up on the roof and is conversing 1-Tith The"nais through 
the windou. She locks them up in the house as she goes to market, but an 
hour later they are at the fete where Robertin becomes "gallant, spirited, 
and gay, the handsomest of hussars, and the most joyous of companions. 11 
A sudden shmier sends the merrymakers into the nearest building, a grange 
on the Brevanne estate. As Robertin and Thenais are waltzing on the thresh-
ing floor, the Count of Brevanne arrives and recognizes in Robertin his son 
Felix. He orders him home, but Felix refuses to go. Hillis quickly brings 
the story to its climax. Dame Pomponney, searching for her daughter, 
appears just in time to hear the Count say to his son, "Disgrace not your 
bloodtn95 
"P.nd 1rho is disgraced by dancing <dth my daughter?" she 
screamed with furious gesticulation. 
The noble made no answer, but the grisettes in an undertone, 
murmured the name of Count Felixl 
"Is it he--the changelingl the son of a poor gardener, that 
is disgraced by the touch of my daughter?" 
In her rage the old dame has blurted out the well-kept secret. The story 
ends with the last-minute explanations so comnon to romantic fiction. 
The dying infant daughter of the Marchioness de Brevanne had 
been cr~ged for the healthy son of the countts gardener, to 
secure an heir to the name and estates of the nearly extinct 
95Misc. Works, p. 174. 
family of Brevanne. Iame Pomponney had assisted in this secret, 
and but for her heart full of rage at the moment, to which the 
old countts taunt was but the last drop, the secret would 
probably have never been revealed. Count Felix, who had played 
truant from his college in Paris, to come and hunt up some of 
his childish [sic) playfellows, in disguise, had remembered and 
disclosed himself to ThSnais, who was not sorry to recognize 
him, lihile he played idiot in the belfry. Of course there was 
n01f no obstacle to their union, and united they uere. The old 
count pardoned him, and gave the new couple a portion of his 
estate, and they named their first child Robertin, as was 
natural enough. 
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This story is pleasant and amusing as a tale of romantic adventure. 
As such it has the elements common to many such tales, the duped parent, 
the disguise, the changeling, and the simple love element. The fairy-tale 
style and the slightly satirical elements help disguise the triteness of 
the plot. As in many tales of this type, also, there are discrepancies in 
plot: for instance, one wonders how the substitution of the gardener• s son 
for the Gount•s could have been kept secret if the son were old enough to 
remember his earlier playmates. l·lillis has set the story in the Burgundian 
countryside, but has spent almost no time describing the village itself, 
though in Pencillings he seems to have been charmed by this particular part 
of Fra11.ce. In his earlier stories, \iillis spent much more time on the 
setting than he does in his later ones. At the beginning of this story he 
is less interested in the setting than in the social status of the grisettes. 
He explains, 
They knew exactly vrhat was due to them, and what was due to their 
superiors, and they paid and gave credit in their coin of good 
manners, as can not be done in countries of "liberty and equality." 
Still there were little shades of difference in the attentions 
shovm them by their employers, and they worked twice as much in 
a day when sewing for Madame Murozel, who took her dinner with 
them, sans fayon in the work-room, as for old Hadame Ghiquette, 
who dined all alone in her grand saloon, and left them to eat 
by themselves among their shreds and scissors. But these were 
not slights which they seriously resented. Wo only to the 
incautious dame who dared to scandalize one of their number, 
or dispute her dues, or encroach upon her privilegesl They 
would make Rochepot as uncomfortagle for her, parbleul as a 
kettle to a slow-boiled lobster,9 
vlillis is interested in explaining the mores of different classes of 
society, 
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This story is unlike the majority of 1Villisls stories in that it does 
not come from his own experience, except for the setting which he hardly 
mentions, and the characters are not his usual denizens of the fashionable 
circles. The emphasis in the story is on plot, not character or setting, 
Nevertheless, lVillis is getting closer in this story to his later stories 
of social satire, 
9%isc, \vorks, p, 172. 
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11 Loiterings of Travel" 
Critical Summ~J 
The stories added to those contained in Romance of Travel to make up 
the collection published in America as "Loiterings of Travel" in The 
Hiscellaneous \forks of :!!, • f.. '1-lillis are of tuo major types, social comedy 
and romance. The former category includes "Kate Crediford, 11 "FJirtation 
and Fox-Chasing," 11!-feena Ili.mity," "The Feuer of an •Injured Look,"' and 
"Bm-rare of Dogs and ~valtzing"; the latter category includes "The Poet and 
the Handarin, 11 "The Inlet of Peach-Blossoms, 11 and "The Belle of the Belfry." 
There is, however, less similarity among these stories than the above 
statement 1>1ould indicate. The locales are as varied as the title 11 Loiter-
ings of Travel" 1vould imply--New York, Saratoga, Slimford, U.s .A., rural 
England and Scotland, provincial France, and China. The social status of 
the characters is as diverse as the settings, ranging from the Emperor of 
China to an American stage agent, and from Scottish lords to French grisettes. 
'I'he treatment is equally diversified: it stretches from the realism of "The 
PO\;er of an •Injured Look'" and "Beware of Dogs and :valtzing 11 to the romance 
of the Chinese tales and 11 The Belle of the Belfry, 11 and from the psycho-
logical introspection of "Kate Crediford11 to the informal objectivity of 
11Heena Ili.mity, 11 and from the strict narration of "FJirtation and Fox-Chasing" 
to the satire of 11Heena Dimity." Although satire is not so pronounced in 
these as in Willis's later stories, there is an increasing use of it in 
this collection, political and literary satire, as Hell as social. 
"Kate Crediford" is one of '{lillis• s first stories to couple literary 
satire Hith the surprise ending, a combination which Willis uses several 
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times later on, In this story is found also an attempt by \Villis to use 
introspection and psychological analysis, Here they are used for humor; 
later c.fillis is to employ them seriously, 
"Flirtation and Fox-Chasing" is really a return to the Slingsby saga, 
but, perhaps because the Slingsby character plays a minor role, his name 
is not used. Willis uses his experiences in !·!alta for the framework of a 
story-ui thin-a-story, This type of story he makes frequent use of in his 
later fiction, The inner plot of this story is social comedy, containing 
a hilarious description of a fox chase, The central theme concerns the 
dichotomy of the real and the imaginative, here used facetiously, but later 
used most seriously, 
11 The Poet and the Nandarin11 and "The Inlet of Peach-Blossoms" are two 
stories of ancient China, The first of these deals ;dth the serious theme 
of the position of the artist in society, and the second is an exotic tale 
of love and violence, Both stories include descriptions of earthly para-
dises, 
"Heena Dimity" is a satire on small-town life in /unerica in <lhich 
Willis ridicules social pretensions, the exaggerated attitude toward 
republicanism of his day, and political oratory, 1-lillis shows his knowl-
edge of the 1-mrkings of the social relationships and conventional attitudes 
of the small town, 
11Beflare of Dogs and I'Taltzing" is another comedy of manners in British 
society, based closely on an autobiographical incident, It contains a 
revealing self-portrait, but it is too literally a "transcription of life," 
as tt.i.llis would call it, without the necessary infusion of the imagination, 
It does, however, reveal Willis's interest in the subtleties of social 
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intercourse in cultured society, and shows a grmdng interest in this area, 
as does "The Power of an 'Injured Look. '" 
"The Belle in the Belfry" is a ranantic story laid in the French 
conntryside. Interestingly told •dth tongue in cheek, it becomes a satire 
on the type of story it claims to be, indicating that v/illis 1-ms tiring of 
writing the Jd.nd of fiction demanded by the contemporary periodicals. 
George F. l'lhicher has said that vlillis • s later work seems like a parody 
of his earlier writings,97 but in his fiction, at any rate, the parody was 
frequently conscious satire. 
In spite of the tremendous number of stories which o-lillis wrote between 
1842 and 1844, the stories newly collected in "Loiterings" are well con-
structed and 1-rell told, in general. Combined 1dth the seven stories 
published earlier in Romance !2£. Travel, they constitute the most varied 
group of Willis's collected fiction. Willis has perfected his technique, 
as far as his attitude tm-rard the value of short fiction prompted him to, 
and he has eJCPlored the various possibilities of popular magazine fiction, 
and learned to work into his stories his mm favorite themes and subjects, 
From this point on, his stories are to confine themselves to the study of 
high life in Europe and American life exclusively. The plots are to explore 
the subtleties of human intercourse among individuals of sensibility and 
refinement, and the pervading tone is to be wit and hu.'llor with a marked 
tendency toward the satirical. 
97 George F. l'lhicher, "Early Essayists," Cambridge History of American 
Literature, 11. P. Trent, et al., eds., 4 vols. (Ne\i York, 1917-1921), I, 
2h2. --
